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Chapter 1
Introduction: Low-Temperature Fuel Cells

T. W. Napporn, A. Mokrini, and F. J. Rodríguez-Varela

Abstract This chapter describes the reactions occurring in low-temperature fuel
cells, fuelled with from the most common H2, to several organic molecules. The
differences in the complexity of the anode reactions and their effect on the energy
that may be generated from the fuel cells are discussed. It is established that, even
though H2/O2 fuel cells are the most performing in terms of power density for large-
demand systems, the use of liquid fuels is advantageous for several low-power
applications. The performance of nanostructured anode and cathode catalysts in
complete fuel cell systems is also covered. It is indicated that in alkaline media,
some non-Pt nanocatalysts have a high catalytic activity, particularly for the ORR.
Even more, the recent advances in polymer electrolyte membranes are shown, from
the widely used commercial Nafion®, to the more recently developed anionic poly-
mers for anion exchange membrane fuel cells. It is concluded that compatibility of
composite and blend materials with the host ionomer is critical for the development
of stable low-temperature fuel cells.

Keywords Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) · Anion exchange
membrane fuel cells (AEMFC) · Perfluorosulfonic-acid membranes (PFSA) · Direct
methanol AEMFCs (DM-AEMFCs) · Direct ethanol AEMFCs (DE-AEMFCs) ·
Direct ethylene Glycol AEMFCs (DEG-AEMFCs) · Direct glycerol AEMFCs
(DG-AEMFCs) · Non-platinum group metal (PGM) · Perfluorinated PEMs · Nafion®

membranes · Partially fluorinated PEMs · Hydrocarbon PEMs · Anion exchange
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membranes (AEMs) · Hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) · Tafel reaction ·
Heyrovsky reaction · Volmer reaction · Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) · Rotating
ring disk electrode (RRDE) · Koutecky–Levich plots

1.1 Introduction

Proton exchange membrane and anion exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC and
AEMFC, respectively) have gained the attention of academic and industrial research
groups, due to their capacity to generate high-power density at low temperatures.
Ever since the advancements in the 1960s for space industry applications, both
systems have experienced to an extent a technological development to reach near-
commercialization status. This is particularly the case of PEMFCs, whose perfor-
mance has been greatly improved by the use of the perfluorosulfonic acid mem-
branes and the demonstration of high interfacial area gas diffusion electrodes at Los
Alamos National Laboratories [1, 2]. The new electrode structure proposed in those
studies has reduced the catalyst loading (i.e., Pt) by an order of magnitude
[1]. PEMFC is a more advanced technology than AEMFC. However, fuel cells
using anion exchange membrane are being studied with a significant interest in
recent years due to the development of chemically stable alkaline polymers and the
capability of using non-noble metals to catalyze the electrochemical reactions in
basic media. The following sections introduce the electrochemical reactions taking
place in AEMFCs working with hydrogen and liquid fuels. Also, the performance of
several nanostructured electrocatalysts in complete fuel cell systems is shown.
Moreover, the latest developments in membranes for PEM and AEM fuel cells are
discussed.

1.2 Electrocatalytic Reactions in Anion Exchange
Membrane Fuel Cells (AEMFCs)

In first half of the twentieth century, the research in alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) led this
type of cell to be considered for several applications. Francis T. Bacon worked in the
development of H2/O2 AFCs, which resulted in demonstrative programs of capacity
up to 5 kW output [1–3]. AFC systems reached a status that allowed the technology
to be considered for space applications [1]. However, disadvantages of AFCs
included several restrictions, among them, the need to use fuels and oxidants free
of CO2 due to the risk of carbonation with KOH and NaOH [1, 4]. Also, the
management of liquid-phase electrolytes has been a relevant issue in AFCs
[5]. With the development of the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)
based on Nafion®, the research on AFCs somehow decreased, particularly in the
1990s and early twenty-first century.
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Over the past decade, however, AEMFCs have received increased attention of
fuel cells science and technology research laboratories [6]. First of all, it is generally
acknowledged that the kinetics of the electrochemical cathode reactions in alkaline
media is faster compared to their acid counterpart (i.e., PEMFCs). Also, perhaps one
the most attracting characteristics of AEMFCs is the possibility of using non-PGM
(Pt group metals) or non-noble metal catalysts in anodes and cathodes to promote the
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [6–9].
Even more, regardless of its relatively low operation temperature, AEMFCs can also
operate with liquid fuels as an alternative to hydrogen [10–14].

In fact, it has been reported that AEMFCs can operate with a CH4 containing 5%
H2 [15]. In spite of the capability of using different fuels, attention must be paid to
the purity of the oxidant, since as mentioned CO2-containing air leads to carbonation
by reacting with OH� anions. The report by Dekel et al. indicates that bicarbonate
(HCO3

�) and carbonate (CO3
2�) anions are formed, changing the anion composition

of the anion exchange membrane [16]. Thus, the use of air as oxidant which may
contain CO2 decreases the cell performance [16, 17].

Nevertheless, the promoted attraction offered recently by AEMFCs can be
attributed to the important advances in high-performance anion exchange mem-
branes, even though one relevant issue is the ionomer stability [6, 18–20]. As
pointed out by Varcoe et al., the first publication of the so-called alkaline membrane
fuel cells (AMFCs) appeared in 2005 [18]. Ever since, the number of publications
has clearly increased. Dekel has reported that the number of reports has overpassed
2000 in the 2013–2017 period (Fig. 1.1) [6]. Evidently, advances in the different
components of AEMFCs other than membranes, including high performance and
durable catalysts, will impulse the research and applications of this technology to
new grounds.

In the following sections, the electrocatalytic reactions in AEMFCs fuelled with
different fuels are given. The selection of fuels goes from H2, to several of the most
common C-containing fuels: methanol (CH3OH), ethanol (C2H5OH), ethylene gly-
col (C2H6O2), and glycerol (C3H8O3). Each of the liquid fuels introduces cost and
energetic advantages and disadvantages. But perhaps it is worth analyzing their use
from a sustainability point of view, and therefore the feasibility of obtaining them
from biomass resources.

1.2.1 H2/O2 AEMFCs

In terms of power density and catalyst durability, the most performing AEMFC is the
H2/O2 cell. A power density of 1.4 W cm�2 has been reported by Varcoe et al., with
the cell operating at 60 �C, equipped with an AEM based on radiation-grafted
ethylene tetrafluoroethylene and PtRu/C (anode) and Pt/C (cathode) catalysts
[21]. The same research group has reported the performance of an H2/O2 AEMFC
with non-PGM cathode catalysts (1.0 mgAg cm�2) having a power density above
1 W cm�2 [22]. The stability of H2/O2 AEMFCs has also been evaluated. Yu et al.
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have tested a cell for 500 h, with a decrease in cell voltage of 0.22 mV h�1. The cell
used quaternary ammonium SEBS as the ionomer [23].

In H2/O2 AEMFCs the electrochemical anode and cathode half-cell reactions, as
well as the overall cell reaction, with their corresponding potentials at standard
conditions are:

Anode reaction:

2H2 þ 4OH� ! 4H2Oþ 4e�,Eo
a ¼ 0:83 V vs:SHE ð1:1Þ

Cathode reaction:

O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� ! 4OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:2Þ

Overall:

2H2 þ O2 ! 2H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:23 V ð1:3Þ

H2/O2 AEMFCs are attractive from an economical point of view because of the
feasibility of using non-PGM catalysts for the ORR and for the HOR [24]. However,

Fig. 1.1 (a) Reports published in the 2013–2017 period covering research on AEMFCs, (b)
distribution by country of origin (reproduced from Ref. [6] with kind permission of © Elsevier)
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it should be mentioned that high performances have been reported when using
catalysts such as Ir or Pd to promote the HOR either in half-cell experiments or in
full AEMFC tests [25, 26].

1.2.2 Direct Methanol AEMFCs (DM-AEMFCs)

The enhanced kinetics of the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) in 0.5 mol/l
K2CO3 and 1 mol/l KHCO3 electrolytes compared with a 0.5 mol/l H2SO4 solution,
foreseen the use of CH3OH in AEMFCs, has been discussed by Zhuang et al.
[27]. By performing in-situ FTIR analysis, the authors concluded that methanol
could be oxidized to CO2 in those alkaline solutions. Scott and Hao have evaluated
extensively a direct methanol alkaline fuel cell using Pt/C anode and cathode
catalyst. The cell performance increased at higher temperatures (up to 60 �C). On
the other hand, with the anion exchange membranes used, the crossover of methanol
to the anode increased at higher fuel concentrations [28]. Kim et al. have reported the
same effect in an air-breathing direct methanol fuel cell with anion exchange
membrane when increasing the CH3OH concentration from 7 to 10 M [29]. Even
though it has been reported that AEMFCs fuelled with methanol are less performing
compared to other liquid fuels [30], Bianchini et al. reported an enhanced perfor-
mance of a direct methanol AEMFC at 60 �C with a Pd/MWCNT anode, compared
to ethanol and glycerol [31].

In DM-AEMFCs the electrochemical reactions are:
Anode reaction:

CH3OHþ 6OH� ! CO2 þ 5H2Oþ 6e�,Eo
a ¼ �0:81 V vs:SHE ð1:4Þ

Cathode reaction:

3=2O2 þ 3H2Oþ 6e� ! 6OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:5Þ

Overall:

CH3OHþ 3=2O2 ! CO2 þ 2H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:21 V ð1:6Þ

1.2.3 Direct Ethanol AEMFCs (DE-AEMFCs)

The use of ethanol in fuel cells is of interest, since this organic molecule is
considered a carbon neutral and sustainable fuel [32]. Even more, bioethanol from
biomass has been used as the fuel in DE-AEMFCs, where a power density of
ca. 90 mW cm�2 has been generated using a dealloyed PtCo/CNT anode
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catalyst [33]. A power density of around 50 mW cm�2 has been obtained elsewhere
using Pd-based catalysts at the anode fuelled with 1.0 mol L�1 ethanol +0.5 mol L�1

NaOH [34]. In their study, Fujiwara et al. have compared the performance of DEFCs
equipped with anion and cation exchange membranes [35]. The power density
generated with the AEM was about ten times higher, compared to the cationic
counterpart. Nevertheless, due to the low OH� conductivity of the membrane,
0.5 mol L�1 KOH had to be provided along with the 1.0 mol L�1 ethanol fuel at
the anode in order to sustain a high performance. Recently, a passive DE-AEMFC
stack delivering a peak power density of 38 mW cm�2 at room temperature, using
PdNi/C anode catalysts and FeCuN4/C cathode catalysts, has been demonstrated by
Zhao and Li [36].

The electrochemical reactions in DE-AEMFCs are:
Anode reaction:

C2H5OHþ 12OH� ! 2CO2 þ 9H2Oþ 12e�,Eo
a ¼ �0:74 V vs:SHE ð1:7Þ

Cathode reaction:

3O2 þ 6H2Oþ 12e� ! 12OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:8Þ

Overall:

C2H5OHþ 3O2 ! 2CO2 þ 3H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:14 V ð1:9Þ

1.2.4 Direct Ethylene Glycol AEMFCs (DEG-AEMFCs)

Ethylene glycol (EG) has been used in fuel cells as a feasible alternative to replace
methanol and ethanol. For this application, C2H6O2 is safer to handle than methanol,
is less toxic than methanol and ethanol, and its electron transfer rate is higher during
oxidation than ethanol [37–39]. EG can also be produced from biomass and its
partial selective oxidation in a DEG-AEMFC can generate valuable oxalic acid
without CO2 emissions [40]. The power density generated from a DEG-AEMFC
at 60 �C has been shown to become higher by increasing the fuel concentration from
0.5 to 1.0, but decreases with 2 mol L�1 C2H6O2 (with a KOH concentration of
1 mol L�1) [39]. Such cell used an alkali-doped PBI membrane. Cremers et al. have
compared the performance of DEG-AEMFCs equipped with KOH-doped PBI and a
quaternary amine alkaline AEM, with the later generating a higher power density
[41]. KOH-doped Nafion ® has also been used by Forbicini et al. in a DEG-AEMFC
[42]. Evidently, DEG-AEMFCs equipped with several formulations of AEMs have
been tested [43, 44]. It has been reported that the power density generated by
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DEG-AEMFCs is higher than those of fuel cells fuelled with methanol, ethanol, and
1,2-propanediol, but slightly lower than in the case of glycerol [10, 44–46].

The electrochemical reactions in DEG-AEMFCs are:
Anode reaction:

C2H6O2 þ 10OH� ! 2CO2 þ 8H2Oþ 10e�,Eo
a ¼ �0:81 V vs:SHE ð1:10Þ

Alternatively, the partial oxidation of EG to oxalate is [44]:

C2H6O2 þ 10OH� ! COO�ð Þ2 þ 8H2Oþ 8e�,Eo
a ¼ �0:81 V vs:SHE ð1:11Þ

Cathode reaction:

5=2O2 þ 5H2Oþ 10e� ! 10OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:12Þ

Overall:

C2H6O2 þ 5=2O2 ! 2CO2 þ 3H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:21 V ð1:13Þ

1.2.5 Direct Glycerol AEMFCs (DG-AEMFCs)

Glycerol has several advantages for fuel cell applications: it has a relatively low
toxicity, high energy density, its crossover rate is low, and is relatively inexpensive
[47, 48]. It is also a versatile fuel, since DG-AEMFCs have been operated as
co-generators of electricity and valuable chemicals [49, 50]. Pt and Pd-based cata-
lysts are normally used as anode catalysts in DG-AEMFCs [47, 48, 51–54]. How-
ever, Au-based nanomaterials have also shown a high catalytic activity for the
oxidation of the molecule [49, 50, 55]. Li et al. have demonstrated a higher power
density generated by a DG-AEMFC in the 50–80 �C temperature range with an
Au/C anode (1.0 mol L�1 glycerol +2.0 mol L�1 KOH, Fe-Cu-N4/C cathode),
compared to a PEM DGFC at 90 �C (1.0 mol L�1 glycerol, PtRu/C anode, Pt/C
cathode) [55]. It has been shown also that higher power density is generated from the
DG-AEMFC, relative to DM and DEG-AEMFCs, with the same fuel
concentration [55].

One more advantage of glycerol is that it can be used in its crude composition as
obtained from the bio-diesel manufacturing industry, as reported by Li0s group
[51, 54–56]. Crude glycerol is cheaper than refined glycerol, methanol, and ethanol
[56]. Using 1.0 mol L�1 crude glycerol (+ 2.0 mol L�1 KOH), a DG-AEMFC
generated a power density of ca. 40 mW cm2 (anode: Au/C; cathode: Fe-Cu-N4/C;
AEM: A201, 28 mm, Tokuyama, 80 �C) [55].
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The electrochemical reactions in DG-AEMFCs are shown below. According to
some workers, the oxidation of glycerol in alkaline media may proceed through the
formation of glycerate or tartronic acid [57, 58]. Following the tartronic acid route:

Anode reaction [58]:

C3H8O3 þ 8OH� ! C3H4O5 þ 6H2Oþ 8e�,Eo
a ¼ �0:77 V vs:SHE ð1:14Þ

C3H4O5 þ 2OH� ! C3H2O5ð Þ2� þ 2H2O ð1:15Þ

Cathode reaction:

2O2 þ 4H2Oþ 8e� ! 8OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:16Þ

Overall:

C3H8O3 þ 2O2 þ 2OH� ! C3H2O5ð Þ2� þ 4H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:17 V ð1:17Þ

1.2.6 AEMFCs Operating with Other Fuels

Other fuels have been evaluated at AEMFCs. For example, the reactions at direct
borohydride (DB, Eqs. 1.18, 1.19, and 1.20) and direct formate (DF, Eqs. 1.21, 1.22,
and 1.23) AEMFCs are [13, 59]:

For DB-AEMFCs:
Anode reaction:

BH�
4 þ 8OH� ! BO�

2 þ 6H2Oþ 8e�,Eo
a ¼ �1:24 V vs:SHE ð1:18Þ

Cathode reaction:

O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� ! 4OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:19Þ

Overall:

BH�
4 þ 2O2 ! BO�

2 þ 2H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:64 V ð1:20Þ

and
For DF-AEMFCs:
Anode reaction:
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HCOO� þ 3OH� ! CO2�
3 þ 2H2Oþ 2e�,Eo

a ¼ �1:05 V vs:SHE ð1:21Þ

Cathode reaction:

1=2O2 þ H2Oþ 2e� ! 2OH�,Eo
c ¼ 0:40 V vs:SHE ð1:22Þ

Overall:

HCOO� þ 1=2O2 þ OH� ! CO2�
3 þ 2H2O,Ecell ¼ 1:45 V ð1:23Þ

Additionally, Ogumi et al. compared the performance of fuel cells fed with the
polyalcohols, erythritol and xylitol, with those of ethylene glycol, glycerol, and
methanol. It has been concluded that the higher power density is delivered by using
ethylene glycol with the AEMFC operating at 323 K, with a Pt-Ru/C anode and Pt/C
cathode [30].

1.3 Performance of Several Types of Nanostructured
Anodes and Cathodes in AEMFCs

As discussed in Sect. 1.1, several fuels are being used in AEMFCs, from H2 to
organic molecules. Advantages and disadvantages of each of them seem to be clear.
Higher power densities can be delivered by H2/O2 AEMFCs due to the high
reactivity of the gaseous fuel. Also, the absence of C atoms avoids the need of C–
C bonds cleavage and the formation of reaction intermediates such as COads during
the HOR. However, hydrogen is not freely available in nature and must be produced,
mainly from hydrocarbons. Renewable hydrogen, i.e., from water electrolysis using
solar or wind resources, is feasible, but still more expensive than natural gas
reforming on a large-scale basis.

On the other hand, easier handling of the fuels compared to H2 can be achieved
with liquid molecules. Very important from a sustainability point of view, some of
the organic fuels can be produced from biomass resources. Nevertheless, the power
density obtained from AEMFCs is lower when fuelled with such liquid molecules
relative to hydrogen [6]. Moreover, the operational problems caused by the cross-
over phenomena remain in AEMFCs (to a less extent than in PEMFCs) using
methanol, ethanol, or other liquid fuels. Therefore, the selection of nanostructured
cathode catalysts is of high relevance to avoid depolarization losses caused by
crossed fuel or reaction intermediates. As mentioned earlier, the kinetics of the
ORR in alkaline media is faster than in acid electrolytes, allowing for the use of a
number of high-performance cathodes, from Pt/C and Pd/C (and their alloys or
composite materials with metal oxides), to non-PGM and metal-free nanocatalysts.
Taking advantage of this variety that includes low-cost nanomaterials, AEMFCs
may be a cheaper technology than PEMFCs.
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Recent reports show the performance of AEMFCs under different operating
conditions. Using a 0.53 mgPt cm

�2 Pt/C cathode (40 wt. %), a power density of
1.4 W cm�2 has been delivered by a H2/O2 AEMFC operating at 60 �C (with an
ETFE-g-VBCTMA membrane) as seen in Fig. 1.2 [21]. Power densities of 1.16 and
0.91 W cm�2 have been obtained from H2/O2 AEMFCs operating at 60 �C, with
Pt/C cathodes, PtRu/C anodes, and RG-AEM(Cl�) membranes [60]. The same
group has reported a H2/O2 AEMFC delivering power densities of 1.1 and
0.699 W cm�2 using a non-Pt cathode (Ag/C, 1.0 mgAg cm

�2), operating with O2

and CO2-free air, respectively [22]. It has been reported by the authors that the Ag/C
outperformed a Pt/C cathode with CO2-free air at the cathode. Elsewhere, a peak
power density of 1.0 W cm�2 has been reported with a H2/O2 AEMFC equipped
with commercial Pt/C cathode and PtRu/C anode (metal loadings of 0.4 mg cm�2)
membrane of the aQAPS-Sx type and Tcell ¼ 60 �C [61]. Also, a Pt-free H2 (dry)/Air
(<10 ppm CO2) AEMFC operating at 73 �C delivered a power density of 0.5 W cm
�2 (cathode: Ag, 3.0 mgAg cm

�2; anode: Pd/C-CeO2) [26]. Moreover, a H2 (dry)/Air
(CO2 free) AEMFC with a silver-based alloy (3.0 mg cm�2) cathode and a Pd/Ni
anode generated 0.4 W cm�2 power density at 73 �C [62].

It is therefore feasible to use non-Pt cathode catalysts and yet generate high-
power densities not only from H2/O2 AEMFCs, but also from fuel cells using liquid
fuels. Mesoporous Fe/N/C cathode catalysts with highly active Fe-Nx/C sites have
been used in a H2/O2 AEMFC (A901 membrane, Tokuyama), exhibiting 40% higher
power density (0.272 W cm�2) than commercial Pt/C in single-cell tests with
Tcell ¼ 50 �C. The high performance of the non-Pt catalyst has been in part attributed
to large pores in the mesoporous structure, which resulted in a high surface area and
accessibility to the active sites [63]. Elsewhere, a H2/O2 AEMFC (membrane
Tokuyama A201) containing a Fe-NMG (a type of Fe-N-C) cathode catalyst and
Pt/C anode generated 0.218 W cm�2, a higher value than 0.2 W cm�2 of a cell with
Pt/C cathode and anode catalysts with Tcell ¼ 70 �C (Fig. 1.3) [7]. A H2/O2 AEMFC

Fig. 1.2 Polarization
curves of H2/O2 AEMFCs.
Experimental conditions
with 54/57 anode/cathode
dew points: anode:
0.67 mgPtRu cm

�2 on 5%
PTFE, cathode: 0.53 mgPt
cm�2 on 5% PTFE GDL.
Cell temperature: 60 �C
(adapted from Ref. [21],
reproduced with kind
permission of © Elsevier)
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composed of CoPPY/C-based cathodes and Ni-W-based anodes produced
0.04 W cm�2 at 60 �C, with a membrane of the xQAPS type [64].

Other types of AEMFCs have also reached a good development. It has been
reported that a DM-AEMFC may produce 0.046 W cm�2 at 60 �C with Fe2O3/
Mn2O3 (3:1) cathode and PtRu/C anode, and a polymer fiber membrane [65]. Else-
where, a DM-AEMFC with MnO2 cathode catalyst (membrane: Q-PVA/PECH;
anode: PtRu/C) generates a maximum power density of 0.022 W cm�2 at 25 �C
[66]. Using a similar cathode composition and a PVA/HAP membrane, an
air-breathing DM-AEMFC has generated 0.011 W cm�2 at 25 �C (Ti-based anode
with PtRu black) [67]. Recently, mesoporous 3D nitrogen-doped yolk-shelled car-
bon spheres have been used as cathodes in a DM-AEMFC, delivering 0.056 and
0.141 W cm�2 at 25 and 60 �C, respectively (polymer fiber membranes; PtRu
anodes) [68].

Non-noble Fe-N-C catalyst has also been used in a DE-AEMFC, reaching a
power density of 0.062 W cm�2 with 50 wt. % Nafion® content, Pt-Ru/C anode,
and KOH-doped PBI membrane (Tcell ¼ 90 �C) [8]. A higher power density
(0.335 W cm�2) has been generated by a DE-AEMFC equipped with a Fe-Co/C
cathode, anode of the combined Pd/TNTA-web type, Tcell ¼ 80 �C, and Tokuyama
A201 membrane [45]. With these components, ethanol as the fuel outperformed the
use of glycerol and ethylene glycol. Other fuels have been evaluated. For example, a
DEG-AEMFC based on Fe-based cathode catalyst (Acta 4020, 3.0 mgcatalyst cm

�2),
PdAg/CNT anode (0.5 mgPdcm�2), and a Tokuyama A901 membrane delivered a
power density of 0.245 W cm�2 at 80 �C [46]. A DG-AEMFC (crude glycerol)
generated 0.268 W cm�2 with a Fe–Cu–N4/C cathode (Acta 4020, 3.0 mg catalyst
cm�2), PtCo/CNT anode (0.5 mgPt cm

�2), and a Tokuyama A901 membrane [52]. A
Pt-free borohydride AEMFC delivered a 0.283 W cm�2 using Co(OH)2-PPy-C
cathode and anode catalysts and a co-impregnated PVA-AER membrane, with
Tcell ¼ 60 �C [12]. Table 1.1 summarized the components, conditions, and peak
power densities delivered by several types of AEMFCs.

Fig. 1.3 Polarization curves of AEMFCs with (a) Fe-NMG cathodes at different ionomer concen-
tration, (b) comparison of the performance of MEAs having Fe-NMG cathode and Pt/C anode
catalysts, and Pt/C catalysts on both anode and cathode (reproduced from Ref. [7] with kind
permission of © Elsevier)
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1.4 Advances in Membranes for PEM and AEM Fuel Cells

Fuel cells using polymeric membranes as electrolytes are most promising fuel cell
technologies to provide clean, efficient, and energy dense power sources. Acidic
proton exchange membrane (PEM) and alkaline anion exchange membrane (AEM)
for applications in low temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cells will be reviewed in
this chapter. Technically, both PEMFCs and AEMFCs operate with hydrogen at the
anode and oxygen or air at the cathode, however, as PEM and AEM electrolytes
transport different ions: acidic proton H+ and alkaline OH�, respectively, the
resulting electrochemical reactions occurring are unlike, resulting in very distinct
ions and water transport properties during fuel cell operation.

As illustrated in Fig. 1.4a, in PEMFC and AEMFC ions and water are not
transported in the same directions. Water is generated at the anode (twice as much
as in a PEMFC, per electron), and consumed at the cathode in AEMFCs which is
fundamentally different to what occurs in PEMFCs [6]. These differences provide
each technology with advantages and challenges.

PEMFC is a mature technology capable of producing extremely high-power
densities, with the required durability for automotive and stationary applications. It
has already penetrated many demanding commercial markets (e.g., backup power,
materials handling, automotive including cars, trucks, and buses). However, it still
depends on the utilization of costly platinum group metal (PGM) catalysts,
perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA)-based electrolytes, and pure hydrogen.

As a consequence of the expected market growth, PEMFCs will experience ever
greater demands on cost, performance, and durability. In general, alkaline media
provides a less corrosive environment to the catalysts, and the ORR kinetics is more
rapid in alkaline media than in acidic media (Fig. 1.4b) [69].

This could potentially facilitate, in the case of AEMFCs, the use of less expensive
non-platinum group metal (PGM) catalysts which expands the parameter space for

Fig. 1.4 (a) Schematic representation of an AEMFC as compared to a PEMFC (reproduced from
Ref. [6] with kind permission of © Elsevier). (b) RHE scales with SHE of O2/OH

� redox couple at
different pH values of aqueous solutions (reproduced from Ref. [69] with kind permission of
© Elsevier)
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the discovery of highly selective catalysts with high stability in alkaline environ-
ments, and opens the possibility to consider hydrogen fuels containing substantial
amounts of impurities. The foreseen cost reduction related to a possible free PGM
catalysts fuel cell technology explains the resurgence of a large interest from
industry and R&D community in AEM in the last decade. The following sections
will introduce the state-of-the-art PEM and AEM and review recent development for
both polymer electrolytes.

1.4.1 Proton Exchange Membranes (PEMs)

PEMs are solid polymer electrolyte membranes based on ionomers that contain fixed
negative ionic functional groups, typically sulfonic acid (SO3

�) and mobile posi-
tively charged cations, protons (H+) in this case. PEMs are divided into three main
categories: perfluorinated, semi-fluorinated, and hydrocarbon based.

Perfluorinated PEMs From a technology point of view, the development of
perfluorinated sulfonic acid (PFSA)-based polymer membranes such as Nafion®

has dominated due to their remarkable ion conductivity, low electronic conductivity,
and chemical–mechanical durability compared to semi-fluorinated and hydrocarbon-
based ionomer membranes. Still other properties such as water transport through
diffusion and electro-osmosis, and the ability to fabricate high-performance mem-
brane and membrane-electrode-assemblies (MEAs) are important when considering
performance in operating system. However, researchers are actively working on
alternatives to circumvent their high cost, limited use in low-temperature PEMs, and
necessity of reinforcement to secure the required mechanical durability. Even after
decades of research, Nafion® still stands as the state-of-the-art solid electrolyte for
most PEMFC applications. Nafion® PFSA is a random copolymer developed in the
late 1960s by Dupont composed of a non-ionic semi-crystalline polymer backbone
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and a randomly tethered long side chain with a
pendant SO3� ionic group (sulfonic acid fluoride vinyl ether).

The different nature of the backbone and the covalently bonded pendant sulfonic
groups results in a phase separation, as can be observed in Fig. 1.5a [70], which is
enhanced by solvation upon hydration of the sulfonic groups to form water-swelled
diffusion channels embedded in the hydrophobic matrix as revealed in Fig. 1.5b
[71]. It is this phase-separated morphology between hydrophobic backbone and
hydrophilic side chains that provides Nafion® its unique ion and water transport
properties.

Most of fundamental research carried out on Nafion® membranes relates ionomer
structure to properties (transport, physical, electrochemical, etc.) including compu-
tational work on mesoscale models and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, with
the objective of generating new synthetic approaches based on the fundamental
understanding generated. Extremely extensive literature exists and was recently
reviewed by Kusoglu et al. [72]. The reader is referred to the papers along with a
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number of other sources discussed. The most common synthetic approaches
explored for new PFSA ionomers are based on the modification of either the
backbone or side chain structure. The latest was mainly explored and generated
several short side chain (SSC) ionomers, commercially available structures are
illustrated in Fig. 1.6.

SSC-PFSA ionomers show higher structural crystallinity and increased glass
transition temperature that translate to higher thermal stability compared to
LSC-PFSA membranes. Furthermore, narrower ionic channels in SSC-PFSAs
allow for improved water retention at low RH and lower gas crossover [73]. MD
simulations suggest that shorter side chain ionomers have improved backbone
flexibility, which enhances the proton dissociation and leads to higher conductivity
[74, 75].

Modifications to the backbone length or distance between side chains resulted in
smaller TFE repeat units and subsequently lower equivalent weight (EW) PFSAs.
The EW being the mass of dry ionomer per mole of sulfonic acid groups, therefore
lower EW ionomers show higher ion exchange capacity reaching IEC¼ 1.5 mmol/g
for EW ¼ 660 g/mol.

It was shown that due to the proximity of ionic groups in lower EW PFSAs,
conduction mechanism may differ from LSC and may favor high temperature and
low relative humidity operation, as supported by MD simulations [76]. Many studies
intend to correlate side chain length and number of repeat units (or EW) to ionomers
properties [77, 78]. There appears to exist a minimum backbone length or TFE repeat
units m ¼ 3.5–5 minimum for a PFSA to exhibit semi-crystallinity and the required
packing order in the hydrophobic phase. Below this value, the ionomer exhibits a

Fig. 1.5 (a) TEM on lead acetate stained Nafion® dry membranes. Ionic domains are dark
(reproduced from Ref. [70] with kind permission of © The Electrochemical Society). (b) 3D
reconstruction of the frozen hydrated cast Nafion membrane highlighting the spatial distribution
of the hydrophilic domains in yellow (reproduced from Ref. [71] with kind permission of © The
American Chemical Society)
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gel-like behavior with weak stability, although with good proton transport proper-
ties. Studies reported minimum EW of 965 g/mol for Nafion® PFSA, 725 g/mol for
3 M PFSA, and 800 g/mol for Aquivion SSC-PFSA (previously Dow), which
correspond to a minimum of 3–4 TFE units for all PFSAs [79–81].

PFSA ionomers offer a variety of PEMs which transport and mechanical dura-
bility among other properties, depend strongly on the TFE repeat units of fluorocar-
bon backbone, and the length of the sulfonic acid terminated side chains. The efforts
to improve the transport functionalities and fuel cell performance are likely to
compromise the mechanical durability and fuel cell longevity.

Besides increasing ionomers proton conductivity, another means to reduce proton
resistance transport is to reduce membrane thickness, this strategy has led to the
greatest improvement in PEMFC performance [82]. The advantages gained with this
simple strategy include lower membrane resistance, improved hydration of the entire
membrane, and lower material utilization and therefore, cost savings if we consider
PFSA cost (e.g., 25 microns Nafion® 1100EW membranes cost vary between 1600
and 1300 US$/m2 depending if reinforced or not). However, the extent to which a
membrane can be thinned is limited, as gas crossover starts increasing, leading to
increased voltage decay and earlier membranes failure.

PEMs manufacturing process could in some cases play an important role in
compensating some of the mechanical weaknesses. Melt processes represent the
best technologies to mass production of homogeneous thin polymer films at low
cost. Besides eluding the serious safety and environmental concerns related to the
mass production of membranes by solution-casting, melt processes provide a
mechanical reinforcement through chain orientations following extrusion-stretching.

Fig. 1.6 PFSA ionomers general chemical structures (reproduced from Ref. [72] with kind
permission of © The American Chemical Society)
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This structural reinforcement at a molecular level provides extruded PEM with the
mechanical durability required for building robust and long-lasting PEM fuel cells,
particularly for automotive applications. Mechanical degradation of three exten-
sively studied model PFSA membranes was tested by Guittleman et al. [83] using
humidity cycling tests: Nafion® NRE-211 (25 microns thick solution-cast mem-
brane), Nafion® N111-IP (25 microns extruded membrane), and Gore-select®

Series57 (18 micron e-PTFE reinforced three layers membrane). All membranes
were made from LSC PFSA ionomer with EW ¼ 1100, but prepared with different
processes. Solution-cast membranes showed the shortest durability (4500 cycles),
followed by e-PTFE-reinforced PEM (6000 cycles), extruded PEM has a signifi-
cantly longer humidity cycling lifetime >20,000 cycles without failure. Signifi-
cantly, even in model simulations, there appears to be a strong process-
dependence of membrane morphology, indicating that structures produced by extru-
sion or solvent casting may be quite different, resulting in varied transport
properties [76].

However, melt processing is only possible for ionomers that (1) possess the
appropriate rheological properties to flow in the melt state and form uniform and
mechanically sound thin membranes, and (2) are thermally stable at processing
temperature. PFSA ionomers with sulfonic acid functional groups cannot be melt-
processed as their melt processing temperature (>200 �C) is generally above sulfonic
acid �SO3H groups degradation temperature. However, PFSA ionomers can be
melt processed if the sulfonic acid functionality has been modified (i.e., sulfonyl
fluoride precursor –SO2F) or protected with additives to withstand melt processing
high temperatures. In both cases a conversion of the membranes to the acidic form by
hydrolysis or additive removal is required for operation in a fuel cell.

Extrusion by melt-casting, in the sulfonyl fluoride form followed by hydrolysis to
convert to the sulfonic acid form, has been used to prepare proton exchange
membranes, available commercially such as Nafion®N-117, Nafion®N-115, Nafion
® N-1135, Nafion®N-112, and Nafion®111-IP with thicknesses of 183, 127, 89, 51,
and 25 microns, respectively. These extruded membranes also suffer from anisot-
ropy in their properties in general, generated by strong orientation in the machine
direction that may cause a premature failure when submitted to humidity cycling in a
fuel cell. Furthermore, the extrusion process by melt-casting does not allow the
manufacturing of membranes thinner than 25 microns without compromising thick-
ness uniformity.

It has been demonstrated that thermal stability of Nafion® PFSA ionomer is
strongly dependent on the nature of the counterion associated with the fixed sulfo-
nate site [84]. A number of small alkali metal and larger alkyl ammonium cation-
exchanged Nafion® membranes were studied (e.g., sodium Na+, potassium K+,
tetrabutylammonium TBA+, tetramethylammonium TMA+, tetradecylammonium
TDecA+) [85, 86]. It was found that Nafion® decomposition temperature is inversely
dependent on the size of the exchanged cation, i.e., Nafion films show improved
thermal stability as the size of the counter cation decreases. This inverse relationship
of thermal stability with counterion size is strongly influenced by the strength of the
sulfonate–counterion interaction. Most of the counterions investigated, even they
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provided improved thermal stability of already processed membranes, do not allow
for practical melt processing of PFSA ionomers.

Melt processing of LSC and SSC PFSAs in the acidic form using a series of
heterocyclic azole molecules, i.e., benzimidazole, imidazole, and triazole, as addi-
tives was successfully investigated [87–89]. Figure 1.7 shows rheological data for
Nafion® NR40 1000EW at 240 �C with different loading of 1,2,4-triazole, it shows
the bifunctionality of the additive by neutralizing sulfonic acid groups on one hand,
and acting as a plasticizer and aid-processing on the other. The complex viscosity is
obviously reduced with increasing additive content.

Furthermore, PEMs were fabricated using an extrusion process based on melt-
blowing of triazole neutralized Nafion® NR40 (EW ¼ 1000). Some advantages of
this process are (1) a better balance of mechanical properties than cast or extruded
films because it is drawn in both the transverse and machine directions generating
crystallinity in both directions, as a result mechanical properties of the thin film
including tensile and flexural strength, and toughness are higher without e-PTFE
reinforcement, (2) outstanding mechanical durability upon hydration and dehydra-
tion (>80,000 cycles) membranes swell preferentially in the thickness direction
(Fig. 1.8 [89]) confirming that reduced in-plane swelling promotes long-term dura-
bility of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) by constraining delamination of

Fig. 1.7 Comparison of complex viscosity (η*) obtained from frequency sweep tests on Nafion®

NR40 at 240 �C and different additive (1,2,4-triazole) content (from Ref. [89])
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the catalyst layer from the membrane, (3) improved chemical durability; cumulative
fluoride loss (CFL) was more than one order of magnitude lower than Nafion®NRE-
211 reference; CFL ¼ 160 mmol/cm2 after 120 h (9.6 cycles) for the stack with
Nafion®NRE-211 baseline and CFL ¼ 5 mmol/cm2 after 162.5 h (13 cycles) for the
five cell stack with triazole-Nafion®NR40 melt-blown membrane, and finally
(4) PEM manufacturing cost is reduced 60–80% depending on annual production
rates compared to e-PTFE reinforced solution-cast PEM.

Partially Fluorinated PEMs Non-fluorinated polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA)
membranes were the first commercial polymer membranes developed in 1955 by GE
[90] and were used in the first-ever operational PEMFC, the Grubb–Niedrach FC in
the Gemini program. However, the system exhibited a short lifetime (<200 h)
because of membrane poor stability and degradation under practical fuel cell oper-
ation, due to peroxide attacks on ternary benzylic hydrogen and the aromatic ring
protons which results in IEC and conductivity loss, and membrane performance
degradation. However, the very low cost of PSSA ionomer and its low fuel perme-
ability originated the development of partially fluorinated PEM by substituting
ternary hydrogen with fluorine resulting in more stable sulfonated poly(α,β,-
β-trifluorostyrene) membranes developed by Ballard Advanced Materials as
BAM3G membranes. These membranes contained sulfonated (α,β,-
β-trifluorostyrene)- pendant groups and a perfluorinated backbone. Membrane

Fig. 1.8 Volume change for PEMs prepared with different processes as well as schematic
representation of crystallinity evolution with processing. (From Ref. [89])
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lifetime was strongly dependent upon equivalent weight and FC operating condi-
tions, e.g., 3000 h operation time was achieved at 50 �C and low current density and
only 500 h under practical FC conditions (higher current densities). A maximum
operation time of 15,000 h was reported for pre-commercial BAM3G® [91, 92].

Radiation-induced grafting was largely investigated for the preparation of par-
tially fluorinated polymers with styrene sulfonic acid (SSA) and modified SSA
segments. Fluorinated polymers, such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), poly
(tetrafluoroethylene-co-hexafluoropropylene) (FEP), poly(tetrafluoroethylene-co-
perfluoropropyl vinyl ether) (PFA), polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF), poly
(vinylidenefluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-co-HEP), poly(ethylene-
tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE), and polyvinylfluoride (PVF), were very stable and
attractive skeleton structures for SSA-grafted membranes [93–99]. Such partially
fluorinated grafted PEMs offered a substantially higher IECs with relatively moder-
ate swelling because these membranes possessed isotropically connected ionic
domains with high proton concentrations, PFEP-TFE-g-SSA membranes demon-
strated proton conductivity up to 0.13 S/cm [100]. Unfortunately, these membranes
exhibited substantially higher water absorption (up to 59 water molecules per SO3

unit) than Nafion, which is a drawback as PEM materials. Another strategy to
prepare SSA semi-fluorinated PEM was to blend polystyrene-based polymers with
fluorinated polymers followed by post-sulfonation of styrene units [101, 102]. Poly-
mer blending is one of the most effective methods to induce microphase separation.
Despite all the strategies investigated, the applicability of partially fluorinated
SSA-based membranes in PEMFCs is likely limited because the sulfonated styrene
unit has a rather low oxidative stability even with fluorinated backbones or blends.

Poly(arylene perfluorocyclobutane) (PFCB), due to their particular thermal and
chemical properties, are considered as high-performance partially fluorinated engi-
neering materials for many applications [103–105]. The incorporation of proton-
conducting groups in such macromolecular structures has been investigated for the
development of PEM [106–110]. Various synthetic approaches were investigated
and the most reported is based on the synthesis of functionalized bis-trifluorovinyl
ether monomers, either in their sulfonic acid potassium salt form or as fluorosulfonyl
analogues. Perfluorocyclobutyl (PFCB)-based blend PEM PFCB-based polymer
blends comprising hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers were prepared and char-
acterized as PEM materials [109]. The hydrophobic polymers, BP-PFCB and SO2-
PFCB, were synthesized from the monomers 4,40-bis(trifluorovinyloxy)-biphenyl
4,40-sulfonyl-bis(trifluorovinyloxy)biphenyl, via a facile thermal polymerization.
The hydrophilic blend component sBP-PFCB was prepared by the post-sulfonation
of the BP-PFCB homopolymer using chlorosulfonic acid and thionyl chloride. The
hydrophilic and hydrophobic components were combined in a common solvent
obtaining transparent miscible membranes structurally stable with conductivities
close to Nafion®.

Another PFCB copolymer developed through a collaboration between General
Motors and Tetramer Technologies, LLC contains hydrophilic blocks of biphenyl
vinyl ether (BPVE) with PFSA side chains and hydrophobic blocks of 1,1-bis
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[4-[(trifluorovinyl)oxy]phenyl]hexafluoroisopropylidene (6F monomer) [107]. Pro-
ton exchange membranes based on SPFCB and SPFCB/PVDF blends with different
PVDF contents (10–60 wt.%) were synthesized, fabricated, and characterized for
fuel cell applications (Fig. 1.9) [107]. The composite SPFCB/PVDF membranes
exhibit benefits of lower gas permeability and a higher ratio of conductivity to
permeability compared to PFSA membranes for PVDF content <40 wt. %. In
other work, e-PTFE-supported sPFCB membranes ran for over 3000 h in an accel-
erated durability test before ultimately failing due to chemical degradation
[108]. This family of partially fluorinated PEMs based on SPFCB ionomer is
probably one of the most promising alternatives to PFSA membranes because of
the combination of good fuel cell performance, low gas permeance, and promising
mechanical durability, as well as their relatively low projected cost.

Hydrocarbon PEMs Hydrocarbon-based PEMs are fluorine-free ion exchange
membranes. This is probably the most investigated class of materials over the past
few decades; they are of high interest because of their expected lower cost, intrin-
sically lower gas permeability, and higher glass transition temperatures compared to
PFSA membranes. Most of hydrocarbon-based ionomers are sulfonated polymers
and much of the research has focused on new (1) synthetic developments, (2) mod-
ification and functionalization of existing polymers, and (3) understanding of
ionomers structures/properties relationship. Many publications covered extensive

Fig. 1.9 Fuel cell polarization curves of MEAs containing SPFCB/PVDF blend membranes with
various PVDF content (reproduced from Ref. [107] with kind permission of © Elsevier)
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reviews of all the strategies developed and the most relevant will be highlighted
[111–114].

Hydrocarbon PEMs have been prepared from existing aromatic polymers and
copolymers based on polystyrenes, polysulfones, polyimides, polyphosphazenes,
polybenzimidazoles, poly(arylene-ether)s, poly(arylene sulfide)s, polyphenylenes,
and many others. Polyarylene polymers and polymers containing phenyl pendant
groups such as polystyrenes, as well as heterocyclic systems can be sulfonated by
direct reaction with an appropriate sulfonating reagent. The most reactive sites for
sulfonation depend on both the polymer structure and the directing effect of substit-
uent groups. Simplicity and reproducibility were some of the advantages of poly-
mers sulfonation, allowing for the possibility to generate different equivalent
weights (EW) by controlling the reaction conditions. Most sulfonated polymers
are thermally and mechanically stable up to 200 �C due to their more rigid polymer
chain structure, and they have excellent fuel barrier properties, which lend them-
selves to PEM materials for low-temperature PEMFC applications. However, for a
given IEC, sulfonated polymers generally have lower proton conductivities and
higher dimensional swelling compared with PFSAs because of their lower acidity,
lower hydrophobicity of polymer backbone, and weaker phase separation between
hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties, resulting in less effective microphase-
separated morphology for water channel formation [113]. Furthermore, the starting
polymers were originally developed for applications in environments different from
those prevailing in a PEM fuel cell, i.e., temperature, relative humidity, pH, presence
of radicals, etc. Under saturated vapor conditions, all materials (both sulfonated and
non-sulfonated) show some decomposition between 150 and 200 �C, although the
thermohydrolytic stability of the sulfonated polymers is always lower than that of the
corresponding unmodified starting material, sulfonated polymers all show loss of
sulfonic acid groups and hydrolysis of the functionalized units to some extent.
Chemical stability of sulfonated polymers appears to be lower than PFSAs, partic-
ularly those with electron-rich structures containing ether linkages. As a general
observation, sulfonated polyaromatic polymers are slightly more stable than
sulfonated polyheterocyclic systems [111].

Sulfonated polymers can also be synthesized via various synthetic routes from
diverse monomers to obtain a variety of structural architectures, e.g., random
copolymer, block copolymer, grafted copolymer, and densely sulfonated or clus-
tered copolymer. Synthetic routes provide the opportunity to have a better control of
(1) the position and number of functional groups, which in turn define the ion
exchange capacity and the morphology (hydrophobic/hydrophilic phase separation),
and (2) the molecular weight to enhance durability which is more difficult to achieve
with post-reaction on existing commercial polymers. The characteristics of func-
tional groups such as position on the polymers chains (e.g., main chain, pendent unit,
side chain, etc.), flexibility, and acidity or basicity are also important in the control of
the final ionomer’s morphology [112, 114]. The polymer backbone characteristics
such as size, stiffness, hydrophobicity, and electron-withdrawing or -donating
effects influence the hydrophobic domain structure.
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Compared with random copolymers, block copolymers induce more ordered
microphase-separated morphology because the different characteristics and length
of each block induced phase separation. The chemical structure of hydrophobic
sequences is one of the critical factors leading to phase separation. Furthermore,
oligomer block lengths influenced the morphological features and interdomain
distances. Longer block lengths induced clearer phase separation and increased
domain sizes.

Various types of hydrocarbon-based ionomer membranes have been proposed for
application in fuel cells, many studies reported ionic conductivities and even fuel cell
performances higher than PFSAs, however, the issue of chemical and mechanical
degradation of this class of ionomer membranes, especially under automotive
operating conditions, has not been fully resolved at present. Shimizu et al. [115]
reported recently on the chemical durability of two proton-conducting hydrocarbon
polymer electrolyte membranes based on sulfonated benzophenone poly(arylene
ether ketone) (SPK) and sulfonated phenylene poly(arylene ether ketone) (SPP)
semiblock copolymers using accelerated OCV stress testing. Even if SPP-based
fuel cell showed slower OCV decay compared to SPK, both hydrocarbon PEMs
exhibited remarkable stability compared to Nafion®NRE211 baseline (Fig. 1.10.).
They suggested that the lower hydrogen permeation in the cell led to a decreased

Fig. 1.10 Chemical structure of (a) sulfonated benzophenone poly(arylene ether ketone) (SPK) (b)
sulfonated phenylene poly(arylene ether ketone) (SPP) semiblock copolymer, and cell voltage
decay and hydrogen leak current density (reproduced from Ref. [115] with kind permission of
© Elsevier)
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production of oxidative radical species generated at the anode and led to a slowing of
membrane degradation kinetics.

After decades of R&D and despite the progress made, the limitations related to
the mechanical and chemical durability are still to be addressed for hydrocarbon
PEMs to become suitable alternatives to perfluorinated fuel cell membranes, and
simultaneous mitigation mechanisms for chemical and mechanical degradation
should be mutually compatible. Gubbler et al. suggested that the shortcomings
related to the mechanical durability should be solved using approaches that both
reduce the membrane stress during humidity cycling and increase the strength at dry
conditions, for instance, by minimizing in-plane swelling via clever multi-block
copolymer architectures and lowering membrane stiffness by blending or
copolymerizing with elastomeric polymers [108]. Membranes manufacturing pro-
cess can also be an effective way for achieving low in-plane swelling when possible
[89]. The approach effectively used for PFSA PEMs is to simultaneously reduce
in-plane swelling and increase strength by using a relatively stiff porous e-PTFE
polymer support. Radical induced chemical degradation will require a dedicated
antioxidant strategy that needs to be self-sustaining over thousands of operating
hours.

1.4.2 Anion Exchange Membranes (AEMs)

AEMs are solid polymer electrolyte membranes that contain fixed positive ionic
groups, typically quaternary ammonium (QA) functional groups, and mobile nega-
tively charged anions usually hydroxide (OH�). As there are no typical membranes
comparable to Nafion® used in PEMFCs, the development of an AEM equivalent to
the well-established perfluorosulfonic acid proton exchange membranes (PEM) in
their hydroxide form is hindered by several issues, the most reported are: (1) low
intrinsic ionic conductivities; typical quaternary ammonium ionic groups in AEM
are less dissociated than the typical sulfonic acid groups (pKa for sulfonic acid
groups are typically �1 but for QA groups the related pKb values are around +4);
[116] the diffusion coefficient of OH� ions is twice less than that of H+ (in bulk
water), a higher concentration of OH� ions is needed to achieve similar results,
which in turn requires higher ion exchange capacity of the polymer. Achieving OH�

ion conductivity comparable to H+ conductivity observed in PEMFCs becomes
challenging without compromising mechanical properties due to excessive swelling,
(2) the molecular structure of the membrane itself decomposes due to the presence of
the highly nucleophilic OH�. Decomposition typically starts at temperatures above
T¼ 60 �C and leads to a reduction of ion exchange capacity (IEC), conductivity, and
mechanical strength, and (3) the OH� in AEMs is readily converted into carbonates
when in contact with ambient CO2 that precipitate irreversibly compromising elec-
trodes porosity and fuel cell durability [117, 118].

The increased number of studies in the past few years indicates a growing interest
in the research community, driven by the several advantages that AEMFC technology
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might deliver over the currently commercialized proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFCs) as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Improvements in the
past decade show that newly developed AEMs have already reached high levels of
conductivity, leading to satisfactory cell performance [6]. The most common, tech-
nologically relevant backbones reported are poly(arylene ethers) of various chemis-
tries such as polysulfones (including cardo (polymermolecule with cyclic side groups
whose one of the atoms belongs to the main polymer chain, phthalazinone, fluorenyl),
poly(ether ketones), poly(ether imides), poly(ether oxadiazoles), polyphenylenes and
poly-(phenylene oxides), polybenzimidazoles, poly(epichlorohydrins), unsaturated
polypropylene and polyethylene, polystyrene, poly-(vinyl alcohol), poly(vinylbenzyl
chloride), polyphosphazenes, perfluorinated, and based organic and inorganic hybrid
types. Also, methods of preparation, including synthesis, radiation-grafting, plasma
synthesis, pore-filling, electrospinning, and PTFE-reinforced types, have been
reported [119]. The cationic functional-group chemistries that have been studied
include (1) N-based groups, such as quaternary ammoniums (QA), heterocyclic
systems (including imidazolium, benzimidazoliums, and pyridinium), guanidinium
systems, (2) P-based types including stabilized phosphoniums, (3) sulfonium types,
and (4) metal-based systems.

Although alternative cationic species from phosphonium or sulfonium groups
have been shown to be less stable than QAs with similar substituents, some poten-
tially viable highly sterically shielded phosphonium groups may be relevant, how-
ever, their synthesis is highly complex [120, 121] which is the reason why current
research efforts mainly focus on QAs as anion exchanging groups.

Alkaline stability of many different QA groups was investigated by Marino et al.
[118] for temperatures up to 160 �C and NaOH concentrations up to 10 mol/L with
the aim to provide a basis for the selection of functional groups for AEMs. Most QAs
exhibit unexpectedly high alkaline stability with the exception of aromatic cations.
β-hydrogens are found to be far less susceptible to nucleophilic attack than previ-
ously suggested, whereas the presence of benzyl groups, nearby hetero-atoms, or
other electron-withdrawing species promotes degradation reactions significantly. It
is to remind that Hofmann elimination when β-hydrogens are present and direct
nucleophilic attack by OH� ion at the cationic site were for long time the most
suggested AEM degradation mechanisms. Cyclic QAs proved to be exceptionally
stable, with piperidinium-based cation featuring the highest half-life at the chosen
conditions (Fig. 1.11).

Overall the degradation rate of quaternary ammonium (QA) groups increases
dramatically both with OH� concentration and temperature. It is important to
mention that ex-situ alkali stability tests may not be necessarily representative of
the AEMs stability in real fuel cell systems, where the membranes have to endure
dehydration cycles [19] and might show reduced stability. This shows the impor-
tance of sufficient hydration of AEMs in alkaline fuel cells for achieving long
durability.

A large number of AEMs have been synthesized using different combinations of
polymer backbones and cationic functional groups for AEMFC. The results have
been compiled over the last decade for different functional groups. An increasing
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number of studies succeeded to show good performance from cells made of
improved materials developed for AEMFC technology. Pan et al. [19] made a
comprehensive review and compiled fuel cell performance. Figure 1.12 shows
performance and stability data for some of the best performing AEM.

The highest performance obtained was for AEM based on vinylbenzyl chloride
(VBC) radiation grafted onto poly(ethylene-cotetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) films
followed by amination with trimethylamine that shows a very impressive peak
power density of 1.4 W/cm2. Nevertheless, and in spite of the many published
reports with AEMFC performance test data, there are only a very few research
studies reported in the literature of AEMFCs showing performance data of cells
completely free of Pt (in both anode and cathode) and very few studies on cell
performance stability which remains a challenge for the commercialization of
AEMFC technology.

Fig. 1.11 Half-life of quaternary ammonium (QA) compounds in 6 M NaOH (reproduced from
Ref [118] with kind permission of © Elsevier)
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Finally, for all ionomers developed for PEM or AEM application, composite or
blend membranes have been studied extensively in an attempt to compensate for
some of the disadvantages of purely polymeric membranes. Functionalized or
non-functionalized inorganic fillers have been incorporated to provide additional
ions acceptor/donor sites, bind and retain water molecules at higher temperature,
enhance ionic conductivity, improve mechanical properties, or have radical

Fig. 1.12 Best performing H2-AEMFCs from recent literature (reproduced from Ref [19], kind
permission of © Elsevier). (a) Durability tests of uncrosslinked QPMV and 10% crosslinked
QPMV-PDVBAAEM at 70 �C. (b) Durability test of 10% crosslinked AAEM at 50 �C [122]. (c)
Cell performance of the AEMFC using the PtRu anode or Pt anode [61]. (d) Performance of H2/O2

AEMFC test data at 60 �C for E-R (squares) and E-6 (circles) using PtRu/C anodes and Pt/C
cathodes and with no gas back-pressurization of the fully humidified gases [60]. (e) Performance of
the AEMFC with different hypothesized distribution of water across the AEM and electrodes in an
AEMFC [21]. (f) Performance of H2/O2 AEMFC at 80 �C with the LDPE-AEM with Pt/C (circles)
or Ag/C (squares) as cathodes as well as PtRu/C anode [123]. (a, b, e: reproduced with kind
permission of © Elsevier; c, d, f: reproduced with kind permission of © The Royal Society of
Chemistry)
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scavenging effect to extend membranes lifetime. Polymer blending is also a prom-
ising method for inducing a microphase separation in membranes, controlling the
swelling, and reinforcing mechanically the ionomer. In both cases compatibility of
composite and blend materials with the host ionomer is critical.

1.5 Electrocatalytic Reactions in Proton Exchange
Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cells

The operation of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) is based on the
electrochemical reactions which occur at the interface “catalytic layer-electrolyte.”.
These reactions are the oxidation of the fuel at the anode and the reduction of the
oxidant at the cathode. In practice, the electric efficiency of fuel cell depends on the
current density j delivered by the cell. This efficiency is lower than that of the
equilibrium reversible at j ¼ 0 because of the irreversibility of the electrochemical
reactions at the electrodes. Therefore, the cell voltage Ecell at j 6¼ 0 is expressed as
follows:

Ecell jð Þ ¼ E
�
eq j ¼ 0ð Þ � ηaj j þ ηcj j þ Re jj jð Þ ð1:24Þ

where Re is the cell resistance, E
�
eq j ¼ 0ð Þ, the cell voltage at j ¼ 0, ηa and ηc are the

overpotentials at the anode and the cathode, respectively.
It clearly appears that lower is the overpotential value better is the cell voltage.

Therefore, progress in fuel cell is mostly focused on the decrease of the overpotential
at the electrode and improves considerably the activity by developing new type of
materials. In addition, the decrease of the electrode materials cost is a challenge since
most of active materials are expensive noble metals mainly the platinum group
metals.

Since this discovery, progress and improvements in this system were possible due
to the innovations in various domains (nanotechnology, mechanical engineering,
chemistry, electrochemistry, fluid management, etc.) which permitted to enhance
substantially the performance of the cells. The last 30 years, the metal loading in the
catalytic layer of PEMFCs has been divided by more 100. This improvement was
due to the amazing progress in nanomaterials fabrication and also in the engineering
of producing membrane electrodes assemblies (MEA). During the two last decays,
various methods (chemical and physical) were adapted for elaborating very fine
disseminated nanoparticles on the usual carbon support [124]. In addition, different
types of carbon (such as carbon nanotubes, porous carbon, and recently graphene)
were proposed as a support for nanocatalysts in order to avoid the corrosion and to
improve the electron transfer observed on the usual carbon Vulcan XC 72 or 72R
during the cell operation.

At the anode, various compounds can be used as fuel in PEMFCs. Up to date the
operation conditions of the proton exchange membrane fuel cells have permitted to
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investigate the hydrogen, formic acid, and various alcohols such as methanol,
ethanol, glucose, hydrogen but also the formic acid and some alcohols.

1.5.1 Reactions of Fuel at the Anode of PEMFCs

1.5.1.1 Case of H2

Hydrogen appears as the greenest fuel since its oxidation leads to water and heat.
Under acidic environment, the H2/O2 fuel cell operates with the electrooxidation of
H2 at the anode and the oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode. It is well known
that the kinetics of hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is very fast mainly on
platinum electrode. The half-cell reaction is as follows:

H2 ! 2Hþ þ 2e� E
� ¼ 0:000 V vs:SHE ð1:25Þ

At the interface of the anode, the formed protons diffuse by migration through the
polymer electrolyte membrane to the cathode where they react with the oxygen to
produce water. In electrocatalysis, this reaction is taken as a model to explain
mechanism of adsorption/desorption, diffusion, since it involves one electron per
hydrogen atom. The overpotential ηa observed for the H2 electrode is very small.
Thereby, it can be approximated by the linear relationship with j as follows: ηa¼ Rt j,
where Rt is called the charge transfer resistance [125].

Due to its presence at the anode of H2/O2 fuel cell, the HOR is deeply studied for
understanding the different pathways when the reaction occurs on Pt electrodes. A
pioneer work was done at the end of 1980s by Ticianelli et al. [126] with high metal
loading (as 4 mgPt cm

�2) in a complete H2/O2 cell. Presently only few μgPt cm�2 are
enough to reach a highest cell performance [127, 128]. The study of HOR requires
RDE measurements. Extensive study of this reaction was made by Croissant et al.
[129] with different metal loadings from 0 to 0.3 mgPt cm

�2. These authors demon-
strated the catalyst loading of 150 μg cm�2 is the maximum value which below the
evolution of the exchange current density is linear.

The reaction (1.25) can be expressed in three elementary reaction steps:

H2 þ 2 Pt $ 2 Hads � Pt Tafel reaction ð1:26Þ
H2 þ Pt $ Hads � Ptþ Hþ þ e� Heyrovsky reaction ð1:27Þ

Hads � Pt $ Ptþ Hþ þ e� Volmer reaction ð1:28Þ

where Hads is the adsorbed hydrogen atom as an adatom.
The dissociative adsorption of a hydrogen molecule is followed by two separate

one-electron oxidations of the Hads in the case of Tafel–Volmer pathway, while for
the Heyrovsky–Volmer pathway, two one-electron oxidation occur. The first one is
held simultaneously with chemisorption and the second one is the oxidation of Hads.
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To explain the HOR current behavior in the entire overpotential region relevant to
the reaction, Wang et al. [130] have developed a dual-pathway kinetic equation
which fits perfectly with the high surface electrocatalysts operating at 80 �C in fuel
cells conditions.

Despite the simplicity of the HOR, efforts have been made for modelling the
reaction, decreasing the amount of the Pt loading, or for elaborating new and very
active catalyst tolerant for CO. Indeed, more than 80% of the hydrogen produced
come from partial oxidation or steam reforming of hydrocarbons. Thereby, H2

produced from this process contains traces of CO. CO is also one of intermediates
from the oxidation of organic molecules (methanol, ethanol, etc.) on Pt electrode
[131]. CO molecule strongly adsorbs on the Pt active sites and greatly decreases the
performance of the Pt anode in fuel cell. Therefore the oxidation of CO is one of the
mostly studied reactions in electrocatalysis due to the poisoning effect observed.
Two approaches are possible to oxidize CO molecule on Pt electrode: (1) apply a
high potential, or modify the structure and the composition of Pt in order to oxidize
CO at very low potential. This second approach is suitable for the operation
conditions of fuel cells. Considering Eq. (1.29), CO molecule requires an external
oxygen for its complete oxidation in acid medium. Therefore, electrochemists added
to Pt a second metal able to provide oxygenated species at very low potentials.

COþ H2O ! CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð1:29Þ

Figure 1.13 shows the effect of Ru and Sn added to platinum on the oxidation of
CO. Pt-Sn electrode oxidizes CO at a potentials values 600 mV lower than that of Pt
bulk electrode.

Fig. 1.13 Positive scan
during the oxidation of CO
on various Pt-based
catalysts disseminated in a
0.5 μm thick of polyaniline
film recorded in HClO4 0.1
moles L�1, at room
temperature and at 5 mV s�1
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1.5.1.2 Case of CH3OH

The kinetics of alcohols oxidation on Pt in acid medium is low and leads to the
formation of intermediates strongly adsorbed on the active sites. Therefore, the
oxidation of some alcohols (i.e., methanol and ethanol) becomes the aim of several
investigations in electrocatalysis.

For the some mobile applications of PEMFCs, H2 is not suitable to hand and a
liquid fuel appears the suitable solution. Therefore, organic fuels such as alcohols
(i.e., methanol and ethanol) are proposed. However, the kinetics of their oxidation
reactions is very slow because of the low operating temperature of the PEMFCs and
the several steps involved. The oxidation of such alcohols occurs with very high
overvoltages ηa (Fig. 1.14). Therefore, the challenges at the anode are to consider-
ably decrease these overvoltages as indicated in Fig. 1.14.

The complete oxidation of methanol to CO2 in acid medium is:

CH3OHþ H2O ! CO2 þ 6 Hþ þ 6e� ð1:30Þ

This oxidation is a six electrons transfer process which leads to several interme-
diates as extensively stated in the literature [131, 132]. During the oxidation of
methanol on Pt catalysts, the cleavage of C–H bonds leads to the formation of the
so-called formyl-like species –(CHO)ads. This species can give –COads, �COOHads,
or directly CO2. For oxidizing at low potential these three species to CO2, or to avoid
their formation, effective catalysts are needed. For promoting the oxidation of
CH3OH and its intermediates at low potential, other metals (Ru, Sn, Mo, Ni, Mo,
etc.) are added to platinum to promote the formation of oxygenated species at low
potentials [131–142]. Indeed, these metals can be oxidized at relatively low

Fig. 1.14 Schematic drawing of the challenges at the electrodes of PEMFCs
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potential. These materials activate and dissociate H2O molecule while the organic
molecule is adsorbed on Pt. Then a surface reaction involves the oxygenated species
from the second metal and the organic adsorbed species will lead to the formation of
CO2. This surface reaction is known as a bifunctional mechanism which was
suggested by Watanabe and Motoo [131, 143]. The structure, composition, and
support of electrocatalyst are some parameters which are still studied for improving
their performance towards the oxidation of methanol [132–146].

1.5.1.3 Case of CH3CH2OH

Ethanol is an attractive molecule which can be used directly in PEMFC system
named direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC). The complete oxidation of ethanol at the
anode of DEFC is the following:

CH3CH2OHþ 3H2O ! 2CO2 þ 12 Hþ þ 12e� ð1:31Þ

This reaction is complex since it involves theoretically 12 electrons transfer
process which cannot be achieved in one step. The main challenge with this
molecule is to break the C–C bond in order to complete the oxidation of challenge
on this molecule is to the cleavage of the C–C bond. In reality, partial oxidation
occurs leading to the two main products, the soluble acetaldehyde and the acetic
acid. The reaction has been widely investigated mainly by in situ FTIR [147–
149]. This technique permits to reveal the enhancement of catalysts. Up to now, Pt
is the main element of electrode materials developed for the oxidation of ethanol. To
avoid the partial oxidation pathway reactions, bi and trimetallic catalysts have been
proposed [144, 147–183]. Pt-Sn/C is the electrode materials which exhibited high
catalytic activity towards the oxidation of ethanol. However, a third element is
required to improve the dehydrogenation reaction and also the cleavage of the C–
C bond. The addition of Ni on PtRu/C and PtSn/C significantly increases the
catalytic activity of these nanomaterials [177]. In the literature, various electrode
materials have been proposed for the electrooxidation of ethanol, but few of them
have a significant improvement compared to the platinum electrode. Effective
electrocatalysts have to be developed.

1.5.1.4 Reaction at the Cathode: Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)

The reaction which occurs at the cathode of all PEMFCs is the electrochemical
reduction of molecular oxygen known as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). In acid
medium, the reaction is:
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O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4 e� ! 2H2O ð1:32Þ

This reaction is complicated since it involves many intermediates which depend
on the electrolyte, the nature, composition, and structure of electrode materials. The
reduction of molecular oxygen in water involves four electrons. Damjanovic et al.
[184] and later Wroblowa et al. [185] have made a pioneer investigation and
suggested the mechanism explaining the different intermediates observed during
the ORR. They pointed out the multi-electron transfer process and the main
two-electron pathway which leads to the formation of hydrogen peroxide. According
to the schematic drawing (Fig. 1.14), it appears that the ORR shows the sluggish
reaction kinetics and the assessment of the intermediates is an important and key step
for improving the catalytic performance of electrode materials. Several studies by
rotating disk (RDE) and rotating ring disk (RRDE) electrodes have permitted to
reach the kinetics parameters of the reaction on various catalysts [186–188]. The
development of nanomaterials has permitted to improve the performance of the
cathode materials due to their high surface to volume ratio. The most active material
for ORR is platinum due to the bonding energy of some species like O and OH with
its surface [189]. The RDE measurements are a useful technique for evaluating the
electrocatalytic behavior of electrode materials for a reaction limited by the diffu-
sion. It required three-electrode cell while for the RRDE, four electrodes system with
a bi-potentiostat is required. Indeed, a part the reference and the counter electrodes,
two working electrodes is needed. One (the disk) is the catalyst to be studied and the
second (ring) to detect directly the amount of hydrogen peroxide produced during
the reaction.

As ORR is limited by the diffusion, two conditions are needed to validate the
Levich law: (1) the existence of a mass transport process that is the rate-determining
step (rds), and (2) the reaction is of a first-order reaction with respect to the electro-
reactive species (O2). Afterwards, to apply the Koutecky–Levich equation, two
conditions are required: (1) the existence of an electron transfer process that is the
rate-determining step (rds), (2) the reaction is of a first-order reaction with respect to
the electro-reactive species (O2). The equations and the treatment of the data will not
be exposed in this chapter. It is extensively detailed in the literature [188]. Figure 1.15
shows the polarization curves obtained for Pt and Pt-Cr/C catalysts in O2 saturated
acid medium and corresponding Tafel slopes. The polarization.

In respect to the four important criteria for using Levich and Koutecky–Levich
equations, typical Koutecky–Levich plots are shown in Fig. 1.16.

As mentioned above the RRDE measurements permit to assess directly the H2O2

amount (Fig. 1.17). The fraction of hydrogen peroxide for the Pt-Cr/C is lower than
that of Pt/C. The number of electrons involved is close to 4.

The ORR investigations by RRDE permit to assess the main parameters such as
the number of electrons involved, the kinetic current density, the exchange current
density, the limiting current density, and the Tafel slope in different potential
regions. From the bulk materials to the dispersed nanoparticles, the ORR is a key
reaction which still needs the development of new electrode materials [191, 192].
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Fig. 1.15 RDE polarization curves of the Pt/C and PtCr/C electrocatalysts in a O2-saturated
0.1 mol L�1 HClO4 solution recorded at 1600 rpm, 5 mV s-1 and (a) 20 �C, (b) Tafel plots of
oxygen reduction reaction on Pt/C and PtCr/C in 0.1 mol L�1 HClO4 recorded at 5 mV s�1 and
20 �C for low current density (l.c.d) and high current density (h.c.d) region. Reproduced and
adapted from Ref. [190] with kind permission of Elsevier©

Fig. 1.16 Koutecky–Levich plots (inverse of the current density j versus inverse of the square root
of rotation rate ω) of PtCr/C at 20 �C, in 0.1mol L�1 HClO4
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Fig. 1.17 Hydrodynamic voltammograms related to ORR for Pt/C and PtCr/C in a O2-saturated
0.1 mol L�1 HClO4 solution recorded at 5 mV s�1 and 1600 rpm. (a) Ring electrode and disk
electrode current density, (b) average number of transferred electrons, (c) Tafel plots for low current
density (l.c.d) and high current density (h.c.d) regions, and (d) fraction of peroxide from the oxygen
reduction reaction detected on the ring electrode at 0.90, 0.80, and 0.40 V vs. RHE. From Ref. [190]
with kind permission of Elsevier©
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1.6 Performance of New Class of Electrode Materials
for Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cells

Both bottom up and top down approaches are used for developing new class of
nanomaterials for fuel cell systems in order to considerably increase their perfor-
mance and durability, but decrease considerably the metal loading. Therefore, oxide
materials suggested a support for anode or cathode materials. Figure 1.18 shows
three ceria-based anode catalysts prepared with different Pt contents of 0.6, 2, and
4 μg Pt/cm2 of MEA (the samples denoted 0.6-Pt/Ce, 2-Pt/Ce, and 4-Pt/Ce), and the
sputtered reference pure Pt film of 2 μg Pt/cm2 (2-Pt), all deposited on the nGDL. In
a H2/O2 fuel cell, the power density of an anode with 2 μgPt cm�2 on ceria is close to
that of 2 mg of Pt [193]. The possibility of dividing by 1000 the Pt loading will
permit to decrease considerably the cost of the electrodes.

Fig. 1.18 The polarization J–V curves (left Y-axis) and the corresponding power density (right
Y-axis) measured for the three ceria-based anode catalysts prepared with different Pt contents of
0.6, 2, and 4 μg Pt/cm2 of MEA (the samples denoted 0.6-Pt/Ce, 2-Pt/Ce, and 4-Pt/Ce), and the
sputtered reference pure Pt film of 2 μg Pt/cm2 (2-Pt), all deposited on the nGDL. For comparison
the data obtained on the commercial Pt/GDL catalyst (2 mg Pt ref) are added. From ref. [193] with
kind permission of Elsevier©
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One phenomenon which occurs in direct alcohol fuel cells is the crossover of the
organic fuel to the cathode. Indeed, the presence of the fuel at the cathode leads to its
deactivation. Therefore, cathode with high tolerance to the fuel is required.
Figure 1.19 presents the polarization curves of DMFC using Fe-N-C-based catalyst
as cathode.

Figure 1.20 shows the performance of a DEFC using a doped carbon nanostruc-
ture containing Fe. The DEFC supplied with high concentration of ethanol exhibited
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Fig. 1.19 Influence of methanol molarity on DMFC polarization (empty symbols) and power
density (filled symbols) curves at 30 �C using the Fe-Nx-C-THT catalyst at the cathode (4.5–-
0.2 mg cm�2). Membrane: Nafion® 115. Anode: 1 mgPtRu cm�2. From Ref. [194] with kind
permission of copyright Wiley

Fig. 1.20 (a) Polarization curves of the DEFCs with C/Fe-TMPP and Pt/C as cathode catalysts and
PtRu as an anode catalyst supplied with 2 M EtOH and humidified O2 gas at the anode and cathode,
respectively, at 80 �C. (b) Comparison of OCVs and maximal power densities of the DEFCs with C/
Fe-TMPP and Pt/C. (c) Comparison of power densities of the DEFCs with C/Fe-TMPP and Pt/C
measured in the potential range of 0.70–0.35 V. From ref. [195] with kind permission of Copyright
© 2018 American Chemical Society
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high performance with this cathode. This performance can be attributed to ethanol
tolerance in the oxygen reduction reaction [195].

1.7 Conclusion

The last 30 years, progresses have been made in the development of PEMFCs and
AEMFCs. In terms of electrode materials, innovation in materials synthesis leads to
the fabrication of new class of nanomaterials for anode and cathode of PEMFCs and
AEMFCs. For the PEMFCs the metal loadings have been considerably decreased.
Various noble metal-free cathodes are suggested for these fuel cells taking into
account their tolerance to the liquid fuels such as alcohols and formic acid. For the
DMFCs and DEFCs, effective anode nanomaterials are also suggested. AEMFCs are
emerging due to the recent development of anion exchange membranes. These
membranes offer the possibility to build compact alkaline fuel cells with low-cost
materials.

Innovation in materials sciences, nanotechnology, and mechanical engineering is
needed to develop powerful PEMFCs and AEMFCs that will be widely available for
the world.
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Chapter 2
Recent Advances on Electrocatalysts
for PEM and AEM Fuel Cells

M. Roca-Ayats, S. Pérez-Rodríguez, G. García, and E. Pastor

Abstract Herein, the general concepts of low-temperature fuel cells (LTFCs) are
discussed, with special attention to proton exchange fuel cell (PEMFC) and anion
exchange membrane fuel cell (AEMFC). LTFC has the potential to provide power to
portable devices, transportation, and stationary sectors. With the aim to solve the
principal catalytic problems at the anode and at the cathode of LTFCs, a fundamental
study of the mechanism and kinetics of carbon monoxide and hydrogen oxidation as
well as oxygen reduction on well-defined and practical catalysts in acidic and
alkaline media is discussed. Consequently, the aim of the present work is not only
to provide the new advances in the catalytic materials but also to understand the
reactions occurring at fuel cell catalysts, which may help to improve the fabrication
of novel electrodes in order to decrease the cost and to enhance the performance of
LTFCs.
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2.1 Introduction

Low-temperature fuel cells (LTFCs) have attracted great attention as a primary
power source for electric devices and residential cogeneration units. LTFCs consist
of two electrodes separated by an electrolyte medium (usually a membrane) that
determines the type of LTFC, i.e., anion exchange membrane fuel cell (AEMFC) for
LTFC working at high pH and proton exchange fuel cell (PEMFC) for LTFC
running at low pH. Similar to the majority of fuel cells, LTFCs oxidized the fuel
(hydrogen at LTFCs) at the anode, while oxygen is reduced at the cathode. The ions
produced by these electrochemical reactions are transported through the electrolyte
from one electrode to the other, while the electrons generated at the anode flow
through an external circuit to the cathode. Accordingly, LTFCs usually reveal higher
efficiency than systems operating on internal combustion since no combustion
occurs and consequently there is not limitation by the Carnot cycle.

Despite the significant advantages of LTFCs as power sources, a real LTFC has
several drawbacks, which decrease their working performance and increase their
cost. In this regard, one of the most important issues to solve is that related to the
anode and cathode electrodes for LTFCs, which usually employ platinum-based
materials that are very active catalysts although their elevated cost, low abundance,
and poor durability are a main obstacle in the development of LTFCs. Hence, it is
very important to reduce the amount and optimize the use of this noble metal.

With this end in view, in this chapter the different anode and cathode
nanomaterials for PEMFC and AEMFC are discussed and reviewed. The work
focuses on precious metal-containing electrocatalysts with different structures such
as alloys, metal–metal oxides, and core–shell nanostructures.

2.2 Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction

The electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen (HOR) takes place at the anode side of
both acid (PEM) and alkaline (AEM) H2–O2 fuel cells. In these electrochemical
devices, H2 is used as fuel, and its stored chemical energy is efficiently transformed
into electrical energy without emissions.

The overall reaction for HOR in acid electrolyte occurs following the reaction
(2.1):

H2 ! 2Hþ þ 2e� ð2:1Þ

while the product of the anodic reaction in alkaline media is water:

H2 þ 2OH� ! 2H2Oþ 2e� ð2:2Þ
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Besides to its importance in fuel cell technology, HOR (or its reverse, the
hydrogen evolution reaction, HER) is a model reaction for the understanding of
electrode kinetics and electrocatalysis and it has been extensively studied [1–6]. The
mechanism of HOR in electrolyte solutions generally includes three sequential
stages [1–5]:

1. Molecular hydrogen diffusion from the electrolyte to the electrode surface and
posterior adsorption:

H2 ! H2,solv ! H2,ad ð2:3Þ

2. Hydrogen dissociation/ionization through either the Tafel–Volmer sequence (2.4
and 2.7 or 2.8) or Heyrovsky–Volmer (2.5 or 2.6 and 2.7 or 2.8) route:

Tafel:

H2,ad ! 2Had ð2:4Þ

Heyrovsky:

H2,ad ! Had þ Hþ þ e� acidic mediað Þ ð2:5Þ
H2,ad þ OH� ! Had þ H2Oþ e� alkaline mediað Þ ð2:6Þ

Volmer:

Had ! Hþ þ e� acidic mediað Þ ð2:7Þ
Had þ OH� ! H2Oþ e� alkaline mediað Þ ð2:8Þ

3. Product desorption (H+ and H2O in acid and alkaline media, respectively) from
electrode surface to the electrolyte.

The performance toward HOR depends strongly on the electrode material nature
and the surface metallic arrangement [5]. In addition, the reaction is pH-dependent.
Volcano curves have been obtained for HOR versus hydrogen binding energy
(HBE) on different monometallic metals, in both acid [7] and base [8] electrolytes.
These volcano-shaped curves suggest that metals which adsorb hydrogen neither too
strongly nor too weakly develop highest activities. In acid media, the most active
catalysts for hydrogen oxidation (placed on the top of the volcano plot) have been
found to be Pt-group metals (including Pt, Ru, Pd, Ir, Os, and Rh) [7] due to their
moderate HBE. Among these metals, Pt displays the highest exchange current
density defined as the rate at which the reaction proceeds at the equilibrium potential
(zero net current), and consequently, it is the most active metal for HOR. Much less
research work has been made in the fundamental understanding of HOR in alkaline
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solutions. Recently, Sheng et al. [8] showed that the exchange current density on
monometallic surfaces in 0.1 M KOH can be also correlated with their HBE values
via a volcano plot. Again, Pt presented the highest exchange current density in
alkaline media confirming that it is the best catalyst for HOR under these conditions.

However, most Pt-group metals present an activity for HOR at least two order
times lower in alkaline electrolyte than that developed in acid media, which is
attributed to the interactions between oxygenated species and cations [3, 6]. There-
fore, the use of Pt-based catalysts in AFM fuel cells will require high metal loadings
at anode, and thus, it will represent a significant cost. In contrast, the fast HOR
kinetics in acid media at Pt-group metals allows the ultralow Pt loading (~ 0.03
mgPt cm2).

In addition to the high costs of the anode electrocatalysts, another key challenge
facing the commercialization of PEM and AEM fuel cells is the susceptibility to
carbon monoxide impurities. CO is the most common contaminant in hydrogen
streams (from reformate processes) and it is preferentially and irreversibly adsorbed
on Pt active sites, and consequently, blocking hydrogen adsorption and reducing the
electrocatalytic activity. Even trace amounts of CO in the H2 gas (as low as 10 ppm)
are likely to dramatically decrease the fuel cell performance [9, 10].

CO electrooxidation takes place on Pt in acidic and alkaline media through the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism; L–H [11–14]:

H2O ! OHad þ Hþ þ e� ð2:9Þ
COad þ OHad ! COOHad ð2:10Þ

COOHad ! CO2 þ Hþ þ e� ð2:11Þ

and in strong alkaline media, carbon dioxide undergoes a fast chemical conversion to
carbonate, which can strongly block catalytic sites [11, 15]. Reaction (2.10) is a
chemical reaction between adsorbed species that is suggested to be the rate-
determining step (RDS) on Pt-based electrodes in the whole pH range because a
Tafel slope value close to 60 mVdec�1 is frequently obtained.

In order to enhance the CO tolerance and to decrease the cost of the anode
electrocatalysts, the use of bimetallic or trimetallic catalytic systems by allowing
strategies of Pt with other metals (such as Ru, Sn, Rh, Mo, etc.), using core–shell
architectures or modifying Pt with other metal oxides, has been proposed over the
last decades [9, 16–19]. The mitigation of CO poisoning by alloying Pt is generally
ascribed to one or both of these effects [20]:

1. Bifunctional effect, where CO electrooxidation is promoted by the formation of
OH species on second metal sites:

Mþ H2O ! M� OH þ Hþ þ e� ð2:12Þ
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M� OH þ Pt� CO ! PtþMþ CO2 þ Hþ þ e� ð2:13Þ

2. Electronic (ligand or promoted) effect, where the added component (promoter)
modifies the Pt electronic properties resulting in an improved Pt–H2O (or Pt–OH
in alkaline media) activation which may lead to a direct oxidation of CO on Pt
sites or a weakening of the Pt–CO bond making easier CO oxidation.

3. Morphological and structural effects, where the composition, particle size, mor-
phology, and structure of the catalyst modify the distribution of the Pt active sites,
and thus, the reaction pathways and the activity may be varied. Furthermore,
these factors affect the stability of the catalyst preventing their degradation during
long-term operation.

Thus, Pt-based catalysts are the most conventionally used in fuel cell technology
under different pH conditions. The catalyst active phase is usually dispersed on a
carbon substrate. The use of a carbon support increases the electrochemically
accessible active area, enhancing the electrochemical performance. Additionally,
supported catalysts decrease the Pt loading, making them more attractive from an
economical point of view.

This section reviews the main developments obtained in the field of CO-tolerant
Pt-based catalysts for the HOR in acid solution. Additionally, a brief summary of
some recent advances achieved using non-Pt catalysts is addressed.

2.2.1 Electrode Materials for Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction
in Acidic Media

The HOR is extremely facile on Pt at low pH values, with an exchange current
density of mA cm�2 at room temperature [4, 21]. In general, the HOR on Pt is around
105 to l07 times faster than oxygen reduction [22], which occurs at the cathode of a
PEM fuel cell. Consequently, the anode potential is less than +0.1 V vs. RHE
(reversible hydrogen electrode) when pure hydrogen is supplied at the anode at
practical current densities, which is close to the standard reversible potential for this
reaction (0.0 V vs. RHE) [5]. Additionally, Pt is stable under acidic environments.
However, the main disadvantage of monometallic Pt electrodes in low pH electro-
lytes is the low CO tolerance that this metal displays even under trace impurities
[9, 14], as mentioned before. In order to address this issue, other metals are
incorporated in the Pt structure to increase the CO tolerance. The role of adding a
second element into the structure of Pt is to mitigate CO poisoning via either the
bifunctional mechanism or the ligand one or a combination of both effects. The
bifunctional mechanism is explained by the improved oxidation of adsorbed CO on
Pt in the presence of the second metal due to the formation of OH species at low
potentials. Ligand effects are caused by the modification of the Pt structure, which
weaken the CO adsorption and/or enhance the adsorption of oxygen-containing
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species [9, 14]. Different catalytic systems based on Pt have been proposed, such as
the use of binary/ternary alloys, Pt–metal oxides, core–shell structures, Pt catalysts
modified with oxidative agents, etc.

Electrocatalysts based on other Pt-group metals or even non-Pt catalysts have
been also proposed over the last decades [23–25]. However, these catalyst systems
are out of the scope of this work. Further information about non-Pt electrodes for
hydrogen oxidation can be found in Chap. 8 of this book or in other reviews [23–25].

This section describes the main results obtained in the development of
CO-tolerant electrodes based on Pt for HOR during the last years. Additionally,
non-Pt catalysts are also briefly introduced.

2.2.1.1 Pt-Based Alloys

The most commonly used strategy to avoid the strong CO poisoning is by alloying Pt
with other metals, such as Ru [9, 17, 26–33], Sn [31, 34–36], Mo [27, 37–45], Pd
[46, 47], Fe [44, 48, 49], Co [28, 32, 49], Ni [9], W [44], Ce [50], Re [51], Pb
[52, 53], etc.

Among these bimetallic catalytic systems, Pt–Ru alloys are promising materials
due to their high CO tolerance compared to Pt/C [9, 26–32]. Indeed, the CO
oxidation occurs at potentials around 0.2 V more positive at PtRu/C than in mono-
metallic Pt electrodes due to both bifunctional mechanism and electronic effects.

The performance of PtRu catalysts has been extensively studied using different
compositions and particle sizes [9, 29–31]. Pt0.5Ru0.5 exhibits the best performance
for CO oxidation since Pt and Ru atoms are adjacent to one another and well
distributed on the catalyst surface (facilitating the bifunctional mechanism)
[9, 54]. However, Koper and coworkers [29] reported that for HOR in the presence
of CO traces, Ru with a monolayer of Pt might be more advantageous since this PtRu
surface showed the weakest CO binding on the basis of their results of a periodic
density-functional theory study of the adsorption of CO and OH on Pt, Ru, and PtRu
alloys. In agreement with these results, Sato et al. [30] studied the effects of particle
size and alloy composition for PtRu/C catalysts on the CO tolerance by in situ
attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy in
1% CO (H2-balance)-saturated 0.1 M HClO4. The highest CO-tolerant HOR activity
was observed for the catalyst with a Pt-rich top surface and Ru-rich core (Pt2Ru3/C)
and the lower particle size (2.6 nm).

Despite of the high performance of PtRu alloys, the stability of PtRu/C is unclear
under long-term operation due to Ru dissolution [9, 55, 56]. Thus, the searching of a
stable anodic catalyst with an enhanced CO-tolerant HOR activity is still a key
challenge in PEM fuel cells. Additionally, potential oscillation due to the interac-
tions of CO electrooxidation and adsorption reactions on the catalyst surface may
decrease the performance of PtRu catalysts operating in PEMFC stacks [33].

A high activity for HOR and good performance for CO tolerance have been also
shown at PtSn alloys due to the electronic and bifunnctional mechanism [31, 35,
36]. In contrast to PtRu electrodes, in this catalyst system CO binds only to Pt sites
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and not to Sn, while hydroxyl groups have an energetic preference for Sn
[36]. Despite of this low susceptibility to CO poisoning, PtSn catalysts shown
generally a lower catalytic activity toward H2/CO oxidation than the current state-
of-the-art PtRu/C (1:1) electrodes [35]. However, Gasteiger et al. [57] obtained an
improved performance for H2 electrooxidation in the presence of CO on Pt3Sn alloys
(with a surface Sn amount � 20 at.%) in 0.5 M H2SO4 at 62 �C by the rotating disk
electrode (RDE) technique. Indeed, the onset potential for CO oxidation was 0.15 V
lower compared to PtRu alloys. However, Pt–Sn alloys present the main disadvan-
tage of the instability of the surface composition under anodic polarization.

Another alloy examined to enhance CO tolerance is PtMo, obtaining promising
results for H2/O2 fuel cells [27, 38–43, 45]. For example, Mukerjee and coauthors
[39] reported a significantly higher CO tolerance for PtMo/C (atomic ratio Pt:
Mo ¼ 3:1) compared to the most conventionally used Pt–Ru/C (1:1) in a PEM
fuel cell operating at 85 �C with H2/100 ppm CO. Additionally, low overpotential
losses were observed on PtMo/C as the temperature (55–115 �C) and/or the CO
concentration increased (5–100 ppm, balanced H2) [39]. Again, the stability of Pt–
Mo/C catalysts is a challenging issue [41]. Hassan et al. [41] studied the effect of
heat treatment at several temperatures (from 400 to 700 �C) of a Pt–Mo/C (Pt:
Mo ¼ 60:40) on its HOR activity in the presence of CO. Interestingly, the highest
activity was obtained on the catalyst treated at 600 �C (with a particle size around
17 nm). Additionally, a better stability was obtained on this catalyst as compared to
the untreated electrode.

Other Pt-based bimetallic alloys (PtM/C; M ¼ Fe, Ni, W, Pd, Pb, Ce, Co) have
been also used obtaining a higher activity for H2/CO electrooxidation than pure Pt
[44, 46–50, 52, 53]. In this context, Ehteshami et al. [49] developed a comprehensive
study of the performance for HOR in the presence of reformate impurities (CO and
CO2) for a series of carbon-supported Pt–M catalysts (M ¼ ¼ Ru, Mo, Fe, Co, Ni).
PtMo/C presented the highest CO tolerance followed by PtRu/C, PtCo/C, PtFe/C,
PtNi/C, and Pt/C. In contrast, the CO2 tolerance decreased in the order: PtCo,
PtNi > PtRu > PtFe > Pt > PtMo. By means of a combination of in situ X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements and FEFF8 code calculations, a
correlation of CO and CO2 tolerance trends with the electronic properties of catalysts
was stated. The anode overpotential in the presence of CO2 might be governed by the
Pt electronic properties modified by the alloyed metal, whereas no such correlation
was found for the anode overpotential in the presence of CO and Pt electronic
properties. These results evidence the key role of Mo or Ru in the mitigation of
CO poisoning via electronic and bifunctional mechanisms.

Finally, Pt-based ternary [49, 58–68] alloys have been also developed to improve
the HOR activity in the presence of CO or the stability of the respective binary
systems. Mukerjee and coworkers [49] reported an excellent reformate tolerance to
both CO and CO2 on a ternary alloy PtCoMo/C operating in the anode of a PEM fuel
cell. This behavior was explained by the bifunctional mechanism ascribed to Mo and
the ligand effect induced by Co simultaneously.

The combination of diverse thin layers of different bimetallic and ternary cata-
lysts have been also used to enhance the CO tolerance and stability of anodic PEM
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fuel cell catalysts [69, 70]. For example, Hassan et al. [69] studied the activity,
stability, and CO tolerance of ternary and quaternary catalytic systems by combina-
tion of PtMo/C-PtFe/C, PtMo/C-PtRu/C, and PtMo/C-PtRu/C-PtFe/C. The resulting
electrocatalysts (based on PtMoFe/C, PtMoRu/C, and PtMoRuFe/C) showed a
higher performance for hydrogen oxidation in the presence of hydrogen containing
100 ppm CO compared to PtMo/C. Additionally, the stability was also improved in
ternary/quaternary catalysts in comparison to the PtMo-based electrode.

2.2.1.2 Pt–Metal Oxide

Another strategy to mitigate CO poisoning is the addition of metal oxides to Pt
structure [71–75]. In these metal–metal oxide interfaces, the oxide often becomes
defective, contributing to the promotion effect and thus, enhancing the performance
of Pt for HOR in the presence of CO. The role of metal oxides in Pt or PtRu
structures as CO-tolerant catalysts for HOR has been studied by several authors
[71–75].

Unsupported or carbon-supported Pt-WO3 catalysts have been found to lighten
the CO poisoning on Pt [71–75]. Cui et al. [71] studied mesoporous tungsten oxide
with a low loading of Pt (7.5 wt.%) for hydrogen electrooxidation in the presence of
CO. The catalyst was synthesized by a simple one-step casting approach using
mesoporous silica as template. The resultant material presented an improved perfor-
mance for HOR with a mass activity per gram of Pt three-fold higher than commer-
cial Pt/C catalyst (20 wt.%, E-TEK) and with a better CO tolerance. Similarly,
Lebedeva et al. [72] studied also the electrooxidation of both saturated CO adlayer
and dissolved CO on PtWO3/C. Cyclic voltammetry combined with online mass
spectrometry studies showed that the onset shifted to more positive potentials in both
cases (0.18 and 0.12 V vs RHE, respectively) compared to pure Pt. However, only a
minor fraction of the adsorbed CO seems to be oxidized at low potentials and the
major part was oxidized at potentials as high as that obtained for Pt/C. Additionally,
reversible deactivation of PtWO3/C material was observed upon a prolonged expo-
sure to the CO-saturated solution in acid media [72].

Other catalysts based on the addition of W to platinum have been developed for
the HOR [76]. In this context, Abruña and coworkers [76] designed an efficient and
CO-tolerant anode catalyst based on Pt nanoparticles supported on Ti0.7W0.3O2.
Electrochemical studies by RDE technique showed that Pt/Ti0.7W0.3O2 catalyst
exhibited negligible overpotential for hydrogen oxidation (Fig. 2.1a, b). Levich
plot slope (obtained from current–potential curves in the diffusion-limited potential
at 0.25 V with different rotation rates) was 8.5� 10�2 mA cm�2 rpm�1/2 (Fig. 2.1c),
similar to that obtained on Pt/C. Additionally, Pt/Ti0.7W0.3O2 catalyst exhibited a
lower potential for H2 oxidation in the presence of CO compared to Pt/C and PtRu/C
(Fig. 2.1d). In agreement with these results, differential electrochemical mass
spectroemtry (DEMS) measurements evidenced that the onset potential for CO
oxidation on Pt/Ti0.7W0.3O2 was below 0.1 V (vs RHE), which might be due to a
cocatalysis for CO oxidation by (Ti/W)O2 [76].
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Ternary catalysts involving metal oxides have been also proposed as CO-tolerant
catalysts for hydrogen electrooxidation, such as PtRu-MoOx/C [77–79], PtRu-WO3/
C [80], or PtRu-SnOx/C [75]. For example, Alcaide et al. [77] investigated ternary
PtRu-MoOx/C catalysts anode materials for PEM fuel cells fed with H2/COmixtures
at 80 �C. Two different Mo compositions were used (0.1 and 3.0 wt.%). Polarization
curves demonstrated that the electrochemical activity for H2 oxidation depends
strongly on the Mo composition. A low Mo loading (0.1 wt.%) led to the highest
CO tolerance, while an increase of the Mo composition (3 wt.%) decreased the
activity of the PtRuMo catalyst, although CO poisoning was also decreased.

2.2.1.3 Core–Shell Architectures

Core–shell structures have been also used for CO-tolerant catalysts with high
activity toward hydrogen oxidation [38, 48, 81–93]. An enhanced activity for both
H2 and CO electrooxidation has been found on core–shell architectures with Pt shells
on various metal/metal oxide cores due to modifications of the electronic structure of
Pt [38, 82, 87]. Additionally, a longer durability has been also evidenced in com-
parison to alloys containing the same metals since the Pt shell may act as protector of
the non-noble metal core avoiding their dissolution [82, 87].

Ru@Pt core–shell materials presented a significant better performance and sta-
bility for CO tolerance in PEM fuel cell hydrogen than PtRu catalysts [87–89]. In
this context, Zhang et al. [88] synthesized a novel PtRu catalyst consisting of a
Ru-rich core and a Pt-rich shell by a two-step microwave irradiation approach. The
CO tolerance of the HOR was tested using different CO concentrations (from 0 to

Fig. 2.1 (a) CV at 50 mV s�1 of Pt/Ti0.7W0.3O2 (with 20 wt % C added) at different positive
potentials limits in 0.1 M H2SO4 purged with N2. (b) H2 oxidation on Pt/Ti0.7W0.3O2 (with 20 wt %
C added) at RDE (1 mV s�1) in 0.1 M H2SO4 base electrolyte saturated with H2 at various rotation
rates. (c) Levich plot from (b) in the diffusion-limited potential region at 0.25 V. (d) Polarization
curves for H2 oxidation on different catalysts in the presence of 2% CO at room temperature.
Rotation rate, 1600 rpm; scan rate, 1 mV s�1. From [76]
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500 ppm). The core–shell nanoarchitecture developed a better electrocatalytic activ-
ity for HOR compared to Pt/C catalyst and with an improved CO tolerance in various
CO concentrations. Similarly, Takimoto et al. [87] developed anodic catalysts for
PEM fuel cells with a high performance combining the high utilization and activity
of core@shell structures with the high surface area and stability of atomically thin
nanosheets. Interestingly, a catalyst with a monolayer Ru-core and an average 1.5
monolayer Pt-shell supported on carbon displayed two times higher mass activity for
the HOR in both pure H2 and 300 ppm CO containing H2 than benchmark Pt/C
catalyst. Additionally, a better stability was developed under potential cycling
[87]. Other authors have also obtained promising results using catalytic systems
based on thin nanosheets [94, 95].

Eichhorn and coworkers [38] performed a comparative study of the activity for
CO and H2 oxidation on Pt0.8Mo0.2 and MoOx@Pt core–shell nanoparticle
electrocatalysts. RDE experiments exhibited that both structures present substan-
tially higher CO tolerance than both PtRu alloy and Pt catalysts. Interestingly, the
MoOx@Pt core–shell nanocatalysts revealed the lowest onset H2 oxidation potential
(�0.14 V vs. SCE) and the diffusion-limited current was reached at 0.1 V in the base
electrolyte (0.5 M H2SO4) in the presence of 1000 ppm of CO, which is far below
that for Pt and PtRu. The great mitigation of CO poisoning on the core–shell
architecture might result from the electronic effect of MoOx core on the Pt shell [38].

However, due to the fast HOR kinetics in acid media, RDE measurements may
lead to ambiguity in the results since removing H2 mass-transport resistances is very
challenging. Thus, the same authors tested the performance of PEMFC membrane
electrode assemblies with Pt0.8Mo0.2 and MoOx@Pt core–shell anode
electrocatalysts and commercial Pt-based cathodes [81]. Polarization curves for the
alloy system in H2 containing 25–1000 ppm CO presented an improved CO toler-
ance than that obtained for PtRu catalysts. However, a lower performance was
obtained on MoOx@Pt nanoarchitecture compared to PtRu and Pt0.8Mo0.2 materials
when the same total catalyst loading was used. They suggested that these results
could be attributed to the presence of residual stabilizer from the core–shell
nanoparticles synthesis, which blocks the catalyst–ionomer interfaces. Interestingly,
MoOx@Pt exhibited the highest electrochemical performance per gram of Pt for CO
concentrations below 100 ppm [81].

Other core–shell structures have been proposed by the same research group
obtaining promising results [48, 82, 83]. For example, a comparison of the
electrocatalytic performance for CO/H2 electrooxidation and stability of PtSn
alloy, core–shell and intermetallic nanoparticles of the same composition and size,
was performed in acidic electrolyte solutions (0.5 M H2SO4) [82]. The studies
showed that PtSn intermetallic catalyst is significantly more stable and has superior
performance relative to the PtSn alloy in acidic electrolyte solutions. Additionally,
the intermetallic structure can be converted to a PtSn@Pt core–shell one by succes-
sive potential cycling in CO-saturated H2SO4 solutions, whereas the core–shell
architecture is not formed from PtSn alloys. The PtSn@Pt and PtSn intermetallic
nanocatalysts displayed a better CO tolerance than commercial PtRu and Pt (E-TEK)
catalysts, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
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Additionally, core–shell nanoarchitectures offer an effective way to tune the
electrocatalytic performance of catalysts. Interestingly, the shell thickness has been
found to be a key role in the electrochemical activity for CO and H2 electrooxidation
[91]. Accordingly, Chen and coworkers [91] studied the electrochemical HOR of
CO and H2 on carbon-supported Ni@Pt core–shell catalysts (Ni@Pt/C) with differ-
ent Pt coverages. They evidenced that both CO and H2 oxidation were influenced by
the Pt coverage. Indeed, the exchange current density ( j0) values for hydrogen
oxidation of Ni@Pt/C catalysts decreased as the Pt coverage increased. At high Pt
coverage, the value was the same than that obtained on Pt/C. This result was
explained by the existence of nickel hydroxides and hydrogen spillover.

Other core–shell systems using nitrides as core [92] or shell [90] have been also
developed. For example, Garg et al. [92] developed transition metal nitride
core@noble-metal shell nanoparticles as CO-tolerant catalysts. In particular, they
synthesized a Pt shell on titanium tungsten nitride core nanoparticles (Pt/TiWN). An
increase in the CO tolerance was observed due to the modulation of the electronic
structure of the Pt shell by the nitride core. On the other hand, bimetallic
core@bimetallic shell structure has been also proposed [93]. Wang et al. [93]
synthesized PtNi@PtRu/C catalysts with PtRu on the surface and PtNi in the core.
A higher activity for CO electrooxidation was obtained on PtNi@PtRu/C than on
PtNi/C, PtRu/C, and PtNiRu/C.

Fig. 2.2 Polarization curves for electrooxidation of CO/H2 mixtures (1000 ppm CO, balance H2)
on different Pt–Sn catalysts and comparisons with E-TEK Pt and PtRu (all catalysts contain 30%
total metal loading). Curves were recorded at 1 mVs�1 and 1600 rpm rotation rates in 0.5 M H2SO4

solution. From [82]
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2.2.1.4 Pt/Transition Metal Carbides and Nitrides

Transition metal carbides have been also used as possible support for Pt [96–
103]. Several works reported an enhancement of the electrochemical performance
for hydrogen oxidation in the presence of CO using Pt/WC electrodes [104–
106]. Ham et al. [105] synthesized a mesoporous tungsten carbide with a low Pt
loading (7.5 wt.%) as effective CO-tolerant anode catalyst for hydrogen oxidation.
The Pt/WC catalyst showed two times higher activity per gram of the precious metal
than the benchmark Pt/C catalyst (E-TEK) with a high stability. On the other hand,
Pt supported on core–shellMocarb-particles, with a reduced-Mo core (Mo2C, MoO2,
and/or Mo0) and an MoO3-shell (2–3 nm), revealed an extraordinary CO tolerance
revealing an onset potential of 0.065 V vs RHE for the CO oxidation reaction
[102]. Recently was reported an enhanced catalytic activity toward CO
electrooxidation on TiC- and TiCN-supported Pt materials induced by the amount
of surface oxides at the Pt/support interface [97].

2.3 Oxygen Reduction Reaction

2.3.1 Introduction and Reaction Mechanism

The sluggish kinetics of the cathode side of the PEMFC is still the major challenge to
overcome in order to be able to produce economically competitive devices
[107]. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is the reaction taking place at this
electrode, and requires the utilization of high amounts of expensive catalysts, such as
platinum-based materials, in order to overcome this sluggish kinetics [108]. This
reaction is five times slower than the HOR in acid media and using platinum as a
catalyst. Thus, a typical fuel cell with platinum catalyst at both anode and cathode
contains 80–90% of this metal in the cathode side [108, 109]. However, the
utilization of large amounts of scarce noble metals is not economically viable, and
in this sense, the US Department of Energy (DoE) established a target for noble
metal electrocatalysts of a maximum loading of 0.125 mg cm�2 and a mass activity
of 0.44 mA g�1 to be achieved by 2020 [108, 110]. In order to achieve these
requirements, the improvement and optimization of the cathode side electrocatalyst
seems crucial [107]. That is why, the study of the oxygen reduction electrocatalysis
has attracted a major interest in the last years and will most probably continue
attracting interest in the years to come.

Research works in alkaline media attract more and more attention because the
ORR kinetics is carried out in a more efficient manner than in acidic media
[111, 112]. Hence, low-cost and abundant materials such as nickel, copper, and
graphene-based catalysts can be employed [112–115]. However, several drawbacks
such as the durability of the catalyst performance and the carbonation of the
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electrolyte by the CO2 present in the air that severly blocks active sites need to be
solved [11, 111, 112].

The standar potential for the complete ORR (four-electron pathway) in alkaline
media is 0.401 V:

O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e�⟶4OH� ð2:14Þ

O2 also may be reduced to peroxide (E0 ¼ �0.076 V) through the two-electron
pathway:

O2 þ H2Oþ 2e�⟶HO�
2 þ OH� ð2:15Þ

that may be followed by further reduction (E0 ¼ �0.878 V):

HO�
2 þ H2Oþ 2e�⟶3OH� ð2:16Þ

or by disproportionation:

2HO�
2 ⟶2OH� þ O2 ð2:17Þ

On the other hand, the overall reaction taking place at the cathode in acidic
solutions is the following:

O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e�⟶2H2O ð2:18Þ

which possesses a standard potential of 1.229 V. However, the complete reduction of
oxygen to water involves several elementary steps, pathways, and intermediates.
Four electron and proton transfer steps and an O–O bond cleavage take place, and
depending on the order in which each of this processes takes place, different reaction
intermediates may form and several pathways may be possible. The elucidation of
the oxygen reaction mechanism has not been straightforward, due, in part, to the
difficulty to detect the different reaction intermediates by experimental techniques
and to understand properly the kinetics data. However, nowadays it is extensively
accepted that three main reaction pathways for the oxygen reduction coexist,
depending on whether the O–O bond is broken before or after the different reduction
steps. These are the so-called associative, dissociative, and peroxo pathways.

The first step is common in the three different pathways and corresponds with the
chemical adsorption of oxygen. After that, different steps might happen. In the
dissociative pathway, the O–O cleavage takes place just after the adsorption step,
leading to the formation of two Oads that are reduced to OHads and, finally, to water:

O2⟶Oads þ Oads ð2:19Þ
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Oads þ Oads þ 2 Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶OHads þ OHads ð2:20Þ
OHads þ OHads þ 2 Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶2H2O ð2:21Þ

On the other hand, the adsorbed oxygen molecule may suffer a reduction step
prior the O–O cleavage, leading to the formation of OOHads. In the associative
mechanism, the O–O cleavage takes place after the formation of this intermediate
and Oads and OHads species are produced:

O2 þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶OOHads ð2:22Þ
OOHads⟶OHads þ Oads ð2:23Þ

Oads þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶OHads ð2:24Þ
OHads þ OHads þ 2 Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶2H2O ð2:25Þ

The OOHads intermediate may be reduced prior to the O–O cleavage, leading to
the formation of an HOOHads species. This peroxo intermediate may dissociate into
two OHads:

O2 þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶OOHads ð2:26Þ
OOHads þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ⟶HOOHads ð2:27Þ

HOOHads⟶OHads þ OHads ð2:28Þ

Nonetheless, the HOOHads species is likely to be desorbed in the form of
hydrogen peroxide, reducing significantly the efficiency of the whole process, as
only two electrons are exchanged instead of 4. Hydrogen peroxide is also an
undesired side product due to its corrosive nature, which can endanger the stability
of the fuel cell materials. Thus, electrocatalysts that favor the dissociative and
associative pathways are desired. The prevalence of one pathway among the others
depends on the electrocatalyst material and surface orientation, the oxygen coverage,
and the potential, among others. For Pt (111) surfaces, which are expected to be the
dominant on most platinum or platinum-based-alloyed nanoparticles, the associative
mechanism has been reported to prevail [116, 117].

According to the Sabatier principle, the optimum catalyst may stabilize the
intermediates of the reaction by adsorbing them with the adequate strength. Thus,
one should expect to be able to design the perfect catalyst for the oxygen reduc-
tion reaction by optimizing the adsorption strengths of OOHads, OHads, and Oads.
However, as these three intermediates are bonded to the surface in a similar way, its
adsorption energies are linked in a linear way. These are the so-called scaling
relationships and imply that once one of the adsorption energies are defined, the
other two will be determined [118]. As a consequence, it is possible to define the
catalytic performance of the electrocatalyst for the ORR with only the adsorption
energy of one of the three main intermediates and, thus, build volcano plots and
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predict the electrocatalyst performance of different materials in a straightforward
way. However, the existence of these scaling relationships also implies that there
will be always an overpotential for the ORR reaction, even for the best
electrocatalyst. For instance, an electrocatalyst able to adsorb OOHads with an
optimum strength will not optimally adsorb OHads due to the scaling, and therefore
an overpotential associated to the last reaction step (OHads desorption as water) will
happen [118, 119].

Figure 2.3 shows the volcano plot obtained by representing the ORR activity of
different transition metals as a function of the oxygen adsorption strength.

The materials placed at the left side of the volcano plot adsorb oxygen interme-
diates too strong, which means that the reaction will be limited by the removal of
OHads from the surface, while those at the right side are bonding the oxygen too
weakly. Platinum is the material which is close to the top of the volcano, indicating
that it will be the material displaying the minimum overpotential, and thus, with the
higher catalytic activity. However, it is not placed at the very top of the volcano, and
as a consequence, there is still margin to improve. Specifically, strategies to weaken
the adsorption strength of the ORR intermediates in platinum surface by
�0.1–0.2 eV are the desired to lead to the maximum of the volcano [116, 119,
120]. In the following section, the most successful strategies adopted during recent
years will be reviewed.

Fig. 2.3 Volcano plot showing the trend for the ORR activity as a function of the oxygen binding
strenght. From [117]
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2.3.2 Strategies to Improve the Platinum Performance
for the ORR

Several strategies have been developed in order to optimize the absorption strength
of platinum-based electrocatalysts. This adsorption strength depends on the elec-
tronic properties of the electrocatalyst and correlates with the distance between the
d-band center and the Fermi level. When this distance is larger, the Pt–O becomes
weaker. Thus, it is necessary to downshift the d-band center. This can be achieved by
means of strategies such as a ligand effect or a contraction of the platinum lattice,
which can be obtained by alloying, designing core–shell structures, or by a support
effect, among others. Other strategies include the design of electrocatalyst with a
suitable surface structure, such as preferentially oriented nanoparticles.

2.3.2.1 Morphological Effects on Platinum Electrocatalysts

Most of the electrocatalytic reactions are highly sensitive to the surface structure
[121]. This means that the different surface orientations (e.g., (111), (110), and
(100)) and morphologies (e.g., terrace, step, kink, and defect sites) deliver a signif-
icantly different catalytic activity. In the case of the ORR, this sensitivity is not that
pronounced, and has been attributed to the differences on how the spectator species
(i.e., anions in acid electrolyte and cations in alkaline electrolyte) interact with the
catalytic surface. In this sense, major differences in the activity trends of the different
surface orientations have been observed in diverse electrolytes. For electrolytes with
non-adsorbing anions, such as HClO4, the activity trend of the platinum basal planes
has been reported to be: Pt(110) > Pt(111) > Pt (100) (Fig. 2.4) [122]. However, in
sulfuric acid solution the activity trend changes to Pt(110) > Pt(100) > Pt (111)
[123]. This knowledge on the different electrocatalytic performances of several
platinum surface orientations, gained by means of the studies performed with single
crystals, allowed a rational design in order to prepare catalyst with the most active
surface orientation [124].

Fig. 2.4 ORR activities for
single crystals with different
orientation in acid and
alkaline electrolytes. From
[122]
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Platinum nanoparticles usually present a combination of surfaces with (111) and
(100) orientations. However, it is also possible to synthesize nanoparticles with
cubic shape ((100) surface orientation) or octahedral and tetrahedral nanoparticles
with (111) surface orientation, as well as nanoparticles with high index facets by
applying a square-wave potential method [108, 124–128]. The ORR on
nanoparticles with preferential surface orientation showed that those with a preva-
lence of (111) (octahedral shapes) were considerably more active than those with
(100) (cubic nanoparticles) or with a combination of both basal planes (spherical
nanoparticles) [129]. Furthermore, concave nanoparticles with high index orienta-
tion revealed great catalytic activity toward the ORR [127].

Regarding to the particle size, a similar effect was observed. Particles with small
sizes present high quantity of defect sites on their surfaces. The last was expected to
produce a particle size dependence on the ORR activity. Many groups have studied
the effect of the particle size on the catalytic activity, obtaining some contradictory
results [108, 130–133]. It was reported that the electrocatalytic specific activity of
small nanoparticles (1–10 nm) increases as the size of the particles increases,
correlating well with the amount of terraces present on the surface [131]. The
specific activity was reported to increase with the particle size until c.a. 10 nm, for
which the activity of bulk platinum was already achieved. The mass activity was
reported to be maximum for particles around 3 nm [108, 130, 131]. However, other
studies concluded that the electrocatalytic activity for small particles (1–5 nm) does
not depend on the particle size, increasing only for larger sizes [132, 133]. It is
noteworthy that similar activity–size trend was observed in acid and alkaline
media [132].

2.3.2.2 Alloying

Alloying has been one of the first and most studied strategies to improve the
platinum catalytic performance toward the ORR. The addition of a second metal,
which is usually a less noble metal, has two main advantages: from one side, it
decreases the price of the catalyst as the amount of platinum is reduced, and from the
other side, the addition of the second metal enhances the catalytic performance by
means of a shift of the d-band center. The presence of the secondary metal causes
two main effects that contribute at the enhancement of the catalytic performance: a
ligand effect and a contraction effect. The first one is a pure electronic effect, as the
presence of the second metal generates modifications of the d-band occupancy that
can downshift the d-center. In the other side, the contraction effect is a geometric
effect due to the different size of the platinum and secondary atoms, which generates
a modification of the interatomic distances on the surface [134]. With a proper
selection of the second metal, it is possible to obtain alloys with the adequate
modification (electronic vacancies and a geometric contraction) that can optimize
the Pt–O adsorption strength, and thus, enhance the ORR.
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Pt-Late Transition Metal Alloys

Several platinum-based alloys with metals such as Co, Fe, Cu, Ni, Ti, or Cr were
tested during the last decade, obtaining specific activities at 0.9 V vs RHE several
folds higher than those of bare platinum nanoparticles [135–144]. The experimental
data obtained in these studies allowed building activity volcano plots for the
different alloyed materials. The study of the 3-d metal series determined Pt3Co
and (111)-Pt3Ni to be very close to the top of the volcano [144, 145]. In this
sense, Markovic group reported a ten-fold higher activity on (111) Pt3Ni catalyst
than on Pt(111) surfaces.

During the last years, further effort has been put into the optimization of the
morphological (e.g., size and shape) and compositional (e.g., nature of the compo-
sition and metal segregation) properties of the bimetallic nanoparticles in order to
push up them to the top of the volcano plots. The effect of each of these parameters is
not straightforward as in the case of the monometallic platinum nanoparticles, as
may vary depending on the nature of the secondary metal, the synthesis method, or
the annealing condition. As an example, optimum Pt:Ni ratio values of 2.5:1 [146]
and 1.5:1 [147] were reported. For that reason, for further information and examples
on the effect and optimization of each of these properties on the ORR electrocatalytic
activity of bimetallic nanoparticles, the reader is referred to the following reviews
[148–151]. In general, the optimization of several of these parameters allows a
considerable increase of the ORR electrocatalytic activity. For instance, Cui et al.
reported a 15 times higher activity for PtNi octahedral nanoparticles rather than for a
conventional Pt/C catalyst [152].

More complex materials, such as ternary or quaternary alloys or doped binary
alloys, have also been reported [153–157]. Huang et al. reported molybdenum
surface-doped PtNi nanoparticles, obtaining significant improvements in the activity
and stability [156]. Rh surface-doped PtNi nanoparticles were also reported to have
an improved long-term performance, due to the suppression of shape modification
over potential cycling [157].

The main drawback of this family of materials is their stability in acidic media, in
which the alloyed nanoparticles become platinum rich due to a fast leaching of the
non-noble metals [119]. The last leads to the formation of porous surfaces or even to
major modification of the nanoparticles shapes. In order to avoid these phenomena,
several strategies have been developed to form a stable platinum segregated surface
region prior to the electrochemical testing:

1. Platinum-skin: consists on subjecting the alloys to a thermal annealing in order to
generate platinum segregation that protect the bulk material. It has been reported
that bimetallic alloys with a platinum-skin not only present a higher stability but
also an enhanced electrochemical performance toward the ORR [144, 158,
159]. The last was ascribed to the decrease of the Pt–Pt distance on the
temperature-induced segregated surface. A variation of this method consists to
remove the non-noble metals from the surface of the alloy by acid washing
followed by thermal annealing (Fig. 2.5) [160, 161]. Another alternative is to
induce the noble metal segregation by carbon monoxide [162].
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2. Dealloying: the formation of a superficial platinum layer can also be achieved in a
controlled way by electrochemical leaching of the non-noble metal in acid
solutions. This technique was exhaustively employed by Strasser and coworkers
for PtCu alloys and is achieved by cycling the electrocatalyst until a stable Pt-like
cyclic voltamperogram is obtained, which indicates that most of the non-noble
metal has leached from the surface [163]. More recently, this method has been
successfully applied to other bimetallic alloys (PtCo, PtNi. . .) and trimetallic
particles, and enhanced stability performances of these materials have been
reported for three-electrode half-cells, as well as for PEMFC [164–166].

The dealloying and acid leaching phenomena can also be employed to produce
highly porous materials with enhanced ORR activity following well-controlled
processes [167–170]. In addition, it was proposed that this kind of materials may
possess an improved stability due to its nanoscale curvature [171]. However, it was
later demonstrated that the porous nanoarchitecture rapidly collapses along
potentiodynamic cycles and therefore their stability is compromised [172].

Pushing the dealloying phenomena to an extreme, Chen et al. were able to
synthesize hollow nanoparticles with a well-defined shape, called nanoframes
[173]. In this case, they reported the synthesis of Pt3Ni by the geometric evolution
of PtNi3 polyhedra ripened in chloroform or hexane at ambient condition for several
weeks (Fig. 2.6). The nanoframes were annealed in order to form a Pt-skin surface
[174] without losing their 3D-hollow structure. Mass activities 36-fold higher and
specific activities 22-fold higher relative to a Pt/C catalyst were reported, which are
among the highest ever reported. In addition, an enhanced performance toward the
ORR after an accelerated stability test was reported. After this work, several binary
and ternary alloy nanoframes with outstanding catalytic performance toward the
ORR were published [175–178].

Fig. 2.5 Formation of a Pt-skin on a bimetallic catalyst by acid washing followed by thermal
annealing. Adapted from [161]
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Pt-Early Transition Metal and Lanthanide Alloys

Greeeley and coworkers performed density-functional theory calculations in order to
identify more active and stable alloys, and Pt3Sc and Pt3Y materials were identified
as suitable candidates, which were later corroborated by experimental measure-
ments. They reported a catalytic enhancement of 10 folds for polycrystalline Pt3Y
electrode compared to pure Pt [145]. The latter was also corroborated by carbon-
supported Pt3Sc and Pt3Y catalysts [179, 180]. Hernandez-Fernandez and coworkers
reported that the Y effect on the nanoparticles was purely a contraction effect. Lately,
a similar effect was reported for a Pt5La polycrystalline alloy, which opened the door
to study the lanthanide series [181].

For Pt–lanthanide alloys, as the atomic size of Pt and the second metal is
considerably different, the platinum atoms rearrange forming a surface Kagome-
like layer after the acid leaching of the lanthanide (Fig. 2.7a). The Pt–Pt distance in
these surfaces is considerably more compressed than for bare platinum of Pt-late
transition metal alloys, and decreases progressively when we move from the left to
the right in the periodic table, as a consequence of the lanthanides contraction. Thus,
the Pt–O adsorption strength also decreases from the left to the right of the
lanthanides series. In this way, a volcano plot is obtained, with the Pt5Tb and
Pt5Gd placed very close to the top (Fig. 2.7b) [182]. The production of nanoparticles
based on these alloys is not straightforward due to the standard potentials of the
redox couples. However, an outstanding activity of 3.6 mA/mgPt for Pt5Gd
nanoparticles was reported, and it is among the highest ORR mass activities reported
so far [182, 183].

Fig. 2.6 Formation of a Pt-skin on a bimetallic catalyst by acid washing followed by thermal
annealing. (a) PtNi3 polyhedra. (b) PtNi Intermediates. (c) Pt3Ni Nanoframes. (d) Pt3Ni
nanoframes/C with Pt-skin surfaces. From [173]
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2.3.2.3 Core–Shell Structures

In order to decrease the price of the platinum-based electrocatalyst, an extensively
used strategy has been the synthesis of core–shell nanoparticles, containing a thin
platinum shell onto a less expensive core. In this way, most of the platinum is placed
in the surface of the particles and thus, can be used [184].

Among the different strategies to prepare core–shell nanoparticles, the monolayer
approach developed and extensively studied by the Adzic group has been the most
successful one [185]. They developed a synthesis method to produce highly stable
monolayers consisting in the platinum galvanic displacement of a copper monolayer
produced by underpotential deposition (UPD) [185]. With this method, not only the
totality of the platinum is on the surface but also the core may promote the catalytic
activity of the shell by means of electronic and geometric (compression) effects.
Palladium was identified as a good core to enhance the electrocatalytic activity of the
platinum monolayer toward the ORR (Fig. 2.8). In recent years, the composition of
the core has been optimized to further improve the monolayer activity. Some
strategies that have been proved to be useful are the utilization of alloys as a core
(which can also reduce the price) [186–189], well-defined nanoparticles (octahedral,
tetrahedral, etc.) [190, 191], porous cores [192], and hollow nanoparticles cores to
further optimize the compression degree of the monolayer [193].

Other synthesis methods have also been used to produce core–shell nanoparticles
with different shell thicknesses. Among them, the direct chemical reduction of the
platinum monolayer onto the cores seems to be one of the easiest for a long scale
production [184]. Different solvents, capping, and reducing agents have been tested,
allowing the design of methodologies that allow a precise control of the shell
thicknesses [184, 194–199]. However, when employing this kind of synthesis pro-
tocols, one needs to make sure that a complete elimination of the organic compounds
is achieved, as otherwise, they could block the electrocatalyst surface and hinder the
activity.

Recently, core–shell nanoparticles using nitrides as cores have also been devel-
oped, showing outstanding stabilities [200]. Different carbides, nitrides, and oxides

Fig. 2.7 Schematic views and electrocatalytic activity of the Pt–lanthanide series alloys. (a, b)
show the tridementional structure of the alloy before and after the acid leaching, respectively. (c)
shows the specific activities of the different alloys before and after applying a 10,000-cycle stability
test. From [182]
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have also been reported to perform a promoting effect when used as electrocatalytic
supports for platinum-based ORR electrocatalysts [201–205]. The effect of different
carbonaceous supports will be discussed in Chap. 5 of the current book.

2.3.3 Non-Platinum Electrocatalysts

Due to the high price of platinum, a major effort has been placed in recent years to
develop platinum-free electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction in acid
media. Materials such as oxides, nitrides, carbonitrides, oxynitirides, and chalco-
genides have been reported to deliver significant activities. Carbon-based materials
with Fe/N/C and Co/N/C centers have also outstanding performances, as well as
several metal-free carbon electrocatalysts [115, 195, 206]. The non-noble
electrocatalyst for the ORR will be extensively reviewed in Chap. 7.

2.3.3.1 Palladium and Palladium-Alloy Catalysts

Palladium also delivers a high activity for the ORR. Actually, it is placed very close
to platinum on the ORR volcano plot (Fig. 2.3). For that reason, the study of ORR on
palladium-based electrocatalysts has also received some interest.

Despite the similarity of palladium to platinum, the (100) face has been reported
to be the most active one for palladium surfaces [207]. This means that, for this
metal, the preferred shape for the nanoparticles will be cubic. In this sense, several
works reported an enhanced electrocatalytic activity of nanoparticles with this
orientation rather than for bulk palladium or nanoparticles with other surface orien-
tations [208–210]. As for platinum, several strategies such as alloying have been
employed to enhance the electrocatalytic performance. Bimetallic alloys such as
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Pd � M (M ¼ Co, Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, Ti, V, Sn, Cu, Ir, Ag, Rh, Au, Pt) have been
reported as good candidates [211–213]. Strategies already discussed in the previous
section such as dealloying, Pd-skins, monolayers, complex nanoarchitectures, or an
enhancement effect of non-carbon supports have also been successfully
implemented in order to improve the activity [214–219].

2.3.4 Stability Issues

In addition to the sluggish ORR kinetics on the electrocatalysts used at the cathode
side of LTFCs, the stability of these electrocatalysts is also a main concern. The
degradation and durability of the materials used as electrocatalyst, mainly those at
the cathode side, have a huge impact on the performance of LTFCs. For that reason,
during the last years, a lot of effort has been put into understanding the degradation
mechanisms of the electrocatalyst under operation conditions [119, 220].

Several degradation mechanisms have been identified to take part at the
electrocatalyst during the operation of LTFC, especially during the start up and
shut down of the device, when sever potential jumps may occur [220]. The main
degradation mechanisms are (Fig. 2.9):

Fig. 2.9 Schematic representation of the main degradation mechanisms. From [222]
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1. Metal dissolution: the dissolution of the metals contained in the electrocatalyst is
a main issue as it supposes a lost in efficiency as well as the impossibility to
recover the scarce and expensive noble metals.

Platinum dissolution is known to be more prominent as smaller the
nanoparticles are, due to an increase of the surface energy. The dissolution is
also known to take place mainly during the cathodic process and is believed to be
associated to the reduction of Pt–O-like species back to platinum (0). Even being
considerably lower, the anodic dissolution during platinum oxidation is also not
negligible [119, 221].

For platinum-based alloys, the dissolution of the second metal is also a main
issue. The dissolution of non-noble metals such as Cu, Ni, Co. . . is thermody-
namically favored on the potential in which ORR takes place. This leads to a
leaching of these metals out of the alloyed structure, and, thus, a progressive loss
of the catalytic performance is attained. After an extensive dissolution of these
metals, some porous platinum particles may be formed, while the dissolved
cations may interact with the ionomer and hence slower diffusion and higher
electric resistance are commonly observed [119, 220].

2. Ostwald ripening: as a consequence of platinum dissolution, the Ostwald ripening
phenomena may take place. This process consists of the redeposition of the
dissolved platinum from the smallest nanoparticles onto the bigger ones. Thus,
it results on an increase of the nanoparticle size and a decrease of the mass
activity, as a larger amount of platinum becomes inaccessible [119, 222].

3. Degradation of the catalyst support: the catalyst support also suffers from major
corrosion problems under the operation condition of LTFC. Carbon corrosion to
CO2 is thermodynamically favorable above 0.2 V vs RHE but only kinetically
relevant at higher potentials than 1.2 V. Main outcomes from the degradation of
the catalyst support are the lower porosity that may hinder the mass transport and
the generation of other degradation mechanisms such as the detachment and
agglomeration of metal nanoparticles [119, 222].

4. Detachment of metal nanoparticles: metal nanoparticles may detach from the
electrode as a consequence of the degradation of the catalyst support, and
therefore the electric contact is lost and the overall efficiency drops [119, 222].

5. Agglomeration of metal nanoparticles: this process is a consequence of the
support degradation, which leads to an increase of the nanoparticles size. When
the support corrodes, it may shrink and allow different nanoparticles to enter in
contact. Once this happens, the nanoparticles end up coalescing into bigger ones.
A high mobility of the nanoparticles through the support also leads to agglomer-
ation [119, 222].
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2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the general concept of fuel cells was discussed, with special attention
to low-temperature fuel cells (LTFCs) working in acid and alkaline media. LTFC is a
very attractive technology and emerges to be one of the energy converting devices
for the near future.

With the aim to solve the principal catalytic, durability, and cost problems at the
anode and cathode of LTFCs, a fundamental and applied study of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen oxidation as well as oxygen reduction reaction on platinum- and
palladium-based nanomaterials in acidic electrolytes was considered and compared
with the same reactions in alkaline media.

Then, mono-, bi-, and trimetallic catalysts involving alloys, core–shell
nanoarchitectures, and transition metal oxides have been reviewed as effective
electrocatatalysts for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen as well as
for the reduction of oxygen in acid and alkaline environments.

All the information revisoned and scrutinized here may help to improve the
fabrication of novel catalysts in order to decrease the cost and enhance the perfor-
mance of LTFCs, in such a way that LTFC commercialization will be real.
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Chapter 3
Electrocatalysis of Alternative Liquid
Fuels for PEM Direct Oxidation Fuel Cells

Ayan Mukherjee, Harikrishnan Narayanan, and Suddhasatwa Basu

Abstract The direct oxidation of liquid fuels such as methanol, ethanol, ethylene
glycol, formic acid and glycerol in fuel cell has attracted increasing interest as power
source for portable applications in recent days. These fuels are economically and
environmental friendly, exhibit high volumetric energy density, facile storing and
handling as compared to hydrogen fuel. Based on their feeding directly and electro-
oxidation process, these are termed as direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC), direct
ethanol fuel cell (DEFC), direct ethylene glycol fuel cell (DEGFC), direct formic
acid fuel cell (DFAFC) and direct glycerol fuel cell (DGEFC), which are discussed
in the chapter. The oxidation reaction of these fuels at low temperature in acid
electrolytes is discussed in detail. The various binary and ternary Pt-based catalysts
which can ease the oxidation of these liquid fuels are presented with plausible
reaction mechanism. The various parameters driving the fuel cell such as catalyst
loading, fuel flow rates, operating temperature and the performance in terms of
current–voltage characteristics, stability and durability of the fuel cells are discussed
including the recent commercial development in the field. Authors also presented
their view and further work required wherever deemed fit.
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3.1 Introduction

In the current world scenario of climate change and increasing pollution, an alterna-
tive for fossil fuel-based energy source is required and need to be developed. Fuel cell
is one of such clean energy source which converts chemical energy directly into
electrical energy through redox reaction mechanism (oxidation at anode and reduc-
tion at cathode), thus increasing its fuel conversion efficiency. Proton exchange
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is one of the conventional fuel cells, which uses
hydrogen (H2) as fuel at anode and oxygen (O2) as oxidant at cathode [1]. Platinum
(Pt) is used as catalyst for the redox reaction both at anode and cathode. H2 undergoes
oxidation reaction (HOR) at anode, producing H+ ion and electrons (e�), which
moves to cathode through the proton-conducting polymer electrolytic membrane
and outer circuit, respectively. At cathode, O2 undergoes reduction reaction (ORR)
with incoming H+ and e�, to produce water (H2O). Equations (3.1) and (3.2) show
HOR and ORR mechanism of a PEMFC.

H2 $ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð3:1Þ
1=2O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� $ H2O ð3:2Þ

PEMFCs can be further subcategorised based on the fuel used such as direct
methanol fuel cell (DMFC), direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC), direct formic acid fuel
cell (DFAFC), direct ethylene glycol fuel cell (DEGFC) and direct glycerol fuel cell
(DGEFC). They use Methanol, Ethanol, Formic Acid, Ethylene Glycol and Glycerol
as fuel instead of pure H2 at anode. One of the main advantages of using such liquid
fuels is its ease to handle, transport and store, which is a big issue in case of H2 as
fuel. Apart from that, producing pure H2 for fuel purpose from steam reforming of
fossil fuels or electrolysis is an expensive process, as any form of impurity such as
CO and SOx in the fuel stream can cause deactivation of Pt catalyst eventually
causing performance degradation of the cell. Another advantage of using such liquid
fuels over H2 is its compatibility and high theoretical gravimetric energy densities
such as 6.1 kWh.kg�1, 8 kWh.kg�1, 5.3 kWh.kg�1, 5.2 kWh.kg�1 and 5 kWh.kg�1

for Methanol, Ethanol, Formic Acid, Ethylene Glycol and Glycerol, respectively.
Low operating temperature of such liquid fuel-based PEMFCs makes it convenient
for applications like transportation, stationary, auxiliary power units and portable
devices [2].

Even though the open circuit voltage (OCV) achieved in case of liquid fuels is
comparable with that of H2 as fuel [3], a minor drawback of using liquid fuels over
H2 in PEMFCs is fuel cross-over to cathode through the proton exchange membrane
and slow liquid fuel oxidation kinetics. In order to overcome this issue, studies have
been carried out on developing multimetallic (bi, tri) noble and non-noble
electrocatalysts which focuses on reduction of oxidant rather than oxidisation of
liquid fuels at cathode. One of such promising study is the formation of different
carbon structures supporting nanomaterials.
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3.2 Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC)

A direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is characterised by the conversion of chemical
energy of the methanol fuel directly into usable electrical energy. Typically, in a
DMFC using a polymer electrolytic membrane (PEM), methanol and water mix-
ture is directly fed into the anode chamber which is oxidised to produce proton,
electron and carbon dioxide. The proton permeates through the PEM to the cathode
and the electron reaches the cathode through the external circuit. The electron,
proton and oxygen react at the cathode chamber to produce water. The schematic
of a DMFC is shown in Fig. 3.1. Practically, the oxidation of methanol proceeds
through the formation of intermediate products such as carbon monoxide
(CO), formaldehyde (HCHO) and formic acid (HCOOH) which are responsible
for the sluggish kinetics of the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) in the anode
chamber.

The cell reaction that occurs in a DMFC using a PEM is as follows:

CH3OHþ H2O ! CO2 þ 6Hþ þ 6e� Anodeð Þ Ea � 0:016 V vs:SHEð Þ
ð3:3Þ

Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of a typical direct methanol fuel cell
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3=2O2 þ 6Hþ þ 6e� ! 3H2O Cathodeð Þ Ec � 1:229 V vs:SHEð Þ ð3:4Þ

CH3OH þ 3=2O2 ! CO2 þ 2H2O Overallð Þ E0 � 1:21 V vs:SHEð Þ ð3:5Þ

Methanol can be produced easily from feedstock such as coal and natural gases
through gasification and steam reforming processes. It can also be produced from
renewable energy sources such as wood and agricultural wastes by thermochemical
processes. A DMFC provides several fascinating advantages over hydrogen-fuelled
polymer electrolytic membrane (PEM) fuel cell such as high theoretical gravimetric
energy density (6.1 kWh.kg�1), low exhaust, easy refilling and quick start-up at low
temperature [2, 4]. Further, the commercialisation of H2-fuelled PEM fuel cell is
restricted severely due to on-board storage constraints and lack of H2 distribution
infrastructure and high cost of pure hydrogen [5, 6]. The on-board storage con-
straints are eliminated with the PEM fuel cell using methanol as fuel as it can be
easily distributed using the existing setup of gasoline distribution with few alter-
ations. However, the major constraints towards the commercialisation of DMFC is
its significantly higher manufacturing cost as it uses platinum–ruthenium (Pt–Ru) for
fuel oxidation at the anode and oxygen reduction at the cathode. Also, low effi-
ciency, fuel crossover and low power density provides barriers for the deployment of
DMFC technology in the portable power sources. The problems can be resolved by
developing binary and ternary metal catalysts with various catalyst supports. The
formation of various nanostructure catalysts in the nanometre regime can signifi-
cantly improve the overall efficiency of DMFC.

3.2.1 Methanol Crossover

Methanol crossover is the most fundamental issue associated with any DMFC. In
methanol crossover, methanol permeates from the anode chamber to the cathode
chamber through the electrolytic membrane along with water separating the cham-
bers. The high energy density in DMFC can be achieved by feeding the anode
chamber with high concentrated methanol, but being small molecule it permeates
through the electrolyte membrane, reacts with the oxygen in cathode chamber and
provides mixed potential. This results in decrease in cathode potential, cathode
depolarisation and low overall cell performance with chemical short circuit and
self-discharge of methanol.

The methanol crossover can be reduced by lowering the methanol feed concen-
tration, increasing the cell operating temperature and optimised catalyst loading at
the anode. The electrolytic membrane plays a vital role in reducing the crossover. A
perfluorinated ionomer membrane known as Nafion®, a DuPont product, is mostly
used as an electrolyte membrane which includes a perfluoroalkyl side chain and
perfluoroalkyl ether side chain with a sulfonic acid group at its end. The performance
of Nafion® membrane can be improved by selective sealing of the water-rich
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domains to suppress methanol crossover. Some proton-conducting membranes like
polyetheretherketones, polyether imides, polybenzimidazoles, polyamides,
polyphenylene sulphides and polyphenyquinoxalines provide superior performance
than Nafion® membrane; however, their commercialisation is still restricted due to
inferior stability.

3.2.2 Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR)

In 1988, Parsons and VanderNoot [7] studied the detailed oxidation of methanol in
acidic medium. According to them, MOR follows: (a) electrosorption of methanol,
(b) dissociation of methanol, (c) water adsorption and activation and (d) addition of
oxygen to adsorbed carbon-containing intermediates to generate carbon dioxide. It is
observed from Fig. 3.2 that the MOR proceeds through: (a) formation of CO
(pathway 1), (b) formation of HCHO (pathway 2) and (c) formation of HCOOH
(pathway 3).

The sluggish kinetics of MOR leads to poor DMFC performance. The problem
can be solved by adjusting the methanol feed concentration, flow rate, efficient
catalyst that ensures complete methanol oxidation, electrolytic membrane that
ensures zero fuel crossover and non-Pt catalyst that ensures tolerance to methanol
at the cathode.

Fig. 3.2 Schematic representation of methanol oxidation reaction [8]
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3.2.3 Catalysts for Methanol Oxidation Reaction

Amongst various noble metal catalysts (Pt, Pd and Au), Pt is considered as most
promising for MOR [9–16]. Han et al. [10] studied the MOR on Pt surface with
dominant {100} face and observed that the {100} face favours the cleavage of C–C
bond of methanol. The observation is also confirmed by Lee et al. [15], where the
dominant {100} face provides large electrochemical active surface area for MOR.
Further, they observed that the formation of various nanostructures of Pt (nanorods,
nanotubes, nanocubes, etc.) can significantly improve the electrocatalytic methanol
oxidation than the polycrystalline Pt. In another attempt, Tiwari et al. [11] prepared a
two-dimensional (2D) continuous Pt island network for MOR and achieved
improved performance due to increase in the surface area. They further observed
that the performance and stability of MOR can be enhanced in 3D Pt nanoflowers
than Pt thin film [12]. However, sluggish kinetics of MOR is achieved in pure Pt
catalyst due to the irreversible absorption and subsequent formation of CO and
carbonyl (CHO) intermediate species which limits the activity of the catalyst and
restricts the commercialisation of DMFC. The poisonous intermediates can be
removed when the Pt catalyst is alloyed with one or two other metals such as
Ruthenium (Ru), Tin (Sn), Molybdenum (Mo), Cobalt (Co), Nickel (Ni), etc. The
second metal facilitates the irreversible absorption of the poisoning intermediates by
bifunctional mechanism and ligand effect.

Ren et al. [17] observed that PtRu catalyst exhibits excellent bifunctional mech-
anism for MOR at a lower potential with high current density (670 mA.cm�2) and
power density (400 mW.cm�2). The intermediate CO and CHO adsorbed on the Pt
surface oxidise at lower potential by active adsorbed hydroxyl ion (OHads) produced
by Ru. The variation in the electronic structure of Pt and Ru could weaken the
adsorption strength of COads due to methanol dehydrogenation on Pt sites. Several
other alternative binary catalysts such as PtSn [18, 19], PtMo [20, 21], PtW [20],
PtOs [22] and PtMn [23] exhibit superior MOR activity than that of Pt alone. All
these studies confirmed that the alloyed metal could produce OH species at lower
electrode potential to remove the COads species and facilitate the MOR. Rana et al.
[24] prepared Pd73Pt27 nanowires using Te nanowires as sacrificial templates and
studied the MOR. The Pd73Pt27 catalyst exhibits 10 times higher mass activity than
commercial Pt/C with excellent stability (82.6% of its initial ECSA value after 4000
potential-cycles). The improved performance is attributed to the synergetic effect
between Pt and Pd with dilution of Pt surface with Pd. On the other hand, PtSn
exhibits both good [25] and poor [26] MOR performance. The controversy arises
due the fact that when Sn adsorbed on the Pt surface it shows good activity, while
when alloyed with Pt it exhibits poor activity. Ishikawa et al. [27] studied the density
functional theory of dehydrogenation of methanol and water on Pt, Ru and bimetallic
catalysts of Pt–M (M ¼ Ru and Sn). They observed that the activity of Pt–M binary
catalysts varies with the atomic ratio of Pt and M for MOR. The catalytic activity of
MOR decreases with increasing Sn content due to the impedance property of
Sn. Whereas the MOR is facile on Ru-rich surface due to ligand effect. Further,
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Antolini et al. [28] observed that the catalytic activity of the PtRu is much higher
than PtSn for methanol oxidation but its activity can be improved significantly by
optimising the composition of the catalyst system. Habibi et al. [29] modified the
electrode surface with poly(o-aminophenol) and then decorated with PtM (M ¼ Ru,
Sn) catalysts. The catalyst of PtSn showed current density of 150 mA.cm�2, whereas
PtRu showed current density of 125 mA.cm�2 with superior stability in PtSn
catalyst.

Tritsaris and Rossmeisl [30] estimated from density functional theory that
although PtRu and PtSn are good catalysts for MOR; PtCu could also be a promising
alternative because of having lower overpotential for MOR which was further
confirmed by both theoretically and experimentally by Rossmeisl et al. [31]. They
observed that MOR activity increases at lower potential when Cu atom is added to Pt
(111) surface and the most effective PtCu catalysts will have three-atom ensembles
of Cu (Cu3Pt/Pt) which has similar activity to that of PtRu. Chiou et al. [32] studied
the MOR using PtCu solid solution and observed that with increasing the Cu content
from 5% to 20%, the peak current density increases from 130 mA.mgPt

�1 to
320 mA.mgPt

�1. However, further increase in the Cu content leads to the decrease
in current density due to the formation of reductant Cu which blocks the active sites
of the catalyst.

Maab and Nunes [33] studied the effect of Ti addition in Pt catalyst for
electrocatalytic MOR and observed that Pt25Ti75/C catalyst exhibits much higher
peak current density (128 mA.mgPt

�1) for MOR than Pt50Ti50/C (87.4 mA.mgPt
�1)

and Pt/C (43 mA.mgPt
�1). Abe et al. [34] studied the MOR on atomically ordered

and disordered Pt3Ti nanoparticles. Both the ordered and disordered nanoparticles
exhibit lower onset potential and CO adsorption affinity than pure Pt and PtRu
catalyst. The atomically ordered nanoparticles showed higher current density than
that of disordered Pt3Ti, PtRu and Pt catalyst. Li et al. [35] studied the MOR using
PtBi binary catalyst and compared with commercial PtRu catalyst and observed
lower onset potential (0.4 V vs. NHE) and higher current density of 730 mA.mgPt

�1

than PtRu due to bifunctional mechanism and ligand effect.
Amongst all the binary catalyst PtRu exhibit best catalytic activity for MOR;

however, the high cost of both Pt and Ru restricts the widespread application of the
catalyst. Hence, the need of some alternative such as ternary, quaternary or
multimetallic catalyst is utmost desired that can ease the MOR more efficiently
than PtRu. In this regard, many ternary catalysts such as PtRuNi [36], PtRuMo
[37, 38], PtRuSn [39], PtRuCo [40] and PtRuIr [41] are developed and found to
exhibit 16 A.gPt

�1, 10.46 A.cm�2, 100 ma.mgPt
�1, 100 mA.cm�2 and 2.54 A.cm�2,

respectively.
Strasser et al. [42] studied the experimental and theoretical combinatorial and

high-throughput screening method in multimetallic array catalyst consisting of
PtRuM (M ¼ Co, Ni, W). Out of 64 ternary catalysts tested at different permutation,
PtRuCo is the best followed by PtRuNi, PtCoW and PtRu. Kakati et al. [38] studied
the MOR using PtRuMo nanoparticle supported on multiwalled carbon nanotubes as
catalyst and observed high electrochemical surface area (138 m2.gPt) and mass
activity (15 A.g�1

Pt) than that of Pt and PtRu supported on multiwalled carbon
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nanotubes. Zeng and Lee [43] reported that PtCoW/C catalyst exhibits better per-
formance than Pt/C or PtRu for MOR and CO tolerance. The improved performance
was attributed to the synergistic interactions where methanol dehydrogenation was
initiated by CO, and removal of CO through the generation of oxygenated species.
Welsch et al. [44] described the result of new elemental combinations with optical
high-throughput screening method for various multimetallic catalysts used in MOR
as shown in Fig. 3.3a–h. They have chosen Pt30XaY(70-a) type materials with XY
combinations of the elements MnNi, Fe Ni, CoFe and Co Ni that showed a change in
the fluorescence value during the measurement. For comparison of the MOR
activity, the currents at 0.60 V (SHE) (I0.6) and 0.80 V (SHE) (I0.8) were normalised
to the Pt content in each material which was measured in the 20th forward scan of
each CV experiment. The two values (I0.6 and I0.8) were indicating the activity of the
materials at low and high anode potentials. It is observed that the performance of the
ternary catalysts such as PtTiZn, PtCoNi, PtMnNi and PtFeNi is superior than that of
PtRu.

Further, several metal oxides such as RuO2 [45], SnO2 [46], TiO2 [47], WO3

[48, 49], MnO2 [50, 51] and IrO2 [52, 53] showed promising electrocatalytic activity
towards MOR. The promotional effect between Pt and RuO2 leads to excellent
stability with mass activity of 0.4 A.mgPt

�1 in PtRuO2 for MOR. The higher activity
of the crystalline RuO2 phase than that of metallic Ru towards CO oxidisation is
ascribed by forming Ru–OH on the surface that lead to superior MOR activity
[45]. PtSnO2 exhibits higher MOR activity than Pt alone due to small deactivation
loss after anodic activation and availability of active sites. In the presence of SnOx,
Pt is stabilised due to the formation of redox couple (Pt0–Pt+2, Pt+2–Pt+4) [54]. Zhao
et al. [55] reported that PtCo3O4 exhibits better MOR activity than Pt electrode due
to synergetic effect between Pt and Co3O4. The Co3O4 eases the oxidation of freshly
chemisorbed species and provides active oxygen for removal of CO on the Pt surface
effectively. They proposed that the adsorbed methanol on the Pt active site loses the
methanolic proton to a basic oxide ion. The methoxy species, which is formed during
the reaction get oxidatively decomposed to CO species and removed from the
electrocatalyst surface by the reaction with Co3O4.

3.2.4 Performance of Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC)

Table 3.1 summarises the performance of various DMFC based on PEM. Surampudi
et al. [56] developed a DMFC using liquid electrolyte. They achieved improved
performance of 300 mA.cm�2 current density at 0.5 V when the liquid alkali was
replaced with solid electrolyte at 90 �C and optimum methanol fuel (2 M). Further,
Shukla et al. [57] developed a vapour-fed DMFC that exhibits excellent stability for
8 h of operation with 75 mA.cm�2 current density at 550 mV. In order to improve the
performance of DMFC further, Jung et al. [58] made a systematic study on the
dependence of performance on temperature and fuel feed. They achieved current
density of 230 mA.cm�2 at 0.5 V in a typical DMFC by optimising the operating
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Fig. 3.3 (a–h) Comparative values of I0.6 and I0.8 (out of the twentieth forward scan) of various
catalysts observed in CV experiments identified in high-throughput experiments [44]
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temperature (60 �C–120 �C) and methanol feed (0.1 M to 4 M). The best MOR
activity is achieved in a typical DMFC studied by Ren et al. [17] using PtRu as anode
catalyst and perfluorosulfonic acid membranes operated at 130 �C. They observed
peak power density of 390 mW.cm�2 due to high catalyst utilisations with optimal
catalyst layer structures.

Towards the development of DMFC stack, Dillon et al. [2] designed a three cell
stack starting with 3 cm2 upto 60 cm2 single cell. The stack produced 1.4 V at 0.1 A.
cm�2 with total output power of 77 W. A 500 W 71-cell DMFC stack with an area of
144 cm2 that utilised a 2-mm cell pitch (distance between two membrane electrode
assemblies (MEAs)) is shown in Fig. 3.4 [59]. The assembled system contains a

Table 3.1 Performance comparison of various direct methanol fuel cell studies

Catalyst
(loading
mg.cm�2)

Methanol feed
concentration/M Membrane

Operating
temperature/�C

Power density/
mW.cm�2 Ref.

PtRu (4) 1 Nafion® 115 60 70 [62]

PtRu (3) 1 Hydrocarbon 80 110 [63]

PtRu (3) 2.5 Nafion® 117 90 260 [58]

PtRu (2.3) 1 Nafion® 112 130 390 [17]

PtRu/TiN (1) 1 Nafion® 115 40 32 [64]

PtRuCoP/C (2) 2 Nafion® 117 70 130 [65]

PtRu/CNT (4) 1 Nafion® 117 60 62 [66]

PtRu/CNT (4) 1 Nafion® 117 80 100 [66]

PtNi2P/C (4) 1 Nafion® 117 60 65 [67]

Fig. 3.4 A 500 W 71-cell direct methanol fuel cell stack [59]
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water/methanol reservoir, a heat exchanger, a pump and compressors as auxiliary
components which are driven by the stack itself without any external power sources.

The characteristics of a 50-W DMFC stack were investigated by Kim et al. under
various operating conditions including methanol concentration, fuel flow rate and
the flow direction of the reactants [60]. The DMFC stack exhibit output power of
54 W (85 mW.cm�2) and 98 W (158 mW.cm�2) in air and oxygen, respectively,
which increased to 20% when implementing a counter flow arrangement for the
reactants. The performance of a 42-cell DMFC stack with active area of 138 cm2 and
output power of 400 W is shown in Fig. 3.5 [61]. A long-term operation coupled
with performance restoration processes enables stable operation for 500 W with a
voltage decay rate of 1.9 μV.h�1.

3.3 Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell

Direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) utilises the chemical energy of the liquid ethanol and
converts it into usable electrical energy to run power devices. In a typical DEFC, the
anode chamber is fed directly with ethanol, whereas the cathode chamber is fed with
oxygen. The electro-oxidation of ethanol at the anode chamber produces CO2 and
electrons. The schematic of a DEFC is shown in Fig. 3.6. The electrons travel
through the external circuit from anode to cathode chamber to produce electrical
energy to power devices [68, 69]. Ethanol possesses higher theoretical energy
density (25 MJ.kg�1) than methanol (22 MJ.kg�1), non-toxic, cheap, having less
crossover rate (bulkier than methanol) and easily available. Ethanol is produced from
yeast through the fermentation of agricultural products, such as corn, sugar cane,
maize, rice, etc. [70], thus it is renewable in nature. Ethanol also can be produced
through steam reforming process of Naphtha (produced through the cracking of oil).

Fig. 3.5 Performance of
42-cell stack [61]
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3.3.1 Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR)

Generally, EOR is governed through multistep mechanism with the formation of
several adsorbed reaction intermediates and by-products that leads to decrease in the
performance of DEFC. A complete EOR using acidic electrolyte is proceeded
through the cleavage of C–C bond and release of CO2 molecules and 12 electrons
per ethanol molecule. The anodic half-cell (EOR) reaction and cathodic half-cell
reaction (ORR) is represented by:

Anode reaction:

Temperature
Controller

Temperature
Controller

Peristalic
Pump

Anode Flow Channel

Ethanol /H2O/ CO2 Air /H2O

Membrane

Multimeter

Air / pure O2

MEA

Cathode
Electrocatalyst and
Diffusion Layer

Cathode Flow
Channel

Anode
Electrocatalyst
and Diffusion
Layer

Ethanol + Acid
Storage

Fig. 3.6 Schematic of a typical direct ethanol fuel cell [71]
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CH3CH2OHþ 3H2O ! 2CO2 þ 12Hþ þ 12e� Ea � 0:09 V vs:SHEð Þ ð3:6Þ

Cathode reaction:

3O2 þ 12Hþ þ 12e� ! 6H2O Ec � 1:23 V vs:SHEð Þ ð3:7Þ

Overall reaction:

CH3CH2OHþ 3O2 ! 2CO2 þ 3H2O E0 � 1:14 V vs:SHEð Þ ð3:8Þ

In order to achieve superior activity, the C–C and C–H bonds of ethanol need to
be broken otherwise several intermediates which limits the EOR are formed
according to:

CH3CH2OH ! CH3CHO þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð3:9Þ
CH3CH2OHþ H2O ! CH3CH OHð Þ2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð3:10Þ
CH3CH2OHþ H2O ! CH3CHOOHþ 4Hþ þ 4e� ð3:11Þ

The partial oxidation of ethanol leads to acetaldehyde (Eq. (3.9)) or ethane, 1–1
diol (Eq. (3.10)) with the release of only two electrons and acetic acid (Eq. (3.11))
with the release of four electrons significantly decreasing the energy density.

The EOR is proceeded through either C1 or C2 pathway as shown in Fig. 3.7. The
C1 pathway follows the cleavage of C–C bond either in C2H5OH or in CH3CHO
with the formation of CO2 or CO3

2�. The pathway C1 proceeds through breaking of
C–C bond at lower potential, and results in adsorbed single carbon fragments. It is
easy to break the C–C bond of acetaldehyde than that of ethanol. The C2 pathway
takes place without breaking the C–C bond but cleavage of hydroxyl bond of ethanol
with the formation of adsorbed ethoxy, followed by acetaldehyde (dehydrogenation
process) and acetic acid (reaction with surface oxygenated species).

Fig. 3.7 Proposed reaction pathway for ethanol oxidation reaction [72]
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3.3.2 Ethanol Crossover

Ethanol crossover is a serious issue that needs to be restricted to enhance the
performance of DEFC based on PEM because it degrades the cathode performance
severely. Similar to methanol, ethanol also has the tendency to diffuse through the
PEM along with the H+ ions. The diffused ethanol upon reaching the cathode
chamber reacts with the O2 and produces acetic acid. When the amount of acetic
acid exceeds the O2 in the cathode chamber, the acetic acid diffuses to the anode
chamber and decreases the overall efficiency of DEFC. However, Verma and Basu
[73] reported that the ethanol crossover rate in DEFC is much slower than methanol
crossover in DMFC due to the fact that ethanol has lower permeability through the
Nafion® membrane and slower electrochemical oxidation kinetics on the Pt/C
cathode. The efficiency of the DEFC (δ) is related to current density according to:

δ ¼ i

iþ ix
ð3:12Þ

where i is the current density of the DEFC, and ix is the crossover current, which is
not generated due to ethanol crossover. James and Pickup [74] reported that the
ethanol crossover rate is directly proportional to the concentration of ethanol,
temperature and current density [39]. Kontou et al. [75] observed that when the
concentration of ethanol is beyond 4 M, it gives rise to a volcanic behaviour
(solubility of ethanol and the swelling of the membrane) that increases the total
crossover rate, diffusion and electroosmotic drag. Maab and Nunes [33] reported that
the crossover issue can be overcome by using SPEEK (sulfonated poly(ether ether
ketone)) membrane. They observed that the SPEEK membrane can be modified
further to reduce the ethanol crossover. The membrane can be either coated with a
carbon molecular sieves (CMS) layer or by using SPEEK/PI (polyimide) blends. The
SPEEK/PI blends have shown better performance than CMS and Nafion® 117.

Beside the membrane, there are several parameters that govern the reaction
kinetics of EOR such as temperature, concentration, pressure, catalyst and loading.
The slow rate of EOR leads to voltage drop and reduction in power density. Hence,
the parameters should be suitably handled and highly efficient catalyst should be
prepared that can ease the ethanol oxidation easily.

3.3.3 Catalyst for Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR)

The aim of catalyst research is to design and tune the activity by carefully controlling
the composition and structural properties, up to the atomic level. The catalyst should
facilitate the selective CO2 formation with the transfer of 12 electrons per ethanol
molecule, selectively provide surface site for C–C bond cleavage, and facilitate the
bifunctional mechanism and ligand effect which promote the adsorption and activa-
tion of water to remove CO and CHx species easily [76, 77].
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Pt is widely used as anode catalyst in acidic medium for DEFC system. In low
temperature, Pt usually oxidises ethanol completely to CO2, in small amount because
the active surface gets contaminated easily due to the adsorbed CO. The yield of CO2

can be increased further by increasing the operating temperature due to the avail-
ability of more Pt surface active sites that increases in reactivity as the temperature
increases. However, Zignani et al. [78] reported that the contamination rate increases
with the increase in temperature making the active site unusable at faster rate. The
implication is that the Pt surface is easily contaminated in any temperature, which
might be restricted by alloying Pt with another metal (Ru, Sn, etc.) as the surface
provides tolerance to contaminated intermediate species.

The most commonly used binary catalyst for EOR in acidic medium are PtRu and
PtSn alloys due to bifunctional mechanism and ligand effect [79]. The presence of
Ru and Sn facilitates the oxidation of the strongly adsorbed CO-containing species at
a lower potential than pure Pt according to bifunctional mechanism and incorpora-
tion of Ru and Sn modifies the electronic structure of Pt that expedites the adsorption
of oxygen-containing species, according to ligand effect.

Beyhan et al. [80] reported that PtSn/C (current density 150 mA.mgpt
�1) exhibits

superior activity for EOR in acidic medium than PtRu/C, PtPd/C, PtNi/C, PtRh/C
and PtCo/C. Zhou et al. [81] further confirmed that the higher activity in PtSn/C is
attributed due to the fact that Sn provides tolerance against poisoning of the surface
active site. Research groups of Lamy [82–84] and Xin [81, 85–87] made an
extensive study for EOR on PtRu/C catalyst. They reported controversial results
on the content of Sn and degree of alloying between Pt and Sn. Lamy et al. [84]
synthesised PtSn/C catalysts with Pt:Sn atomic ratios ranging from 90:10 to 50:50
and observed that the optimal composition of Sn varies in the range 10–20 atomic%.
Conversely, Zhou et al. [81] observed that PtSn/C electrocatalysts with Pt:Sn molar
ratios of 66:33, 60:40 and 50:50 showed superior electrocatalytic activity than 75:25
and 80:20 molar ratios, and observed that the optimal composition varies in the range
33–40 atomic%, depending on the operating conditions of DEFC. Jang et al. [88]
compared the EOR on partially alloyed PtSn catalyst and quasi-non-alloyed PtSnO
electrocatalyst and observed that the former exhibits superior activity. They inferred
that the lattice parameters of Pt in SnOx have not been changed and SnOx in the
presence of Pt nanoparticles could provide oxygen species easily to remove the
CO-like species and facilitate the EOR. Colmenares et al. [89] reported that the
prepared PtSn/C (3:1) catalyst demonstrates inferior activity than that of commercial
catalyst of the same composition due to lower degree of alloying in prepared
catalyst.

Other binary catalysts of PtM (M ¼ W, Rh, Pd, Mo, Ti, Re, Ce) have shown
improved performance towards EOR than Pt, but lower than that of PtSn and PtRu.
Zhou et al. [51] observed superior EOR on Sn, Ru, Pd and W modified Pt and
follows the order: PtSn/C > PtRu/C > PtW/C > PtPd/C > Pt/C. Dos Anjos et al. [90]
reported superior EOR on PtMo catalyst over Pt. They observed that Pt alone had
higher activity than PtMo (50:50) due to less availability of PtOH sites for oxidative
removal of adsorbed CO and lower activity than PtMo (80:20) due to increase in the
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electrode surface roughness caused by dissolution of Mo surface atoms or to an
electronic modification of Pt.

It is well established from the previous studies that the activity of PtSn/C is
superior than the others. Hence, to achieve further improvement in EOR, it was
utmost desired to step towards ternary catalyst which can not only reduce the cost but
suitably break the –CO and C–C bond of ethanol efficiently. Tayal et al. [91] added
Re as the third element of PtSn ternary catalyst and observed that 20% Pt:5%
Re:15% Sn can efficiently break the C–C bond of ethanol with higher EOR activity
than other composition of ternary (20% Pt:10% Re:10% Sn) and binary (20%
Pt:20% Sn, 20% Pt:20% Ru) catalyst. They also observed that PtIrSn/C exhibits
superior EOR activity than PtSn/C and Pt/C electrocatalyst and follows the order
PtIrSn/C (20% Pt, 5% Ir and 15% Sn by wt) > PtIrSn/C (20% Pt, 10% Ir and 10% Sn
by wt) > PtSn/C (20% Pt and 20% Sn by wt) > PtIrSn/C (10% Pt, 15% Ir and 15% Sn
by wt) > PtIr/C (20% Pt and 20% Ir by wt) > Pt/C (40% Pt by wt). Antolini et al. [92]
prepared PtSn (1:1), PtSnRu (1:1:0.3, and 1:1:1) alloy catalyst and observed that
PtSnRu (1:1:0.3) exhibits superior activity than the others because the ratios of
non-alloyed Ru to non-alloyed Sn, which were 0.43 and 0.86 for PtSnRu (1:1:0.3)
and PtSnRu (1:1:1), respectively, played the major role in electrochemical activity.
The presence of Ru in the PtSnRu/C (1:1:0.3) catalyst had positive effect which was
ascribed to the interactions between Sn and RuO2. Rousseau et al. [93] studied the
EOR at Pt, PtSn (90:10) and PtSnRu (86:10:4) in a single DEFC and observed that
the addition of Ru to PtSn greatly enhanced the activity of the PtSnRu (86:10:4) than
PtSn (90:10) and Pt alone. They further observed that acetic acid was the main
oxidation product of EOR on PtSnRu and PtSn catalyst whereas acetaldehyde and
carbon dioxide were the main product on Pt/C.

3.3.4 Performance of Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell (DEFC)

The performance of a DEFC depends mainly on the anode and cathode catalyst, fuel
concentration, flow rate, catalyst loading, etc. Table 3.2 lists the performance of
various catalysts on PEM-based DEFC. Several bimetallic PtX/C (X ¼ Sn, Ni, Co,
Rh, Pd) and trimetallic PtSnM/C (M ¼ Ni, Co, Rh, Pd) catalysts had been tested in
single-cell DEFC. The DEFC using PtSnNi/C (33 mW.cm�2) and PtSnCo/C
(35 mW.cm�2) anode catalysts had significantly higher overall performance in
terms of peak power density than the other catalysts [80].

Goel and Basu [101] studied the effect of various operating parameters such as
operating temperature, fuel flow rate, ethanol concentration, etc. using Pt–Re–Sn
(20:5:15)/C as anode catalyst. The performance of the DEFC was found to be
increased by increasing the cell temperature and changing the support from carbon
to multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) to functionalised MWCNT (f-MWCNT) to
mesoporous carbon nitrides (MCN). All these carbon structures exhibit excellent
porosity and ease the catalysis. The peak power density of 52.4 mW.cm�2 was
achieved in a DEFC at 100 �C and 2 M ethanol. They further studied the effect of
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support material on the performance of DEFC using PtRu catalyst. The performance
of DEFC on the basis of peak power density was found to be following the order
PtRu/MCN > PtRu/f-MWCNTs > PtRu/MWCNTs > PtRu/Vulcan-XC. The PtRu/
MCN exhibits highest power density of 61.1 mW cm�2 at 100 �C and 2 M ethanol
[97]. Another breakthrough was achieved by Basu et al. [71] in the development of
DEFC, when using low loading of PtRu/C anode catalyst (0.5 mg.cm�2) and Ni mesh
as current collector. They achieved power density of 15 mW.cm�2 at 32 mA.cm�2

current density from a single-cell DEFC. Zhu et al. [100] studied the effect of
alloying degree in PtSn catalyst on the catalytic behaviour for EOR. They observed
that PtSn/C catalyst with low alloying degree could enhance the yield of acetic acid,
and high alloying degree promoted the entire activity for EOR and achieve power
density of 82 mW.cm�2 in a single cell as shown in Fig. 3.8.

Mathematical models on DEFCs have been developed that can predict the
different fuel cell parameters such as overpotentials, electrolyte conductivity, per-
formance losses, flow rate and reactant and product balance for improvement in the
DEFC performance and scaling up issues [103, 104]. A typical DEFC prototype was
developed by NDCP (Nanomaterial Discovery Corp. Power) (USA) with output
power varying in the range 3–250 W and lifetime of more than 3700 h with a voltage
decay rate of 40 μV/h for several portable applications.

3.4 Direct Ethylene Glycol Fuel Cell (DEGFC)

Direct ethylene glycol fuel cell (DEGFC) utilises the chemical energy of ethylene
glycol to transform into useable electrical energy. Ethylene glycol has higher energy
density (4.8 Ah.ml�1) than methanol (4 Ah.ml�1), non-toxic and easily available
from renewable energy sources, which makes it promising fuel for next generation

Table 3.2 Performance of various direct ethanol fuel cells in acidic medium

Catalyst
Operating
temperature/�C

Catalyst
loading
(mg.cm�2)

Ethanol feed
concentration/M

Power
density/
mW.cm�2 Ref.

40%PtIrSn/C 90 2 2 29 [94]

40%PtReSn/C 100 2 5 30.5 [91]

40%Pt85Sn8W7/C 90 1 2 32 [95]

40%PtSnCo/C 90 2 1 35 [80]

40%Pt80Sn10Ni10/C 80 2 2 46 [96]

40%PtReSn/f-
MWCNT

100 2 2 52.4 [91]

40%PtRu/MCN 100 2 2 61.1 [97]

20%Pt52Ru48/C 80 3 2 62 [98]

70%Pt3Sn1Ni3/C 90 2 1.5 70 [99]

40% PtSn/C 90 2 1.5 82 [100]
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fuel cell. It can also be produced economically from ethylene, which is available in
shale gas in large quantity. It is facile to cease the C–C bond of ethylene glycol due
to the presence of electronegative oxygen associated with both the C atoms.

3.4.1 Ethylene Glycol Oxidation Reaction

The partial oxidation product of EG is the oxalic acid with the transfer of eight
electrons and the complete oxidation product is CO2 with the transfer of ten electrons
according to Eq. (3.13). Hence, the electron transfer rate is 80%, which is much
higher than ethanol. DEGFC based on PEM operates at its highest efficiency at high
temperature, usually greater than 110 �C.

CH2OHð Þ2 þ 2H2O ! 2CO2 þ 10Hþ þ 10e� ð3:13Þ

However, the incomplete oxidation of ethylene glycol produces several interme-
diate C2 products such as glycolaldehyde, glyoxal, glycolic acid, glyoxylic acid and
oxalic acid [105] according to Fig. 3.9. To complete DEGFC operation, whereas
Eq. (3.13) describes anode oxidation, the cathode reduction reaction remains the
same as shown for ethanol, i.e., Eq. (3.7) and full stoichiometry balanced DEGFC is
given by Eq. (3.14).

Wang et al. [102] observed that the consecutive oxidation of ethylene glycol and
its intermediates follows ‘desorption–re-adsorption–further oxidation’ mechanism.
They performed a series of experiments to observe the adsorption and oxidation
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behaviour of ethylene glycol and its intermediates on the carbon-supported platinum
surface in acidic media at room temperature. The efficiency for CO2 formation from
ethylene glycol is 6%, 14% for glycolaldehyde, glyoxal and glycolic acid and 35%
for glyoxlaic acid. The intermediate products and COads compete to block the active
sites of the catalyst and restrict the adsorption of ethylene glycol further, thereby
decreasing the fuel cell performance significantly.

3.4.2 Catalyst for Ethylene Glycol Oxidation Reaction
(EGOR)

The mechanism of ethylene glycol oxidation with Pt catalysts at the anode side at
room temperature in acidic medium suggests poor fuel utilisation and emission of
large amount of poisonous intermediates that block the active site and lead to
incomplete oxidation. Several approaches over the past few decades have been
adopted to increase the efficiency and eliminate the undesirable intermediates.
Increasing the Pt loading on the catalyst would increase the probability of
re-adsorption of the intermediates on the surface and improve the performance, but
the catalyst cost goes up significantly. The next solution is alloying Pt with other
metals, e.g., Ru, Sn or others and reducing the cost with compromising on the
efficiency of DEGFC.

Vielstich et al. [106] studied the influence of Pt:Ru ratio on the electrocatalytic
activity of PtRu/C for EGOR. The activity increases significantly up to 40% Ru
content due to the promotional effect between Pt and Ru. They observed that beside
CO2, glycolic and oxalic acid were the main oxidation products. Selvaraj et al. [107]
deposited Pt and PtRu on surface-oxidised CNT and studied the oxidation of

Fig. 3.9 Schematic of ethylene glycol oxidation
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ethylene glycol in acidic medium. They observed that PtRu/CNT catalyst with
12.62 mA.cm�2 current density exhibits superior performance than Pt/CNT
(7.45 mA.cm�2), which is ascribed to the promotion of COads to CO2 oxidation by
the added ruthenium atoms. The probable mechanism of ethylene glycol oxidation
on PtRu surface is:

CH2OHð Þ2 ! CH2OHð Þ2 adsð Þ ! : COHð Þ þ 2H2O

! HCOOHð Þads þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð3:14Þ

Pt HCOOHð Þads ! Pt COð Þads þ H2O ð3:15Þ

Ptþ H2O ! Pt OHð Þads ð3:16Þ

Pt OHð Þads þ Pt COð Þads ! Ptþ CO2 þ Hþ ð3:17Þ

Ruþ H2O ! Ru OHð Þads þ Hþ þ e� ð3:18Þ

Ru OHð Þads þ Pt COð Þads ! Ptþ Ruþ CO2 þ Hþ þ e� ð3:19Þ

In order to improve the performance further, various trimetallic catalysts like
PtRuW, PtRuNi and PtRuPd have been tested [106, 108, 109]. Amongst trimetallic
catalysts for EGOR, Pt:Ru:W (1:1:1) exhibits superior EGOR (120 mA.cm�2) than
PtRu/Ti (80 mA.cm�2) and PtRu/C (60 mA.cm�2). The improved performance is
ascribed to the transformation from W(VI) to W(IV) or from W(VI) to W(V) which
renders the W sites active for the dissociative adsorption of water [108].

3.4.3 Performance of Direct Ethylene Glycol Fuel Cell
(DEGFC)

There have been several reports on the performance of DEGFC based on PEM
[106, 108] and nanoporous proton-conducting membrane (NP-PCM)
[110, 111]. The Nafion® membrane is suitable for DEGFC, when it operates at
low temperature but the reaction kinetics of ethylene glycol suggests higher oper-
ating temperature (< 80 �C) in order to restrict the poisonous intermediate formation.
Vielstich et al. [106] studied the performance of a DEGFC using PtRu as anode
catalyst, with Nafion®117 electrolytic membrane operated at 70 �C with 2 M
ethylene glycol as fuel. They achieved a stable current density of 18 mA.cm�2 at a
constant anode potential of 0.4 V for 1 h of operation. Chetty and Scott [108] tested a
single-cell DEGFC using titanium mesh anode with the PtRuW/Ti as anode catalyst,
with Nafion®117 electrolytic membrane at 90 �C with 1.0 M ethylene glycol
solution and achieved peak power density of 15 mW.cm�2, which was superior
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than that of the PtRu/Ti (10 mW.cm�2) and PtRu/C (9 mW.cm�2) catalysts as shown
in Fig. 3.10.

Peled and his group studied the performance of DEGFC using NP-PCM as
electrolytic membrane instead of Nafion®. They observed that the NP-PCM offers
several advantages over the Nafion membrane such as: low cost, smaller pore, low
crossover and higher conductivity. They prepared an NP-PCM using 28 wt.% poly
(vinylidenedifluoride) (PVDF), and 12% SiO2 and achieved maximum power den-
sities of 320 mW cm�2 (at 0.32 V) at 130 �C. They assumed that the improvement is
due to lower level of poisoning of the Pt catalyst by ethylene glycol and its oxidised
species on the cathode side [110]. Further, Peled et al. [111] developed ten 10 cm�2

cells based on 2.2-mm bipolar plates as shown in Fig. 3.11. They achieved maxi-
mum power of 12 W (at 0.3 V cell�1) at 80 �C in a DEGFC fresh stack fed with
0.5 M ethylene glycol with 1.7 M triflic acid solution at ambient dry air pressure.

3.5 Direct Formic Acid Fuel Cell

Formic acid when used as a fuel in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
has a higher output in terms of power density in comparison with methanol (DMFC)-
and ethanol (DEFC)-based fuel cells. Other than power density, theoretical open
circuit voltage (OCV) of direct formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC) is 1.48 V, which is
way higher than methanol-powered (1.18 V) and H2-powered (1.23 V) fuel cells.
The main reason behind generation of such higher power output and OCV from
DFAFC is its low fuel crossover, which eventually increases the electro-oxidation of
the fuel at the anode. HCOO� group from formic acid and sulfuric group from nafion
membrane repel each other, which causes decrease in fuel crossover. Apart from
high rate of electro-oxidation and low fuel crossover of formic acid in DFAFC,
non-toxicity, non-flammability and surplus availability make it more suitable and
preferable as a fuel.
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3.5.1 Reaction Mechanism

Electro-oxidation of formic acid at anode of DFAFC can be described by two
different reaction mechanisms: (1) dehydrogenation and (2) dehydration
[112, 113]. Equation (3.20) shows the dehydrogenation mechanism of formic acid,
where it undergoes electro-oxidation and releases CO2, H

+ and two electrons as
products. In dehydrogenation mechanism, the fuel conversion is higher by which an
overall high cell efficiency is achieved. Dehydration mechanism is a two-step
electro-oxidation mechanism as shown by Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22). In case of dehy-
dration mechanism as shown by Eq. (3.21), adsorbed formic acid undergoes electro-
oxidation and produces adsorbed CO species, which eventually blocks the catalytic
active sites for further oxidation. The adsorbed CO further oxidises to CO2 in the
presence of OH molecule which is adsorbed on the catalyst surface as shown by
Eq. (3.22).

HCOOH ! CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� Dehydrogenationð Þ ð3:20Þ
HCOOH ! COads þ H2O Dehydrationð Þ ð3:21Þ

COads þ OHads ! CO2 þ Hþ þ e� Dehydrationð Þ ð3:22Þ

At the cathode side, O2 undergoes reduction reaction as shown by Eq. (3.24). The
anodic electro-oxidation, cathodic reduction and overall electrochemical reactions in
a DFAFC are as follows:

Fig. 3.11 A 10 (10 cm2) cell direct ethylene glycol fuel cell stack [111]
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At anode:

HCOOH ! CO2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� E0 ¼ �0:25 V vs SHEð Þ ð3:23Þ

At cathode:

1=2O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2O E0 ¼ 1:23 V vs SHEð Þ ð3:24Þ

Overall reaction:

HCOOHþ 1=2O2 ! CO2 þ H2O E0 ¼ 1:48 V vs SHEð Þ ð3:25Þ

3.5.2 Catalyst for Formic Acid Electro–Oxidation

Major focus while developing electrocatalyst for formic acid oxidation (FAO) has
always been to increase its electrocatalytic active surface area, durability and
stability. Over the years, noble metal catalysts (Pt, Pd) have been the prime choice
for FAO because of its good activity, but its susceptibility towards CO poisoning
followed by loss in performance has paved way for improvement. Enhancement in
activity along with stability can be achieved by providing better catalyst supports,
developing multi (bi, tri) metallic alloy catalysts, causing morphological changes to
existing noble metal catalyst or alteration in the present preparation techniques. The
following sections discuss about various Pt- and Pd-based catalysts, multimetallic
catalysts and performance-enhancing catalyst supports for FAO.

Pt has a good electrocatalytic activity towards FAO reaction, but its high cost and
susceptibility towards CO poisoning makes it unaffordable to use in DFAFC for
commercial purposes. Studies have shown that there is no significant difference in
FAO kinetics on Pt/C and Pt catalyst, as carbon support in Pt/C provides high
conductivity and good stability [113]. Layer-by-layer electrodeposition of Pt/C
forms dendritic structure increasing the electrochemical active surface area
(ECSA) and triple phase boundary (TPB), thus enhancing the performance
[114]. Researchers have alloyed Pt with multi (bi, tri) noble and non-noble metals
such as Pd, Ru, Au, Pb and Bi to overcome CO poisoning of Pt and increasing
catalytic activity [115–121]. Pt–Pd alloy catalyst follows the dehydrogenation
mechanism (Eq. (3.20)) for electro-oxidation of formic acid and produces CO2

thus overcoming the issue of catalyst poisoning [117, 121]. In case of Pt–Ru alloy
catalyst, formic acid electro-oxidation follows dehydration mechanism (Eqs. (3.21)
and (3.22)) producing adsorbed CO on Pt, which oxidises to CO2 by the adsorbed
OH on Ru leaving Pt for further reaction [116, 117]. Au in Pt–Au successfully
inhibits CO poisoning by blocking or occupying the adsorption sites of the Pt
catalysts but eventually the performance of Pt–Au is very low as compared to Pt
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or Pd [118]. Pt–Au NPs deposited on carbon support using ultrasonication technique
in an atomic ratio of 32:68 (Pt:Au) has shown 153 times (14.5 A mg�1) increase in
FAO activity than that in Pt/C [120]. Pt–Pb showed better stability and enhanced
activity than its counterparts like Pt, Pt–Ru and Pd due to better electronic interaction
between Pt and Pb [115]. Pt nanoparticles along with Bi (Pt–Bi) has shown good
catalytic performance irrespective of high levels of CO but performance still lags
behind Pd [119]. Some of the trimetallic catalysts like Pt4PdCu0.4 [122] and MnOx/
Au/Pt [123] have shown 10.2, 67 times increase in activity than that for Pt/C,
respectively, as the use of Cu and MnOx promotes charge transfer and removal of
adsorbed CO at a lower potential. Use of different supports like multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (PdPtNi/MWCNTs), macrocycle composite (PtNi/N,N0-mono-8-qui-
nolyl-o-phenylene diamine) and porous silicon (Pd/Pt/PS) other than carbon support
increases the electrochemical active surface area, suppresses CO poisoning of Pt by
providing other active sites for CO adsorption and follows dehydrogenation mech-
anism for FAO, respectively [124–126]. Nanostructured Cu2O–Pt/GC catalyst fol-
lows ‘Spill-over mechanism’ where CO adsorbed on Pt migrates to Cu2O and
oxidises to CO2 thus showing better CO tolerance than nano-Pt/GC [127].

It is well known that Pd-based catalyst can generate higher power density
(at room temperature) compared to Pt-based catalyst but its higher cost and suscep-
tibility towards CO poisoning makes it unaffordable to use in DFAFC. Researchers
have alloyed Pd with other metals such as Co, CoP, Bi, Ir and Ni2P in order to tackle
CO poisoning by means of bifunctional, synergistic effects of the combinations
[76, 128–133]. Bimetallic PdCo/PWA-C catalyst has shown an increase in activity
and stability by 2.16 and 5.28 times than that of Pd/C [76]. Co in Pd–CoP/C and
PdCo/PWA-C inhibits absorption of poisoning intermediates and provides oxidation
sites at lower potentials [76, 130] whereas Bi induces better electronic transport
between Bi and N in PdBi/N-graphene thus increasing its activity [131]. Ultrasoni-
cally prepared nanocrystal Pd4Ir/graphene catalysts accounts for better stability even
after 600 cycles of CV because of high ECSA (76.3 m2 g�1) and synergistic effect
between Pd4Ir and graphene [132]. Electrodeposited PdNPs (Pd nanoparticles) and
IrNPs on glassy carbon electrodes as Ir/Pd/GC showed a –ve shift in onset potential
and an increase in formic acid oxidation current and enhanced catalytic activity and
stability shown by Ir/Pd/GC is attributed to the bifunctional mechanism of Ir on Pd
[129]. Pd–Ni2P/C has shown enhanced electrocatalytic activity, improved power
density [128] and stability [134] due to the ability of Ni2P to generate adsorbed OH
species which can oxidise adsorbed CO to CO2. Catalysts with a combination of Pd
with metal oxides like ZrO2 and MnOx have demonstrated improved activity,
stability and self-cleaning mechanism after CO poisoning [132, 135]. Apart from
catalyst development, catalyst supports like MWCNTs, graphene, rGO, PWA-C,
BN, TiO2 NRs and Ni–B/C have also increased catalytic activity and ECSA of the
catalyst thus providing a platform for Pd with better conductivity, and better charge
transfer [76, 131, 132, 136–141]. Ni–B/C supports activate water molecules to
generate OH species which oxides the adsorbed CO to CO2. Mainly, bifunctional
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effect between Pd and the support suppress formation and adsorption of CO inter-
mediates promoting and dehydrogenation mechanism for FAO. Non-transition
metals such as Sb, Sn and Bi alone have shown better stability under high levels
of CO poisoning and durability under acidic conditions [7, 142, 143].

3.5.3 Cell Configuration and Performance

According to the cathode side arrangement, DFAFC can be classified into two types:
Active DFAFCs and Air breathing DFAFCs. In DFAFCs, formic acid at the anode
side can be supplied either as a batch or maintain continuous flow by using a liquid
pump. For an active DFAFC, continuous supply of air/O2 is provided through the
cathode channel whereas in case of air breathing DFAFCs, the cathode electrode is
directly exposed to atmosphere for air/O2 [144]. A schematic representation of
different components of DFAFC is shown in Fig. 3.12.

Some of the full DFAFC studies with Pt- and Pd-based electrocatalyst have
shown good power density and activity. Anodes with dendritic Pt–Pd/C [121] and
morphologically engineered Pt/C by electrodeposition technique [114] have shown a
maximum power density of 49 mW cm�2 and 42 mW/cm�2, respectively. PtNi/
macrocycle composite anodes [124] have achieved 166 mW mg�1 maximum power
density (w.r.t. mass of Pt). As already seen from half-cell studies, performance of
Pd-based anodes in full cell is way better than Pt-based anodes. Studies have shown
that tailoring with Pd NPs [145] and introducing Co with Pd [130] generates
245 mW cm�2 and 150 mW cm�2 as maximum power density, respectively.
Introducing MWCNTs as support into Pd-based anodes such as Pd/MWCNTs and
Pd–ZrO2/MWCNTs has achieved a maximum power density of 119 mW mg�1

[136] and 55 mW mg�1 [146] (w.r.t. mass of Pd), respectively. Table 3.3 shows
comparison of the performance of different anode catalysts for DFAFC and it can be

Fig. 3.12 Schematic of direct formic acid fuel cell
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seen that Pd–CoP/C gives the best power density even at a comparatively lower
formic acid concentration. Further, Fuel Cell Research Centre at the Korea Institute
of Science and Technology (KIST) developed a DFAFC hybrid power system with
15 MEA DFAFC stack for a laptop computer which can deliver 30 W power at
60 mW cm�2 current density.

3.6 Direct Glycerol Fuel Cell (DGEFC)

Glycerol being a polyol as a fuel is less toxic than other fuels such as methanol,
ethanol, etc. and also has a comparatively good theoretical energy density (5 kWh.
kg�1). Investigators have shown that the activity and stability of electrocatalyst
towards glycerol electro-oxidation reaction (GEOR) in an alkaline media [147–
150] is much higher than the acidic media. Such difference in activity can be
attributed to the lack of alkoxide formation and surface blocked by the anions in
the acidic media [151]. Due to this reason, research on GEOR in acidic media is
very limited and mainly focused on noble metal catalysts such as Pt, Au and Ru. It
is essential to have a fundamental understanding of GEOR mechanism in order to
overcome lack of activity and stability in acidic media. It is well understood that in
a proton exchange membrane-based direct glycerol fuel cell (DGEFC), dilute
solution of glycerol passed through the anode undergoes electro-oxidation
(Eq. (3.26)), producing CO2, H+ and e�, at cathode O2 undergoes reduction
reaction (ORR) (Eq. (3.27)) and overall reaction is given by Eq. (3.28).

C3H8O3 þ 3H2O ! 3CO2 þ 14Hþ þ 14e� ð3:26Þ
3:5O2 þ 14Hþ þ 14e� ! 7H2O ð3:27Þ

C3H8O3 þ 3:5O2 ! 3CO2 þ 4H2O ð3:28Þ

Direct pathway is mostly preferred (Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27)) for a better perfor-
mance of a DGEFC, but research has shown that GEOR mechanism is very sensitive
to electrocatalyst structure with regard to its selectivity and catalytic activity [152],

Table 3.3 Fuel and oxidant details and power density values for different anode catalysts in direct
formic acid fuel cell

Anode catalyst Fuel Oxidant Power density Ref

Pt/C 3 M formic acid Dry O2 42 mW cm�2 [114]

Pt–Pd dendrite/C 3 M formic acid Dry O2 49 mW cm�2 [121]

Pt–Ni(mqph) 6 M formic acid Humidified O2 166 mW mgPt
�1 [124]

Pd black 5 M formic acid O2 245 mW cm�2 [145]

Pd–CoP/C 3 M formic acid O2 150 mW cm�2 [130]

Pd/MWCNTs 3 M formic acid O2 119 mW mgPd
�1 [136]

Pd–ZrO2/MWCNTs 3 M formic acid Air 55 mW mgPd
�1 [146]
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due to which various other GEOR pathways also exist (Fig. 3.13) [153]. It has been
observed that different Pt surfaces like Pt (111), Pt (110) and Pt (100) produce
different electro-oxidation products like formic acid, tartaric acid, glycolic acid,
glyceraldehyde, etc. alongside CO2 and H2 through indirect pathways [152, 154,
155]. Pt (110) and Pt (100) surfaces is more entitled to produce CO2 as it favours C–
C–C bond breaking and it is observed that Pt (111) is less susceptible to poisoning
[152]. Random defects created in Pt (111) surface modifies GEOR onset potential
and produces C¼O-based products [154]. DFT calculations show that glycerol binds
with Pt (111) through 2 Pt–C bonds, whereas in case of Pt (100), a Pt ¼ C bond
adheres glycerol to Pt surface producing different products [155]. Experimental
studies using Pt nanoparticles and polycrystalline Pt as GEOR electrocatalyst
found that the steric effect between end –CH2OH group and central –CHOH
group in glycerol and the favourability of –CH2OH group towards adsorbed OH
species oxidises end –CH2OH group easily than central –CHOH group [156, 157]. It
is also observed that rate of CO2 formation from adsorbed CO increases at higher
potentials even with a parallel reaction pathway [158, 159]. Alloy of PtRu supported
on carbon (binary electrocatalyst) has shown an improvement in stability and a 40%

Fig. 3.13 Glycerol electro-oxidation reaction mechanism on a Pt/C electrode surface [153]
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increase in the catalytic activity compared to Pt/C electrocatalyst due to the changes
in the structure and electronic interaction brought by the incorporation of Ru
[160]. In case of Pbx@Pty/C core–shell nanoparticles also, an improved electronic
interaction and surface structure plays a role in increasing the catalyst activity
[161]. For a ternary electrocatalyst such as Pt–Ru–TiO2, ECSA increases three
fold than PtRu when TiO2 loading is about 50%. Other than CO and CO2 as
products, formation of intermediates like acetic acid is also observed with Pt–Ru–
TiO2 electrocatalyst [162]. Au is another electrocatalyst that has shown some
catalytic activity towards GEOR other than Pt- and Pd-based electrocatalyst, but
the reaction on polycrystalline Au surface very much depends on the pH value
[151, 163].

3.7 Conclusions and Outlook

Direct oxidation fuel cells using proton exchange membrane are well known for the
past few decades due to their wide variety of applications at low-temperature
operation. The fuel cells efficiently convert the chemical energy of fuels (methanol,
ethanol, ethylene glycol, formic acid and glycerol) into electricity and are named as
direct methanol fuel cell, direct ethanol fuel cell, direct ethylene glycol fuel cell,
direct formic acid fuel cell and direct glucose fuel cell based on the type of fuel used.
The critical issues that restrict the widespread commercialisation of these fuel cells
are cost of catalyst and electrolytic membrane, durability and performance at low
temperature. This chapter describes the fuel oxidation mechanism at anode and
cathode, working principle of the fuel cells and various operating conditions, catalyst
loading, fuel flow rate and operating temperature, of these fuel cells. The use of fuels
in direct fuel cell is very safe, economical and easy to handle and store due to their
facile production from fossil fuel and renewable energy sources.

In a typical direct methanol fuel cell, methanol is oxidised directly to carbon
dioxide with the release of six electrons. However, due to the sluggish kinetics of
methanol oxidation reaction, several intermediates such as carbon monoxide, formic
acid and formaldehyde are formed, which degrades the performance of direct
methanol fuel cell to a large extent. Methanol crossover is another critical issue
that reduces the cathode potential, cathode depolarisation with chemical short
circuit, self-discharge of methanol and eventually degrades the performance of direct
methanol fuel cell. Various binary and ternary catalysts based on noble and
non-noble metals are developed which can facilitate the methanol oxidation reaction
and improve the performance of direct methanol fuel cell. In this regard, PtRu and
PtRuCoP/C catalysts exhibit superior performance than others for methanol oxida-
tion reaction in direct methanol fuel cell. A 500 W 71-cell direct methanol fuel cell
stack that utilised a 2-mm cell pitch and a 42-cell direct methanol fuel cell stack with
active area of 138 cm2 with output power of 400 W has been developed. Several
electronics companies based on Japan and Korea (Toshiba, Hitachi, Fujitsu and
Samsung) developed power backup system using direct methanol fuel cell. In direct
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ethanol fuel cell, ethanol oxidation reaction is more complex than methanol oxida-
tion reaction and governed by C–C bond cleavage of ethanol or acetaldehyde or
cleavage of O–H bond of ethanol with the release of carbon dioxide and 12 electrons
per ethanol molecule. Ethanol crossover is another critical issue that severely affects
the direct ethanol fuel cell performance. The diffused ethanol upon reaching the
cathode chamber reacts with the O2 and produces acetic acid. When the amount of
acetic acid exceeds the O2 in the cathode chamber, the acetic acid diffuses to the
anode chamber and decreases the overall efficiency of direct ethanol fuel cell. The
crossover can be restricted by using sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone)/(polyimide)
(SPEEK/PI) membrane and exhibit superior performance than Nafion®. It is noted
that crossover in direct ethanol fuel cell is less than direct methanol fuel cell because
ethanol is bulkier than methanol. Several binary and ternary metal-based catalysts
which can ease the ethanol oxidation reaction are discussed in this chapter. PtSn/C
(82 mW.cm�2) and PtSnNi/C (70 mW.cm�2) catalysts exhibit best performance than
the others in proton exchange membrane-based direct ethanol fuel cell at low
temperature. NDCP (Nanomaterial Discovery Corp.) Power (USA) developed
DEFC prototype for many portable applications with output power in the range
3–250 W and lifetime of more than 3700 h with a voltage decay rate of 40 μV/h. The
use of ethylene glycol directly into fuel cell, which is less volatile, high boiling point
and high energy density than methanol is discussed. It is easy to break the C–C bond
of ethylene glycol due to the presence of electronegative oxygen associated with
both the C atoms. Pt:Ru:W (1:1:1) exhibit best EGOR than the others in proton
exchange membrane-based direct ethylene glycol fuel cell. Nanoporous proton-
conducting membrane exhibits better performance than Nafion® membrane. A ten
10 cm�2 cells exhibit maximum power of 12 W (at 0.3 V cell�1) in a proton
exchange membrane electrolyte-based direct ethylene glycol fuel cell. However,
due to the complex oxidation mechanism of ethylene glycol in acidic medium
leading to its degradation, it requires further study for the commercialisation of
proton exchange membrane electrolyte-based direct ethylene glycol fuel cell. The
various catalysts, e.g. Pt/C, PtPd/C, Pd–CoP/C and Pd/MWCNTs, for direct formic
acid fuel cell are discussed. Pd-based catalyst demonstrates superior catalytic
activity towards formic acid oxidation than Pt and exhibits power density of
245 mW.cm�2 in a single-cell direct formic acid fuel cell based on proton exchange
membrane electrolyte. A direct formic acid fuel cell hybrid power system for a
laptop computer was developed by Fuel Cell Research Centre at the Korea Institute
of Science and Technology (KIST) which can deliver 30 W power at 60 mW cm�2

current density with 15-membrane electrode assembly direct formic acid fuel cell
stack. The various catalysts, e.g. Pt/C, PtRu/C and Pt–Ru–TiO2, developed for
glycerol oxidation reaction in acidic medium are discussed. The performance of
direct glycerol fuel cell in acidic medium is inferior than in alkaline medium which
demands further study for its commercialisation in acidic medium.

The performance of the proton exchange membrane-based fuel cell utilising
methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol, formic acid and glycerol as fuel can be improved
further by the development of suitable anode catalyst with less amount of noble
metal in binary and ternary form. Several non-noble metals such as Fe, Co, Ni, Sn,
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etc. can be tried without compromising the fuel oxidation efficiency. Metal oxide
framework, porous nanostructures and hierarchical microstructures which can pro-
vide better active surface area for fuel oxidation reaction can also be tried. Apart
from the advanced catalysts development, catalyst supports such as functionalised
multiwalled carbon nanotubes, functionalised graphene, carbon–nitrogen frame-
work, nitrogen-doped ordered mesoporous carbon and nitrogen-doped carbon
nanotubes play a vital role in stabilisation, improvement in durability and enhance-
ment of catalytic activity. The catalysts with supports can reduce concentration
polarisation in mass transport, provide high electrical conductivity and high chem-
ical resistance tolerance to the acidic and oxidative environment to yield stable
catalyst system. Last but not the least, new design of membrane electrode assembly,
which provide higher ionic conductivity, lower fuel crossover, lower mass transfer
resistance, accessibility of catalyst particles to fuel and oxidant, may lead to much
improvement in performance of low-temperature direct hydrocarbon fuel cell.
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Chapter 4
Overview of Direct Liquid Oxidation
Fuel Cells and its Application
as Micro-Fuel Cells

R. Oliveira, J. Santander, and R. Rego

Abstract Direct liquid fuel cells (DLFCs) are a special type of FCs that generate
power output through the electro-oxidation of liquid fuels easier to handle and store
than the hydrogen gas used in traditional FCs, thus increasing the range of possible
applications. As electronic devices continue to evolve at the macroscale (mobile
phones, laptops) and at the micro-scale (micro-electromechanical systems, wear-
ables, and implantable devices), micro-fuel cells (μFCs) are considered as a prom-
ising alternatives to batteries as power sources.

In this chapter, the development of low-temperature micro-direct liquid fuel cells
(μDLFCs) operating with methanol, ethanol, formic acid, ethylene glycol, glycerol,
or glucose as fuel is reviewed, covering structural design, membranes and catalysts
used, and power output performance.

The key limitations for world-wide commercialization of μDLFCs include the
fabrication process, water management, fuel crossover through the membranes, and
the low activity/durability/selectivity of the catalysts. At present, the state-of-the-art
power output is about 100, 58.0, 45.0, 30.3, 39.5, and 0.0063 mW cm�2 for
methanol, ethanol, formic acid, ethylene glycol, glycerol, and glucose as fuel in
μFCs, respectively.

Future research prospects in this field regarding each of these fuels are presented,
confirming the μDLFC potential to replace traditional batteries in most portable
applications.
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4.1 Introduction

Fuel cells are direct chemical-to-electrical energy conversion systems which consist
of an electrochemical cell to promote a fuel oxidation in the anode and a reduction
reaction in the cathode, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Concerning electrical
power generation, it presents an intrinsic efficiency advantage over indirect systems,
such as traditional internal combustion engines, which promote chemical-to-
mechanical-to-electrical conversions, as each conversion step increases the overall
energy loss. Its operation principle is similar to electrochemical batteries, but fuel
cells can also be constantly supplied by external fuel sources instead of just relying
in electrical recharging. A wide range of chemicals can be used as fuel, what makes
fuel cell technology very adaptable for different applications [1].

In this chapter, the performance of different liquid fuels usable in fuel cells is
explored considering its applicability to micro-fuel cell devices looking at its
feasibility to power electronic devices. First, an overview of the different possibil-
ities available as fabrication technologies is presented, arising the nano- and micro-
technologies combination as the most promising scenario for the development of
future micro-fuel cell devices. Then, this review will focus on oxidation reactions of
the different fuels and its application in micro-fuel cells (structural design, mem-
branes and catalysts used, and power output performance). Implantable micro-
glucose fuel cells are also considered.

4.2 Overview of Fabrication Technologies for Micro-Fuel
Cells

Micro-fuel cells are considered as a promising alternative to batteries to power small
portable devices both at the mini- (mobile phones, laptops, etc.) and at the micro-
scales (micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), wearables, in-vivo implants,
etc.) [2–4]. For such applications, easy to store liquid fuels are considered as the
most appropriate alternatives, including methanol, ethanol, formic acid, ethylene
glycol, glycerol, and glucose. This chapter focuses on micro-direct liquid fuel cells
(μDLFC) devices.
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In order to be implemented in the micro-scale, FCs must be designed in the
simplest way, simplifying the added components usually found in standard size FCs
to improve the performance of this electrochemical device, such as pumps or
temperature control [5–8]. This principle guides research towards innovative new
device architectures involving new materials that outperform traditional FC compo-
nents [9–16]. In this way, typical architectures for micro-FCs are based in the use of
microchannels driving liquid fuels by capillarity instead of pumping it through
traditional bipolar plates. In this context, membraneless microfluidic FCs could be
considered as an alternative architecture that permits omitting the ion conducting
membrane at the cost of maintaining anode and cathode electrolytes in continuous
movement in laminar flow regime, which prevents mixing of both electrolytes. The
fluidic condition and the small amount of produced energy limit, in this case, the
application of these devices to specialized environments (lab-on-a-chip, in vivo, etc.)
[17–19]. Further development of the membraneless concept brings to the mixed-
reactant membraneless FCs, which avoids the need for the anolyte and the catholyte
to be separated by means of the use of tolerant electro-catalysts, so permitting a great
amount of simplification in the fabrication of the final device [20].

There are many examples in the literature dealing with micro-FC devices fabri-
cated using a great diversity of technologies. The first milestones in the development
of micro-FCs were just the downscaling of the components made by the use of the
traditional technologies used for standard size FCs, which lead to the fabrication of
smaller devices useful for the study of the performance issues arising with small size
and lack of auxiliary components. This context brought to alternative operation
conditions for the FC, such as passive and air-breathing – avoiding ancillary devices
like pumps or temperature controllers- [6, 7, 21] or higher fuel concentration [22],
which imply controlling the crossover, managing the water production or using
tolerant catalysts [23–25]. Gradually, different technologies were being adapted
considering their advantages for miniaturization, i.e., the printed circuit technology
[26]. As a result of this evolution, micro- and nanotechnologies (MNT) arise as a key
element for the development of a new generation of micro-FCs as it is expected to be
able to fulfill the requirements of further miniaturization, integration of new
nanomaterials with tailored properties and, furthermore, economic benefits related
when fabricating in large scale due to the batch micro-fabrication processes.

Among the new MNT-based materials it is worth mentioning porous silicon—
which can be functionalized to be used as membrane [11, 13, 15] or as electrode
[27]—or black silicon, a promising material to facilitate device integration
[28]. MNT offer also interesting possibilities for the incorporation of catalysts to
micro-FC devices. On the one hand, electrodeposition processes are commonly used
in the MNT field, including sputtering, electroplating, or electroless processes,
which have been used in some works on micro-FCs [28–31]. On the other hand,
in the frame of nanotechnology recent advances, the development of carbon nano-
tube (CNT) growing techniques has open the possibility to incorporate this material
as a catalyst support in micro-fabricated electrodes integrated in micro-fuel cell
devices, so contributing to a better performance of the device with its unique
mechanical and electrical properties [32, 33].
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The implementation of micro-FCs can also profit from general strategies. In
relation with catalyst development improvements, the use of an alkaline media
improves the catalytic activity, which results in the development of the so-called
alkaline anion exchange membrane micro-direct methanol fuel cells
(AEM-μDMFCs), that can be considered as promising devices for further research
as integrated power devices for the microsystems field (PowerMEMS) [34–40]. In
this type of cells, it will be possible the use of non-Pt-based catalysts, obtaining a
good performance at a lower cost. Moreover, the crossover of fuel to the cathode is
reduced due to the opposite movement of the hydroxide anions. This effect, together
with the use of a tolerant cathode catalyst, will permit the use of high concentration
methanol solutions [25, 41–43], reinforcing the high energy density of this fuel in
order to reduce the fuel reservoir volume of the micro-device.

Integration of different materials and components into a single MNT fabrication
process is a very important issue for micro-FCs. In most of the reported works a
dedicated packaging is needed to press together all the components of the FC,
generally using extra plates with screws or rivets [5, 29, 44–46]. These auxiliary
elements limit miniaturization and integration resulting in bulky devices. Although
approaches based on the use of adhesives have been successfully explored towards
the development of a planar device [47], these kind of adhesive materials are not
fully compatible with MEMS technology. Alternative approaches focus on a more
direct integration of components, i.e., incorporating micro-fabricated silicon current
collectors with a fine silicon grid covered with a thin layer of electroplated noble
metal catalysts, and at the same time a hybrid polymeric electrolyte membrane
composed of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix that can be bonded to the
silicon components by activating its surface with an oxygen plasma [16].

4.3 Direct Liquid Fuel Cell (DLFC) Designs

4.3.1 Proton Exchange Membrane Direct Liquid Fuel Cell
(PEM-DLFC)

The predominant DLFC technology available uses a proton exchange membrane to
separate the cathode and anode compartments, in order to avoid fuel and oxidant
mixture. This design tries to prevent the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and fuel
oxidation reaction from occurring simultaneously in the cathode, which would cause
depolarization losses, reducing the cell performance. However, fuel crossover still
occurs significantly through the main commercial PEMs, such as Nafion®, allowing
it to reach the cathode surface. One strategy to mitigate this issue is to use less
concentrated fuel solutions at the cost of decreasing the cell energy density and
voltage output [48].

In order to increase the overall voltage output to the necessary values for most
portable applications, it is necessary to connect these cells in a stack. Nonetheless,
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the PEM-DLFC stack assembly demands several expensive parts such as the mem-
brane, bipolar plates, clamping plates, current collectors, and gaskets, greatly
increasing the stack cost [49].

Another important issue is water management, which can cause dangerous
leakages to electronic devices. In the case of methanol, according to the methanol
oxidation reaction (MOR) and ORR stoichiometry, for each oxidized methanol
molecule, one water molecule is consumed in the anode and three are produced in
the cathode, with an overall net production of two water molecules. Therefore, a
system to remove excess water from the cell is necessary. Traditionally an active
micropumping system could be used to purge part of the aqueous media in the
cathode out of the cell, but this would cause a parasitic energy demand to run the cell,
greatly reducing its overall energy output. Another alternative is to use a passive
evaporation system where the heat generated by the cell is used to remove excess
water by evaporation [48].

4.3.2 Membraneless Microfluidic Direct Liquid Fuel Cell
(MF-DLFC)

It is possible to develop one-compartment FCs without a membrane and bipolar
plates, significantly decreasing its cost. The fuel flow stream enters the cell through
the compartment anode side and the oxidant flow stream through the cathode side.
This system relies on the streams laminar flow behavior to avoid fuel and oxidant
mixing before reaching the cell outlet. One issue with this cell configuration is the
need to use an external pump to avoid mixing the two streams too quickly. Another
important drawback to use this cell design in stacks is the need to perform oxidant
and fuel separation in the cell outlet stream before it can enter another cell if a non-
fuel-tolerant cathode catalyst is employed [49].

4.3.3 Mixed-Reactant Membraneless Direct Liquid Fuel Cell
(MR-DLFC)

In order to avoid the need of pumps and separators, fuel and oxidant can be inserted
in the FC together in a single stream, but selective catalysts must be used in the
anode and cathode to ensure that the oxidation reaction occurs primarily in the anode
and the ORR in the cathode. The fuel oxidation reaction is almost unaffected by the
presence of oxygen, but the ORR is suppressed by the presence of liquid fuel [50].

For methanol-based FCs, methanol-tolerant non-precious metal cathode catalysts
were previously studied, but despite the high selectivity towards ORR, they
presented too low activity for practical applications when compared with traditional
Pt-based catalysts [51]. A methanol-tolerant catalyst cathode consisting of Ag layer
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on top of Pt layer deposited on carbon paper was successfully tested to prevent the
methanol molecules from reaching the Pt catalyst surface as the Ag layer is inert into
the MOR and it blocks the passage of the greater methanol molecules and allows the
smaller oxygen molecules to reach the Pt layer [52]. The mixed-reactant fuel cell
(MR-FC) presents a higher volumetric power density, as it is more compact due to
the simpler configuration. A schematic representation of the components and assem-
bly of a MR-FC is shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.4 Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)

As oxygen is readily present in the atmosphere, its reduction was, almost in all cases,
used as the reduction reaction in the DLFC cathodes. The first FCs employed an
active system to accelerate the oxygen transport to the cathode electrode, but as
interest in the cell miniaturization increased, it became increasingly important to
develop air-breathing μDLFC. This new design can be semi-passive or passive,
relying on the natural diffusion and convection of oxygen to the cathode or both
liquid fuel to the anode and oxygen to the cathode, respectively, that decreases the
system complexity and eliminates the parasitic energy losses caused by pumps,
blowers, and compressors necessary in an active system, allowing the development
of more compact FCs. As an example, Fig. 4.2 displays a semi-passive air-breathing
micro-direct methanol fuel cell (μDMFC) with an anode flow single-serpentine
pattern [53].

Traditionally, Pt-based alloys were used as cathode catalysts and promoted high
ORR activity, but they also presented a high cost and low selectivity towards ORR in
the presence of fuels, especially alcohols, such as methanol. As in all FC types, the

Fig. 4.1 (a) Schematic representation of the components and assembly of the microfluidic mixed-
reactant μDMFC stack (1—Pogo pin, 2—Screw, 3—Top poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
plate, 4—Porous electrodes, 5—Microchannel, and 6—Bottom PMMA plate) and (b) photograph
of the stack. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [49], Copyright Elsevier, 2017
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cathode is exposed, in some degree, to the fuel from the anode part, it is important to
develop Pt free cathode catalysts with high ORR selectivity, avoiding the fuel
oxidation reaction in the cathode [54].

4.5 Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR)

Methanol was one of the first considered liquid organic chemicals to replace
hydrogen gas in FCs as it presents high theoretical energy density, lower cost, and
it is easier to handle and store. Therefore, methanol electro-oxidation reaction
kinetics and catalysis were extensively studied during the last decades. In this
context, we will consider direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) together with their
counterpart’s micro-FCs. Several DMFC systems were successfully developed and
most of them used Pt cathode and Pt-Ru anode electrodes, as it was shown that Pt
promotes a high oxidation and reduction kinetics while Ru promotes a more
complete methanol oxidation to carbon dioxide, decreasing the catalyst sites poi-
soning by carbon monoxide. However, methanol broad scale use in FCs still presents
disadvantages as it is not a very available primary fuel, it is highly toxic and it is
mostly produced from pollutant and non-renewable fossil fuels [55].

Catalyst cost still represents a major part of the total cost in micro-FCs production
mainly because of Pt high cost; therefore, many researchers addressed this issue by
developing strategies to keep high catalytic activity while decreasing Pt loading or
replacing it with less expensive catalysts [56].

Fig. 4.2 Picture of the
assembly of a semi-passive
air-breathing μDMFC with
an anode flow single-
serpentine pattern.
Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [53],
Copyright Elsevier, 2015
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4.5.1 Catalysis in Acid Media

Vijh [57] studied the methanol electro-oxidation activity with pure metal catalysts,
including several noble and non-noble metals, and verified that Pt promoted the best
activity in acid media, while Pd presented insignificant activity. Bagotzki et al.
[58] suggested that methanol electro-oxidation in Pt surface follows a reaction
path consisted of methanol dehydrogenation with the formation of the following
adsorbed species: CH2OH(x), CHOH(xx), COH(xxx), and CO(x), where each
(x) represents a bond with one Pt catalysts active site. CO(x) can react with water
molecules to form CO2, while CH2OH(x) and CHOH(xx) can lead to the formation
of formaldehyde and formic acid, respectively, not promoting catalysts poisoning.
However, COH(xxx) reaction to CO2 is slow, as it is strongly bonded to three
adjacent active sites, slowly poisoning the catalysts. The use of Pt–Pd alloys, with
a maximum of 33% Pd content, can mitigate the poisoning effect by decreasing the
surface Pt active sites concentration. The presence of three adjacent sites becomes
rarer, significantly decreasing the formation of COH(xxx) in favor of the more active
CO(x), increasing the overall reaction rate and extending the catalyst durability.
Higher Pd loadings are not desirable as its inactivity in acid media would signifi-
cantly decrease the catalyst activity [59].

Nevertheless, it is possible to significantly decrease Pt loading by developing a
catalysts design where Pt particles remain only present in a Pd catalyst surface.
Wang et al. [60] developed highly ordered Pd–Pt core-shell nanowire arrays as
catalysts with a very low Pt loading of 0.03 mg cm�2, by coating a thin Pt film on the
surface of Pd nanowire arrays. In acid media, this catalyst presented a Pt mass
specific anodic peak current density of 756.7 mA mg�1, which is much higher than
traditional Pt and Pt–Ru catalysts. These results demonstrated that Pd can be used to
significantly decrease Pt loadings and also increase catalytic activity in acid media.
Its high activity is explained by synergetic effect between Pt and Pd in the methanol
electro-oxidation mechanism and the higher oxophilicity of Pd than that of Pt.

4.5.2 Catalysis in Alkaline Media

Tripkovic et al. [61] demonstrated that the electrochemical oxidation of methanol is
much higher in alkaline than in acid solutions, as it was verified at 60 �C and the low
overpotential of 0.50 V; Pt and Pt2Ru3 catalysts were 30 and 20 times more active in
alkaline than in acid media, respectively. This pH relation was attributed to the
preferential adsorption of OH� species in the active sites in alkaline media, which at
low surface coverage promotes the complete oxidation of adsorbed carbon monox-
ide in the methanol oxidation mechanism, decreasing catalyst poisoning.

Demirci [62] compared theoretical results of the segregation energies and d-band
center shifts for bimetallic alloys of Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au. It
is well known that Pt presents the best activity towards MOR among all single metal
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catalysts, so bimetallic Pt-based alloys were compared to increase activity further
and Pt–Ru was confirmed to be the most active Pt-based bimetallic catalyst, as Ru
decreases catalyst poisoning by carbon monoxide and Pt strongly segregates to the
surface, increasing its surface concentration and available active sites. Patel et al.
[63] obtained higher anode catalytic activity for methanol oxidation with a Pt50Ru50
supported in a nanostructured titanium nitride (TiN) than in commercial Pt–Ru
catalyst. The TiN supported catalyst presented a high electrochemical active surface
area (ECSA) of 59 m2 g�1 and a low charge transfer resistance of 16.8 Ω cm2, which
allows a decrease in catalyst loading in DMFC. Alcaide et al. [64] verified the
correlation between the unsupported Pt–Ru catalyst organic solvent polarity and
the catalyst particles size and its layer performance as anode catalyst in DMFC,
indicating that catalyst inks with more polar organic solvents develop smaller
catalyst particles, increasing the active surface area and the overall DMFC perfor-
mance. Therefore, Pt–Ru trimetallic catalysts activities were also studied and prom-
ising results were obtained with Mo, W, Co, Fe, Sn, and Ni, among others, indicating
that the new developments also consider trimetallic catalysts.

Research on non-Pt anode catalysts for DMFC had recently focused in alkaline
media and, in particular, AEM-DMFCs. Catalysts alloys based on several metals,
such as Ir, Pd, Au, and Ru, were tested to replace Pt-based catalysts in alkaline
media, but it still remains a challenge to obtain the same activity of Pt–Ru electrodes.
Xu et al. [65] demonstrated that Pd presents much lower activity to methanol
oxidation in alkaline media than Pt and it is not suitable for applications in micro-
FCs as a single component catalyst. However, there are several promising Pd-based
alloys that still require further investigations, such as Pd–Fe/C and Pd–Ni/C [66]. It
was verified that, in the presence of Pd–Ni catalyst electrode in alkaline media,
methanol is oxidized to carbonate, usually with the formation of formaldehyde in the
catalyst surface [67].

4.5.3 Micro-Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (μDMFC)

Table 4.1 shows the experimental data available for passive μDMFCs, considering
only the cells with active area smaller than 2.50 cm2 and fuel and oxidant supplied
passively through diffusion. However, it must be noticed that some of these FCs are
just small cells made with traditional techniques not suitable for an effective
miniaturization and mass production. In almost all cases, Pt-based catalysts were
used, especially Pt–Ru/C in the anode and Pt/C in the cathode, but Verjulio et al. [40]
developed a passive air-breathing AEM-μDMFCs with commercial Pt–Ru/C cata-
lyst in the anode and a CoSe2/C as cathode catalyst. A similar FC with commercial
Pt/C cathode catalyst was used for comparison. The results have shown that, for low
1.0 and 3.0 M methanol concentrations, both FCs presented similar performances,
but in high 7.0 M methanol concentration, the cell with CoSe2/C cathode catalyst
presented a much higher maximum power density of 1.2 mW cm�2 while the cell
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with Pt/C cathode catalyst presented only 0.50 mW cm�2 as it can be seen in
Fig. 4.3. This suggests that CoSe2/C is a high methanol-tolerant catalyst for ORR,
allowing the use of higher methanol concentrations to increase power output.

Many researchers focused on the development of new membranes and diffusion
layers for both acid and alkaline FCs, in order to obtain high ionic conductivity, low
methanol crossover, and high oxygen transport to the cathode. The most employed
membrane in acid media was commercial or modified Nafion® 117 (DuPont) [6,
69, 71–77, 79–82, 84, 85, 87, 88, 90, 91]. Lu et al. [83] used a modified Nafion®

112 (DuPont) membrane to decrease methanol crossover, achieving high power
output with 2.0 M ethanol solution. The few researches with passive fuel cells in
alkaline media adopted commercial A201®membranes (Tokuyama) [39, 40]. Carbon
paper (CP) [49, 68, 69, 71, 90, 91], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [68, 76], and modified
stainless steel fiber felt (SSFF) [69, 74, 90, 91] were tested as gas diffusion layers,
concluding that both CNT and SSFF promote higher cell power outputs than CP by
increasing the oxygen transport to the cathode catalytic layer. Abrego-Martínez et al.
[49] developed a two cells stack made of alkaline mixed-reactant membraneless
μDMFCs with a methanol-tolerant Ag–Pt/CP cathode, obtaining similar output and
durability to a separated reactants stack but with a much smaller cost and fabrication
complexity. The stack achieved double open circuit potential and a 75% increase in
power output, when compared with the single cell design, remaining stable for a
period of at least 10 h, indicating that Ag–Pt catalyst is methanol-tolerant.

Verjulio et al. [39] developed a passive alkaline μDMFC with a very small active
area of 0.25 cm2 using conventional Pt–Ru and Pt catalysts for the anode and
cathode, respectively. At ambient temperature and using a fuel solution of 1.0 M
methanol and 4.0 M KOH, the maximum power density obtained was 2.2 mW cm�2.
Falcão et al. [71] tested several passive and active μDMFC with an active area of
2.25 cm2 at ambient temperature. The optimum design was a passive cell with
Nafion® 117 membrane, catalysts loadings of 3.0 mg cm�2 Pt–Ru at the anode
and 0.5 mg cm�2 Pt at the cathode, and a 3.0 M methanol solution. The maximum

Fig. 4.3 AEM-μDMFC’s
performance comparison
between Pt/C and CoSe2/C
cathodes with 7 mol L�1

methanol in 1 mol L�1

KOH. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [40],
Copyright Elsevier, 2016
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power density was 19.2 mW cm�2, which is much higher than the power density
achieved by Verjulio et al. [39], suggesting that, for Pt-based catalysts FCs, higher
power densities are obtained in alkaline media and greater catalyst active area.

Qiao et al. [89] demonstrated a plating technique to create microtubular cathode
electrodes, being suitable for micro-FCs mass production. In addition, Esquivel et al.
[12] used SU-8 photoresist technology to develop a more compact μDMFC with
very small 0.25 cm2 active area, achieving a lower active area power density due to
increased contact resistance, but a higher volumetric power density due to the
significant decreased cell volume obtained. Therefore, this well-established fabrica-
tion technique is a promising approach to μDMFC mass production.

Table 4.2 displays the experimental results for active μDMFCs, including only
the cells with active area smaller than 2.50 cm2 and a fuel and/or oxidant active
supply system. In all cases, Pt-based catalysts were used in both anode and cathode,
especially Pt–Ru/C for MOR and Pt/C for ORR. No experimental data concerning
alkaline active μDMFC were obtained in the literature. All FCs in Table 4.2 were
operated in acid media. The most used membrane was commercial Nafion®

117 (DuPont) [53, 92–105], but Nafion® 115 (DuPont) [106–108] and Nafion®

112 (DuPont) [109] were also employed, mainly to decrease MEA’s thickness
while keeping low methanol crossover through its combination with improved
carbon paper diffusion layers. Yuan et al. [53] developed a semi-active self-air-
breathing μDMFC, using 1.0 M methanol solution at 1 mL min�1

flow rate, a
catalyst active area of 0.64 cm2, Pt–Ru/C anode catalyst and Pt/C cathode catalyst,
both with 4.0 mg cm�2 loadings, obtaining at 20 �C and 60 �C the highest reported
peak power densities of 50.6 mW cm�2 and 105.4 mW cm�2, respectively. These
results suggest that, for low fuel flow rates in active micro-FCs, the overall reaction
rate is generally controlled by the methanol transport to the anode rather than the
oxygen transport to the cathode, as the later can often passively diffuse to the cathode
catalytic layer at a high enough rate.

D’Urso et al. [102] designed a co-planar active μDMFC with deposition of
conventional Pt-based catalysts by a spray-coating technique, which allowed a fine
control of the distance between anode and cathode layers. By increasing this
distance, methanol crossover decreased but the overall cell impedance also increased
significantly. Yuan et al. [95] studied the effect of the micro-scale aspects in the
μDMFC power output and demonstrated, through experiments and simulations, that
there is a direct correlation between the μDMFC scale size and its power density
output. There is also a clear relation between the cell operation temperature and the
overall power output, so Fang et al. [92] developed an active μDMFC with heat
control. A micromethanol combustor with a control unit was used to keep the
optimum cell temperature of 65 �C. Figure 4.4 shows a photograph of this integrated
μDMFC with the control unit. The active cell power density was kept stable at
40.6 mW cm�2 during the whole experiment, while it was verified that a similar cell
with no temperature control device kept at a room temperature of 65 �C quickly loses
most of its power output within the first hour of operation, due to overheating, as it
can be seen in Fig. 4.5. This indicates that cell temperature control is a key aspect
when designing a μDMFC.
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4.6 Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR)

Ethanol presents several advantages over methanol in FCs as it is less toxic, more
intrinsically energetic, more readily available, and produced from more environ-
mentally friendly biological renewable sources, such as sugarcane. Direct ethanol
fuel cells (DEFCs) suffer much less alcohol crossover than DMFC as ethanol
diffusion through the membranes is much slower due to its higher molecular size.
However, ethanol oxidation kinetic is slower than in the case of methanol as it

Fig. 4.4 The photograph of
the integrated μDMFC unit
with the control unit.
Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [92],
Copyright Elsevier, 2016

Fig. 4.5 Time-power profiles of the active μDMFC system with heat control and the conventional
one without heat control kept at a room at 65 �C. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [92],
Copyright Elsevier, 2016
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presents a strong C–C bond that needs to be broken in order to achieve complete
oxidation to carbon dioxide [115].

DEFCs can be divided into two major groups according to the membrane
electrolyte assembly (MEA) type employed: PEM-DEFCs, which use acid electro-
lyte media and AEM-DEFCs, which use alkaline electrolyte media. It was also
demonstrated that DEFC can be developed with alkaline media in the anode and
acid media in the cathode, separated by a charger conducting membrane [116]. How-
ever, the kinetics of both EOR and ORR are slower in acid media than in alkaline,
leading to smaller FC efficiencies. It was verified that alcohol crossover is higher in
PEM-FCs than in AEM-FCs, as in the PEM case, the ionic flux through the
membrane is from the anode to the cathode, facilitating the alcohol diffusion
together, but in the AEM case, the ionic flux is from the cathode to the anode,
decreasing the alcohol electro-osmotic drag. In addition, expensive Pt-based cata-
lysts, such as Pt–Sn, need to be used in acid media FCs to achieve higher oxidation
efficiencies, but catalysts based in less expensive metals, such as Pd, Ag, and Ni, can
be more successfully used in alkaline media. Therefore, there is a growing research
interest in the development of AEM-DEFCs [35].

Table 4.3 presents the experimental data available concerning the performance of
passive μDEFCs. It was only considered the FCs which use natural diffusion to
provide fuel and oxidant to both the anode and cathode, respectively, and with a
catalyst active area smaller than 2.50 cm2. Traditional Pt anode catalyst was only
used in acid media [45]. Pt–Ru catalyst was used as anode catalysts in some studies
that focus on the performance of new modified membranes [117, 118]. In most
studies, alkaline electrolyte media were used with a focus on non-Pt electrodes.

Pd-based bimetallic alloys with Ni [38], Au [120], and Pt [122] were used as
anode catalysts. Xu et al. [120] obtained high performance with Pd–Au/C as anode
catalyst with the low 1.0 M ethanol concentration at room temperature. Additionally,
Xu et al. [121] achieved an even higher performance with a physically mixed Pd3Au
cathode catalyst supported on carbon nanotubes (CNTs).

Tadanaga et al. [119] achieved a high peak power density using non-noble metal
catalysts, Ni–Co for anode and Fe–Co for cathode. Several cathode catalysts based
on Ag, Mn, and Pd were tested [38, 117, 118, 121]. Most studies used commercial
AEM, such as A201 (Tokuyama). Composite polymer membranes based on poly
(vinyl alcohol) were also tested but the results were not satisfactory [117, 118].

Table 4.4 contains the literature data about active μDEFCs, which generally
presents a higher power output than passive cells. Only DEFCs with an active
supply system to the anode and/or cathode and a catalyst active area smaller than
2.50 cm2 were considered. Active μDEFCs with both Pt-based anode and cathode
catalysts generally presented a lower performance than with non-Pt-based ones in
both acid and alkaline media, as their smaller peak power output is obtained at a
lower ethanol concentration due to its greater susceptibility to carbon monoxide
poisoning [20, 105, 123–126].

In the case of the cells with Pd-based anode catalysts, there was an increase in
maximum power output and ideal ethanol concentration, especially with Pd–Ni/C
[116, 127–132, 134, 135]. Most of these cells used a commercial Fe–Co
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HYPERMEC K14 (Acta) cathode catalyst, although high performance was also
obtained with Au/NiCr [127] and Pt/C [116, 132] cathode catalysts.

Most studies employed commercial alkaline or acid membranes, especially A201
(Tokuyama) and Nafion® 117 (DuPont). Although, Wang et al. [133] developed and
tested a hybrid membrane based on poly (vinyl alcohol)/3-(trimethylammonium)
propyl-functionalized silica (PVA-TMAPS) with improved thermal stability and
conductivity. An et al. [132] achieved the highest reported peak power density of
360 mW cm�2 at 60 �C in an alkaline-acid μDEFC with the very thin Nafion®

211 membrane (25 μm), 1 mg cm�2 Pd–Ni/C loading as anode catalyst and
3.9 mg cm�2 Pt/C loading as cathode catalyst. The fuel and oxidant used were a
3.0 M ethanol solution with 5.0 M NaOH and a 4.0 M H2O2 solution with 1.0 M
H2SO4, respectively. However, ethanol crossover in this cell requires further inves-
tigation in order to verify the cell viability in the long term.

4.7 Formic Acid Oxidation Reaction (FAOR)

Formic acid presents a lower intrinsic energy density than methanol and ethanol, but
its crossover through the FC membrane is significantly slower, which allows the use
of higher fuel concentrations and thinner membranes, increasing the cell’s volumet-
ric power density output. As it is much less toxic than methanol, formic acid has
been studied as a major substitute for methanol in FCs. In addition, it promotes a
higher voltage in the cell, decreasing the number of single cells in series needed for
practical applications. The most accepted formic acid electro-oxidation mechanism
is called the dual pathway mechanism. The first pathway consists of a dehydroge-
nation reaction, generating CO2 without CO as an intermediate. The second one is a
dehydration reaction, which creates adsorbed CO molecules, poisoning the catalyst.
Therefore, the anode catalyst selection should be made in order to favor the first
pathway, avoiding the catalyst poisoning as much as possible [136].

Table 4.5 shows the available experimental data for micro-direct formic acid fuel
cells (μDFAFCs), considering only the FCs with a catalytic active area smaller than
2.50 cm2, regardless of the production technique used. In all cases, only PEM was
employed, including Nafion® 112 [29, 137, 138], Nafion® 115 [139], Nafion®

117 [140, 141], Nafion® NRE 212 [142], and Flemion tubes [143] membranes.
Gago et al. [25] developed a membraneless μDFAFC with a single stream entry
containing both fuel and oxidant, relying in the CoSe2 cathode catalyst with high
selectivity towards ORR. Although the achieved peak power density was much
lower than in the cells that use Pt-based cathode catalysts, the absence of Pt and a
membrane greatly decreased the cell production cost, increasing its commercial
viability. Therefore, the development of fuel-tolerant non-Pt cathode catalysts such
as CoSe2 is a major research interest. In addition, air-breathing membraneless
microfluidic FCs were developed in order to increase the oxygen availability in the
cathode surface, while employing two laminar flow streams to significantly prevent
the formic acid from reaching the cathode electrode. Higher power densities at low
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fuel concentrations than in most non-air-breathing cells were obtained, as it was
shown that overall reaction rate is limited by the oxygen diffusion to the cathode
surface [144, 145].

Both Pt [29, 137–140] and Pd [25, 137, 138, 141–146] were used as anode
catalysts. However, Yeom et al. [138] demonstrated that Pd anode catalyst is much
more active towards FAOR than Pt, encouraging the use of the Pd in more recent
studies. As cathode catalyst, almost all groups used Pt as it presents the highest
activity towards ORR although presenting a low selectivity, which makes fuel
crossover a major concern. However, CoSe2 was proposed as a cheap highly fuel-
tolerant cathode catalyst to replace Pt [25]. The maximum power density was
45 mW cm�2, which was obtained in a passive-micro-FC with Nafion® 117 mem-
brane, operating with 5.0 M formic acid, Pd catalyst anode, and Pt catalyst
cathode [141].

4.8 Ethylene Glycol Oxidation Reaction (EGOR)

Ethylene glycol is considered a less volatile substitute for ethanol in DLFCs
[147]. As the C–C bond is much difficult to break at near ambient temperatures,
ethanol oxidation is hardly complete in FCs, generating mostly acetate
[127, 148]. Therefore, the actual electron transfer rate (ETR) is only 33% of the
theoretical one considering complete oxidation to carbon dioxide. On the other hand,
EGOR in FCs occurs mainly to oxalate, presenting a high 80% actual ETR
[35, 149]. Matsuoka et al. [150] proposed a dual pathway mechanism for the
electro-oxidation of ethylene glycol in alkaline media. One pathway is
non-poisoning, leading to the formation of oxalate, which is stable in alkaline
media. The other one promotes the ethylene glycol oxidation to adsorbed CO species
with formate as an intermediate, poisoning the catalyst active sites, which can be
mitigated by carefully selecting an adequate catalyst.

In addition, EG has the potential to be a major energy carrier as it can be
electrochemically produced by using an external power source, which can be from
renewable energy [151, 152]. These characteristics increased the research interest in
the development of micro-direct ethylene glycol fuel cells (μDEGFCs).

Table 4.6 shows the available experimental data for μDEGFCs, considering only
the FCs with a maximum 2.50 cm2 active area, regardless of the FC fabrication
technique used. In all these papers, the μDEGFCs were active with the EG and
potassium hydroxide solution pumped at a constant flow rate to the anode. Most
studies developed membraneless microfluidic FCs as a promising simple design
for miniaturization in order to avoid the need of a membrane, achieving high
performance at ambient temperature [153–155]. However, alkali-doped
polybenzimidazole membrane (APM) [156] and a commercial AEM [157] were
also tested at higher temperatures.

An et al. [156] developed a FC with Pd–Ni/C anode and Fe–Co cathode catalysts
and an APM, achieving the highest peak power densities of 80 mW cm�2 at 60 �C
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and 112 mW cm�2 at 90 �C. They showed that the best performance occurs with
1.0 M ethylene glycol and 7.0 M KOH solution as fuel. It must be noticed that these
two results were obtained with pure oxygen supplied to the cathode, but a high
power density of 92 mW cm�2 was also obtained at 90 �C with air supplied to the
cathode. These achieved power densities are much higher than An et al. [157]
obtained in the same conditions with a commercial AEM, suggesting that APM
presents a better operation stability at high temperatures up to 100 �C. At ambient
temperature (20 �C), the highest reported power density of 30.3 mW cm�2 was
obtained in a 0.015 cm2 microfluidic FC operating with ethylene glycol 1.5 M and
KOH 1.0 M solution as fuel and Pt/C as both anode and cathode catalysts.

4.9 Glycerol Oxidation Reaction (GlyOR)

Glycerol is a non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-volatile compound already avail-
able in large quantities as a byproduct in biodiesel production. It has been regarded
as a promising fuel for DLFCs due to its high intrinsic energy density and its ability
to co-generate valuable chemicals otherwise costly to produce [158–161]. In addi-
tion, glycerol crossover rate through membranes is very low, especially if compared
to methanol crossover [162]. Therefore, there is a research interest in the develop-
ment of micro-direct glycerol fuel cells (μDGlyFC).

Table 4.7 displays the available experimental data for μDGlyFCs, considering
only the FCs with a 2.50 cm2 maximum active area, regardless of the fabrication
technique used. In all studies, only active membraneless microfluidic FCs were
tested. Cu deposited on Pd/C [154, 163], Cu deposited on Pt/C [163], Pd/C [164],
Pd on multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [164], and Pt/C [155] were used
as anode catalysts while only Pt/C was employed as cathode catalyst. Martins et al.
[155] verified that the FC peak power density decreases as the glycerol concentration
is increased in the fuel inlet stream. This decreasing performance is caused by
increasing flow viscosity, cell resistance, and limited mass transport as this fuel
concentration increases. The highest reported peak power density is 39.5 mW cm�2

with the low 0.05 M glycerol concentration at ambient temperature, confirming that
glycerol has the potential to be a cost-effective fuel for micro-FCs.

4.10 Glucose Oxidation Reaction (GOR)

Glucose sugar that powers human cells is one of the most interesting biomass fuels,
because it is renewable, cheap, abundant, non-flammable, non-toxic, and can be
easily handled and obtained. Its complete oxidation can produce very high energy
density (4430 W h kg�1). To access this energy glucose should be used as fuel of a
direct glucose fuel cell (DGFC), where glucose is directly oxidized to generate
electricity, similarly to DMFCs or DEFCs [165].
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FCs based in glucose oxidation reaction (GOR) can be divided into three major
groups: enzymatic, microbial, and abiotic FCs [166]. Enzymatic FCs use isolated
enzymes as catalyst to the glucose oxidation, facilitating the glucose molecular
bonds cleavage, and they were initially considered to supply energy to implantable
devices but the enzymes activity tends to deteriorate too quickly for such applica-
tions. Microbial FCs use microorganisms to provide the enzymatic environment to
catalyze the GOR, which is also a difficult strategy to sustain in the long term due to
the cells colonies instability and the risk these microbes can present if exposed to the
human organism in the case of implantable devices [167]. Abiotic catalyzed FCs use
more conventional metallic catalysts, such as Pt, Au, Pd, and its alloys. Although the
first two types were more studied in the past 20 years, there is a growing interest in
the development of abiotic glucose-consuming micro-FCs due to its greater stability
in the long term and operation safety [168]. Abiotic catalyzed DGFCs can take two
forms, external and implantable. The external DGFCs can be used to power con-
sumer electronics, miniature toys, kits and gadgets, portable military equipment, and
other portable low-power devices [166].

Implantable μDGFCs are particularly interesting because of the abundance of
oxygen and glucose in the body tissue and the possibility to generate a stable high
continuous power output through the coupling of the GOR and ORR [169, 170]. The
μDGFC could be used to operate devices, such as pacemakers, small valves for
urinary bladder control, cochlear implants to treat profound deafness, deep brain
stimulators to treat symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, peripheral nerve stimulation
for pain control, and arms and legs movement on paralyzed patients [169, 170]. This

Table 4.7 Active micro-direct glycerol fuel cells performance

References

Active
area
(cm2)

Pmax

(mW
cm�2)

T
(�C)

[Gly]
(M)

[KOH]
(M) Anode Cathode

[154] 0.02 20 25 0.1 0.3 Cu–Pd/C Pt/C

[163] 0.02 17.4 25 5 vol
%

0.3 Cu–Pd/C Pt/C

[163] 0.02 23.2 25 5 vol
%

0.3 Cu–Pt/C Pt/C

[164] 0.45 0.51 30 0.1 0.3 Pd/C (30 wt%
(1.3 mg cm�2 Pd)

Pt/C
(0.54 mg cm�2)

[164] 0.45 0.7 30 0.1 0.3 Pd/MWCNT
(12 wt%)
(1.6 mg cm�2 Pd)a

Pt/C
(0.54 mg cm�2)

[155] 0.015 39.5 25 0.05 1 Pt/C/CPb Pt/C/CPb

[155] 0.015 38.7 25 0.1 1 Pt/C/CPb Pt/C/CPb

[155] 0.015 29.8 25 0.5 1 Pt/C/CPb Pt/C/CPb

[155] 0.015 25.2 25 1 1 Pt/C/CPb Pt/C/CPb

[155] 0.015 24.4 25 2 1 Pt/C/CPb Pt/C/CPb

aMulti-walled carbon nanotubes
bCarbon paper as diffusion layer
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makes the investigation on glucose electro-oxidation a very interesting research
topic. This part of chapter will focus essentially on implantable μDGFCs.

The principle approach concept of μDGFCs goes back to the 1970s [171]. Current
research is now focused on the development of: (1) new highly porous electrodes
that can efficiently and selectively catalyze GOR and ORR in body; (2) membranes;
(3) micro–nano cell fabrication; and (4) in vitro and in vivo tests.

Research on electrodes has been extremely active as demonstrated by the huge
number of papers published in the literature. Pt and Au have been extensively used.
However, Pt is non-selective and is poisoned by various components of blood and
other physiological media, and Au requires a higher potential for GOR. At present,
Au-, Pt-, and Pd-based bi- or tri-metallic catalysts, as well as non-noble metal
compounds, have been found to exhibit catalytic activity with respect to GOR in
alkaline media [172–175].

In the context of implantable devices, noble metal catalysts are considered to be
favorable because they are biocompatible, allow the heat sterilization, and in contrast
to enzymes are not subject to denaturation and loss of catalytic activity [176, 177].

An implantable μDGFC operates at near neutral pH, 37 �C, and where both
reactants, i.e., glucose (3–5 mM) and oxygen (ca. 7%) are present, and consequently,
the key for a good performance of μDGFCs is the use of both a glucose selective
anode and an oxygen selective cathode.

Pt and tailored graphene materials particularly in flexible and miniaturized forms
may be used as cathode catalysts [166, 178]. The simplicity with which tailored
graphene materials can be produced by various low-cost large-scale methods,
including the chemical vapor deposition, chemical reduction of graphite oxide,
microwave plasma reaction, among others, suggests considerable cost-effective
preparation of metal-free efficient graphene-based catalysts for ORR [179]. On the
other hand, Do et al. [180] reported electrodes working as nanoporous oxygen
selective cathodes prepared by depositing Pd thin films by e-beam evaporation on
anodized aluminum oxide membrane substrates.

The anodes are essentially based on porous Pt or Pt alloys, fabricated by electro-
deposition or from carbon-supported nanoparticles. If Pt-based catalysts are used,
glucose is predominantly oxidized by a two electron transfer reaction to gluconic
acid in an acid or neutral media [166]. Activated carbon with 5% Pt + 5% Bi [181]
and, in particular, Raney-type catalysts, fabricated from Pt–Ni [170, 182], Zn
[183, 184], and Al [169, 185] were used as anodes by many research teams.
However, the use of Ni is not indicating for implantable electrodes because of its
allergenic and carcinogenic properties [183].

Very recently, the Kerzenmacher’s group have developed highly porous Pt
anodes by cyclic or pulsed electrodeposition. It is based on the co-deposition of Pt
and the less noble metal Cu, followed by a selective dissolution of Cu at an oxidizing
potential. Upon repeated deposition/dissolution cycles or potentials, electrodes with
high roughness factors were obtained [176, 186–188]. The pulsed electrodeposition
process was also applied to prepare highly porous Pt–Cu electrodes with Pd, Ru, or
Au [189]. Frei et al. [177] developed a highly porous Pt deposited onto a three-
dimensional electrospun carbon fiber mat support. The GO anodes allow continuous
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operation in horse serum during 30 days and 15 days in simulated tissue fluid at a
current density of 7.2 � 1.9 μA cm�2 and 0.061 � 0.007 μA cm�2, respectively.
Also, this electrode showed an enhanced resistance towards poisoning by tissue
fluids components [177].

In addition, Qazzazie et al. [190] fabricated Pt nanowires anchored on graphene-
supported Pt nanoparticles. The anode’s surface roughness was increased by factors
up to 4000 to the geometrical surface area allowing maximized use of the Pt towards
GO and efficient electron transfer between nanowires and the substrate. It is shown
that the unique three-dimensional geometry of the nanostructures had a significant
impact on their catalytic activity presenting short diffusional paths for slow glucose
species and then, mass transport limitations are optimized leading to lower polari-
zation losses.

Non-noble metal-based anodes, e.g., Cu–S has also been studied in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.2) in the presence of 10�4 M glucose
[191]. Table 4.8 summarizes the most important achievements of abiotic implantable
μDGFCs.

Implantable μDGFC prototypes were first tested successfully in the 1970s in the
subcutaneous tissue of dogs (2.2 μW cm�2, OCV 0.65 V) for 30 days
[168, 171]. However, no further development has been reported probably due to
the strong involvement of industry and the introduction of lithium-iodine batteries
for cardiac pacemakers in the mid-1970s [168]. In the last decade the implantable
μDGFCs concept has gained growing attention, and a number of studies have been
reported based on the optimization of the fuel cell power output.

Most of these works have been performed in idealized buffer systems with only
glucose and oxygen present as reactants. Considering estimated physiological con-
centrations (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution (pH 7.4), 3.0 mM glucose,
7.0% O2 saturation), and in view of the reduced reactant supply due to tissue capsule
formation maximum power densities of 3.3� 0.2 μW cm�2 [181], 2.2� 0.1 μW cm
�2 for a single-layer fuel cell (SLFC) [192], 4.4� 0.2 μW cm�2 [184], 5.1 μW cm�2

[176, 186], and 6.3 � 0.7 μW cm�2 have been reached [193]. This power density is
sufficient to power, e.g., a cardiac pacemaker consuming 5–10 μW [176].

Rapoport et al. [169] reported power densities of up to 3.4 μW cm�2 steady-state
power and up to 180 μW cm�2 peak power in PBS with 10 mM glucose and oxygen
concentration is not given. The cerebrospinal fluid had also favorable conditions in
terms of glucose and oxygen concentrations for implanted μDGFCs. The anode is a
high-surface-area Raney nanostructured Pt–Al and the cathode is a network of
single-walled carbon nanotubes embedded in a Nafion® film. The electrodes are
separated by a Nafion® membrane.

When operate in stagnant conditions, the glucose/O2 FC with Nafion® membrane
using 7-nm Au nanowires (AuNWs) or 2-nm AuNWs as anode catalyst exhibits
power output of 126 and 49.3 μW cm�2, respectively, in 0.1 M PBS, 30 mM
glucose, and O2-bubling electrolyte [194], which is much higher that of a
membraneless single compartment FC (16.2 μW cm�2) [195].

Oncescu et al. [170, 182] developed μDGFCs without a separation membrane in
order to improve glucose diffusion to the anode and reduce the thickness of the FC
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and two designs, oxygen depletion and a SLFC. The anode was Pt–Ni
Raney electrode. Under physiological concentrations similar to those described by
Kerzenmacher’s group [181] the peak power output of both FCs is ca. 2.0 μW cm�2.
A stacked FC unit of 12 SLFCs may provide a high volumetric power density
(16 μW cm�2).

Although a few attempts have been made recently to test in vivo implantable
body glucose/O2 FCs in pigs and rats [165, 196], the devices have not achieved
commercialization yet.

One example is FCs with microelectrodes (polymer/Au–Zn dendrites with carbon
screen-printed microfilm electrodes) which were implanted in the subcutaneous
layer of the neck and brain of Wistar rats separately. The in vivo power density
0.11 μW cm�2 of the implantable FCs with Au–Zn dendrites was lower than that
obtained for the in vitro blood sample (0.29 μW cm�2), because of the different
glucose concentrations. The microfilm FC implanted into the rat brain produced
ca. 0.52 V continuously operating during 18 days [165].

Sharma et al. [196] assembled a μDGFC composed of mesoporous silica coated
Pt anodes, polymer membrane and reduced graphene oxide pressed on stainless steel
mesh was used as the cathode. The device was implanted into venous blood of a pig
with power output of 10 μW cm�2. In this case, the power density in vivo was higher
than that of in vitro (6 μW cm�2). Unfortunately, the total time of study was 12 min
because the pig died.

4.11 Future Prospects

This study is a brief summary of the state of-up-to-date DLFCs. Portable applica-
tions for DLFCs are mainly focused on the market of portable power generators
designed for light outdoor personal uses such as camping, light commercial appli-
cations such as portable signage and surveillance, power for emergency relief,
consumer electronic devices, and military equipment. However, their cost and
durability are yet to meet set targets.

μDMFC issues in need of attention include Pt and membranes high cost, the high
methanol crossover rates, preventing the use of high concentration methanol solu-
tions, and catalyst poisoning caused by adsorbed CO species produced during
methanol electro-oxidation reaction. Therefore, future research may address these
issues through the development of membraneless microfluidic micro-FCs, whose
cheap and simple design are ideal for cost-effective micro-FCs mass production. In
addition, the development of low-Pt trimetallic or Pt-free anode catalysts and
methanol-tolerant cathode catalysts may further decrease the CO-poisoning effects
and the efficiency losses caused by methanol crossover, respectively.

Aspects of AEMs stable and high-conductive development, acquisition of fun-
damental mechanism knowledge, and improvement on anode catalysts with high
activity, durability, and selectivity are required. It must be noticed that no studies
covering the development and performance of membraneless microfluidic μDEFCs
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were found in the literature. Then an important topic in the future research it will be
consider this design that has already been successfully tested for methanol. In
addition, future work covering others oxidants sources in micro-FCs than atmo-
spheric and dissolved oxygen gas, such as hydrogen peroxide, are important to
increase the micro-FC’s onset potential. Similarly, work on microfluidic μFACFs
and AEM-μDEGFC is needed for its cost-effective large-scale commercialization.

Glycerol electro-oxidation mechanism is not yet fully understood, so further
studies in this field could boost the development of better catalysts. Another impor-
tant research topic will be the development of glycerol fuel additives in order to
decrease the fuel viscosity and increase its conductivity. This approach would allow
the use of more concentrated glycerol fuel solutions, increasing the fuel energy
density. Finally, there is also a growing research interest in the development of
multi-fuel μDLFC, as fuel mixtures can present synergetic effects to increase the FC
power output [154, 155, 162].

Glucose FCs look very promising as a source of power for implanted devices
because they could use glucose from body tissues as a source of power. Pioneering
work by Drake and co-authors in the 1970s raised hopes that abiotic catalysts could
oxidize glucose and reduce oxygen sufficiently to enable powering medical devices.

However, implanted μDGFCs are relatively new and still required a more com-
plete understanding of the host to produce power in vivo. Both, the subcutaneous
tissue and the cerebrospinal cavity are considered as body places for implantation.
The amino acids and small organic molecules present at physiological concentration
in simulated tissue fluid and simulated cerebrospinal fluid adsorb on the surface of Pt
electrodes and reduce significantly their catalytic activity for GOR. However, even
in the presence of poisoning compounds a residual GOR current remains. Then, the
highest challenge for these FCs is to develop anode catalysts with very high specific
surface, i.e., highly porous to increase the residual GOR current in the presence of
endogenous amino acids [193, 197].
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Chapter 5
Application of Novel Carbonaceous
Materials as Support for Fuel Cell
Electrocatalysts

Abha Bharti and Gouri Cheruvally

Abstract Low-temperature fuel cells are potential candidates in alternative energy
industry due to their high energy efficiencies and near zero emissions. Typically,
carbon supported Pt-based materials are used as electrocatalysts for anode and
cathode reactions in low-temperature fuel cells. Carbon black (CB) is the most
commonly employed support material for Pt-based electrocatalysts. However, CB
materials suffer from significant drawbacks such as poor corrosion resistance and
limited mass transport of fuels to active catalyst sites. As an alternative to conven-
tional CB support materials, carbon structures such as graphene, ordered
mesoporous carbon, and the so-called green carbon have been successfully used in
recent years as supports for the dispersion of fuel cell catalyst nanoparticles. This
chapter briefly describes the newly developed carbonaceous nanostructures and their
applications in low-temperature fuel cells.

Keywords Low-temperature fuel cells · PEMFC · DMFC · Carbonaceous support
materials · Pt electrocatalysts · Oxygen reduction reaction · Methanol oxidation
reaction · Carbon black · Graphene · Ordered mesoporous carbon · Green carbon ·
Synthesis techniques · Nanoparticles dispersion · Hard template · Soft template ·
CVD · Biomass · Chemical reduction · Surface functionalization · Hybrid
nanocomposites

5.1 Introduction

The twenty-first century has witnessed tremendous increase in global energy
demand, consequent to depletion of fossil fuel reserves and serious climate concerns
due to emission of greenhouse gases, which has directed mankind to switch to
alternate “greener” and sustainable energy sources. Towards this, fuel cells with
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high energy conversion efficiencies and near zero emissions have emerged as
prospective alternate energy conversion devices for portable, mobile, and stationary
power applications [1–3]. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices which are capable
of converting chemical energy of “fuels” directly into electrical energy surpassing
the intermediate stages of heat generation and mechanical work (Carnot’s cycle),
typical of conventional power generation methods. Thus, fuel cells are devoid of
thermodynamic limitations of heat engines, and hence, are more efficient [4].
Low-temperature fuel cells, particularly proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs) and direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are considered the most effective
and environmentally sustainable power sources because of their simple operation,
high energy density, rapid start-up and shut-down cycle under ambient conditions,
and high efficiency [5]. However, the effective commercialization of these classes of
fuel cells is limited by the high usage of expensive Pt-based catalysts for electro-
chemical reactions at anode as well as cathode amounting to almost 27–43% of the
cost of a fuel cell stack [6]. In addition, the sluggish kinetics of oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) at the cathode of both PEMFC and DMFC along with complex
methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) and self-poisoning of Pt by intermediate prod-
ucts such as CO at anode in DMFC needs significant improvement for their wide
scale applications. Furthermore, the methanol crossover from anode to cathode in
DMFC hampers the ORR performance due to simultaneous methanol oxidation and
oxygen reduction resulting in mixed potential losses at cathode. Hence, it is imper-
ative to develop electrocatalysts with improved catalytic activities and lower Pt
content to realize the real commercialization of fuel cells.

It is well known that significant enhancement in electrocatalytic activity can be
achieved by dispersion of Pt-based catalysts on nanostructured support materials
with additional advantage of reduced noble metal consumption [7, 8]. In this regard,
a good catalyst support should have large surface area for dispersion of catalyst
particles, good electrical conductivity, and high electrochemical stability [7]. More-
over, the nature of supporting materials and synergistic interactions between metal
nanoparticles (NPs) and support greatly influence the catalyst performance
[9, 10]. Hence, the selection of suitable supporting materials is vital for the devel-
opment of fuel cell technology. The most commonly employed support materials for
Pt-based catalysts in low-temperature fuel cells are carbonaceous materials, specif-
ically carbon black (CB, Vulcan XC-72) because of its large surface area, high
electronic conductivity, and easy availability [11]. However, CB suffers from severe
disadvantages such as poor electrochemical stability/corrosion resistance and mass
transport limitation due to the presence of micropores less than 1 nm which hinders
fuel supply to the reactive sites limiting the catalytic activity. The large number of
micropores also results in low accessible surface area for the deposition of metal NPs
leading to a lower electrochemical surface area (ESA) and poor catalytic activity.
Therefore, various alternatives to CB support materials are being searched
extensively.

Recently, nanostructured carbon materials such as graphene [6], networked
mesostructured porous carbon materials, specifically ordered mesoporous carbons
(OMCs) [12], and green carbons, i.e., the carbon derived from renewable resources
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(biomass), have emerged as promising support materials for low-temperature fuel
cells [13]. The higher catalytic activity of the Pt-based catalysts supported on these
nanostructured carbon supports than that of the same catalysts supported on CBs has
been ascribed to a combination of their unique structures and properties such as high
surface area, good electronic conductivity, chemical stability, and synergistic metal–
support interactions. This chapter presents an overview of synthesis techniques of
graphene, OMCs, and green carbons together with the application of these newly
developed carbonaceous structures as support materials for low-temperature fuel
cells.

5.2 Graphene

Graphene is a single atom thin sheet of sp2 hybridized, hexagonally arranged carbon
atoms in a honeycomb lattice and derives its name from the combination of graphite
and alkene [14]. This remarkable two-dimensional (2D) material has aroused tre-
mendous interest for further pursuance because of its many unique properties such as
high specific surface area (SSA, theoretical value of 2630 m2 g�1), superior elec-
tronic conductivity (103–104 S m�1), robust mechanical properties, excellent stabil-
ity, fast electron transfer capabilities, and low manufacturing cost [15]. Considering
these exceptional attributes, graphene is being explored as a promising support
material for Pt-based catalysts in low-temperature fuel cells. The 2D planar structure
of graphene provides high surface area for deposition of the catalyst NPs which can
interact through both the edge planes and basal planes of the carbon sheets. The
presence of strong metal–support interaction in this planar structure also improves
the stability of the nanocatalysts which is highly desirable for long duration opera-
tion of fuel cells. Since its discovery in 2004, graphene has been studied as a support
material for fuel cell catalyst and evidenced tremendous advancement in this area of
research during the past decade. In this section, the synthesis methodologies devel-
oped for this wonder material and graphene supported nanocatalysts are summa-
rized. In addition, the catalytic activity and durability of catalysts supported on
graphene are compared with those of catalysts supported on the commonly
used CBs.

5.2.1 Synthesis Techniques

The first graphene sheets were obtained by extracting monolayer sheets from the
three-dimensional graphite using Scotch tape method in 2004 [16]. Since then,
different approaches have been explored for the production of monolayer graphene
sheets from graphite [17–21]. Out of these, three primary methods have been
reported to be quite successful. These include: (1) mechanical exfoliation, (2) chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) onto metal or Si substrates, and (3) chemical,
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electrochemical, or thermal reduction of graphene oxide. Mechanical exfoliation is a
top-down approach for preparing graphene with high carrier mobility (~10,000 cm2

V�1 s�1) and involves breaking apart of stacked layers of graphite to obtain single
layer or few-layer sheets of graphene [22–24]. This micro-mechanical cleavage or
more commonly, the scotch tape method, is quite straight-forward and requires no
specialized equipment. The process typically involves placing of an adhesive tape
onto the surface of graphite deposited on a silica slide and subsequently peeling it off
to obtain thinner flakes (Fig. 5.1) [25, 26]. The whole process is repeated a number of
times to obtain the desired graphene (single or few-layer) and is time consuming.
Considering the inherent laborious process of this conventional micro-mechanical
cleavage, Jayasena et al. introduced a novel lathe-like experimental setup utilizing
ultra-sharp single crystal diamond wedge to cleave highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) samples to produce few-layer graphene. Ultrasonic oscillations along the
wedge assisted in cleaving HOPG for generating graphene flakes [27]. A modified
scotch tape method-based exfoliation of natural graphite using three-roll mill
machine with a polymer adhesive was reported by Chen et al. [28]. The employed
polymer adhesive (polyvinyl chloride dissolved in dioctyl phthalate) has the same
role as of tape adhesive in the original scotch tape method. The dispersion and
exfoliation of graphite happen in the adhesive.

Graphene has been grown through CVD by high temperature pyrolysis of
hydrocarbons using catalytic metals. CVD produces high quality graphene which
can have high carrier mobility values, ~2000 to 4000 cm2 V�1 s�1 [17]. The
graphene growth via CVD can be categorized as proceeding either through surface
catalyzed or segregation methods depending on the catalytic metal [21]. The solu-
bility of the carbon containing species in the catalytic metal determines the dominant
growth process. In surface catalyzed reactions, the decomposition of hydrocarbons
occurs at metal surface and graphene growth is “self-limited” to monolayer. In the
segregation method, the carbon dissolved in the bulk metal diffuses to the metal

Fig. 5.1 Scotch tape
procedure to get few-layer
graphene. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [25],
Copyright Nature, 2012
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surface to produce graphene. CVD graphene growth is commonly performed using
Cu and Ni catalysts [29]. Wu et al. reported wafer-scale synthesis of graphene on Cu
foils by thermal CVD at a temperature of 1000 �C and under ambient pressure with
methane as the precursor gas [30]. The Raman spectrum of graphene thus obtained
(Fig. 5.2) showed I2D/IG ratio larger than 2, indicating formation of a monolayer.
Van Nang et al. prepared few-layer graphene using Cu foil through inductively
coupled plasma CVD within a duration of few seconds [31]. The authors demon-
strated that the thickness of the graphene formed can be tuned by controlling the
growth time and power of the plasma. Chae et al. reported synthesis of highly
crystalline, large area graphene by CVD using poly-Ni substrate with C2H2/H2 gas
under optimized CVD conditions [32]. It was concluded that high temperature, short
growth time, and an optimal gas mixing ratio were required to synthesize highly
crystalline few-layer graphene.

Graphene can also be obtained via oxidation of graphite to graphene oxide which
is based on many variations of the “Hummers method” invented by William
Hummers in 1958 [33] and further reduction of graphene oxide to graphene. The
Hummers method utilizes oxidation of graphite using powerful oxidizing agents and
strong acids. The oxidation of the graphite results in an increase of interlayer spacing
which facilitates the dispersion of graphene in appropriate solvents [23]. Also, the
interlayer spacing is strongly dependent on the extent of oxidation of graphite and,
hence, can be desirably tailored. The chemical oxidation of graphite produces
graphene oxide which is further reduced through thermal, chemical, or electrochem-
ical approach to get graphene. Iqbal and Abdala produced thermally reduced
graphene (TRG) through thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide (GO) [34]. The
oxidation of graphite was carried out through Staudenmaier method [35] using
H2SO4, HNO3, and potassium chlorate followed by rapid heating at 1000 �C in a
tube furnace. TRG exhibited SSA of 210 m2 g�1 and cumulative pore volume of
0.57 cm3 g�1. The surface elemental composition analysis of TRG through X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the presence of oxygen functional
groups such as epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxylic acid, which provides polar/hydro-
philic nature to the graphene and assists in its dispersion in suitable solvents. In the

Fig. 5.2 Raman spectra of
CVD graphene transferred
to a Si/SiO2 substrate.
Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [30],
Copyright Elsevier, 2010
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work of Choi et al., GO was first prepared by chemical oxidation of natural graphite
with H2SO4, K2S2O8, P2O5, and KMnO4 [36]. The subsequent thermal exfoliation of
GO at 830 �C under Ar atmosphere resulted in the formation of graphene nanosheets
with surface oxygen functional groups (C–OH, C–O–C, and HO–C¼O). A
low-temperature hydrogen induced thermal exfoliation route was proposed by
Kaniyoor et al. [37]. In contrast to conventional thermal exfoliation route, GO was
exfoliated in the presence of hydrogen at a low temperature of 200 �C. Yan et al. also
reported a low-temperature exfoliation method using Mg(OH)2 nanosheets as tem-
plate [38]. High surface area functionalized graphene nanosheets were obtained by
heating the mixture of GO and Mg(OH)2 at 300 �C for 2 h under N2 atmosphere with
a slow heating rate of 3 �C min�1. Doping graphene with heteroatoms such as N,
S, B, and P can effectively tune its electronic structure and other intrinsic properties
which enhances its support characteristics [6, 39]. Sheng et al. reported synthesis of
N-doped graphene through a facile, catalyst-free route by thermal annealing of GO
and melamine (as nitrogen source) at 800 �C in a tubular furnace under Ar atmo-
sphere [40]. Based on XPS analysis, a total of 10.1 wt.% of nitrogen was estimated in
the graphene layers and the N 1s XPS spectrum showed that all nitrogen atoms were
mostly in pyridine-like bonding configuration, which is known to improve
electrocatalytic activity.

Utilizing chemical exfoliation of GO with hydrazine hydrate as reducing agent,
Stankovich et al. prepared high surface area (466 m2 g�1) graphene nanosheets with
good electrical conductivity (2 � 102 S m�1) [41]. It was found that this reduction
route resulted in the formation of unsaturated and conjugated carbon atoms which
are responsible for imparting high electrical conductivity. Ramachandran et al.
investigated the effect of concentration of reducing agent, NaBH4 on synthesis,
and properties of graphene from GO [42]. GO and NaBH4 weight ratio was varied
as 1:4, 1:8, 1:10, and 1:12 to prepare graphene by chemical exfoliation. Results
demonstrated better reduction of GO and superior reduction of oxygen functional
groups with the ratio of 1:10. Sridhar et al. employed a novel, microwave assisted
chemical reduction approach to prepare graphene nanosheets [43]. In contrast to
conventional chemical methods which utilize harsh oxidizers such as H2SO4/
KMnO4, here the reduction was carried out using eco-friendly chemicals (ammo-
nium peroxy disulfate and hydrogen peroxide) and subsequent microwave irradia-
tion resulted in rapid exfoliation of graphite. Wang et al. reported a low cost,
scalable, and non-toxic green method for reduction of graphene oxide using green
tea solution [44]. Chemical exfoliation of graphene oxide was achieved by utilizing
the reducing capability and the aromatic rings of tea polyphenol (TP) in green tea.
The strong interactions between the reduced graphene and the aromatic TPs
imparted good dispersibility of the resultant graphene in both aqueous and a variety
of organic solvents. The results also demonstrated efficient removal of the oxygen-
containing groups in graphene oxide with TPs.

Electrochemical methods are also employed for the reduction of graphene oxide
to remove the oxygen functionalities and improve the electronic properties of
graphene formed. The electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide is typically
carried out in a standard electrochemical cell with a non-hazardous aqueous
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electrolyte at room temperature with an applied potential [45]. The properties of the
electrochemically reduced graphene oxide can be tuned by controlling the electrol-
ysis parameters and electrolyte [46]. Wang et al. prepared graphene through elec-
trolytic exfoliation of graphite using poly(sodium-4-styrenesulfonate) as an effective
electrolyte [47]. A constant dc potential of 5 V was applied to two graphite rods
placed in an electrolysis cell filled with the electrolyte and the electrolytic exfoliation
continued for 4 h. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.3a. The formation of
monolayer graphene sheets and stacks containing a few-layer graphene sheets was
confirmed through FESEM and TEM images (Fig. 5.3b, c, respectively). Further-
more, more intense G band as compared to D band was observed in the Raman
spectrum shown in Fig. 5.3d indicating formation of graphene with a low defect
content. Cooper et al. prepared few-layer graphene flakes of 2 nm thickness via the
electrochemical intercalation of tetraalkylammonium cations into pristine
graphite [48]. The electrochemical intercalation was carried out in a three electrode
configuration with two types of working electrodes: HOPG and graphite rod.
Tetramethylammonium perchlorate (TMA ClO4), tetraethylammonium
tetrafluoroborate (TEA BF4), or tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBA BF4)
dissolved in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone were used as electrolytes. Significant electrode
expansion had resulted with HOPD electrode than with graphite rod which was
attributed to the high anisotropy of HOPG. It was also found that TBA was the most
effective cation for HOPB electrode expansion, followed by TEA.

Fig. 5.3 (a) Experimental setup for synthesis of graphene via electrolytic exfoliation, (b) FESEM
image of the bulk graphene powders, (c) TEM image of graphene sheets, and (d) Raman spectrum
of the bulk graphene nanosheet powders. The inset is the Raman spectrum of the pristine graphite
rod. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [47], Copyright Elsevier, 2009
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5.2.2 Application as Support and Dispersion of Metal
Nanoparticles

Graphene is one of the most widely explored carbonaceous support materials for
noble metal NPs. The hybrid nanocomposites of graphene with metal NPs are
promising electrocatalysts for low-temperature fuel cells. The unique physicochem-
ical properties of graphene such as 2D structure, high surface area with surface
defects which acts as metal anchoring sites, and high electrical conductivity facilitate
uniform dispersion of metal NPs onto its surface with strong metal–support interac-
tion. This results in enhanced catalytic activity and durability of these hybrid
electrocatalysts. The catalytic performance is significantly influenced by the size,
composition, shape, and dispersion states of noble metal nanocrystals as well as their
interactions with graphene support [6].

Metal NPs/graphene-based hybrid electrocatalysts are typically prepared by
depositing metal precursors onto graphene-based support materials followed by
their subsequent reduction adopting various methods [39]. Li et al. reported one
pot synthesis of Pt nanoclusters with diameter of about 5–6 nm decorated graphene
sheets via reduction of GO and Pt precursor with NaBH4 [49]. The strong reducing
agent facilitated in-situ reduction of reactants to form graphene and Pt-NPs and, thus,
obtained Pt/Graphene nanocomposite. Compared to the conventional Pt/Vulcan
catalyst, the Pt/Graphene nanocomposite demonstrated higher electrochemical sur-
face area (ESA), better catalytic activity and stability for methanol oxidation. Jafri
et al. used N-doped graphene (N-G) nano-platelets as support for Pt-NPs and studied
their electrocatalytic properties. Graphene nano-platelets were synthesized by ther-
mal exfoliation of GO and further treated in nitrogen plasma to produce nitrogen
(3 at.%)-doped material [50]. Pt-NPs were dispersed on the support using the NaBH4

reduction process to get the catalyst Pt/N–G. Membrane electrode assemblies
(MEAs) fabricated using Pt/N–G and Pt/G as the ORR catalysts showed a maximum
power density of 440 mW cm�2 and 390 mW cm�2, respectively. The improved
performance of Pt/N–G was attributed to the formation of pentagons and heptagons
due to the incorporation of N in the C-backbone leading to increase in the conduc-
tivity of neighboring C atoms. In the work of Hsieh et al., Pt-NPs on graphene were
formed from GO by two routes (one-step and two-step routes) [51]. For one-step
route, a fixed weight of GO and a variable weight of H2PtCl6�6H2O was used with
ethylene glycol (EG) as the reducing agent. In the two-step route, the reduction of
GO films was done initially to obtain graphene followed by deposition of Pt
particles through EG reduction. The results showed that the Pt particles have smaller
size and better distribution on the surface of graphene via two-step reduction route.
The Pt/Graphene nanocomposites showed higher ESA (159.48 m2 gPt

�1) and
improved electrocatalytic activity towards the reduction of oxygen. The better
results obtained were attributed to the very high Pt loading achieved and the small
size of Pt-NPs dispersed uniformly on graphene nanosheets.

In recent years, microwave (MW) assisted processes have gained popularity to
prepare metal NPs/graphene hybrids. MW irradiation offers homogeneous and rapid
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heating which facilitates the formation of smaller and well-dispersed metal NPs
[52, 53]. Zhao et al. fabricated a novel sandwich-structured graphene-Pt-graphene
(G–P–G) catalyst through MW assisted polyol route using EG [54].The graphene
support was first prepared by oxidation of graphite to GO by modified Hummers
method. Subsequently, GO and Pt precursor were dispersed in EG/isopropyl alcohol
solution (pH ¼ 12) and subjected to continuous MW heating for 64 s which resulted
in the formation of Pt-Graphene nanostructures. The sandwich G–P–G structures
were formed by further addition of GO to Pt-Graphene dispersion followed by
ultrasonic treatment and heating under Ar atmosphere at 140 �C for 1.5 h. Electro-
chemical results revealed superior MOR activity and stability with G–P–G catalyst
which was attributed to facile metal support interaction due to anchoring of Pt-NPs
between the two adjacent graphene sheets. Pt decorated, boron-doped graphene
catalysts for ORR were prepared by Pullamsetty et al., following different chemical
reduction methods by employing NaBH4, EG, and mixture of NaBH4 þ EG (mod-
ified method) as reducing agent through conventional heating (CH) [55] as well as
MW irradiation methods [56]. The study showed superior catalytic activity of
boron-doped graphene-based catalysts prepared using the modified method follow-
ing both CH and MW irradiation routes.

Oztuna et al. reported mesoporous graphene aerogel (GA) supported Pt-NPs
prepared via supercritical deposition (SCD) using supercritical CO2 (scCO2), as
ORR catalyst for PEMFC [57]. The Pt precursor was dissolved in scCO2 and
adsorbed onto GA at 35 �C and 10.7 MPa and was converted to its metal form
under atmospheric pressure at different temperatures of 400 �C, 600 �C, and
800 �C. The effects of precursor conversion temperature on the structural proper-
ties of the composites and ORR activity were investigated. The results revealed
that SCD helped to preserve the textural properties of the GA after the deposition
of Pt-NPs, and Pt/GA converted at 600 �C exhibited an enhanced mass activity of
30.6 mA mgPt

�1, out-performing the mass activities reported in the literature for
Pt/GA electrocatalysts prepared using conventional routes. Daş et al. investigated
the effectiveness of two synthetic approaches: scCO2 deposition and MW irradi-
ation, to synthesize Pt-NPs uniformly dispersed on graphene nano-platelets (G) as
catalyst support [58]. The study revealed formation of smaller Pt-NPs on G
through scCO2 deposition route (Pt/G2 1.5–1.6 nm) as compared to MW irradia-
tion route (Pt/G1 3.1–3.4 nm). Pt/G2 catalyst exhibited higher ESA and fuel cell
performance as compared to Pt/G1. The improved performance of the catalyst
prepared via scCO2 deposition route was attributed to the decrease in degree of
agglomeration of Pt-NPs during the reduction process because of the higher
interaction between adsorbed precursor ions and the graphene surface compared
to the MW irradiation method. Pt/G2 also demonstrated higher corrosion
resistance.

Electrochemical techniques have also been utilized for uniform dispersion of
Pt-NPs on graphene-based support materials. Liu et al. utilized a “green” electro-
chemical approach to prepare nanocomposite films of Pt-NPs and graphene sheets
[59]. First, expandable graphene oxide (EGO) support materials were prepared
through modified Hummers and Offeman method using H2SO4, KMnO4, and H2O2
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as oxidizing agents. Subsequently, electrophoretic deposition of EGO film on a
conductive indium tin oxide surface was carried out at 150 V in constant potential
mode. The deposited EGO film was in-situ electrochemically reduced using 0.1 M
KCl to expandable graphene sheet (EGS). Finally, Pt-NPs were electrodeposited on
the EGS film at a constant potential of �0.25 V for 1800 s in a mixed solution of
3 mM H2PtCl6 and 0.5 M H2SO4. Well-dispersed, uniform Pt-NPs with diameter of
about 15 nm were distributed on EGS surface. Pt/EGS demonstrated better MOR
activity than Pt-NPs deposited on glassy carbon. The improved electrocatalytic
activity was attributed to the unique microstructure and surface topography of EGS
and its synergistic interactions with the deposited Pt particles. Zhu et al. designed a
strongly coupled Pt nanotubes/nitrogen-doped graphene (Pt NTs/NG) hybrid mate-
rial utilizing galvanic replacement reaction between Te nanowires (NWs) and
Pt precursors [60]. The Te NWs template resulted in the formation of
one-dimensional (1D) tubular nanostructured Pt with an average diameter of
10.2 nm (Fig. 5.4a, b). The Pt NTs/NG demonstrated superior activity and durability
towards ORR with a 2.7-fold improvement in mass activity (0.35 A mg�1 vs.
0.13 A mg�1) as compared to commercial Pt/C catalyst. Pt NTs/NG catalyst also
showed excellent durability characteristics and retained 88.9% of its initial activity
after 10,000 cycles of accelerated durability tests (Fig. 5.4c).

Guo et al. fabricated 3D Pt on Pd bimetallic nanodendrites on graphene nanosheets
(TP-BNGN) through a three step wet-chemical approach [61]. Poly(N-vinyl-2-
pyrrolidone) (PVP) functionalized graphene was prepared first by ultrasonic exfoli-
ation of GO with PVP solution followed by reduction with hydrazine and ammonia
solution. In the next step, Pd NPs were deposited on PVP-functionalized graphene by
HCOOH assisted chemical reduction. Finally, TP-BNGN catalyst was fabricated by
mixing Pd NP/PVP-graphene with Pt precursor and subsequent metal reduction with
ascorbic acid. The study demonstrated higher catalytic activity of TP-BNGNs than
that of Pt/C (E-TEK) towards methanol electro-oxidation. The improved
electrocatalytic activity was attributed to the three-dimensional (3D) bimetallic
nanodendrites structure of Pt–Pd particles and their better dispersion on the graphene
nanosheets with high surface area. Jafri et al. reported N-doped graphene as support
for Pt-NPs that were synthesized using hydrothermal method and thermal solid state

Fig.5.4 (a, b) TEM images of Pt NTs/NG catalyst and (c) mass activity of Pt-based catalysts before
and after durability test. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [60], Copyright Elsevier, 2015
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method using two sources of nitrogen, ammonia and melamine, respectively
[62]. The synthesized graphene-based catalysts were evaluated as ORR catalyst in
both half-cell and full cell mode. In this work, MWCNTwas used as a spacer and fuel
cell results demonstrated enhanced performance with N-doped, graphene-based Pt
catalyst prepared by hydrothermal method. This catalyst exhibited 1.5 times higher
power density than commercial Pt/C catalyst (704 mW cm�2 vs. 460 mW cm�2),
establishing it as a promising cathode catalyst for PEMFC.

5.3 Ordered Mesoporous Carbons

Ordered mesoporous carbons (OMCs) belong to the family of carbon materials with
pore size of 2–50 nm. OMCs are made up of periodically aligned arrays of
mesopores with narrow pore size distribution forming a highly interconnected
network. This novel carbonaceous material was discovered in the year 1999 by
Ryoo et al. [63] and since then has witnessed a sudden upsurge of interest among the
scientific community for its various applications, particularly in the field of energy
storage and conversion [64]. Specifically, OMCs have garnered enormous attention
as support materials for low-temperature fuel cells due to their unique properties
such as high SSA, good electrical conductivity, large numbers of three dimension-
ally connected, mono-dispersed mesopores which facilitate diffusion of reactants,
and by-products from the active sites contributing to catalysis [7, 65]. Additionally,
they are also known to possess surface oxygen groups which are considered to
improve the interaction between the metal catalyst and the carbon support allowing
better dispersion; this also imparts better activity and durability. This section is
focused on the synthesis methodology of OMCs, their suitability and application as
support materials for low-temperature fuel cells.

5.3.1 Synthesis of OMCs

The story of OMCs started with the pioneering work of Ryoo et al. [63] where
ordered mesoporous silica molecular sieve, Mobil Crystalline Matter/Mobil Com-
posite Matter-48; MCM-48, was used as template along with sucrose as carbon
source and sulfuric acid as the catalyst. The template was impregnated with the
aqueous solution of sucrose and heated in the temperature range of 1073–1373 K
under vacuum or inert atmosphere followed by conversion to carbon using sulfuric
acid catalyst. Finally, the template was removed using aqueous solutions of NaOH
and ethanol, which resulted in the formation of ordered porous carbon materials
referred to as CKM-1. The authors demonstrated the applicability of this silica
template-based synthetic route for large industrial applications. After 19 years of
concerted efforts, significant development in the field of synthesis of these “unique”
OMC materials has been realized [66–72] and OMCs with various mesostructures,
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pore diameters, particle morphologies, and framework microstructures are currently
available. Typically, the methods of OMC synthesis can be broadly categorized into
two: (1) hard-templating (impregnation and etching back) and (2) soft-templating
(direct synthesis) as shown in Fig. 5.5a and b, respectively [12, 73]. Both these
methods involve the formation of mesopores inside the counterpart bulk material
[70, 74].

In the hard-templating strategy, mesoporous structures are created using
preformed, ordered mesoporous solid template. This method is also called as
nanocasting and involves infiltration of the pores of the template with suitable
carbon precursor, its carbonization, followed by removal of the template creating
mesostructures which are inverse replica of the mold as shown in Fig. 5.5a. It is vital
that the employed hard template has 3D pore structure to aid in the formation of
porous, interconnected carbon mesostructures after the removal of the template. It is
also equally important that the carbonization of the carbon precursor is confined to
the mesopores of the template to ensure the formation of replicated carbon structures.
This can be achieved by the conversion of the carbon source to a cross-linked
polymer before the carbonization process and can be facilitated by acid polymeri-
zation catalysts such as sulfuric acid at the surface of the ordered mesoporous
template.

The commonly employed hard templates are silica-based ordered mesoporous
structures such as MCM, Santa Barbara Amorphous (SBA), and hexagonal
mesoporous silica (HMS) series [72, 75]. These templates favor the formation of
highly ordered architecture of the mesopores but require stringent acid treatment
process for the template removal which results in the loss of ordering of the material
at the atomic scale hampering their intrinsic properties. Non-silica-based templates

Fig. 5.5 Schematic comparing (a) hard template-based and (b) soft template-based synthesis
strategies. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [64], Copyright Royal Society of
Chemistry, 2017
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such as MgO [76] have also been introduced which offer the advantage of the
template removal following a milder acid treatment; however, these lack the unifor-
mity of the mesopores as achieved with the silica templates. The carbon precursor
also significantly influences the final morphology and properties of the formed OMC
[77]. Carbon precursors with loose molecular structures such as sugar, sucrose, and
furfuryl alcohol increase the framework shrinkage and result in the formation of
higher SSA materials with dominance of micropores in the structural framework
[63, 66, 71, 78]. On the other hand, carbon precursors with dense aromatic structures
such as pitch, pyrene, polyacrylonitrile, and acenaphthene lead to the formation of
replicated OMCwith minimum framework shrinkage, high mechanical strength, and
negligible microporosity [79–81]. It is noteworthy to mention here that the pore size
and symmetric ordering of OMC are dependent on the solid template and not on the
interaction between the carbon precursor and the template.

Jun et al. reported OMC designated as CKM-3 using SBA-15 as the template with
sucrose as the carbon source and sulfuric acid as the carbonization catalyst
[82]. This was the first report on the successful synthesis of OMC with retention
of the structural symmetry of the silica template revealing similar diffraction peaks
as that of the template. CKM-3 demonstrated similar characteristics as of CKM-1
such as high SSA of about 1500 m2 g�1 and total pore volume of about 1.3 cm3 g�1.
However, CKM-3 exhibited larger pore size as compared to CKM-1 which is
attributed to the thicker pore wall of SBA-15 as compared to MCM-48 template.
Another commonly employed hard template is HMS which has a worm-hole
structure and the OMCs synthesized with this template consist of interconnected
network of carbon “worms” or “nanostrings” [83, 84]. In contrast to SBA-15, HMS
is less costly to synthesize and has walls with twice the thickness resulting in the
formation of OMCs with larger pore diameter [85, 86]. In the works of Banham et al.
[85] and Li et al. [87], OMCs with HMS template were fabricated using sucrose,
anthracene, and naphthalene as carbon precursors.

Silica spheres have also been utilized as template for synthesis of OMCs with 3D
interconnected mesopores and macropores which have been proved beneficial for
efficient mass transport of reactants and products in fuel cell electrochemical reac-
tions. In the work of Lei et al., monodisperse SiO2 particles with tunable diameter
were prepared through the multi-step seed growth using hydrolysis and condensation
of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) in aqueous solution of ethanol and ammonia
[88]. This resulted in the formation of colloidal solution of silica which acted as
seed for subsequent growth of silica particles. The diameter of the silica particles was
tuned during the seed growth by additionally injecting 2 ml TEOS into the seed
solution at equal intervals of 6 h for total of 8 times. It was found that the diameter of
the SiO2 particles changes from 16.8 nm to 39 nm from first to eighth cycles of seed
growth, respectively. The obtained silica particles were pressed into pellets to form
the silica template and were mixed with aqueous solution of sucrose and sulfuric acid
followed by carbonization at 850 �C in Ar atmosphere. Finally, porous carbon
materials were obtained after the removal of the silica template using 20% HF for
12 h. The study revealed that the SSA and mesoporosity of the carbon materials
increase with increase in the diameter of the silica particles. Zhang et al. prepared
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hierarchically ordered porous carbon utilizing silica particles as template through
in-situ self-assembly approach of colloidal polymer spheres [89]. The self-assembly
strategy of colloidal polymer and silica spheres to prepare hierarchically ordered
porous carbons is simple and devoid of any additional infiltration process typical
with traditional silica-based templates such as SBA. In this route, both the self-
assembly of polymer spheres into the crystal template and the infiltration are
completed in-situ in the same system and can be a suitable synthesis route for the
mass production of hierarchically ordered porous carbon. In a typical synthesis,
colloidal poly(methyl methacrylate-butyl acrylate-acrylic acid) [poly(MMA-BA-
AA)] polymer latex (total solid content—15 wt.%) was mixed with colloidal silica,
sucrose, and sulfuric acid. The obtained dispersion was solution cast on glass
substrate and subjected to complete carbonization at 700 �C in N2 to yield silica/
carbon composite films which were etched using HF solution to form hierarchically
ordered porous carbon as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Hollow mesoporous carbon spheres (HMCSs) with hollow core volume and low
density are promising candidates for energy applications as compared to OMCs in
other morphologies. Li et al. prepared HMCSs using hollow mesoporous alumino-
silicate spheres (HMASs) [90]. HMCSs were fabricated through incipient-wetness
impregnation method using furfuryl alcohol as the carbon source. The polymeriza-
tion of furfuryl alcohol was catalyzed in-situ by aluminosilicate template and the
final pyrolysis was carried out at 1273 K under N2 flow. Subsequently, the alumi-
nosilicate template was removed using a 5 wt.% aqueous solution of HF and drying
at 373 K overnight to yield HMCSs with SSA of 1809 m2 g�1 and total pore volume
of about 1.01 cm3 g�1. Gierszal and Jaroniec employed silica colloidal crystals
(SCCs) as hard templates for synthesis of hollow core carbon spheres with large pore

Fig. 5.6 Surface SEM image of hierarchically ordered porous carbon obtained using self-assembly
of polymer latex and silica colloid. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [89], Copyright
American Chemical Society, 2010
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volume (6 cm3 g�1) making them promising candidates for catalytic applications
[91]. The porous carbon material was synthesized through incipient-wetness method
by impregnating oxalic acid pre-treated SCCs template with solution of resorcinol
and crotonaldehyde. The composite sample was subjected to a temperature-
controlled polymerization to ensure uniform formation of polymeric film on the
silica surface followed by carbonization under N2 atmosphere at 900 �C for 2 h and
removal of the template using diluted HF acid.

The hard-templating method is a highly versatile route for fabrication of OMCs
which are negative replicates of the template and hence is widely adopted for
construction of a variety of special morphologies such as nanotubes, nanostrings,
nanospheres, and nanorods. However, the short-coming is that the various
mesostructures are achieved through a chain of tedious multi-step processes at the
expense of costly hard templates; thus, making this route incompetent for large scale
production. In this regard, soft template synthesis approach comes in handy as
instead of etching away the template, OMC can be directly synthesized by self-
assembling of block copolymer surfactant and carbon precursor [92].

The soft template route basically involves assembly of carbon precursor and
surfactants followed by the removal of the surfactant and subsequent carbonization
forming OMCs with defined symmetry and pore size as represented in Fig. 5.5b. In
this approach, the interaction between the surfactant and carbon sources drives the
self-assembly of the soft template and determines the pore structure of the OMCs
[93]. Hence, the direct synthesis route allows an easy adjustment of the structure,
shape, and pore size of mesopores through fine tuning of the synthesis conditions
such as temperature, ionic strength, pH, type of solvents, and the properties of the
template molecules (e.g., hydrophobic/hydrophilic volume ratio) [94–96]. The car-
bon architectures fabricated through soft template route are more versatile and
mechanically stable due to formation of interconnected continuous framework.
The soft template route has thus emerged as a simple, flexible, and effective
approach for large-scale synthesis of OMCs.

As the name suggests, soft template route employs “soft” molecules such as
surfactants and amphiphilic block copolymers for realization of highly structured
porous carbon materials [97]. The surfactants or amphiphiles consist of a hydrophilic
head group and a hydrophobic tail which on hydrophobic interactions can assemble
into discrete spherical, lamellar, or cylindrical structures at concentrations above
their critical micelle concentration (CMC). Beyond CMC, these micelles undergo
self-organization and aggregate to form diverse mesostructures. The aqueous sur-
factant assembly approach results in highly ordered mesostructures with well-
controlled morphologies and tailored pore sizes. Utilizing this strategy, Zhang
et al. prepared tailored mesostructured OMCs (FDU-16, FDU-15 and FDU-14)
through organic–organic assembly of resols and triblock polymers [98]. In their
work, phenol/formaldehyde resin was used as carbon precursor; whereas, Pluronic
F127 and Pluronic P123 were used as triblock copolymer templates for the fabrica-
tion of FDU-16 and FDU-14, respectively. For the synthesis of FDU-15, an addi-
tional hydrocarbon was employed as swelling agent. The authors also demonstrated
the usage of hydrocarbons (hexadecane and decane) to tune the pore size
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(4.1–6.8 nm) of OMCs. Using a similar approach, Meng et al. tuned the
mesostructures of OMCs from 2D hexagonal to 3D caged cubic and lamellar
frameworks by modulating the mass ratio of the polymer precursors (resol) and
amphiphilic Pluronic surfactants [99]. The Pluronic copolymers, particularly the
triblock copolymers poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO–PPO–PEO) (e.g., P123, F127, and F108), have been extensively
utilized for the synthesis of OMCs with variable mesostructures. The success of
this family of block polymers in achieving complex morphologies (Fig. 5.7) and
tunable pore architectures is attributed to the microphase separation behavior of
block copolymers facilitated by the opposite long-range repulsive and short-range
attractive forces prevalent in the constituent blocks [100, 101].

Another commonly employed soft template strategy to prepare OMC materials is
evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) method. EISA approach involves the
co-operative self-assembly of the templating agent and organic precursor through
the evaporation of the solvent. It is a facile method and can be easily fine-tuned by
adjusting synthesis conditions such as acidity of the reaction solution, surfactant, and
phenol/template ratio [97, 102–104]. In the pioneering work of Meng et al., highly
ordered mesoporous carbon frameworks were prepared using EISA method through
organic–organic assembly of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers (Pluronic P123,
F127, and F108) and resols (phenol-formaldehyde) with ethanol as the solvent
[105]. They demonstrated synthesis of OMCs with diverse mesostructures such as
hexagonal (FDU-16), cubic (FDU-15), bi-continuous cubic (FDU-14), and lamellar

Fig. 5.7 Schematic representation of the various morphologies formed by block copolymers.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [74], Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry, 2012
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by controlling the ratio of phenol/template and the PEO/PPO segment in triblock
copolymer. The evaporation of ethanol assisted in the assembly of the organic
precursor and template mainly through hydrogen bonding. Following a similar
approach, Wang et al. prepared a functional composite of OMC/tungsten carbide
(OMC/WC) with 2D hexagonal mesostructures using Pluronic F127 as a soft
template, ammonium metatungstate as tungsten precursor, and phenol/formaldehyde
resol as the carbon source through ethanol assisted evaporation [106]. In the works
of Zhao et al., by employing ethanol assisted EISA strategy, OMC FDU-15 with
different pore sizes (4.0–8.1 nm) was prepared using pore expanding agents, TEOS
and decane [107]. This synthesis also utilized Pluronic F127 as a soft template and
phenol/formaldehyde as the carbon source.

OMCs with large pores are highly desired as they offer the possibility of efficient
loading of catalyst NPs without blocking the pore channels. It is well known that the
hydrophobic volume of the template determines the pore size. Hence, block copol-
ymers with long hydrophobic chains are promising candidates for fabrication of
mesostructures with large pores. In this regard, Pluronic copolymers have restricted
application due to limited short hydrophobic PPO blocks which lead to formation of
mesoporous materials with pore size less than 12 nm without using any pore
expanding agents such as 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB) [108, 109]. Another dis-
advantage associated with Pluronic family of block polymers is their
low-temperature degradation (200–350 �C) even in inert atmosphere which gives
rise to amorphous or semi-crystalline mesoporous structures. Considering these
aspects, non-Pluronic copolymers such as poly(ethylene oxide)-b-polystyrene
(PEO-b-PS), poly(2-vinylpyridine)-poly(isoprene) (P2VP-PI) and poly
(4-vinylpyridine)-polystyrene(P4VP-PS) are adopted as promising templates to syn-
thesize crystalline OMCs driven by strong hydrogen bonding interaction between
the carbon precursor and the template [110]. These synthetic templates have longer
rigid hydrophobic segments, higher carbon content, and stability as compared to
their Pluronic counterparts. However, different from PEO-PPO-PEO block copoly-
mers, non-Pluronic block copolymers have high molecular weight and hydrophobic
segments which make them insoluble in water, and even with ethanol. Hence,
synthesis of mesostructured materials using non-Pluronic copolymers as templates
is mostly limited through the EISA approach [74, 97, 111, 112].

Comparing the hard template and soft template routes for preparation of OMCs,
each has its own advantages and limitations [64, 97, 113]. Following hard template
strategy, it is easier to obtain highly crystalline and graphitized OMCs; whereas,
amorphous or semi-crystalline OMCs are obtained through soft template route. Also,
soft template route offers a low cost, simple, and convenient methodology suitable
for mass production of OMCs, while hard template approach is relatively complex,
expensive, and time consuming, making it unsuitable for large-scale industrial
production.
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5.3.2 Surface Functionalization of OMCs

OMCs exhibit unique architectures and properties such as interconnected
mesoporous structures, narrow pore size distribution, and high surface area which
are highly desirable for application as support materials. However, the effective
dispersion/anchoring of metal NPs into the mesoporous voids through the com-
monly employed “wet chemistry” approach is limited by the poor compatibility of
hydrophobic carbon and hydrophilic solvents employed to dissolve the metal pre-
cursors [78, 114]. Hence, in order to achieve uniform and efficient dispersion of
metal NPs, it is imperative to modify or functionalize the surface of OMCs with
specific moieties, affinities, and reactivity [115, 116]. The surface modification or
functionalization of OMCs renders surface functional groups which act as anchoring
sites for metal catalysts and also aids in metal–support interaction which favorably
enhances the activity and durability of the catalysts.

Surface functionalization of porous materials can be effectively achieved through
introduction of oxygen-containing functional groups such as carboxylic, anhydride,
phenolic, and carbonyl, which enhances the surface hydrophilicity of the carbon
support aiding its dispersion in various solvents. Out of these, acid treatment is
demonstrated to be an effective way of functionalization which makes the surface of
carbon support act as site for metal catalysts and assist their anchoring. In the works
of Guha et al. [117] and Salgado et al. [118], the surface of OMC support was
modified using HNO3 and the studies demonstrated strong dependence of the extent
of functionalization on the catalytic activity of the supported metal electrocatalysts.
However, the enhanced dispersibility of acid modified OMCs occurs at the expense
of electrical conductivity and mechanical strength. In such a scenario, it is important
to carefully select the acidic oxidation conditions such as type of oxidant, temper-
ature, and treatment duration, since excessive oxidation leads to structural disinte-
gration and subsequent dissolution of the carbon.

Surface modification of OMCs using heteroatoms such as nitrogen and sulfur has
also been reported as an effective approach to tune their catalytic activity and
stability. Perini et al. prepared nitrogen modified porous carbons using sucrose and
ammonia as carbon and nitrogen source, respectively [119]. The study showed the
effect of nitrogen defects on metal–support interactions and revealed that the nitro-
gen functional groups controlled the dimension and the dispersion of metal catalysts.
In the work of Xiao et al., surface modification of CMK-3 with nitrogen doped
carbon using polydopamine as the nitrogen source was attempted [120]. The results
demonstrated formation of three phase interface areas with nitrogen modification of
CMK-3 and higher electrochemical performance. Ji et al. utilized sulfur modified
OMC which acted as metal trap because of its strong affinity towards noble metals
due to soft acid–soft base interaction; this helped the effective dispersion of the
catalyst particles [121]. Pt-based intermetallic nanocrystallites with sizes as low as
1.5 nm, which can be tuned up to ~3.5 nm, were formed with surface sulfur modified
OMC supports.
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Surface functionalization of OMCs can also be effectively achieved
through charged species which assist in the improvement of synergistic
interactions between metal catalysts and modified OMC supports. With positively
charged cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surfactant, Zhou et al. modified
the surface of OMC materials as support for Pt-NPs and demonstrated improvement
in the wettability of OMCs with addition of CTAB resulting in better dispersion
of Pt-NPs [122]. Li et al. functionalized OMCs with sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) followed by in-situ deposition of Pd NPs through MW assisted route.
The electrostatic interaction between negatively charged SDS and positively charged
Pd2+ facilitated the facile formation of the functional composite materials
[123]. In the work of Zhang et al., positively charged, polyelectrolyte poly-
(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) was used to wrap the OMCs which aided in
facile anchorage of Pt-NPs through electrostatic interactions [124].

5.3.3 Application of OMCs as Support for Metal Catalysts

For the application as metal catalyst support for fuel cell, OMC materials offer
several advantages compared to the traditional carbonaceous materials such as
CB. Both OMC and CB support materials have high SSA to load the metal catalyst
NPs and effectively reduce the expensive noble metal content. However, in the case
of CB, metal particles get buried in the micropores making them inaccessible by the
reactant fuels resulting in lower catalytic activity. In contrast, the mesoporous
structure of OMCs effectively aids in mass transport of reactants and increases
metal particle utilization thereby enhancing the mass activity of the catalysts.
OMCs also exhibit higher chemical stability as compared to CBs. Furthermore, the
structure, morphology, and physicochemical properties of OMCs can be easily
customized by adjusting the synthesis conditions, template, type, and amount of
carbon precursor and incorporation of heteroatoms.

Momčilović et al. employed OMC prepared through EISA method using resor-
cinol as the carbon precursor and Pluronic F127 as the soft template with ethanol/
water as the solvent, as Pt catalyst support for HOR and ORR in acidic medium
[125]. The kinetics of HOR and ORR on OMC supported Pt catalyst (Pt–OMC-
SAM-800/3) was investigated using rotating disk electrode (RDE) voltammetry and
the results showed reversible HOR kinetics and comparable ORR catalytic activity
of Pt–OMC-SAM-800/3 with that of traditional carbon supported Pt electrocatalysts.
Higher ORR and MOR catalytic activity was reported by Cao et al. with mesoporous
carbon (MC) supported Pt catalysts as compared to Pt/XC72R and commercial Pt/C
catalysts [126]. The improved electrocatalytic performance with Pt/MC was ascribed
to the unique mesoporous structure of MCs and enhanced interaction between
Pt-NPs and MCs. In the work of Xu et al., higher MOR and ORR activities along
with stability were reported for Pt-NPs supported on ordered mesoporous carbon
sphere (OMCS) array than Pt/CB and commercial Pt/C catalyst [127]. The enhanced
performance of Pt/OMCS was attributed to the unique hierarchical structure of
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OMCs supports with ordered macropores and mesopores which facilitated the mass
transport of fuels and improved the dispersion of Pt particles. Joo et al. studied the
effect of particle size of Pt-NPs supported on OMC on ORR and MOR activity
[128]. Through a modified, sequential impregnation-reduction method, controlled Pt
size from 2.7 to 6.7 nm was achieved. The study revealed volcano-type mass activity
curve exhibiting the maximum activity at the Pt size of 3.3 nm for both ORR and
MOR. In another work, Joo et al. investigated the effect of particle size of OMC
support for Pt catalyst on ORR in DMFC [129]. They employed OMC with particle
sizes of 100 nm, 300 nm, and 700 nm (OMC-100, OMC-300, and OMC-700) and
deposited Pt-NPs of ~3 nm onto the supports. The electrochemical results revealed
no significant influence of OMC particle size on ORR activity of the Pt/OMC
catalysts. All the three catalysts exhibited similar catalyst utilization efficiency and
ORR electrocatalytic activity.

Ahn et al. carried out studies to optimize the ionomer content in OMC supported
Pt catalyst to achieve better PEMFC performance [130]. Electrodes with different
ionomer content in the range of 5–30 wt.% were prepared as cathode and fabricated
into MEA (MEA-5, MEA-10, MEA-15, MEA-20, and MEA-30) to assess their
performance. The polarization curves with the fabricated MEA showed higher
potential in the low current density region with increase in ionomer content due to
their ability to form three phase boundaries. However, too much ionomer as in the
case of MEA-30 resulted in poor performance due to strong hydrophilic interactions
between H2O and ionomer, restricting mass transport of reactants as well as the
product, water. On the contrary, at higher current density, MEA with lower ionomer
content demonstrated higher performance due to facile mass transport of product
H2O produced by electrochemical reactions. With Pt/OMCs as cathode catalysts for
PEMFC, the highest ESA, Pt utilization, and cell voltage at high current density were
obtained with MEA-10 containing 10 wt.% ionomer. Kim et al. studied the influence
of three types of OMCs with different frameworks (CMK-3, CMK-3G, and CMK-5)
as support materials for Pt on the ORR activity and durability [131]. These OMC
materials were prepared using the same hard template SBA-15 and had similar
hexagonal mesostructures, but with different carbon framework structures and
degree of graphitization which significantly influenced their surface area, micropo-
rosity, and electrical conductivity. The authors showed a direct dependence of
micropore volume of OMC supports to their catalytic activity and durability. The
highest ORR activity was achieved with Pt/CMK-3G catalyst, and it was ascribed to
the formation of crystalline Pt-NPs on the highly graphitic, crystalline CMK-3G
framework which resulted in weaker adsorption of surface oxide and stronger
interaction between the Pt particles and the support.

Surface functionalized OMC through nitric acid oxidative treatment was used as
Pt catalyst support for DMFC by Calvillo et al. [132]. The introduced oxygen
functional groups assisted in uniform dispersion of Pt particles and showed better
MOR catalytic activity as compared to commercial Pt/C catalyst. Morales-Acosta
et al. compared the influence of OMC, MWCNT, and Vulcan support materials on
methanol, ethanol, and ethylene glycol electro-oxidation reaction (MOR, EOR, and
EGOR, respectively) activity in direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs) [133]. The support
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materials were pre-treated with HNO3/H2SO4 solution before depositing Pt catalysts
to modify their surface with oxygen-containing groups. It was found that the use of
OMC enhances the catalytic activity towards the three reactions. It also exhibited
higher electrochemical stability than the other two supports showing ESA loss of
only 12% after 500 cycles of accelerated durability test (ADT). Samiee et al.
proposed in-situ functionalization of OMC (CMK-3) with MWCNT following a
two-step method [134]. In the first step, mesoporous carbon was functionalized with
NiO following an impregnation route using the solution of nickelocene (NiC10H10)
in ethanol. Subsequently, the Ni functionalized OMCs were utilized as substrate for
deposition of MWCNT through CVD technique. It was found that the
functionalization of CMK-3 with MWCNT resulted in partial damage of the
mesoporous structure of OMCs; however, CMK-3 CNT supported Pt catalyst
(CMK-3CNT20Pt) exhibited superior ORR catalytic activity and fuel cell perfor-
mance compared to the industrial, 40 wt.% Pt/Vulcan catalyst.

Nsabimana et al. investigated the influence of boron-doped OMC support for Pt
(Pt–BOMC) onMOR catalytic activity and compared the performance with undoped
OMC supported Pt (Pt–OMC) and commercial Pt–C catalysts [135]. Pt–BOMC
exhibited remarkably higher MOR catalytic activity than that of Pt–OMC and Pt–C
catalysts; this was attributed to stronger Pt–support interactions attained with boron
doping. Song et al. employed phosphorous doped OMCs supported Pt as anode
catalyst in DMFC [136]. The study showed that addition of P enhances oxygen
content of the support facilitating uniform dispersion of Pt-NPs with particle size of
3.5 � 0.4 nm leading to higher ESA. Pt-based bi-metallic NPs have also been
supported on OMCs and employed as catalyst materials in low-temperature fuel
cells. Bruno et al. showed 15% higher peak power density with Pt–Ru/OMC anode
catalyst over Vulcan supported catalyst, Pt–Ru/C [137]. Hung et al. synthesized
core-shell Pt–M (M ¼ Ru, Fe, and Mo) supported on OMCs and investigated them
as anode catalyst for MOR in DMFC [138]. The bimetallic Pt–M NPs were well
dispersed in the pore channels of the OMC support and showed superior MOR
catalytic performance with remarkable tolerance to CO poisoning as compared to
typical commercial PtRu/Vulcan XC72 anode catalyst.

5.4 Green Carbons

Carbon materials have made momentous impact in energy storage and conversion
applications. Advanced functional carbonaceous materials are still being explored to
achieve sustainable energy in the form of electrochemical power sources. Particu-
larly, in low-temperature fuel cells, carbon materials play a vital role as supports and
effectively assist in fuel cell catalysis as discussed in the previous sections. It is to be
noted that preparation of most of carbonaceous supports such as graphene, carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), CB, and activated carbons which are
typically employed as catalyst supports involves tedious synthesis procedures,
complicated apparatus, usage of metal catalysts, high temperature processing and
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are most often derived from expensive fossil fuel-based precursors making them
undesirable for sustainable energy production [139–143]. In such a scenario, the
realization of sustainable energy through application of these carbonaceous materials
in fuel cells sounds “misnomer.” Hence, the development of “green carbon” through
environmentally benign and economically sustainable way gains utmost significance
and urgency for their applications in fuel cells. Considering these aspects, this
section discusses biomass derived novel carbons as viable support materials for
fuel cell catalysts. The methodology involved in anchoring of diverse NPs onto these
“green carbon” is also discussed at the end of this section for better understanding of
the overall process involved in the preparation of “green carbon”-based catalysts for
low-temperature fuel cells.

5.4.1 Biomass as Source of Novel Carbons

Mother Nature provides limitless renewable biomass source which can be effectively
converted to valuable “green carbon” through viable, environmentally and econom-
ically sustainable approaches. Biomass sources are readily available, accessible, and
recyclable across planet Earth. They also offer a wide variety and structural diversity
for fabrication of novel carbons with fine-tuned chemical structure and morphology
for the targeted application.

Plants (lignocelluloses) are one of the most common and readily available sources
of biomass. Lignocellulose is the main structural constituent of the cell walls in
woody and non-woody plants. They are composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin which act as source of carbon. Glucose, the building block of cellulose, is a
cheap and facile source of carbon. Using glucose as carbon precursor, Falco et al.
prepared functionalized carbon materials through hydrothermal carbonization
(HTC) [144]. The authors showed significant influence of processing temperature
and time on glucose derived carbon particle diameter and size distribution. They also
showed that, through proper control of processing conditions, the final chemical
structure of carbon can also be tuned from oxygen rich carbonaceous polyfuran to
carbonaceous network with extensive aromatic domains. Using borax (sodium
borate) mediated hydrothermal approach with glucose as carbon source, Fellinger
et al. prepared hierarchically structured carbon aerogels [145]. The experimental
results demonstrated that the sugar:borax ratio controlled the primary carbon NP
size; whereas, their spinodal destabilization resulted in the controlled aggregation of
carbonaceous particles leading to the formation of monoliths. Liu et al. prepared
porous carbon structures and carbon sheets with glucose precursor through molten
salt process using different oxysalts (KNmOx; Nm¼ H, B, C, N, P, S, Cl), dissolved
in the LiCl/KCl solvent [146]. The type of oxysalt employed significantly influenced
the morphology, surface area, microporosity, and pore volume of the resultant
carbons.

Sucrose is another naturally renewable bio-resource and is effectively utilized for
sustainable generation of advanced functional materials. Sucrose has been the most
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popular carbon precursor for fabrication of OMCs. Xiao et al. fabricated OMCs with
selective morphologies using SBA-15 and sucrose as template and carbon precursor,
respectively, by simply controlling the infiltration processing conditions [147]. Ting
et al. synthesized OMCs with hexagonal mesostructures through organic–inorganic
self-assembly of sucrose, Pluronic P127 and TEOS in acidic conditions
[148]. The structural properties of the developed high surface area carbon materials
(1225 m2 g�1) were tailored by adjusting the reaction parameters and compositions.
Sivadas et al. prepared nitrogen enriched mesoporous carbon through simple heating
and KOH activation process utilizing sucrose (carbon source) and urea (nitrogen
source) [149]. By adjusting the amount of sucrose, carbon, and KOH, mesoporous
carbons with different N content were prepared with high SSA and pore
volume. Hierarchically porous carbon monoliths with SSA and pore volume up to
1426 m2 g�1 and 3.097 cm3 g�1, respectively, were also prepared by Yu et al. using
sucrose and amino-functionalized monolithic NH2–SiO2 through hydrothermal
nanocasting strategy [150]. Yu et al. prepared biomass derived carbon materials
through HTC of carbohydrate precursors (xylose, glucose, sucrose, and starch) and
concluded that the porosity of the developed carbon functional materials was highly
dependent on thermal treatment temperature [151].

Cellulose derivatives are also promising raw materials for preparing carbona-
ceous materials due to their naturally ubiquitous abundance, inherent non-toxicity,
and 1D nanostructures [152, 153]. Celluloses are comprised of only C, H, and O
atom; hence, co-doping with one or more heteroatoms is generally carried out to
achieve carbon materials with superior properties. N-doped carbon nanosheets
with high SSA (�1362.36 m2 g�1) and large pore volume (�3.36 cm3 g�1)
were prepared by direct pyrolysis of cellulose/urea [154]. 3D porous networked
Fe and P co-doped CNFs with large surface area were derived by carbonizing
bacterial cellulose (BC) [155]. Similarly, by direct pyrolysis and subsequent
ammonia activation of BC, networked nitrogen doped CNF aerogel was fabricated
with high density of N-containing active sites (5.8 at.%) and high SSA (916 m2 g�1)
[156]. Lai et al. also prepared nitrogen doped CNF network by a single step carbon-
ization process; here the BCs were coated with polyaniline as the nitrogen source to
produce 3D porous network [157]. Mulyadi et al. prepared hybrid 3D carbon
nanomaterials, N,P-doped carbon with N,S-doped CNF using cellulose nanofibril
precursors [158]. High surface area carbon aerogels with interconnected
nanostructures were also prepared using BC pellicles as biomass source
[159, 160]. Sun et al. prepared networked carbonaceous nanofibers through direct
pyrolysis of BC pellicles under nitrogen atmosphere [161]. Using 3D nanostructured
BC pellicles as biomass precursor, Wu et al. fabricated a highly electrochemically
active nanocomposities of Mo2C NPs embedded within BC derived carbonaceous
framework [162].

Chitosan (CS) is the second most naturally abundant nitrogen-containing bio-
polymer after cellulose and has been successfully employed as biomass precursor for
realizing advanced functional carbonaceous materials. Rybarczyk et al. prepared
highly porous activated carbon material by pyrolysis of chitosan with ZnCl2/LiCl
salt mixture [163]. The resulting CS derived carbon materials showed SSA of
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1317.97 m2 g�1 with total nitrogen content of 6.5%. Nitrogen enriched (ca. 6–7 wt.
%) micro/mesoporous activated carbon materials were prepared by Kucinska et al.
utilizing CS and ZnCl2 as activating agent via oxygen-free carbonization [164]. The
surface area, pore volume, and pore size distribution of the carbons were tailored by
tuning the CS–ZnCl2 ratio in the precursor. Following a similar ZnCl2 assisted
carbonization and activation process, Wang et al. also prepared hierarchical macro/
microporous N-doped carbon materials with large surface area [165]. Jiang et al.
produced N-doped porous carbon materials through a simple template carbonization
process using carboxymethyl chitosan and Zn(NO3)2�6H2O as the carbon/nitrogen
source and template, respectively. The effect of two direct synthesis methods, viz.
solution-phase and solid-phase, on physicochemical properties of the obtained
carbon materials was thoroughly investigated in a study which demonstrated forma-
tion of N-doped (2.06 at.%) porous carbons with higher surface area (1956 m2 g�1)
and larger pore volume (1.48 cm3 g�1) with solution-phase method.

Novel carbonaceous materials can also be prepared using green plants as carbon
precursors. Chen et al. prepared N-doped nanoporous carbon nanosheets (NCS)
using a wetland plant, cattail through a facile hydrothermal treatment and subsequent
post-treatment in ammonia gas [166]. The prepared NCS materials exhibited micro-
porous structure with high surface area (898 m2 g�1) and high content of nitrogen
(9.1 at.%). Liu et al. obtained nitrogen self-doped porous carbon through simple
pyrolysis of water hyacinth at controlled temperatures (600–800 �C) with ZnCl2 as
an activation reagent [167]. The obtained porous carbon showed surface area up to
1199.3 m2 g�1 and nitrogen content of 5.02 at.%. It was found that different forms of
nitrogen (pyridinic, pyrrolic, and graphitic) were incorporated into the carbon
molecular skeleton. Through carbonization of natural cotton and subsequent activa-
tion with KOH in nitrogen atmosphere, Cheng et al. prepared high surface area
carbon aerogel fiber with good electronic conductivity (~860 S m�1) [168]. It was
found that depending on the amount of KOH employed during the activation
process, the SSA of the carbon aerogel varied from 1536 to 2436 m2 g�1 without
any significant change in the electrical conductivity. Using low cost corn husk [169]
and mushroom [170] as biomass carbon resource, hierarchically porous carbon was
reported through direct pyrolysis and activation process with KOH and H3PO4/
KOH, respectively.

Animal biomasses are attractive sources for production of functional carbon
materials and offer additional advantage of waste management from livestock
which are quite challenging. Chicken and pig poultry industries are sources of
abundant waste animal biomass. By carbonizing chicken [171] and pig bones
[172], high surface area (560–770 m2 g�1) N-doped porous carbon materials were
successfully synthesized. Chicken feathers also served as economical and sustain-
able bio-source for preparation of N,S-co-doped porous carbon materials [173]. Pig
skin was used as green source to prepare high surface area (2799 m2 g�1) N-doped
porous carbon with CaCO3 as activating agent [174]. Using porcine blood, a series
of nitrogen-doped carbon nanospheres were prepared at different pyrolysis temper-
atures, and it was found that higher percentage of planar N species resulted in
excellent electrochemical activity [175]. Fish bio-wastes are considered as excellent
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raw materials for preparation of porous nitrogen enriched carbonaceous materials.
Wang et al. fabricated porous N-doped carbon material through a simple pyrolysis of
fish bone followed by acidic treatment [176]; whereas, Guo et al. prepared N-doped
porous carbon network by fish-scale pyrolysis and subsequent activation by ZnCl2
[177]. Eggs are natural biological materials rich with protein and cholesterols. Fur-
thermore, they are also cheap source of heteroatoms such as N, S, and P alleviating the
need of external doping agents making them suitable alternative carbon precursors to
obtain in-situ heteroatom doped porous carbon materials. Egg derived heteroatom
doped mesoporous carbons with large surface area and high pore volume have been
reported through spray drying process [178] and carbonization with graphical carbon
nitride which acted as template, N source, and swelling agent [179]. Heteroatom
doped mesoporous carbons were also prepared by a single step facile pyrolyzing
process [180]. Apart from the poultry-based bio-waste, human hairs are another
widely available organic waste and being rich in heteroatoms (N,S) can serve as
low cost scrap materials to fabricate valuable porous carbon materials. N,S co-doped
porous carbon materials with large surface area and high porosity were developed
through a simple approach comprised of degradation of human hair followed by
carbonization and subsequent activation/graphitization process [181–183].

5.4.2 New Family of Green Carbon Supports

Biomass derived advanced “green carbon” materials typically have a large surface
area with beneficial porous structures which facilitate efficient mass transportation of
reactants and products [184, 185]. Furthermore, many biomass precursors contain
abundant heteroatoms, which can directly serve as doping agents to create catalyt-
ically active sites [186, 187]. Also, the conductive carbon framework can enable the
efficient electron transfer for electrochemical reactions. Hence, biomass derived
green carbons are promising support materials for low-temperature fuel cell cata-
lysts. In the work of Zhou et al., nitrogen containing mesoporous carbon (CS) with
high surface area (516.6 m2 g�1) and total pore volume (0.45 cm3 g�1) was derived
from carbonizing soybeans [188]. CS was employed as support for Pt-NPs for
electro-oxidation of methanol and the catalytic performance was compared with Pt
supported on Vulcan carbon XC-72. Compared with traditional carbon support,
Pt/CS showed higher methanol oxidation onset potential and 1.5 times higher peak
oxidation current (Fig. 5.8a) along with higher durability as shown by
chronoamperometric results (Fig. 5.8b). The enhanced performance of Pt/CS was
ascribed to more active sites for methanol oxidation with CS supports as compared to
Vulcan XC-72 and unique dendritic morphology of Pt-NPs. In another work of
Zhang et al., okara-derived carbon (ODC) was prepared by carbonizing okara at
800 �C under N2 atmosphere and was employed as support for Pt-NPs for MOR
[189]. The electrochemical results revealed higher electrocatalytic activity and
resistance to CO poisoning of Pt/ODC than Pt/C catalyst. This improved MOR
electrocatalytic performance of Pt/ODC was attributed to the high degree of
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graphitization and multi-grain interfaces with ODC supports which are conducive
for favorable formation of more catalytically active sites. Pt-NPs supported on
chitosan-carbon black derived N-doped carbon material (Pt/NC) were investigated
for MOR and the performance was compared with commercial Pt/C and home-made
Pt/C catalysts [190]. Pt/NC demonstrated better MOR electrocatalytic activity and
stability than the commercial catalysts which was attributed to synergistic metal–
support interactions.

Yan et al. explored mesoporous bowl-like carbons (BLCs) as support for
Pt-NPs [191]. BLCs were prepared using glucose as carbon source and solid core
mesoporous shell silica spheres as template. A regular bowl shaped mesoporous
structured carbon as shown in Fig. 5.9 was obtained after the etching
process with HF. The derived mesostructured carbons exhibited high surface area
(1108.3 m2 g�1) and large pore volume (2.7 cm3 g�1) which are highly desirable for
uniform and stable dispersion of Pt-NPs. Moreover, the mesopores of BLCs assist in
mass transfer of reactants and products during catalytic reactions. BLC supported Pt
catalyst (Pt/BNC) were evaluated for MOR and ORR activity. For a meaningful
comparison, MOR and ORR activity of commercial Pt/C (TKK) was also evaluated.
Pt/BLC demonstrated 2.6 times (1846 mA mgPt

�1 vs. 723 mA mgPt
�1) and 1.6 times

(180.6 mA mgPt
�1 vs. 114.2 mA mgPt

�1) higher catalytic activity for methanol
oxidation and oxygen reduction, respectively, than that of TKK. Furthermore, Pt/
BLC also exhibited higher stability for ORR and lost only 6.9% of its catalytic
activity in contrast to 18.9% loss by TKK catalyst after 10,000 potential cycles
which was ascribed to stable attachment of Pt-NPs on mesoporous BLC support
and consequent stronger force of physical interaction. Using soluble sucrose as
precursor, ultrathin carbon layer (UTCL) stabilized Pt-NPs were reported by Cheng
et al. [192]. The starch stabilized Pt-NPs in the colloidal state were further supported
on Vulcan XC-72R carbon followed by pyrolysis at 350 �C for 10 min under Ar
atmosphere forming UTCL (�0.58 nm) around Pt-NPs. Thus fabricated Pt/UTCL-C
catalyst displayed comparableORRactivity (mass activity, 112.5Ag�1 vs. 116.2Ag�1)

Fig. 5.8 (a) CV plots at scan rate of 50 mV s�1and (b) chronoamperometric curves of Pt/CS and
Pt/XC-72 electrodes in N2-saturated 0.5 mol L�1 H2SO4 þ 0.5 mol L�1 CH3OH. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [188], Copyright Elsevier, 2014
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as of commercial Pt/C which was also heat treated in an identical manner. However,
Pt/UTCL-C catalyst demonstrated excellent stability with 40% loss of mass activity
after 10,000 cycles of accelerated electrochemical aging tests as compared to 69%
loss shown by conventional Pt/C catalyst. The superior stability of the former catalyst
was attributed to UTCL around the catalyst particles that hindered migration and
agglomeration of Pt-NPs and their detachment from the support. Liu et al. used pig
bone derived hierarchical porous carbon (HPC) as support material for Pt
electrocatalysts [193]. HPCs were prepared by carbonizing, activation by KOH, and
acid treatment of the pig bones. The resulting nitrogen self-doped HPC exhibited high
surface area (2157 m2 g�1) with three-dimensional open macropore structure. HPC
supported Pt exhibited larger ESA (Pt/HPC ¼ 117.3 m2 g�1) than that of carbon
black supported Pt-NP catalyst (Pt/Vulcan XC-72 ¼ 66.7 m2 g�1), suggesting higher
Pt utilization by the former catalyst owing to their open macroporous structure and
nitrogen atoms. Compared with Pt/Vulcan XC-72, Pt/HPC also displayed higher
ORR catalytic activity and stability. The enhanced performance was attributed to
hierarchical porous structures, large surface area, and large amount of micropores and
nitrogen-doped surface state of HPC which facilitated the mass transportation and
improved the catalytic activity of Pt-NPs.

5.4.3 Anchorage of Nanoparticles on Green Carbons

In contrast to conventional CB support materials, biomass derived mesoporous
carbon materials are fabricated through low cost routes utilizing renewable resources
and also offer added advantage of uniform and stable dispersion of metal NPs by

Fig. 5.9 SEM image of the
BLCs showing regular bowl
shape. Inset shows TEM
images showing
mesoporous structure of
BLCs. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [191],
Copyright Elsevier, 2013
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virtue of self-doped heteroatoms which create anchoring sites for deposition of NPs.
Hence, biomass derived mesostructured porous carbon supported Pt-based catalysts
exhibit improved electrocatalytic activity and stability than conventional Pt/C
catalyst.

Cheng et al. used 3D N-doped porous microspherical cavities derived from self-
polymerization of polydopamine (PDA) and polystyrene microspheres (PS) as sup-
port materials [194]. Pt-NPs were decorated onto the mesoporous support through
in-situ reduction of Pt precursor (K2PtCl6) on the surface of PDA followed by
carbonization process. Pt-NPs with average diameter of 1.9� 0.5 nm were deposited
onto the support Fig. 5.10a) and the catalyst showed high percentage of metallic Pt,
pyridinic N (39.2%), and graphitic N (22.6%) in the resulting Pt–N/C catalysts as
shown by XPS results (Fig. 5.10b, c). The electrochemical results proved enhanced
ORR catalytic activity, stability of Pt–N/C PMCs, and remarkable methanol toler-
ance as compared to Pt/C catalysts. The improved electrocatalytic performance was
attributed to the combined effect of higher content of metallic Pt (Pt0), active
pyridinic and graphitic along with the porous structure of the support that facilitated
mass transport of reactant and electrolyte to the active sites. In the work of Wang
et al., hard carbon spherules (HCS) derived from hydrothermal carbonization of
sugar were used as support [195]. Pt-NPs were deposited onto the support following
two reduction methods involving reduction of the Pt precursor with Na2S2O4 in
aqueous solution (Pt/HCS1) or EG (Pt/HCS2). It was found that reduction conditions
of Pt precursor influenced the size and aggregation of the Pt particles and subse-
quently their catalytic activity. High and well-dispersed Pt-NPs with average diam-
eter of 5 nm were obtained with EG reduction method. Pt/HCS2 also exhibited 9.5
times higher electrocatalytic activity than Pt/Vulcan XC-72 catalyst which was
attributed to uniform dispersion of the Pt-NPs and better electrode–electrolyte
contact. Fe-doped porous graphitic carbon nanostructure (GCN) derived from filter
paper was used as Pt support by Afraz et al. [196]. Pt-NPs were electrochemically
deposited onto glassy carbon electrode modified with GCN support (Pt–NP/GCN)
through potentiostatic double-pulse technique using 0.5 mM H2PtCl6 in de-aerated
KNO3 solution. Pt–NP/GCN displayed higher methanol oxidation current density
than commercial Pt/C electrode. The improved electrocatalytic performance was
attributed to synergistic metal–support interaction and iron oxide impurity of GCNs.

Fig. 5.10 (a) TEM images, (b) XPS N 1s spectra, and (c) XPS Pt 4f spectra of Pt-N/C PMCs.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [194], Copyright Elsevier, 2017
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Biomass derived support materials for Pt were also prepared by pyrolyzing
silkworm cocoon with ferric chloride as activator [197]. Thus, obtained cocoon-
derived activated carbon (AC) with high surface area (756 m2 g�1) and narrow pore
size distribution (3.6 nm). Pt particles were deposited onto the AC support (N–Pt/
AC) through hydrothermal route using sodium citrate and ethylene glycol. N–Pt/AC
demonstrated higher activity towards MOR as compared to Pt/C catalyst in terms of
higher ESA (98.3 m2 gPt

�1 vs. 46.3 m2 gPt
�1) and better CO tolerance. The enhanced

performance of N–Pt/AC catalyst was attributed to the multi-grained Pt structure
formed as a result of cocoon-derived AC. Lobos et al. utilized biochar produced by
pyrolysis of untreated and phosphoric acid treated cellulose as support materials for
Cu–Ru@Pt core-shell NPs [198]. The tri-metallic NPs were deposited onto the
support through a two-step procedure. Cu–Ru NPs were deposited first onto the
carbonaceous materials using NaBH4 reduction of the precursor salts in a weight
ratio of 3:1. Finally, the Cu–Ru@Pt core-shell NPs were obtained by galvanic
replacement reaction of Cu2+ by Pt4+ ions. It was found that phosphoric acid
treatment modified the carbonaceous support and significantly influenced catalytic
activity through surface defect sites (metal–support interaction). Cu–Ru@Pt
supported onto the phosphoric acid treated biochar exhibited high ESA and MOR
activity with turnover number value of 0.151 mol site�1 s�1 at 0.5 V.

5.5 Conclusions and Outlook

Electrocatalyst support materials significantly influence the performance of
low-temperature fuel cells. This chapter briefly discussed the newly developed
carbonaceous nanostructures such as graphene, OMCs, and green carbon as alter-
natives to conventional CB support materials in low-temperature fuel cells.
Graphene is a fascinating 2D material and has exceptional properties such as high
surface area, high conductivity, and unique graphitized basal plane which favorably
assist in the improvement of catalytic activity and durability of supported
nanocatalysts. The novel properties of OMCs such as high surface area and large
amount of mesopores facilitate high metal dispersion and good reactant flux render-
ing it a highly suitable electrocatalyst support for fuel cells. Moreover, the defects
and functional groups present on the surface of OMCs act as sites for deposition of
metal nanocatalysts and metal–support interaction resulting in improved activity and
durability of OMC-based hybrid catalysts. Biomass offers sustainable and renewable
resources for derivation of novel “green carbon” materials as electrocatalyst support
materials. Most often, biomass derived carbon materials are self-heteroatom doped
which favorably enhance the electrocatalytic activity. Though significant advances
have been made in the synthesis of graphene, OMCs, and green carbon, it is vital to
develop simpler, more effective, and low cost procedure for their mass production.
Furthermore, most of the electrocatalytic and stability measurements with newly
developed carbonaceous nanostructures are carried out in half-cell mode (RDE) with
acidic/alkaline electrolytes which are not true representation of their actual
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performance in fuel cell. Hence, it is essential to evaluate their performance in-situ in
working fuel cell under operating conditions to validate their practical applicability.
It is certain that continued concerted research in this exciting field of new carbona-
ceous materials will help to alleviate the limitations of low-temperature fuel cells and
result in enhanced performance for wide scale commercial applications.
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Chapter 6
Progress on the Functionalization
of Carbon Nanostructures for Fuel Cell
Electrocatalysts

X. Shi, K. Pérez-Salcedo, S. Hanif, R. Anwar, L. Cindrella, N. Iqbal,
S. Jose, and A. M. Kannan

Abstract Carbon supports are functionalized with �COOH, �OH, �NH2, surfac-
tants, and polyelectrolytes to efficiently attach and disperse metal nanoparticles on
their surface influencing the catalytic activity of fuel cell electrocatalysts. This
chapter discusses different methods which have been applied for carbon support
surface modifications, from chemical covalent to physical non-covalent
functionalization. In the covalent method, different oxidizing agents and nitrogen-
containing precursors are commonly used to anchor functional groups on carbon
surface. On the other hand, in the non-covalent functionalization method different
surfactants and polyelectrolytes act as capping agents and anchoring sites to help
disperse and attach metal nanoparticles. With the help of surface functionalization,
both electrocatalyst and fuel cell performance are improved.
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6.1 Introduction

Direct electrochemical conversion of chemical energy of fuel to electrical energy
without any mechanical movement leads to increased fuel conversion efficiency.
Fuel cells are one of the most efficient systems, not limited by the thermodynamic
constraints imposed by Carnot efficiency [1, 2]. The electrolyte employed in the fuel
cells determines the range of operating temperature and physicochemical properties
of the other cell components (catalysts, electrodes, interconnectors, and current
collectors) [3]. For example, a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is
typically operated below 100 �C and hence could be a potential system for automo-
tive applications. In contrast, the molten carbonate or solid oxide electrolyte-based
fuel cells require much higher temperatures (>800 �C) making them slow to start up
but ideal for continuous power generation. The PEMFCs are being accepted as
promising power sources for automotive, stationary, and portable applications due
to their higher power densities compared to other fuel cell types [4, 5]. While
low-temperature fuel cells are better suited for periodic ON–OFF usage patterns,
the slow electrochemical kinetics at low temperature require the use of catalysts to
achieve the type of performance required for typical transportation applications. The
heart of the PEMFC system is the membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) consisting
of a proton conducting membrane with anode and cathode catalyst layers (CL) and
gas diffusion layers (GDL) in contact with each of the CLs. Figure 6.1 illustrates the
schematic of an MEA configuration and its main components including the gas
diffusion layers, electrocatalyst layers, and polymer electrolyte membrane. The

Fig. 6.1 Schematic configuration of membrane electrodes assembly
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hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) occurs at the anode catalyst layer, while the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) takes place at the cathode catalyst layer. Protons
generated at the anode are transported through a humidified electrolyte membrane
and they combine with pure oxygen (or oxygen from air) at the cathode to form
water and heat. As seen in Fig. 6.1, the electrolyte is sandwiched with the
electrocatalyst and GDL layers and the assembly is generally referred to as a
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The GDL is a crucial component in the
PEMFC and hence an enormous amount of research and development is being
carried out by educational institutions as well as commercial organizations. Mem-
branes with ionic groups that are ionized by water, like perfluorinated sulfonic acid
ionomers, need to be hydrated in order to maintain high proton conductivity and
ensure adequate fuel cell performance with access to optimum amount of reactants.

Generally, the low catalyst activity and mass transportation, mainly at the cath-
ode, limit the power density values in PEMFCs. To date, efforts in improving the
PEMFC performance have been focused through maximizing catalyst utilization by
decreasing the catalyst nanoparticles (NPs) on the carbon support, dispersing the
platinum NPs on the support uniformly, and also by enhancing proton transport
using a polymer electrolyte within the catalyst layer [6–8]. With an objective to
lower the cost, other electrocatalysts such as metal porphyrins, metal oxides, and
ruthenium-based chalcogenides have been pursued in the literature over the years;
however, their electrocatalytic activities are generally inferior to that of pure plati-
num [9–11]. Therefore, a major breakthrough is desired to achieve superior perfor-
mance and durability demanded for commercial viability of PEMFCs.

Significant progress has been made in the PEMFC development with increase in
stack conversion efficiency and reduction in the overall system cost, from 1960s.
However, there are several technical barriers related to hydrogen generation, storage,
and distribution, such as system cost, fuel cell reliability, durability, etc., which
remain the major challenges for PEMFCs. Electrocatalysts such as platinum or other
highly active materials play a critical role in the cost and durability of PEMFCs
[12]. With the Pt-based anode and cathode catalysts used in PEMFCs, the cost of the
electrocatalysts accounts for 35–42% of the total cost of the PEMFC stacks [13]. Fur-
thermore, the sensitivity of Pt-based catalysts to contamination, carbon corrosion,
and nanoparticle agglomeration has shifted the technical burden to a high purity
hydrogen supply and the development of advanced support materials. A flurry of
publication in the literature highlights the various approaches in developing different
Pt-based nanocatalyst support materials to improve performance as well as durability
[14]. The major objective of this review is to examine recent development on carbon
supports to enhance electrocatalytic properties and electrochemical performance to
promote the use of cost-effective catalyst in PEM and alkaline fuel cells. In partic-
ular, this chapter discusses advanced carbon-based supports for electrocatalysts
through various functionalizations for low-temperature fuel cells.

In general, carbon-based materials with the unique characteristics of thermal,
optical, mechanical, chemical, and electrical properties are highly suitable for
establishing covalent and non-covalent bonds with organic molecules when the
functionalization is carried out. During functionalization, functional groups such
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as �COOH, �OH, �H, ¼O, �N, and �F form covalent bonding with various
carbon-based materials. Non-covalent bonding can be physical interactions as like
Van der Waals interaction, ion–ion interaction, ion–dipole interaction, hydrogen
bonding, dipole–dipole interaction, dipole-induced dipole interaction, or London
forces. Carbon materials are mainly used in low-temperature fuel cell applications as
catalyst support due to their higher surface area/porosity, electronic conductivity,
and oxidative stability. Acetylene black and Ketjenblack are used as support mate-
rials in low-temperature fuel cells for the improvement of catalyst activity and
stability from the very beginning [15, 16].

In general, metal NPs can be dispersed on to the carbon support through impreg-
nation or colloidal methods. McBreen and coworkers studied extensively the Pt
dispersion on five different carbon supports (Regal 600R, Vulcan XC-72, Monarch
1300, Mogul L, and CSX98) by colloidal method and came up with the conclusion
that Regal 600R and Vulcan XC-72 have higher Pt dispersion [17].

Even though the carbon blacks have high surface area, the micropores in them
limit fuel supply, so the catalytic activity decreases. So, mesoporous carbons with
high surface area have effective dispersion of Pt with pore size greater than 20 nm.
There are other types of nonconventional carbon materials including CNTs, carbon
aerogels, carbon nanohorns, ordered mesoporous carbons, carbon nanocoils,
graphene, carbon nanofibers, and carbon quantum dots. These are of great interest
because of their improved electrical and mechanical properties, as well as versatile
pore size distribution [14].

Generally, carbon blacks are activated and functionalized before being used as
catalyst support to enhance the metal dispersion and catalytic activity. Usually,
carbon blacks are activated by either chemical or physical activation. The activation
of carbon blacks defines the catalyst activity. Carbon blacks can be activated with
oxidants like HNO3, H2O2, O2, or O3 which introduce different functional groups
like carboxylic, lactonic, or etheric groups, on their surfaces [18]. All types of
oxidative treatments are for the enhancement of Pt dispersion on the carbon blacks.
Sepulveda-Escribano et al. revealed that the presence of oxygen functional groups
provides the anchoring sites for [Pt(NH3)4]

2+ but they do not have effect on the
retention of Pt NPs on the support when H2PtCl6 is used as precursor [19].

The activity and performance of an electrocatalyst deeply depend on the type of
carbon support because the catalyst–support interaction plays a crucial role in
electrocatalytic performance. CNTs are considered the best carbon support so far.
Pt NPs could not be dispersed on CNTs because of their inert nature, so they need to
be functionalized for efficient dispersion of Pt NPs on CNTs. Functionalization is
basically the surface structure modification by adding different functional groups
and defects on to the surface. These defects provide the anchoring sites for Pt NPs.
Covalent and non-covalent functionalization are the two main types of carbon
support functionalization methods.

In the covalent functionalization, CNTs are treated chemically with acids (HNO3

or H2SO4) to create the anchoring sites on the surface. On the other hand, CNTs are
physically treated with surfactants, polymers, and other capping agents in the
non-covalent functionalization process. Although the covalent functionalization
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improves the dispersion of Pt NPs, but it also causes damage to the CNTs structure
which ultimately decreases the electrocatalyst performance stability. On the other
side, the non-covalent functionalization prevents the structural damage of CNTs
along with the efficient dispersion of Pt NPs which improves the electrocatalyst
activity and stability [20].

6.2 Covalent Functionalization

6.2.1 ¼O, �OH, �COOH Functionalization

Chemical behavior and surface morphology of various carbon supports can be
altered by the addition of different functional groups on their surfaces in a process
called surface modification. It can be covalent or non-covalent based on the nature of
bonding between carbon support and functional group. Surface modification pro-
vides an enabling environment for the good dispersion of catalyst nanoparticles by
improving the interaction between the support and catalyst [21].

The most extensively used functionalization technique is the oxidation of carbon
support using strong oxidizing agents such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, hydrogen
peroxide, and hydrofluoric acid thus creating different oxygen functional groups.
This treatment introduces hydrophilic groups such as hydroxyl (–OH), carboxyl (–
COOH), and carbonyl (>C¼O) groups to the surface of carbon support. These
groups act as active sites for the deposition of metal/Pt NPs which results in
homogeneous distribution of NPs enhancing the electrocatalytic activity and stabil-
ity of metal/Pt NPs on covalently functionalized CNTs as compared to the Pt NPs on
spherical carbon [22] but causing permanent damage to the structure of CNTs [23].

In 2010, Hernández-Fernández et al. subjected MWCNTs to the strong acid
treatment to be used as a support for the Pt metal NPs incorporation. Due to the
increased number of Pt adsorption sites, they showed superior electrochemical
performance for ORR in a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell. The maximum
power density for Pt NPs dispersed on acid-treated MWCNTs was higher (490 mW.
cm�2) than Pt NPs supported on untreated carbon (450 mW.cm�2) [22].

In 2011, Salgado and coworkers studied the activity of Pt catalyst supported on
functionalized carbon using sulfuric acid and nitric acid. Compared to the untreated
carbon, acid-treated carbon showed improved electrochemical performance for
methanol oxidation. The synergistic effect between the surface functional groups
carboxyl (�COOH), hydroxyl (-OH), and carbonyl (>C¼O) groups created by the
acid treatment and the Pt metal NPs resulted an efficient electrocatalyst for methanol
oxidation [24].

The performance of the electrocatalysts depends on the support properties such as
surface area, porosity, nanoparticle size, electric conductivity, etc. The influence of
functionalization of carbon nanofibers on the electrochemical performance of the
electrocatalyst was studied by Sebastián et al. [25]. In their work, carbon nanofibers
were modified by introduction of oxygenated groups on their surface by oxidizing in
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acid medium. By this method, Pt NPs supported on functionalized carbon nanofibers
exhibited two times higher current density towards methanol electrooxidation than
commercial untreated Pt/C catalyst [25]. Another study showed significantly higher
MOR performance using Pt NPs (3.5 nm) supported on acid-functionalized carbon
with homogeneous catalyst distribution, as evident from the TEM images
[26]. Recently, Kim et al. have reported the performance of carbon black (CB)
treated by mild HCl and HNO3 (0.5 M) at 80 �C for 12 h. FTIR spectrum showed an
additional peak at 1740 cm�1 for treated sample corresponding to the C¼O vibra-
tion. The XPS C1s spectrum results in graphitized carbon, C–O, and C¼O at
284.6 eV, 286.0 eV, and 289.0 eV, respectively. The Pt NPs were reduced and
dispersed on the treated and untreated samples. The oxygenated carbon showed
smaller Pt NPs size and higher electrochemical surface area (ECSA); however, the
durability of treated carbon support was inferior as compared to untreated CB
[27]. CNF and three different grades of amorphous carbon (SX Ultra, Cat SX Plus
Cat, and DLC Supra 50 from Norit Inc. Marshall TX) were treated with concentrated
7 M HNO3 at 120 �C for 16 h with a mixture of concentrated H2SO4 and HNO3 with
1:1 ratio at 120 �C for 4 h. The mixture of H2SO4 and HNO3 gives severer
environment to functionalize the carbon support and the amorphous carbon started
to dissolve into the acid mixture. From XPS O1s analysis, 5% atomic ratio of oxygen
was observed to be present in the 7 M HNO3 treated CNF sample and 21.4% atomic
ratio of oxygen atoms when treated with H2SO4 and HNO3. The surface area
decreased from 1300, 1100, and 2090 m2 g�1 to 928, 881, and 913 m2 g�1 of SX
Ultra, Cat SX Plus Cat, and DLC Supra 50, respectively. The pH values of those four
kinds of carbon were from alkaline/neutral to acidic ~2–3 after 7 M HNO3 treatment
and the functional group was proposed to be �COOH. The Pt NPs were anchored
and dispersed by refluxing in ethylene glycol (EG), with average particle size around
3 nm [28].

Table 6.1 discusses the covalent modification of different types of carbon sup-
ports using strong oxidants such as sulfuric acid and nitric acid which are commonly
used for the modification of carbon supports. These modifications lead to improved
catalytic performance in methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) and ORR. The
enhanced catalytic properties can be attributed to homogeneous dispersion of
metal NPs on the support aided by the presence of surface functional groups.

Functional groups like C–O, C¼O, and�COOH can also be introduced on to the
CNTs surface by plasma treatment. Depending on the plasma precursor gas, the
functional group of carbon surface can be varied. With O2/Ar plasma, the oxygen-
containing functional groups like C–O, C¼O, and HO–C¼O can be introduced on to
the carbon nanotube surface. The surface of CNTs contains sp2 hybridization (C¼C)
which is active and can be easily attacked by the plasma forming two free radicals.
First, the feeding plasma containing active O atoms react with the free radicals to
form C–O, and then C–O is stabilized by the hydrogen atom to form C–OH. The
hydrogen atoms can be introduced during the synthesis phase of MWCNTs or via
atmosphere absorption as shown in Fig. 6.2a. Oxygen radicals can be generated and
these can undergo an intramolecular reaction with C–C bonds forming new C¼O
bonds, as presented in Fig. 6.2b. Two more radicals can be generated from C¼O site
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by dissociating C–C bond, and the two free radicals will react with active O atom to
form O–C¼O like in step one. The HO–C¼O can be finally obtained with proton
stabilization (Fig. 6.2c). Interestingly, with the help of plasma, the carboxyl group
can internally transfer to lactone groups, see Fig. 6.2d [34].

6.2.2 Nitrogen Functionalization

Metal NPs supported on the carbon materials surface tend to aggregate, and therefore
modification of carbon materials plays an important role in improving platinum
(Pt) performance. Recent studies suggest that carbon-based catalyst support mate-
rials can be systematically doped with nitrogen to create strong, beneficial catalyst–
support interactions which substantially enhance catalyst activity and stability.
Nitrogen functionalities in the carbon lattice act as “tethers” which can improve
dispersion of the Pt NPs and provide resistance to NP agglomeration [35] altering the
electron donating character of the support, which in turn impacts the binding of the
catalyst to the support [36].

The most widely used methods to prepare nitrogen-modified carbon
nanomaterials are chemical vapor deposition (CVD), thermal treatment and plasma
treatment. Data suggest that nitrogen functional groups introduced into a carbon
support appear to influence at least three aspects of the catalyst–support system:

Table 6.1 Covalent functionalization of carbon supports

No. Carbon type
Functionalization
method/agent

Size (nm)/
catalyst

Catalytic
performance Reference

1. Vulcan car-
bon (VC)

Heating HNO3 + H2SO4

(3:1 v/v)
3.51 (Pt) 18 mA.cm�2 (MOR

vs Ag/AgCl)
[26]

2. Graphene
oxide

Mixing
GO + 2 amino
ethanethiol (1:1)

10 (Pt/Au) 0.95 mA.cm�2

(MOR vs RHE)
[29]

3. MWCNT Dispersion
Nitrobenzene

2.9 (Pt) 0.62 mA.cm�2

(MOR vs RHE)
[30]

4. Vulcan
XC-72R

Heating HNO3 + H2SO4

(1:1 v/v)
7.4 (Pt) 1 mA.cm�2 (MOR

vs RHE)
[24]

5. MWCNT Reflux
HNO3

– (Pt) 6.2 mA.cm�2 (MOR
vs Ag/AgCl)

[31]

6. MWCNT Heating
HNO3 + H2SO4

5.2 (Pt) 490 mW.cm�2

(PEMFC)
[22]

7. Carbon
Nano Fibers

Stirring HNO3 + H2SO4

(1:1 v/v)
5.4 (Pt) 1.71 mA.cm�2

(MOR vs RHE)
[25]

8. MWCNT Ultrasonication
HNO3 + H2SO4 (2:3
w/w)

5.5 (PtRu) – [32]

9. CNTs Dispersion H2O2; Reflux
HNO3 + H2SO4

3 (Pt) 120 mW.cm�2

(PEMFC)
[33]
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(1) modified nucleation and growth kinetics during catalyst NP deposition, which
results in smaller catalyst NPs size and increased catalyst particle dispersion,
(2) increased support–catalyst chemical binding (or “tethering”), which results in
enhanced durability, and (3) catalyst NP electronic structure modification, which

Fig. 6.2 Possible mechanism of MWCNT oxidation by Ar/O2 plasma: (a) generation of C–O
bonds; (b) generation of C¼O bonds; (c) generation of O–C¼O bonds; and (d) transfer between
carboxyl and lactone. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [34] Copyright American Chem-
ical Society
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enhances intrinsic catalytic activity [36]. These improvements are due to nitrogen
species in the C–N-containing materials as reported [37].

C–N-containing materials indicate the presence of multiple nitrogen-containing
species, including pyridinic, pyrrolic, graphitic (quaternary), and oxide forms. In
particular, pyridinic nitrogen has sometimes been linked to improved performance,
although there is some debate as to whether the pyridinic nitrogen plays an active
role or whether it serves simply as a marker of total degree of carbon edge-plane
defects, which are themselves active, a direct correlation between pyridinic nitrogen
content and the number of reducing sites has also been observed. It is speculated that
these pyridinic edge sites may provide stronger interaction between the Pt and the
support, thus inhibiting agglomeration of the noble nanophase [36]. In general terms,
Pt catalysts should benefit most strongly from the addition of graphitic and pyridinic
types of nitrogen. For instance, the stability of PtRu catalysts could most likely be
improved by the addition of graphitic N and a well balanced mix of pyrrolic and
pyridinic N, where pyridinic N improves stability of Pt in Ru2Pt2 and pyrrolic N
improves stability of both Pt in Ru2Pt2 and Ru in Pt2Ru2 [38]. These combinations
will promote a low Pt loading for the optimal performance of fuel cell and its cost
effective commercialization.

The low loading of Pt on nitrogen-doped carbon nanocapsules (Pt/NCNC) by
ORR (acidic media) in PEMFCs has been reported by Shanmugan et al. Their
deconvoluted high-resolution N1s spectra showed the presence of pyridinic, pyrro-
lic, and graphitic type nitrogen which played an important role in dispersion and
stabilization of Pt NPs. Specifically, the uniform dispersion of Pt NPs is attributed to
the high amount of graphitic nitrogen doping that improved the Pt/NCNC perfor-
mance which exhibited 2.7 times higher activity than commercial Pt/C
electrocatalyst. This can be attributed to the existence of pyridinic type nitrogen
(27.6%) and surface nitrogen content (7.1 wt.%) [39]. Platinum NPs supported on
N-doped graphene nanosheets (NDGN) have been reported as catalyst for cathodic
oxygen reduction reaction in low-temperature fuel cells by Jukk et al. In their work,
NDGN were synthesized by chemical reduction of hexachloroplatinic acid. Smaller
Pt NPs were identified when ethylene glycol was used as reducing agent. NDGN
showed a high dispersion of Pt NPs due to strong interaction of Pt with nitrogen
functionalities [40]. Also, as C–N bond occurs mostly at the edges and defects of the
graphite sheets, vertically aligned carbon nanofibers which expose large amounts of
edge-plane graphite seemed optimal for study, so Zhang and coworkers synthesized
N-doped carbon nanofiber (CNF)-supported Pt catalysts by an approach combined
of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition and in situ plasma activation that
introduced nitrogen functionalities into the carbon network preserving the graphitic
structure of the carbon support. Their results showed that NH3 plasma modification
creates pyridinic nitrogen functionalities, while N2 plasma modification increases the
percentage of pyrrolic nitrogen in the carbon network. The plasma-modified CNF
supports possessed higher percentage of Pt in the Pt/CNF electrode because the
adsorption between Pt and the carbon support resulted in strong Pt–C bondings and
electron transfers from Pt atoms or Pt clusters towards the carbon support, leading to
the relatively positive charge states of Pt. Also, N-modified Pt/CNF electrodes show
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higher methanol electrooxidation activities than pristine Pt/CNF electrodes. Finally,
their Pt/CNF–NH3 electrode with small Pt particle size and high percentage of
pyridinic nitrogen exhibits the highest Pt utilization, electrochemical activity, and
poisoning-resistance ability [41]. Regarding ORR, high nitrogen contents are
expected to be favorable for enhanced ORR activity; however, too high N content
might be disadvantageous for ORR because of the interruption of the π–π electron
conjugation thus leading to low electronic conductivity [40].

On the activity of Pt/C catalyst system for methanol oxidation reaction, N-doped
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) provides increased agglomeration resis-
tance, significantly enhanced intrinsic catalyst activity, promotes nucleation during
the electrochemical deposition process yielding smaller average Pt NPs size and a
narrower particle size distribution due to intrinsic chemical interaction effects which
enhance the overlying Pt NP activity and stability. Zhou and his coworkers proposed
that the polar nitrogen functional groups on N-doped HOPG surface intensify the
electron withdrawing effect against Pt; the resulting decreased electron density of Pt
should then facilitate the oxidation of methanol, thus leading to the higher intrinsic
catalyst activity observed in this system [35].

Finally, regarding precious metals, recently, biomass-derived nitrogen-doped
carbons (NDC) have been investigated as fuel cell catalyst supports. Various cata-
lysts, such as Pt, PtRuIr, and Pd, were supported on biomass-derived NDCs, and
their structural characteristics and catalytic activity were compared with that of the
same catalysts supported on conventional Pt/C. Generally, compared with carbon
black supported electrocatalysts, the biomass-derived NDC supported catalysts
showed larger electrochemical active surface area and enhanced catalytic activity
for methanol and ethanol oxidation as well as for oxygen reduction than Pt/C [42].

Non-precious NPs supported onto carbon have been also studied by Shi and
colleagues who synthesized nitrogen-doped graphene by hydrothermal method and
then used it to support Cu catalysts for dimethyl carbonate synthesis via the
oxidative carbonylation of methanol. They found that the lone pair electrons pro-
vided by nitrogen atoms can result in polarity that enhances the insertion of the
copper ions into the nitrogen-doped graphene nanosheets during the impregnation
process. So, the catalytic performance of Cu/NG catalysts was mainly depending on
the nitrogen doping effects, which resulted in enhanced metal support interaction
and the high degree of dispersion of active Cu NPs [43].

Simple approaches have been explored also for preparing nitrogen-doped carbons
supported non-precious catalysts for ORR in alkaline media. Ghanbarlou et al.
investigated the electrocatalytic properties of nitrogen-doped graphene (NDG) and
metal (Fe, Co, and Fe–Co) NPs supported on NDG and they studied the response of
their materials towards ORR in alkaline media (0.1 M KOH). By XPS, they found
that the amount of nitrogen incorporated into the nitrogen-doped graphene was 4%.
So, the best performance was showed by cobalt NPs supported on NDG (Co/NG)
which showed more positive ORR peak potential (�0.33 V) and also exhibited good
stability compared with commercial Pt/C for ORR in alkaline media. This improve-
ment in electrocatalytic activity was attributed to the presence of more electroactive
sites after the precipitation of metal NPs [44].
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6.3 Non-covalent Functionalization

6.3.1 Surface Defects

Non-covalent functionalization of carbon material by metal NPs is possible due to
interactions between metal and carbon vacancies. In CNTs, the collision of an
energetic particle with carbon atoms results in the formation of a vacancy (single
or multiple) and a number of primary knock on atoms which, if their energy is high
enough, can leave the nanotube or displace other atoms within [45].

CNTs are recognized as a promising alternative carbon support material for fuel
cell electrocatalysts due to their higher electrical conductivities, low impurities, high
catalyst loading efficiency, and higher durability as compared to carbon black.
However, CNTs are inert materials that are difficult to disperse in solution due to
high Van der Waals energy [46]. As-synthesized pristine CNTs form bundled
structures and are difficult to solubilize/disperse in solvents and it is difficult to
attach metal NPs homogeneously onto the surfaces of CNTs. Therefore, the primary
step in the utilization of CNTs for basic studies and material applications was to
develop a surface modification method to exfoliate bundled CNTs and solubilize/
disperse them in solvents. Typically, using strong acid chemical treatment, the CNT
surfaces are oxidized to form hydrophilic groups, such as –COOH and –OH groups,
and the obtained CNTs can be dispersed in water [47]. Noble or rare metal NPs such
as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ru, and Ni can be directly deposited onto the surface of CNTs
by Van der Waals force when their salts were reduced in the presence of CNTs
[48]. Nucleation and growth of metal NPs directly on the surface of CNTs is the
mostly used method to prepare metal NPs/CNTs catalysts [49]. Also, defects are
usually introduced in CNT by oxidation pretreatment of the CNT using nitric acid,
H2O2, or other reactants. The treatment is necessary to obtain a good dispersion of
the metal NPs. These methods, in fact, create different surface functional groups
(lactone, pyran, carboxylic, anhydride, quinone, phenol, and furan), although several
of these groups have a low thermal stability.

The presence of defects, enhancing the amount of surface functional groups on
CNT, influences various aspects: (1) the efficiency of three-phase boundary and thus
the transport of protons to or from the active metal NPs, (2) the resistance of electron
transfer, and (3) the tolerance of the catalyst to CO poisoning attributed to carbon
functional groups in close contact with very small Pt NPs favoring the reactivation of
Pt sites poisoned by CO [50].

6.3.2 Surfactant-Based Non-Covalent Functionalizing
Carbon Support

The surfactants are long chain amphiphilic molecules that consist of hydrophilic
heads and hydrophobic tails. They can be categorized by four kinds of hydrophilic
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heads, namely nonionic (Fig. 6.3a), anionic (Fig. 6.3b), cationic (Fig. 6.3c), and
Zwitterionic (amphoteric), as seen in Fig. 6.3d. The surfactant contains anionic
heads such as sulfate, sulfonate, phosphate esters, and carboxylates. Some cationic
head groups are pH dependent, e.g., amines will become positively charged when
pH < 10, while others are permanently charged, like quaternary ammonium salts.
Zwitterionic (amphoteric) surfactant has both cation and anion in the hydrophilic
heads. For instance, primary, secondary, tertiary amines or quaternary ammonium
ions can be positively charged while the sulfonates can be negatively charged.
Nonionic surfactants have covalently bonded oxygen-containing hydrophilic groups
attached on the hydrophobic tails. When the carbon materials are dispersed, the
hydrophobic tails will aggregate and adsorb onto them due to the repulsion force of
solvent molecules forming spherical liposome (Fig. 6.3e), spherical micelles
(Fig. 6.3f), or lipid bilayers (Fig. 6.3g). As a consequence, the hydrophilic head
will be attracted by the liquid molecules so that aggregates could be dispersed into
the liquid phase. And, its shape will depend on the balance in size between the head
and the tail.

CNT has been made by warping the graphene sheet to a closed tube; in the
graphitic plane surface of CNT, the p-orbital of one CNT will interact with p-orbital
of another CNT to form a π–π stacking interaction. The Van der Waals force keeps
the CNTs in bundled form and hard to disperse it in the solvent. These agglomerated
CNTs will prevent Pt NP dispersing also difficult to make uniform MEA. Usually,
the ionic surfactant is preferable to disperse CNTs in water media and nonionic
surfactant is proposed to be better when organic solvent is used. So, the mechanism

Fig. 6.3 Schematic of surfactant and aggregations, (a) nonionic, (b) anionic, (c) cationic, (d)
Zwitterionic (amphoteric), (e) liposome, (f) micelle, and (g) bilayer sheet
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of MWCNT isolation with the aid of ultrasonication and surfactant was proposed.
The role of ultrasonication is to provide a local shear force to break the π–π
interaction at the bundle end. Once the gap is formed, the surfactant would diffuse,
adsorb, and ultimately separate the MWCNT from the bundle [51].

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is an anionic surfactant which consists of a
12-carbon tail attached to a sulfate group. The CNT bundles are exfoliated during
sonication for stabilizing the dispersion by SDS adsorption (Fig. 6.4a–d). It is
reported that the CNTs–SDS dispersion could be stable for several months with
critical micelles forming concentration of ~0.2 wt% SDS [52]. The CNTs–surfactant
interaction could be visualized through cylindrical micelles (Fig. 6.4e), hemimicelles
(Fig. 6.4f), or randomly adsorbed surfactant on CNTs (Fig. 6.4g). In particular, with
the critical micelles forming concentration of ~ 0.2 wt. % SDS, there is a formation
of CNTs–SDS randomly adsorbed on CNTs (Fig. 6.4g) [53]. Dodecyl-benzene
sodium sulfonate (NaDDBS) is also an anionic surfactant with sulfonate group and
has been widely reported for dispersion of CNTs. The benzene ring inside the
NaDDBS is believed to have π–π interaction with CNTs leading to higher adsorption
ratio of surfactant [54]. The π–π interaction does not limit the benzene ring, and
naphthenic (saturated rings) groups also provide good surfactant to nanotube affin-
ity. Both ring structures in the head or tail are playing an important role in dispersing
CNTs. Naphthalene group (two fused rings) hydrophobic tail has more effective
adsorption than benzene, due to this reason, sodium diisopropyl naphthalene sulfo-
nate (Aerosol OS surfactant) shows better dispersion compared to the NaDDBS as
evidenced from UV-Vis spectrum [55]. Nonionic surfactant Tween-60 and Tween-
80 (polyethylene oxide (20) sorbitan monostearate and monooleate, respectively)
have been studied to disperse CNTs. The higher dispersion of Tween-80 is due to the

Fig. 6.4 Schematically showing the mechanism of isolating CNTs bundle by ultrasonication (a)
CNTs bundle, (b) single CNT separated by soni-cation, (c) surfactant adsorption on isolated CNT,
(d) dispersed CNTs with help of surfactant and the possible way of CNTs-surfactant inter-actions
(e) cylindrical micelles, (f) hemimicelles and (g) random adsorption
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unsaturated bond in the tail [56]. The SWCNTs dispersion in heavy water with an
optimum surfactant octyl-phenol-ethoxylate amount of 0.004 g/mol (Triton X-100)
and the mechanism involved has been discussed in detail [57].

With the help of the surfactant, the Pt NPs can be easily anchored on to the carbon
materials. In 2005, Lee et al. deposited Pt on SDS-modified graphite nanofibers
(GN), MWCNT, and SWCNT for MOR. During the refluxing, 1-dodecanol was
gradually released from SDS to reduce Pt ions. The Pt sizes of Pt/GN, Pt/MWCNT,
and Pt/SWCNT were 1.6, 1.87, and 1.87 nm, respectively. The MOR performance
improved with the increasing carbon material diameter [58]. Another research
reported Pt on SDS-modified MWCNT prepared by urea assisted ethylene glycol
refluxing, and the material showed superior fuel cell performance compared to the
Vulcan XC-72. With the modification of SDS, more anchor sites were generated on
the outer surface of MWCNT for Pt (IV) ions, and with the help of ethylene glycol,
the platinum was homogeneously distributed within the MWCNT support
[59]. Also, Silva-Carrillo et al. reported hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB)-modified MWCNTs to prepare Pt/MWCNT. In their work, Pt ions were
reduced in hexane, heptane, and octane with CTAB-functionalized MWCNT; the
heptane medium reduced platinum had the best ORR performance [60]. In 2015, an
anion conducting surfactant quaternary ammonia poly (2, 6-dimethyl-1, 4-phenylene
oxide) (QAPPO) was used to functionalize the reduced graphene oxide (rGO). In this
work, TEM picture showed that the Pt on the QAPPO-treated rGO was around
2.46 nm compared to 3.95 nm on the rGO without treating. The AFC performance
showed that QAPPO-treated sample had peak power density of 264.8 mW.cm�2 at
60 �C which is 30% higher than the AFC MEA made by Pt/rGO. The QAPPO-
coated rGO could stabilize the Pt precursor by electrostatic interactions which led to
uniformly distributed Pt NPs [61]. In another report, Kannan and coworkers have
also reported SDS-modified MWCNTs as support for Pt NPs for PEMFC applica-
tion. SDS concentrations along with multiple reducing agents were investigated
extensively. Pt NPs supported on SDS micelle encapsulated MWCNTs have been
reported to show peak power density of 950 mW.cm�2 using Nafion-212 [62].

6.3.3 Polymer-Based Non-Covalent Functionalizing Carbon
Support

Non-covalent functionalization is considered better as compared to covalent
functionalization because it allows the attachment of polyelectrolytes through CH–
π, π–π staking, or hydrophobic interactions, creating effective active locations for the
uniform dispersion of Pt-based electrocatalyst or NPs along with the preservation of
the structural integrity and intrinsic electronic properties of CNTs. As published,
various agents such as surfactants, aromatic compounds, polyelectrolytes, or poly-
mers can be employed for non-covalent functionalization of carbon materials
[63]. For example, polypyrrole (PPY), poly diallyldimethylammonium chloride
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(PDDA), polyethylenimine (PEI), phenanthroline, polyaniline (PANI),
1-aminopyrene (1-AP or AP), hydroxyquinoline, and tetrahydrofuran (THF) have
been used to functionalize CNTs as electrocatalyst supports. Table 6.2 summarizes
the functionalization methods using different polyelectrolytes and their MOR per-
formances. Non-covalent functionalization with polyelectrolytes or solvents can
significantly increase the distribution and electrocatalytic activities of Pt and
Pt-based alloy NPs on to the surface of graphene and CNTs towards ORR and
MOR [64].

Since CNTs are 1D nanostructures made up of single/multiple layers of graphene
sheets, many types of small polymers/molecules with a π–π conjugated structure can
make complexes with CNTs through π–π interaction. The type of polymers with
widespread π–π conjugated backbone is called conjugated polymers. The conjugated
polymers–CNTs composite has been reported to show synergistic properties such as
enhanced mechanical strength, stability, and electrical conductivity [65].

The non-covalent π–π interaction of conjugated polymer with the CNTs has been
studied extensively; for example, the polypyridinium salts were prepared and
employed to form π–π and cationic–π interactions with SWCNTs [66]. Lee et al.
synthesized an amphiphilic molecule oligothiophene-terminated polyethylene glycol
(TN-PEG) and evaluated its ability to homogenously disperse and to provide long-
term stability of CNTs in water through π–π interactions [67].

Non-covalent functionalization through CH–π interaction has also been used for
functionalizing CNTs for the dispersion of CNTs by Xu et al. The MWCNTs were

Table 6.2 Non-covalent functionalization of carbon supports

No.
Carbon
type

Functionalization method/
agent

Size (nm)/
catalyst

Catalytic
performance (mA.
mg�1) Reference

1. MWCNTs Microwave/poly
(ethyleneimine)

2.5 (PtRu) 680 [71]

2. CNTs Electrostatic adsorption/
polyaniline

3.6 (Pt) – [72]

3. CNTs Sonication/chitosan 3 (PtRu) 230 [73]

4. CNTs Microwave/poly(allylamine
hydrochloride)

1.5 (Pt) 300 [70]

5. CNTs Microwave/poly(sodium
4-styrenesulfonate)

1.5 (Pt) 400 [70]

6. CNTs Microwave/poly(acrylic
acid)

1.5 (Pt) 800 [70]

7. MWCNTs Refluxing/
polybenzimidazole

4.0 (Pt) 470 [74]

8. MWCNTs Refluxing/poly
(diallyldimethylammonium
chloride)

1.8 (Pt) 480 [75]

9. MWCNTs Microwave/1-Aminopyrene 2.0 (PtRu) 300 [75]

10. Carbon
nanofibers

Microwave/polyvinyl
pyrrolidone

1.8 (Pt) 250 [76]
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functionalized with hyperbranched polyethylene (HBPE) in organic solvents like
chloroform and tetrahydrofuran (THF) and examined using electron microscopic
studies to confirm the uniform dispersion. The homogenous dispersion has been
reported to be due to CH–π interactions between hyperbranched structure of HBPE
and MWCNT sidewalls [68].

When Pt NPs are supported on CNTs functionalized by the polyelectrolytes, there
is a shift in the binding energy of Pt NPs. This shift might be positive or negative and
may cause the change in the electron density of Pt NPs. Tsukuda and coworkers have
shown that the polyvinylpyrrolidone acts as electron donor (polyanion) for Pt NPs
decreasing binding energy and increasing electron density around them [69]. Similar
behavior has been observed for poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and
polyacrylic acid, and the results show a downshift of the d-band center of Pt NPs
weakening the chemisorption with oxygen-containing functional groups like �OH
and �CO. On the other hand, there are polyelectrolytes that are electron acceptor or
polycations like poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and poly
(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) which are responsible for positive shift in binding
energy of Pt NPs. According to d-band theory, Pt + PDDA and Pt + PSS have higher
oxygen adsorption energy than Pt + PAA and Pt + PSS. The oxygen adsorption
energy can be an indicator for catalytic activity; the stronger it is the more difficult to
remove �CO and �OH from Pt thus lowering the MOR and ORR performance. As
seen in Table 6.2, the MOR performance is the best for PAA compared to all other
polyelectrolytes [70].
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Chapter 7
Non-Noble Metal Electrocatalysts
for the Oxygen Reduction Reaction in Fuel
Cells

I. L. Alonso-Lemus and M. Z. Figueroa-Torres

Abstract Low temperature fuel cells are promising and sustainable alternative in
energy generation. However, their large-scale production have been limited due at
high-cost and scarce electrocatalysts based commonly in noble metals. Development
of non-noble electrocatalysts has become intensive in recent years. A wide variety of
materials as perovskite-type, spinel-type oxides, tungsten carbides, and heteroatom-
doped carbons has been explored as alternative electrocatalysts to platinum. They
have demonstrated promising electrocatalytic activity toward the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) in alkaline electrolytes. However, these electrocatalysts are not
favorable using strong acid electrolytes. Moreover, transition metal macrocycles
show activity performance close to those of Pt-based electrocatalysts in acid media.
In this chapter, we present the most recent developments regarding non-noble metal
electrocatalyst, starting with a review of some basic electrochemistry concepts and
some techniques commonly used to evaluate their performance. Then, materials used
as non-noble metal electrocatalyst are presented which are divided into two groups:
(1) the most promising non-noble metal electrocatalysts used in acid electrolytes and
(2) in alkaline media. Finally, the conclusions and futures perspective are mentioned
for these materials that should be considered as the future electrocatalysts for
sustainable large-scale fuel cell commercialization.
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7.1 Introduction

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) plays a key role in several important processes
such as energy conversion, gas sensors, and biology. In energy conversion systems
as fuel cells and metal–air batteries, the ORR takes place in the cathode of the device.
This reaction is a complex electrochemical process, that is involving multi-electron
transfer, which occurs mainly by two pathways: the direct 4-electron reduction
pathway and the 2-electron reduction pathway. Additionally, 1-electron reduction
pathway can also occur in nonaqueous aprotic solvents and/or in alkaline solutions.

Moreover, the ORR kinetics is very slow; for this reason, to speed up its kinetics a
cathode ORR catalyst is needed. Platinum (Pt)-based catalysts are the most used in
low temperature fuel cells. However, it is known that Pt-based catalysts are too
expensive for making viable the large-scale commercialization of fuel cells. Exten-
sive research over the past several decades has focused on developing alternative
catalysts, including non-noble metal catalysts [1].

In this chapter, the most recent advances in the development of non-noble metal
catalysts are reviewed. In the first section, we focus on the ORR background
information, including the reaction kinetics and mechanisms in acid and alkaline
media of the most studied ORR catalysts: platinum, followed by the conventional
techniques for electrochemical measurements. The following sections address the
wide variety of non-noble metal catalysts that have been developed in recent years,
which were classified into two major groups: non-noble catalysts for proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), including direct methanol fuel cells
(DMFCs) and non-noble metal catalysts for anion exchange membrane fuel
cells anion exchange fuel cells (AEMFC).

Catalysts for PEMFCs include transition metal macrocyclic compounds, transi-
tion metal chalcogenides, metal nitrides, oxynitrides, and carbonitrides. On the other
hand, catalysts for AEMFC include perovskite, transition metal oxides with spinel
structure, and heteroatom-doped carbon materials. The chemical structure of each
group of electrocatalysts and the reaction mechanisms proposed for the ORR are
discussed in detail in Sects. 7.3 and 7.4 of this chapter.

Finally, a comparison between the catalysts used in acid and basic medium is
elucidated, where we discuss from our perspective, what are the biggest challenges
and the major areas of opportunity offered by this line of research in the near future.

7.2 Fundamentals of the ORR

The mechanism by which the ORR is carried out currently is complicated to explain,
and this depends mainly on the naturalness of the catalyst, surface structure of
electrode and the electrolyte. The reaction mechanisms according to the type of
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electrolyte in the ORR has been summarized in Table 7.1. In electrochemical devices
such as fuel cells and metal–air batteries, the 4-electron pathway is highly desirable.

The kinetics of the reactions presented in Table 7.1 depends on two factors:
(1) the rate of the electrons that are transferred from the electrode to the reactant
species and vice versa, and (2) the rate of mass transport on the surface of the
electrode to displace the reaction products and feed on the reactant species.

The mass transport is relatively easy to control through the design of the cell and
the selection of the materials for the fuel cell construction, while the electrons
transfer is more complicated. The model of Julius Tafel (classic model) for the
electrons transfer relates the reaction rate constant with the molecular structure of the
reactants and the characteristics of the reaction medium [3]. However, the theory
proposed by Gerischer is more suitable in electrochemical systems because it
realizes the nanoscopic aspects with voltage–current variable [4]. This theory is
based on determining the energy density states and their occupation in the electrode
and the reactant species, associating the probability of tunneling between the elec-
trode and the redox species.

Several studies about electron transfer have been performed by physicists
[5, 6]. The main problem of electron transfer in solution is the highly polarizable
environment in which transfer processes are carried out. The “polaron” theory has
been discussed based on electron and hole conduction in semiconductors. The
electron transfer occurs between one occupied quantum state and one quantum
vacant state. During the ORR, the electron is transferred from the active site
(occupied quantum state) to the oxygen molecule (vacant quantum state). In this
case, the electrons in the electrode are studied according to the Sommerfeld–Drude
model, while the electrons of the redox pair are treated as ions in solution.

In order to understand the fundamental about the effect of structure and properties
of the non-noble metal electrocatalysts, several theoretical studies have been

Table 7.1 ORR in different electrolytes and their thermodynamic potential [2]

Electrolyte Pathway Reactions
Thermodynamic electrode
potential vs. NHE (V)

Acidic 4e� O2 þ 4H+ þ 4e� ! 2H2O 1.299

2e� O2 þ 2H+ þ 2e� ! H2O2 0.70

H2O2 þ 2H+ þ 2e� ! 2H2O 1.76

Alkaline 4e� O2 þ 2H2O þ 4e� ! 4HO� 0.401

2e� O2 þ H2O þ 2e� ! HO�

þ HO2
�

�0.065

HO2
� þ H2O þ 2e� ! 3HO

�
0.867

Nonaqueous aprotic
solvents

1e� O2 þ e� ! O2
� a

O2
� þ e� ! O2

2� a

aThe thermodynamic potential of this reaction strongly depends on the solvent used
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developed [7]. Ab initio is considered a useful tool to calculate adsorption geometry,
energy, the dissociation energy barrier, reversible potential, activation energy, and
potential-dependent properties for elementary electron transfer steps [8]. In sum-
mary, the theoretical models have contributed greatly to the knowledge of the
electrocatalytic systems and are considered a helpful tool for further development
in this area.

Experimental studies are also widely used in the determination of some kinetical
parameters of the ORR. The most frequently used techniques for the kinetic studies
for the ORR are rotating disk electrode (RDE) and rotating-ring disk electrode
(RRDE) . The ORR pathway is determined by RDE, and the number of electrons
transferred is commonly calculated from the Koutecky–Levich plot [9], where the
inverse of the kinetic current (1/ik) is plotted versus the inverse of the square root of
the rotation speed (1/ω1/2) according with the Koutecky–Levich Eq. (7.1):

1
i
¼ 1

ik
þ 1
iL
¼ 1

ik
þ 1

0:62nFAD2=3Cv�1=6w1=2
ð7:1Þ

where ik is the kinetic current for the ORR, iL is the mass transport limiting current,
n is the number of electrons per oxygen molecule for the ORR, F is the Faraday
constant, A is the geometrical area of electrode, C is the saturation concentration for
oxygen in water, D is the aqueous binary diffusion coefficient of oxygen, ν is the
kinematic viscosity of the solution, and ω is the rotation rate.

Additionally, 1/0.62nFAD2/3Cv�1/6 can be determined when calculating the
Koutecky–Levich slope [10]. However, the Koutecky–Levich method was devel-
oped more than 50 years ago, under the assumptions of elementary reactions
[11]. This method is not very useful with some of the recently developed nanostruc-
tured 3D electrocatalysts in alkaline electrolytes. Koutecky–Levich plots are often
not linear and the electron number (n) sometimes exceeds the theoretical limits. It is
highly desirable that the estimation of n, which is a very important indicator of the
performance of an electrocatalyst, should preferably be performed with the RRDE
technique. This technique allows the detection of intermediate compounds as H2O2

during the ORR, where n and the peroxide hydrogen percent are calculated from
RRDE data using Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) [12]:

n ¼ 4iD
iD þ iR=N

ð7:2Þ

%H2O2 ¼ 200iR=N
iD þ iR=N

ð7:3Þ

where iD is the reduction current density at the disc, iR is the oxidation current
density at the ring, and N is the collection efficiency of the RRDE.

The polarization curves that are typically obtained from the RRDE data are shown
in Fig. 7.1a, where the current registers by the disk at several rotations rates are
plotted. The ring current is several orders of magnitude smaller than the current of
the disk (Fig. 7.1b). The plots of the Figs. 7.1c, d have been obtained from
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polarization curves data using the Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3). The number of electrons and
the percentage of hydrogen peroxide can be calculated at different potentials. Thus, it
is appreciated that n is not a constant value in the potential window of this test, as is
assumed in Koutecky–Levich method; therefore, RDDE technique has important
advantages to calculate n. In a study conducted by Zhou and coworkers [13], the
authors suggest that it is preferable to use an electrode with Au ring instead of Pt, in
addition to proposing an interesting methodology to calibrate the N value (efficiency
of collection).

Many of the experimental and theoretical methods proposed currently base their
models on Pt-based electrocatalysts to explain the electron transfer and pathway for
the ORR. However, these models have not been so useful when trying to explain
these two parameters in non-noble metal electrocatalysts. Therefore, it has been
necessary to propose new models and mechanisms according to the nature and
properties of each material.

In the following sections, two main groups of non-noble metal electrocatalysts are
presented, highlighting some of their most important properties in relation to the
ORR performance.

Fig. 7.1 Typical plots obtained from RDDE technique: (a) potential-current curves collected by
the disk, (b) potential-current curve collected in the ring, (c) electron number n calculated from
Eq. (7.2), and (d) H2O2% calculated from Eq. (7.3)
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7.3 Electrocatalysts for ORR in Acid Media

7.3.1 Transition Metal Macrocycles

In recent years, transition metals macrocycles (TMM) are studied as alternative of
Pt-based electrocatalyst, due they have a good catalytic activity for ORR in acid
electrolytes. These materials are large molecules composed of a transition metal
bound to a complex ligand. There are several reports in the literature about TMM
that have been studied for the ORR. Some of these studies considered the use of
noble transition metals such as Pd, Pt, or Ru [12]. However, in this chapter we will
focus only on TMM with non-noble metals in their chemical structure.

The TMM with better performances and a remarkable electrocatalytic activity for
the ORR are Fe- and Co- macrocyclic complex. Moreover, other TMM studied,
although with less attractive performances, include transition metals such as Mo
[14], Ni [15, 16], Cu [17, 18], Zn [16], Mn [19], V [16] and Ti [20].

Regarding the complex ligands, they play an important role maintaining stable
the metal in the electrode surface and serving as active site. The chelating group
composed of four nitrogen atoms (N4) that coordinate with the metal ion for the
TMM formation. Phthalocyanine (Pc) and porphyrin (PP) are the most used ligands
complex in the literature. The structural formulas of the TMM with a Pc and PP
ligands complex are shown in Fig. 7.2.

The reaction mechanism that takes place to carry out the ORR in these materials is
still unclear. Several results from electrochemical studies suggest that electronic
transfer occurs with the combination of 2- and 4-electron pathway. Some authors
suggest that ORR involves a modified redox reaction [21, 22], where the first step
involves the adsorption of O2 on the metal ion located in the center of the TMM
forming and oxygen–catalyst adduct. Subsequently, electrons are released and

Fig. 7.2 Structural formula of TMM of the most reported ligands complex: phthalocyanine
(Pc) and porphyrin (PP), Me ¼ Transition metal ion and R ¼ substituents
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transferred from the metal ion to the bond of the oxygen molecule. The adduct
undergoes further reductions forming intermediate spices like hydrogen peroxide or
water. The reduced N4-chelates will be regenerated to complete the cycle (Eqs. (7.4),
(7.5), (7.6), and (7.7)).

XMe2þ þ O2 ! XMeδþ . . .O2
δ�� � ð7:4Þ

XMeδþ . . .O2
δ�� �þ Hþ ! XMe3þ . . .O2H

� �þ ð7:5Þ

XMe3þ . . .O2H
� �þ þ Hþ þ e� ! XMeþ intermediates peroxideð Þ ð7:6Þ

H2O2 þ XMe ! H2Oþ 1=2 O2 ð7:7Þ

On the other hand, several factors have been identified that have a direct effect on
the ORR activity such as the transition metal, the complex ligand, the heat treatment,
and the support used.

The central transition metal defines largely the electron transfer pathway by
which the ORR is carried out. It has been shown that most TMM with Fe reduce
by direct 4-electron pathway, while TMM with Co generate peroxide as an inter-
mediate product through the 2-electron pathway. However, Co complexes have
shown more electrochemical stability than Fe complexes. Moreover, the formation
of dimetal face-to-face macrocycles is another interesting alternative. An
electrocatalyst with two Co centers face-to-face can provide two adsorption sites
for O2 molecule instead of one site promoting the 4-electron transfer process [23]. In
addition, the advantage of combining two different metal centers with porphyrins
complex ligand has been studied [16], resulting electrocatalysts with much greater
activity and stability for ORR than electrocatalysts with a metal center only.

Furthermore, the complex ligand also plays an important role in the ORR. The
majority complexes with Fe and Co have ORR activity, and their catalytic activity is
attributed to the inductive and mesomeric effects of the ligand to the central metal
ion [24]. Some of the N4 chelate complexes evaluated for the ORR are
tetracarboxyphthalocyanine (TcPc), tetramethoxyphenylporphyrin (TMPP),
tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), tetrasulfophthalocyanine (TSP), phthalocyanine (Pc),
and dibenzotetraazaannulene (TAA).

The N4 chelate complexes have their optimal catalytic activity when are subjected
to heat treatments in a temperature range of 500–700 �C [16]. At temperatures below
500 �C, the catalytic activity is usually reduced by half, while at too high temper-
atures the active sites Me–N4 are destroyed and lose their active nature [17]. Then,
the effect of the heat treatment has a direct effect on the catalytic activity; however, it
does not have a significant effect on the catalytic stability [12].

Jaouen et al. [25] suggest that the catalytic activity of Fe–N4/C and FeN2/C
electrocatalysts depends directly on the type of carbon material in which they are
supported. Specific surface area and pore size distribution are determining factors in
the performance for the ORR. Although the most important factor is the nitrogen
content in these materials, the higher it is, the higher is the density of the catalytic
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sites. In terms of electrochemical parameters, the TMM performances report onset
potentials in a range of 600–800 mV vs. RHE in strong acid electrolytes and current
densities like the Pt-based electrocatalysts [26–29].

The ORR activity of TMMs has recently been evaluated in alkaline electrolytes;
however, these results are not discussed in this review. If the reader is interested in
this topic, there are several reviews that we recommend [30, 31].

The future research directions for the TMM as non-noble metal electrocatalyst
request exploring new materials that optimize the catalytic activity and stability, may
be optimizing the heat treatments in order to introduce more nitrogen active sites,
using novel carbon supports with high surface areas and tunable pore sizes. Finally,
the fundamental understanding of the reaction mechanisms involved in the ORR is
necessary.

7.3.2 Transition Metal Chalcogenides

The pioneers in the development of transition metal chalcogenides (TMC) as
non-noble metal alternative electrocatalysts are Alonso-Vante and Tributsch, pub-
lishing the first report three decades ago [32]. The TMC have a cluster structure with
a repeating crystal lattice, the so-called Chevrel phase. The metal ion in the center is
surrounded by several nonmetal ions. There are binary compounds with a basic
formula MexXy, where Me is a transition metal and X is chalcogen (e.g., S, Se, or
Te). There are also ternary compounds with basic formula MoM1

xXy, where M
1 is an

intercalated metal guest ion and the so-called pseudobinary compounds such as
MoM2

xXy, where M2 is a metal ion which replaces the Mo in the octahedral M2

cluster.
Extensive studies have focused on Me6X8 and MoM2

xX8 pseudobinary com-
pounds, due to their high current density and relative and comparatively close onset
potential to platinum reported for the ORR. The reaction mechanism for an oxygen
molecule in acid medium is proposed by Alonso-Vante [33]:

• þ O2 ! • � O2ads ð7:8Þ
• � O2ads þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ ! • � Oads þ H2O ð7:9Þ

• � Oads þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ ! • � OHads ð7:10Þ
• � OHads þ Hþ þ e�ð Þ ! • þ H2O ð7:11Þ

where the active site localized on the electrode surface is •, and an oxygen molecule
adsorbed on an active site is •�O2. The ORR takes place with the transition metal
d-states. For example, for the TMCMo4Ru2Se8, the catalytic center is the ruthenium
atoms. For this material, the cluster serve as electrons reservoirs that adsorb oxygen
molecules which favored the formation of water via 4-electron pathway. On the
other hand, a change of volume occurs during the transfer process, which favors the
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breaking bond O¼O, and this last theory has been confirmed using nanodivided
chalcogenide materials [34–37].

The carbonyl chemical route is the synthesis method most used to obtain TMC
with Chevrel phase clusters. RuxSey electrocatalysts contain Ru hpc core cluster
whose surface is coordinated to selenium atoms [34, 38–40], which preset a prom-
ising activity toward ORR and good methanol tolerance. Additionally, they can
reduce oxygen by the 4-electron pathway.

Binary TMC containing Ru, Ir, Co, Fe, and Ni have shown high activity for the
ORR [41–46], while the ternary Ru-Mo-Se TMC with Chevrel phase has been
widely studied in this application [47]. Ru-based chalcogenides show high catalytic
activity and good stability toward ORR in acid media. However, this noble metal and
other such Ir-, Pt-, and Rh-based chalcogenides are not feasible for large-scale
commercialization of PEMFC.

Regarding non-noble metal chalcogenide electrocatalysts, these have been
reported since 1970. Combination of TMC consisting in CoxSy have high density
current (958–2150 mA/m2 at 5 0.0–0.6 V vs. RHE), good chemical stability, and an
open circuit potential (OCP) � 0.83 V vs. RHE [48], while the binary TMC
containing Ti, W, Ta, Mo, and Cr bound to S atoms are shown the lowest current
densities (> 1 mA/m2 at 0.6 V vs. RHE). Furthermore, cobalt selenides supported on
carbon (Co1–xSe/C) exhibit significant ORR current compared with Co, Se, and
carbon. The OCP in acid medium for these electrocatalysts is of 0.78 V vs. RHE
[49]. In another research, Feng and coworkers investigated the ORR activity of
CoSe2/C; in this work, chalcogenide nanoparticles show an OCP of 0.81 V vs. RHE,
and the electron transfer process involves about 3.5 electrons and the production of
H2O2 between 15 and 30% (higher than the requirement below 5%) [50]. Although,
one of the best performing TMCs is the pseudobinary compound CoNiS2 with spinel
structure and an OCP of 0.89 V vs. RHE.

Some theoretical studies have been carried out with the objective of clarifying the
reaction mechanisms involved in the ORR. Sidik and Anderson conducted a study
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). They propose a mechanism
of a TMC type Co9S8 with pentlandite structure, where the oxygen molecule can be
adsorbed in a cobalt site or a sulfur site. In this work, they calculated the theoretical
overpotentials between 0.74 and 0.89 V, which are higher compared to the
overpotentials calculated for cobalt selenides with the same approach (0.22 V) [51].

There is still a long way to go to explore all the alternatives of TMC as non-noble
metal electrocatalysts. The main challenges that they present are to improve their
catalytic activity, which is still below that of Pt-based electrocatalyst. In addition, it
is necessary to propose synthesis methods that are more environment friendly, using
green solvents, for example. Finally, it is worth mentioning that in recent years there
has not been an important development of TMC evaluated in acid medium; and that
as with other types of materials such as TMM, the interest has focused on evaluating
these materials in an alkaline medium.
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7.3.3 Transition Metal Nitrides and Carbides

Transition metal nitrides (TMeN) and carbides (TMeC) have physical properties
such as high melting point, high electrical conductivity, and chemical stability as
well. These features make them excellent candidates as electrocatalysts to operate
under the hostile conditions in the cathode of the fuel cells. The TMeC and TMeN
are considered as “interstitial allows” [52] formed between transition metals of
groups IVB-VIB and nitrogen or carbon atoms (see Table 7.2). Moreover, these
materials are usually unstable with most of the metals of groups VIIB and VIIIB,
mainly noble metals. An exception is the Fe, which can form iron carbides/nitrides
(Fe3C and Fe3N), and Co and Ni, which can form nitrides such as Co3N and Ni3N,
respectively.

TMeC and TMeN often have unit cells such as face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagon
close-packed (hcp), and hexagonal simple, which are usually formed by the small
carbon or nitrogen atoms occupying interstitial positions (Fig. 7.3) [53]. The inter-
calation of the nitrogen/carbon atoms in the metal lattice causes an expansion, which
would be broadening the metal d-band. These contractions in the d-band produce a
greater density of states (DOS). This redistribution of DOS could give to the carbides
and nitrides electronic properties analogous to the noble metals [54]. However,
theoretical models and catalytic mechanisms are still under discussion.

Despite the similarities in the electronic structure of carbides and nitrides com-
pared to noble metals, their electrochemical activity toward the ORR is still low. The

Table 7.2 Transition metal
carbides/nitrides and their
formula regarding their
position in the periodic table

Group

IVB VB VIB

Carbides TiC1�x VC1�x Cr3C2

ZrC1�x NbC1�x Mo2C

HfC1�x TaC1�x WC

Nitrides TiN VN1�x Cr3N2

ZrN1�x NbN1�x Mo2N

HfN1�x TaN1�x WN

Fig. 7.3 Common unit cells of the TMeN and TMeC
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WC, for example, is unstable at potentials over 0.6 V vs. RHE [55]. To improve its
stability at higher potentials, Lee and coworkers synthesized the compound
W42Ta24C34, which is more stable in acid corrosive environments than WC and
has an onset potential 350 mV higher than pure WC [56]. In other research, the
addition of Ta to nickel carbide (Ni33Ta41C26) had an effect like the mentioned
above, where Ta improves the stability and onset potential of the electrocatalysts for
the ORR; however, Ta2O5 is formed, which is a problem due that this oxide is an
electrical insulation [57].

Recently, it was reported Fe3C as novel non-noble metal electrocatalyst with high
onset potential (0.92 V vs. RHE) and good stability in strong acid electrolytes
[58]. Moreover, ternary Fe/N/C has been considered one of the most promising
candidates for their high ORR activity [59–61]. The synergistic effect between Fe
and N supported on carbon matrix promotes the ORR and is relatively stable in
acidic media. Lui and coworkers [62] developed core shell Fe2N/C structures from
seaweed biomass, in which the nitride is the core and nitrogen-doped amorphous
carbon is the shell. The ORR performance shows a high onset potential of
0.93 V vs. RHE in 1 M HClO4 electrolyte, good tolerance to methanol, and an
electron transfer number of 3.85.

Furthermore, monometallic (δ-MoN, Mo5N6, and Mo2N) and bimetallic
(Co0.6Mo1.4N2) molybdenum nitrides exhibit catalytic activity with a modest onset
potential of 0.71 V vs. RHE and electron transfer mechanism of 4-electron at
potential lower than 0.5 V [63].

The reaction mechanisms of the ORR are not clear yet; however, it is evident that
the synergy that occurs between Fe–C–N improves the catalytic activity. Thus,
materials based on these elements are the most promising electrocatalysts to replace
noble metal-based catalyst operating in acid media. Recently, Sun and coworkers
achieve a comparative study between Fe3C, Fe2N, and Fe–N4/C moieties. The
highest catalytic activity of Fe–N4/C moieties has an onset potential of
0.879 V vs. RHE. However, the formation of moieties is not easy to obtain. On
the other hand, the catalytic activity of iron nitride/carbide is lower than moieties and
they are unstable in acid media due to their possible dissolution [64].

7.4 Electrocatalysts for ORR in Alkaline Media

7.4.1 Perovskite-Type Oxides

Oxides with perovskite or closely related structures play an important role in the
development of effective earth-abundant and low-cost electrocatalysts for renewable
energy storage and conversion systems. Perovskite oxides obtain their name from
the structure of the mineral calcium titanium oxide (CaTiO3) discovered in 1839 [65].

Commonly, perovskites have the general chemical formula ABO3, where A is a
rare-earth, alkaline earth, or a mix of both cations and B is one or more transition
metal cations [66, 67]. The ideal cubic perovskite lattice is shown in Fig. 7.4a, b. It
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consists of A cations located at the corners of the cube, which are 12-fold coordi-
nated by oxygen. While cations at the B site are in the center, octahedrally coordi-
nated with oxygen ions in the face-centered positions. The A site cation is slightly
larger than B cation. The structure is commonly visualized as a three-dimensional
network of regular corner-linked BO6 octahedra, where all B–O–B angles are 180�.

However, the wide variety of substitutions in the A and B sites lead to structural
distortion and/or oxygen vacancies (δ) that can be related to the A and B ionic radii
and electronic configuration of the metal ions. The degree of deviation from the ideal
cubic perovskite can be quantified using the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) [68]. It
relates how much strain can tolerate the lattice before it deforms. Thus, the
perovskite-type structure is usually obtained in the range of 0.75 � t � 1.0, for the
ideal perovskite structure t ¼ 1. The limiting values of t may differ depending upon
the set of ionic radii employed [69]. As t decreases from 1 (A cations are too small),
the perovskite structure deforms to orthorhombic or rhombohedral structures. When
t is higher than 1 (A cations are very large), the structure of the perovskite is no
longer cubic leading to a so-called hexagonal perovskite. In which, the octahedra
share faces instead of corners modifying the M-O bond distances as well as making
possible interactions between transition metals (Fig. 7.4c) [66, 69].

Moreover, it is possible to make partial substitutions of the A or B sites giving the
formation of quaternary oxides or double perovskite. Where the cations in the A or B
site are two different elements with strongly differing sizes (AxA’y)BO3, A(BxB’y)O3

where x + y ¼ 1 or a complex perovskite (AxA’y)(BxB’y)O3. These oxides result in a
complex structure array and oxygen vacancies are frequently presented. Some of
these oxides are known as perovskite-like oxides, see Fig. 7.4d. Interestingly, there
is a relation between the structural distortions and oxygen vacancies (or oxygen
nonstoichiometry δ) to the rise of important properties in the perovskite oxides.
Thus, their physicochemical properties can be systematically tuned by carefully
selecting the A or B cation and adjusting the stoichiometry [66, 69]. Up to now,
many perovskite-type oxides and perovskite-like oxides have been generated and
investigated as electrocatalysts for the ORR. They have shown promising
electrocatalytic activity and stability in alkaline solutions due to their high electrical
conductivity and outstanding catalytic behavior [66, 70, 71].

It was reported in the literature that for the ORR attractive electrocatalytic
performance has been reported for perovskites containing in the A-site La, Nd, Ca,
Sm, Li, Ba, and Sr ions and good chemical stability is obtained when Co, Fe, Mn, Ni,

Fig. 7.4 (a, b) Ideal cubic perovskite unit cell. (c) Distorted perovskite structure and (d) perovskite
structure with partial B-site substitution
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and Cu ions were used at the B-site [66]. Among perovskite oxides, the lanthanum-
based oxides have been recognized as one of the most promising electrocatalysts for
the ORR. This type of oxides has high electrical conductivity at room temperature
and significant stability against anodic oxidation in alkaline solution. Sunarso et al.
[70] studied the electrocatalytic tendency of B-site substitution by the trivalent 3d
transition metal ions such as Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr in LaBO3 perovskite using a
0.1M KOH solution. The LaCoO3 showed the largest ORR current density and the
most positive onset potential followed by Mn, Fe, Ni, and Cr. Similar results were
reported by Suntivich et al. [72] and Celorrio et al. [71] confirming that Co and Mn
cations at the B-site presented the best performance for the ORR on LaBO3 (B¼ Cr,
Co, Fe, Mn, and Ni) nanoparticles. For these La systems, the ORR followed a close
four-electron pathway.

Partial substitutions of the B site and stoichiometry on the electrocatalytic activity
were studied by Larsson and Johansson [73] in LaMnxCuyO3, LaMnxCryO3, and
LaMnxNiyO3 where x ¼ 0.1–0.9 using 6 M KOH solution. They tried to find a
relation with the current density and the magnetic moment of the superoxide ion O2�

due to that the rate determining step in alkaline media involves the adsorption of the
ion at the surface. However, they did not find a linear trend between the measure-
ments. It is also known that for many perovskites charge ordering effects lead to
charge disproportionation, but complementary spectroscopic experiments are
required to understand the effect. Suntivich et al. [72] concluded that Mn is a more
active element than Ni in the La oxides perovskites with partial substitution at the
B-site.

The effect of A-site substitution on the ORR in an AMnO3 was systematically
varied using several lanthanoids and yttrium [74]. It was reported that the
electrocatalytic activity is higher as the ionic radius of the lanthanide increases
being in the order of La > Pr > Nd > Sm > Gd > Y > Dy > Yb. Partial substitutions
at the A-site have been also studied for the system AMnO3 using cations such as:
A ¼ LaXCa1�x where X ¼ 0.36, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.81 [72, 75, 76]. A ¼ La1�xSrx, where
X¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.33, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8 [77, 78]. In all studies, the best performance was
obtained around 0.4 of the divalent A-site cation, which promotes the maximum
oxidation state of Mn increasing the electron transfer number close to four. A similar
tendency was obtained for the Pr1�xCaxMnO3 perovskite where the maximum
current density was obtained when x ¼ 0.4 [79].

Another important factor in the design of perovskite oxides for the ORR is the
effect of oxygen stoichiometry. Several authors have reported that the appropriated
amount of oxygen ion vacancies (δ) enhanced the electrocatalytic activity. Takeda
et al. [80] found that for the SrFeO3�δ, the samples with 0.24 < δ < 0.29 showed the
best activity. However, a slight dependence was observed in SrCoO3�δ. Du et al.
[81] studied the effect of oxygen vacancies in the range of 0 < δ � 0.5 for the
CaMnO3�δ, and the higher electroactivity was obtained when δ is close to 0.5 and
average Mn valence close to 3.5. The improvement in the catalytic activity of
the ORR is due to an rise electrical conductivity generated by the oxygen defects
which facilitated the oxygen activation. The absence of too much oxygen will result
in the formation of less conductive and poorly active perovskite oxide and the loss of
perovskite structure.
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Moreover, for the electrocatalytic measurements, perovskite oxides are usually
mixed with carbon forming an electrocatalytic layer. It has been reported that the use
of carbon disperses the oxide particles, electrically connects the particles, and
enhances the electroactivity acting as cocatalyst in some cases. To investigate the
effect of the amount of carbon in the electrocatalyst layer, Poux et al. [82] evaluated
the electrocatalytic activity for the ORR on electrodes containing perovskite alone
(LaCoO3 and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3), carbon alone, and both perovskite and carbon.
They concluded that the presence of carbon electrocatalyzes the reduction of O2

into OH- as intermediate, which can react to ultimately result in a 4e- ORR to water.
Mixing it with perovskites improves the electrical contact between the oxide parti-
cles increasing the number of accessible active sites on the oxide surface for the
reduction of the OH2�.

Significant progress has been made over the last decades in understanding the
electrocatalytic activity and stability of perovskite oxides for the ORR. The flexibil-
ity in the oxidation states leads to the formation of redox coupes, unique electronic
properties, defective structure for oxygen vacancies or excess, and cation ordering
resulting in distortion-free channels of oxygen vacancies and enhanced mobility of
oxygen ions, which facilitate their bifunctional electrocatalytic activity for the
oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution reactions. However, they can only be used
in alkaline media, thus the long-term stability still being an issue to overcome. The
formation of hydrogen peroxide during the ORR process can attack the
electrocatalysts damaging their actives sites. Moreover, the structures of such active
sites are not well understood. More research is necessary with emphasis on the
activity–stability improvement. Further efforts are also required to understand the
dependence of carbon supports and perovskites to catalyze the ORR or the use of
other types of cocatalysts for engineering optimization proposes and fuel cell
commercialization.

7.4.2 Spinel-Type Oxides

Spinel-type oxides are an interesting class of compounds that have been identified as
promising candidates and alternatives to noble metal electrocatalysts. These oxides
are also bifunctional electrocatalysts of the ORR and OER (oxygen evolution
reaction) in alkaline media [83]. Spinel oxides with general formula AB2O4 are a
very large family of compounds with the same crystal structure as the mineral
MgAl2O4. The spinel structure can be described as a face-centered cubic close-
packed array of O2� ions, with tetrahedrally A2+ and octahedrally B3+ coordinated
metal cations, see Fig. 7.5 [84]. Tetrahedral interstices are usually smaller than the
octahedral; thus, cations with smaller ionic radii occupy the A-sites, while the larger
cations occupy the B-sites. Moreover, to keep the valence balance, cation A can be in
the þ2 or þ 4 oxidation states and the corresponding cation B can be in the þ3
or þ 2 oxidation states.
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The variations in distribution of cations in the A and B sites cause marked
changes in some of the physical properties. For these oxides, several researches
have been done to identify the active site and defect features, and understand the
composition-dependent activities and intentional substitution of cations or dopants
to enhance the electrocatalytic activity for the ORR [85–87]. Spinel oxides with
cations on the B-site such as Co, Mn, and Fe are among the most active for the ORR.
Many spinel oxides have been synthesized using cations in the A-site such as Co, Ni,
Mn, Li, Zn, Cu, and Fe [83, 87].

In general, these compounds exhibit comparable electrocatalytic activities than
precious metal-based electrocatalysts, high corrosion resistance, and easy availabil-
ity. However, their low electrical conductivity and large particle size have limited
their electrocatalytic performance and long-term stability. Numerous researches
have been conducted to enhance their performance by controlling composition,
designing nonstoichiometric oxides, creating defects, nanostructured characteristics,
and using carbon nanomaterials as supports [87–90].

The synthesis of nonstoichiometric compounds and the creation of oxygen
defects optimize the electronic structures of spinel, produce more active sites for
molecular adsorption of oxygen, and reduce the reaction energy barriers. To examine
the effect of M2+ substitution, Mn, Fe, Co, and Cu were used as cations in the
nonstoichiometric MFe3�xO4. It was demonstrated that the most active spinel for
ORR was MnFe3�xO4 followed by CoxFe3�xO4, CuxFe3�xO4, and Fe3O4 [91].
Recently, Wei et al. [83] reported an increasing activity for MnCo2O4 with the
reduction from Mn3.7þ to Mn3.2þ showing that the band gap occupancy of the active
cation in the octahedral site is the activity descriptor for ORR, consolidating the role
of electron orbital filling in metal oxide electrocatalysts.

Spinel with nanostructured characteristics as nanoparticles, nanoneedles,
nanopetals, core-shell arrays, or porous structures have been prepared to improve
their ORR properties. Zhu et al. [91] have been reported that MnFe2O4 nanoparticles
(around 10 nm) with catalytic activity towards ORR comparable with the commer-
cial Pt-based electrocatalyts in alkaline solution. The mesoporous nanostructured

Fig. 7.5 Unit cell of ideal
spinel-type oxide structure
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MFe2O4 (M ¼ Co, Mn, Ni) oxides exhibited excellent performance as bifunctional
electrocatalysts for ORR and OER; the CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 exhibited higher OER
activity than MnFe2O4 [89]. Recently, Bhandary et al. [92] synthesized MnFe2O4

nanopetals on porous carbon paper, and reported that electrocatalytic activity for the
ORR (onset potential of 1.6 V vs RHE and higher current density of 11.5 mA/cm2 at
2.0 V vs RHE reference electrode) was better than those other earlier reported spinel
electrocatalysts and comparable to those spinel oxides supported on graphene or
carbon nanotubes.

Carbon substrates are used to improve the electrical conductivity and adsorption
capability by increasing the number of active sites. A high ORR electrocatalytic
performance and durability was reported in a zinc ferrite/reduced graphene oxide
(ZnFe2O4/rGO) with 69.8 wt.% of electrocatalyst, which follows a four-electron
transfer mechanism in alkaline media [90].

7.4.3 Heteroatom-Doped Carbon Materials

Carbon materials are most widely used as electrodes in several energy devices such
as fuel cell, batteries, and supercapacitors. In addition, they are frequently used as
supports for many of the materials that have been mentioned in the previous sections.
Certainly, this group of materials is one of the most promising for the performance of
the ORR. Its boom began in 2009, when Dai et al. [93] reported that carbon
nanotubes doped with nitrogen had high catalytic activity for the ORR in alkaline
solution.

Basically, heteroatom-doped carbons are materials formed mainly by carbon
atoms (<80% wt.), where doping consists in substituting a carbon atom with a
heteroatom (N, S, B, P, etc.). The incorporation of one type of heteroatom into the
carbon lattice generates a charge delocalization in the adjacent carbons, which
promotes the formation of catalytic sites [94–96]. Additionally, the electronegativity
and size of the doping atom has a determining influence on the electronic modulation
of the electrocatalysts [97]. Moreover, it has been reported that the incorporation of
dual-doped or more types of heteroatoms into carbon materials favors the formation
of active sites, and usually have greater activity than its counterpart with a single
heteroatom, and in some cases better catalytic activity than Pt/C [98–101]. In
addition, most of these electrocatalysts have shown greater stability than Pt/C [102].

Nitrogen-doped carbons are probably the metal-free electrocatalysts most studied
in the last decade [103–106]. Nitrogen–carbon bonds (N–C) can be identified
relatively easily by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 7.6 shows the
main N–C bonds in relation to their binding energy. This classification considers five
types of N–C bonds commonly identified as pyridinic (N1), amine (N2), pyrrolic
(N3), graphitic (N4), and pyridine-N-oxide (N5). Usually, several authors do not
report the amine bond (N2, �399.4 eV); however, it has been reported that N2 bond
is important to explain the evolution of carbon functionalities during pyrolysis
treatments, to which carbon materials are usually subjected [107].
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N-C type bond has a direct influence on the electrochemical performance of the
electrocatalyst. Several studies suggest that N1 and N4 bonds favor the ORR [108].
However, the reaction mechanisms have not yet been fully elucidated. Conversely, it
is currently a challenge to clarify these mechanisms and validate them experimen-
tally and theoretically. Theoretical methods based on the density functional theory
(DFT) have been widely used to propose some mechanisms. Some hybrid methods
such as B3LYP-DFT and Car–Parrinello molecular dynamic simulation have also
been employed [109, 110]. It should be noted that the theoretical studies proposed
recently have been developed for nanostructured carbon materials such as carbon
nanotubes and graphene doped with nitrogen.

Zhang and Xia [111] reported a theoretical study, where they justify how the
ORR takes place for 4-electron pathway in N-doped graphene, and this reaction did
not arise in pristine graphene, due mainly to pristine graphene does not have
electroactive sites. Additionally, they observe that when introducing hydrogen
atoms at the edges of the carbon lattice, the sequential reactions for the ORR
energetically can occur. One of these reactions involves the formation of the
chemical bond O–C between the oxygen of the medium and one carbon of the
graphene. The O–O bond breaks up forming water molecules. For each step of the
reaction, the energy of the system decreases, which indicates that the reaction by
4-electron pathway is spontaneous and possible. The active catalytic sites depend on
the distribution of the density of the spin and the distribution of the atomic charge.
The substitution of nitrogen atoms generates a pair of free electrons that modifies the
distribution of the atomic charge in graphene. According to this study, carbon atoms
with high spin densities are the electrocatalytically most active sites. As can be
expected, N–C bond type has influence in the charge distribution of the carbon atoms
adjacent to where the nitrogen doping atom is located. The dopant or heteroatom that
is introduced into the carbon lattice not only causes changes in the distribution of
electronic charge, it also causes defects such as bending and breaking of C–C bonds
in the lattice.

The catalytic activity toward ORR for N-doped carbon materials is close to Pt/C
electrocatalyst; however, the cost of these metal-free electrocatalysts is considerably
lower, which opens the possibility of large-scale production of the fuel cells. Many
reports show that N-doped carbons have onset potential in a range of 0.75 to

Fig. 7.6 Commonly nitrogen–carbon bonds identified by XPS in nitrogen-doped carbon materials
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0.86 V vs. RHE. For example, partially exfoliated N-CNT has onset potential of
0.77 V [112]. Moreover, N-doped graphene synthetized by resin-based methodology
has an onset potential 60 mV lower than Pt/C, comparable activity but higher
durability than Pt/C, and 3.9 electron transfer number at�0.2 V [113]. Other authors
have obtained N-doped graphene with promising performance, and most of them
agree that these metal-free electrocatalysts have comparable ORR activity with Pt/C,
higher long-term stability and resistance to crossover than Pt/C [103, 114–116].

Besides nitrogen, nanostructured carbon materials as carbon nanotubes (CNT),
graphene, mesoporous ordered carbons (MOC), carbon aerogels, and carbon
nanofibers (CNF) have been doped with heteroatoms such as sulfur [117–119],
boron [120–122], phosphorous [123, 124], silicon [125], and halogens [126, 127].

Table 7.3 summarizes several heteroatom-doped nanostructured carbons evalu-
ated as metal-free electrocatalysts in alkaline electrolyte, the range of binding energy
in which they are usually identified by XPS, the type of bond formed between
heteroatom-carbon and other elements that usually are present, and their onset
potential according to recent reports. It should be noted that for comparative
purposes, it is best to report the onset potential vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE), because the pH of the electrolyte is adjusted.

Table 7.3 Chemical structure of some heteroatom-doped carbon nanostructured electrocatalysts
and their electrochemical activity toward the ORR

Heteroatom
Energy
binding (eV)

Formed
bonds Onset potential Reference

Si 2p 100–105 SiO2

C–Si–O
Si–C

�0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M
KHO

[125]

P 2p 132–137 P–C
P–O
P¼O

�0.2 V vs. Hg/Hg2Cl2 in 0.1 M
KOH

[123]

S 2p 161–172 C–S–C
R–SO2

RO2–S–S–R

0.69 V vs. RHE
0.88 V vs. RHE
0.86 V vs. RHE
0.96 V vs. RHE
0.80 V vs. RHE

[128]
[129]
[130]
[131]
[132]

B 1s 186–194 B2O3

CBO2

C2BO
B–C sp2

B4C

0.83 V vs. RHE
�0.14 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M
KOH

[122]
[121]

I 3d 617–632 I2
I–C

� �0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M
KOH

[127]

F 1s 681–690 Ionic C–F
Semi-ionic
C–F
Covalent
C–F

� �0.15 V vs. SCE in 0.1 M
KOH
� �0.13 V vs. SCE in 0.1 M
KOH

[133]
[126]
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It can be seen that heteroatom-doped nanostructured carbon shows promising
performances toward the ORR. However, nanostructured carbon materials currently
have several drawbacks: (1) the chemical reagents used in the processes to obtain
them, generally they are of high purity and high costs, which in many cases are
hazardous for the health and the environment; (2) although sophisticated technolo-
gies or equipment are used in synthesis processes, even large-scale production
remains a challenge in order to obtain high quality materials [134].

The most recent research has a clear tendency: to use natural sources of carbon
and heteroatoms as raw materials instead of expensive reagents that are commonly
hazardous chemicals, mainly motivated by economic and environmental reasons
[135]. In addition, several investigations have been carried out proposing less
inexpensive methodologies to obtain nanostructured carbon materials and increase
the large-scale production [134, 135]. The use of biomass as a carbon and hetero-
atom source to obtain metal-free electrocatalysts is economically and environmen-
tally attractive. This alternative has recently been explored; biomass-derived
electrocatalysts have performance for the ORR higher than heteroatom-doped nano-
structured carbons, and in some cases higher than Pt/C. Most of the biomass waste is
usually used as an energy source through direct combustion and gasification pro-
cesses, among others. However, the possibility of taking advantage of biomass
residues for the manufacture of carbon materials used in electrochemical devices is
very attractive. In addition, the technology to obtain them is inexpensive [136–
138]. The above, then, also represents an alternative for the exploitation of several
biomass wastes generated in large quantities and that are currently disposed in
landfills or are left open.

Food and several biomass wastes such as urban, forest, vegetable, and animal
wastes have been used as raw materials in obtaining metal-free electrocatalysts.
Most biomass-derived carbons are synthetized by pyrolysis and/or hydrothermal
carbonization treatments. Their electrochemical performances are very attractive; for
example, egg [139], soybeans [140], amaranth [141], soy milk [142], and honey
[143] have been used as raw materials in obtaining metal-free electrocatalysts and
evaluated in the ORR.

However, the use of food in obtaining carbon could have serious food implica-
tions globally. Plant and forest wastes such as tree leaves [144], vegetables skin
[128], luffa [145], and algae [146, 147] have also been explored to obtain metal-free
electrocatalysts. As far as animal waste is concerned, carbons have been obtained
from human hair [148], human urine [149], leather [137, 138], bones, and pig blood
[150, 151]. Generally, the electrochemical performance of these materials in an
alkaline media is comparable to that of Pt/C, due to their high surface areas, and
high current densities are usually reported. However, it is still a challenge to improve
the onset potential.
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7.5 Conclusions

Throughout the last decade, a wide variety of materials have been studied as
non-noble metal electrocatalysts, each family of materials have advantages and
disadvantages over Pt/C. However, to have electrocatalysts with the most favorable
properties for ORR, it is necessary to use several types of materials to enhance their
properties. On the other hand, carbon materials have been used as a support and as
metal-free electrocatalysts, they are very versatile materials, of great abundance and
therefore of low cost. Prospects indicate that heteroatom-doped carbon materials in
combination with transition metals such as Fe or Co could be a very promising
option for the substitution of noble metals in fuel cell cathodes.

Now, environmentally the use of biomass waste as raw material for producing
metal-free electrocatalysts would be very attractive. The main advantage of these
materials is that they have a heterogeneous chemical composition, which includes
metals that can function as active sites for the ORR. There is still a long way to go to
develop a material with the properties to replace the noble metals; however, the use
of non-noble metal electrocatalysts is a research area that is developing rapidly. Last,
but not least, it must be considered that for the development of new non-noble metal
electrocatalysts it is necessary to implement methodologies that have a low envi-
ronmental impact; in addition, the process must be easily scalable to cover market
demand and that its production involves the use of technologies of easy
implementation.
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Chapter 8
Non-Noble Metal as Catalysts for Alcohol
Electro-oxidation Reaction

Samuel Dessources, Diego Xavier del Jesús González-Quijano,
and Wilian Jesús Pech-Rodríguez

Abstract This chapter describes the use of non-noble metals as catalysts in DAFCs,
and their catalytic activity and stability with different liquid fuels in acid and alkaline
media. Section “Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR) on Nickel-Based Anodes” of
the chapter aims to describe the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) on non-noble
metal catalysts containing Ni, Sn, Co, and Cu. In addition, the effect of the methanol
concentration for this reaction and that of the method of synthesis on these catalysts
is revised. In section “Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR) on Non-noble Metals”, the
ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) is studied for anodes based on Ni, Ir, and Co. Also,
a new non-noble catalyst called HYPERMEC is reported for the EOR. This catalyst
has shown a better oxidation reaction activity, which is carried out without the
formation of acetate. It also shows higher tolerance to the CO poisoning than
Pt-based catalysts. Furthermore, the ethylene glycol oxidation reaction (EGOR) in
alkaline media for this catalyst is reported and summarized in section “Ethylene
Glycol Oxidation (EGOR) in Alkaline Media” of this chapter. This information will
be helpful in providing the catalytic activity reported to date of these non-noble
metal catalysts, and to understand their catalytic behavior.
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8.1 Introduction

The liquid fossil fuels have been used as main source of energy in industrialized
countries for the past decades, leading to their depletion and shortage and resulting in
the need to develop new energy sources [1]. Hence, the development of sustainable,
clean, efficient, and reliable energy sources to provide the required energy for
industrial and home applications is a great challenge because of the growing energy
consumption. Several technologies have been developed to face up this challenge
such as solar, hydroelectric, wind, and photovoltaic energy sources [2].

However, the most promising energy sources are the technologies based on fuel
cells. Because of the ability to convert the chemical energy into electrical energy
with higher efficiencies and lower pollution than conventional systems, fuel cells can
be used in mobile or stationary applications [3]. Particularly, the proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell has attracted attention, additionally to the
abovementioned advantages, because of its high energy density obtained from
compact-size-devices at low operating temperature and can be used with a wide
variety of fuels [4].

Figure 8.1 shows the basic structure of the PEM fuel cell (hereafter abbreviated as
PEMFC) that consists of two electrodes, anode and cathode, separated by a solid
polymer electrolyte. Each of the electrodes contain a catalyst that allows the

Fig. 8.1 Schematic representation of the basic elements of a PEMFC
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oxidation and reduction reactions of the fuels and oxidant, respectively, and the
polymer electrolyte assures the ion exchange [5].

The production of electricity occurs when an external electrical device is
connected to the fuel cell and as soon the fuel is fed into the cell at the anode and
the oxidant at the cathode; the catalyst at the anode oxidizes the fuel producing
protons and electrons [6]. Then, the protons cross through the electrolyte and the
electrons travel by an external electric circuit that can be utilized to produce electrical
work; the protons and electrons recombine at the cathode and the unused fuel,
products, and byproducts formed are expelled on the corresponding outlet-side
[7]. This process will continue while continuing the supply of fuel and oxidant.

Traditionally, hydrogen has been used as fuel for PEMFC, but some problems
related to its storage, transportation, and distribution have caused the necessity to
replace it with liquid fuels such as alcohols [8]. Fuel cells that utilize these liquid
fuels to produce energy are generally known as direct alcohol fuel cell (DAFC) and
the most common liquid fuels that can be used are methanol, ethanol, or ethylene
glycol [4, 8].

8.1.1 Methanol

This alcohol can be obtained biologically or from other sources such as the wood
pyrolysis or by low-pressure processes that use natural gas and hydrogen. The
alcohols obtained from biological sources are known as bioalcohols (e.g.,
biomethanol). However, no matter how it is produced there is no chemical or
physical difference between them [1]. Methanol has one carbon atom (C1) in its
structure, its energy density is 6.1 kWh kg�1 and is one of the liquid fuels used in the
study of the oxidation on PEMFC using platinum groups metals [9].

The reaction bellow indicates the complete reaction in a direct methanol fuel cell:

CH3OHþ 3=2 O2 ! CO2 þ 2H2O ð8:1Þ

This reaction leads to a standard reversible potential of 1.21 V [10]. However, due
to the formation of byproducts and intermediates during the oxidation of the fuel a
higher potential is required to carry out a complete oxidation; achieved by reducing
the anodic potential and increasing the cathodic potential [10].

8.1.2 Ethanol

Ethanol can be obtained from the chemical modification of ethylene and from the
biological degradation of high sugar content feedstocks and grains such as sugar
cane, sugar beets, switch grass, corn, and barley and the remaining product can be
used as food for livestock. It is a flammable and volatile colorless liquid with
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psychoactive properties, used in thermometers, alcoholic beverages, and as gasoline
additive in the USA and Brazil [1].

Ethanol has an energy density of 8.01 kWh kg�1 and a standard reversible
potential of 1.145 V, which is obtained from the complete reaction in a direct ethanol
fuel cell [4]:

C2H5OHþ 3=2 O2 ! 2CO2 þ 3H2O ð8:2Þ

However, its oxidation, likewise methanol, produces byproducts and intermedi-
ates that adsorb onto platinum-catalysts surface decreasing its catalytic activity, also
called poisoning effect [11].

8.1.3 Ethylene Glycol

Ethylene glycol is one of the liquid fuels most recently studied for fuel cells.
Obtained from the chemical modification of the ethylene oxide [12], it is an odorless,
colorless, sweet-tasting, viscous liquid with moderate toxicity [6]. Mainly used as
raw material to produce polyester fibers and for antifreeze additives. Has an energy
density of 5.29 kWh kg�1 [4]. Its complete oxidation in a fuel cell produces 1.22 V:

C2H6O2 þ 5=2 O2 ! 2CO2 þ 3H2O ð8:3Þ

The oxidation of the ethylene glycol is more complex than that of ethanol and
methanol, because of the formation of some incomplete oxidation products such as
glyoxylic acid, glyoxal, glycolic acid, glycolaldehyde, and oxalic acid [13]. Despite
that these alcohols are an excellent energy source for DAFCs due to their energy
density, easy storage, and transportation, their electrooxidation still needs to be
improved, mainly to avoid the poisoning effect produced by the intermediates and
byproducts formed during the reaction.

8.1.4 Non-Noble Metals as Catalysts for Alcohol
Electrooxidation Reaction

The early PEMFCs were very expensive devices because of the high platinum
loadings required to oxidize the fuel [14]. After several years of research, the
materials and design of the PEMFCs were improved; particularly, the catalyst
loading was reduced by using carbon powders and nanoparticles [14]. Another
way to reduce or avoid the platinum loading is the use of non-noble metals into
the preparation of pluri-metallic catalysts, which have shown a better electrocatalytic
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performance and higher tolerance to the poisoning effect than the platinum catalyst
in acid and alkaline media [15–19].

8.2 Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR) on Nickel-Based
Anodes

One of the first non-precious metals proposed to be used for alcohol electro-
oxidation was Ni [20, 21]. In the 19th century, relevant works were published by
Fleischmann’s group where they studied the oxidation of different organic com-
pounds at passivated nickel electrodes in aqueous alkaline solution [20, 22]. After
that, several works focused on Ni-based materials as catalysts for alcohols have been
published [21]. In recent years, considerable interest has been paid in direct methanol
fuel cells (DMFC) because methanol has low molecular weight, high energy density
(6.1 kWh kg�1), and low operating temperature and it is easy to handle [23]. It is
well known that Ni has benefits as catalyst due to its surface properties and
demonstrated activity towards methanol oxidation. Planar nickel electrodes show
poor catalytic activity; therefore, nanoparticle structures with high dispersion are
necessary, with the aim to improve methanol oxidation. On these regards,
Taraszewska and coworkers demonstrated the activity of electrodeposited Ni
nanoparticles for methanol oxidation by using electrochemical measurements [24].
The cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements conducted by this research group, in
0.01 mol L�1 NaOH and 0.05 mol L�1 methanol at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1, reveal a
peak near 0.68 V vs SHE attributed to methanol oxidation at the Ni-modified
electrode.

To enhance the catalytic activity of Ni materials, different approaches have been
considered. For example, Ni was impregnated in a Silicate Zeolite structure to obtain
a 2 wt. % of Ni into the Si matrix [25]. Because Si zeolite has poor electrical
conductivity, the working electrode used for the electrochemical measurements
was fabricated by mixing the synthesized Ni–Si with carbon black. The CV mea-
surements revealed that Ni–Zeolite–Carbon was not active for the methanol oxida-
tion reaction (MOR). The Ni–Zeolite–Carbon only displays a catalytic activity for
methanol when it was soaked in NiSO4 solution. Figure 8.2 shows the illustrative
structure of Ni–Si–C. As can be observed in the non-soaked sample (Fig. 8.2a), the
Ni particles have been embedded into the Si zeolite structure and carbon
nanoparticles make the contact between the Ni particles. The inactivity of this
material was due to the Ni sites being into de Si matrix and C nanoparticles cover
their surface. Meanwhile, when the working electrode was soaked in NiSO4 solvent,
NiOH groups formed over the Ni–C surface (Fig. 8.2b). These NiOH groups are
active sites for the adsorption and the subsequent oxidation of methanol.

Thus, Ni has been electrodeposited on graphite electrode in a solution of
1 mol L�1 NiSO4 + 1 mol L�1 H2SO4 and was used as anode for methanol
oxidation in alkaline medium [26]. C/Ni catalyst displays tremendous
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improvement for methanol oxidation and the current density and potential of
methanol oxidation were highly dependent on the scan rate. From the earliest
studies, it appears that the MOR occurs only under specific conditions.

Based on the earliest results, different mechanism has been proposed for the
methanol oxidation at Ni-based electrodes. Equations (8.4) and (8.5) show the one
proposed by Fleischman et al. [20]:

Ni OHð Þ2 !fast NiO OHð Þ þ e�þHþ ð8:4Þ

NiO OHð Þ þ organic compound !slow NiO OHð Þ2þ product ð8:5Þ

The reactions suggest that the active sites in the Ni catalyst are oxy/hydroxide
species. Figure 8.3 displays the schematic diagram for the proposed mechanism of
reaction onto Ni-based electrodes.

The effect of oxy/hydroxide species for MOR has been studied in detail by
Chen’s group [27]. They studied the effect of different NiCl2–cysteine ratio in the
electrodeposition of Ni onto glassy carbon electrode in 0.01 mol L�1

NiCl2 + 0.1 mol L�1 NaOH at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1 without cysteine precursor
and with 0.05 mol L�1 cysteine precursor. The CVs conducted by this group show
an anodic peak near 0.41 V vs Hg/HgO (1 mol L�1 NaOH) and another at 0.51 V vs
Hg/HgO due to the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox pair [28].

The increase of anodic and cathodic peaks is attributed to the growth of hydroxide
film at the electrode. Moreover, it is reported that increasing the number of potential

Fig. 8.2 Schematic diagram of silicalite–Ni–C structure: (a) without NiSO4, and (b) presoaked in
NiSO4 solution

Fig. 8.3 Mechanism of reaction for methanol in Ni electrode in alkaline media
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sweep results in an increase of current densities in the redox pair peaks due to the
incorporation of OH� species into the hydroxide layer, which later is oxidized to
NiOOH [26]. On the other hand, the authors found that the presence of cysteine in
the mixture results in an increase in the peak intensities related to redox pair of
Nickel hydroxide; in other words, cysteine enhanced the formation of Ni(OH)2 and
NiOOH.

A detailed study of Nickel electrodeposition was conducted by Do Jin and
coworkers [29]. Their studies demonstrate that two different phases of Ni hydrox-
ide were grown onto the electrode. The existence of two Ni hydroxide phases was
first reported by Bode et al. [30]. Figure 8.4 depicts the diagram scheme of the
phase transformation of nickel hydroxide during chemical and electrochemical
processes. As can be seen, the diagram proposes two Ni hydroxide phases, α-Ni
(OH)2 and β-Ni(OH)2 and also two phases due to the oxidation β-NiOOH and
γ-NiOOH. As is proposed by the diagram, the γ-NiOOH phase can be produced by
oxidizing α-Ni(OH)2 and in this process the oxidation state of Ni changes from +2
to +3 and � +3.75 [31]. Also, γ-NiOOH phase can be obtained by overcharging
the β-NiOOH+H++e�.

Regarding the crystal structure, two pseudo-polymorphs of Ni(OH)2 have been
identified, α-Ni(OH)2 and β-Ni(OH)2 [32]. The α-Ni(OH)2 phase has lattice param-
eters a0 ¼ 0.542 and c0 ¼ 0.806 nm. The oxidation of α-Ni(OH)2 produces
γ-NiOOH that possesses an open structure with a c-axis about 2 nm that favors
diffusion of metal ions or water molecules [29]. Meanwhile, β-Ni(OH)2 has lattice
parameters a0 ¼ 0.307 and c0 ¼ 0.461 nm and its product is β-NiOOH, with a c-axis
about 0.5 nm. Therefore, it is desirable that Ni films used for the MOR oxidation
have preferentially the γ-NiOOH structure [29].

Figure 8.5 shows the CV of the methanol oxidation in 1 mol L�1

KOH + 0.5 mol L�1 MetOH in the potential range from �900 to 1600 mV vs
Hg/HgSO4/1 mol L�1 H2SO4 (MMO), at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1. In the forward
scan, a broad peak near 1 V vs MMO is observed, due to the current density

Fig. 8.4 Diagram scheme of the phase transformation of nickel hydroxides under electrochemical
process
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generated from the MOR. The reaction at the Ni-based electrodes occurs at high
potentials, since NiOOH (the active sites) is formed at potentials close to 0.5 V vs
MMO. At higher potentials, competitive reaction occurs between the methanol
oxidation and the oxygen evolution reactions [26]. Figure 8.5b displays the CV for
MetOH at extended potentials and can be observed that the methanol oxidation
reaction delays the oxygen evolution reaction.

Furthermore, in the backward scan a cathodic peak is observed at 0.51 V vs
MMO related to the NiOOH species. The current density of this cathodic peak is
considerably less intense due to the consumption of NiOOH during the MOR (see
Eq. (8.5)) [25].

8.2.1 Effect of Methanol Concentration

Different studies have been conducted to elucidate the effect of methanol concen-
tration on the behavior of fuel cell catalysts. For example, Abdel et al. carried out
electrochemical measurements of the MOR with methanol concentrations from 0.1
to 1.5 mol L�1 [26]. Figure 8.6 illustrates the behavior of the peak current density
and the potential as a function of the methanol concentration. As it can be observed
from Fig. 8.6a, the peak of current density increases linearly as methanol concen-
tration increases from 0.1 to 0.5 mol L�1, but at concentrations higher than
0.5 mol L�1 a plateau of current density is observed.

8.2.2 Binary and Ternary Nickel-Based Catalyst
for Methanol Oxidation

In 1992, Ramasamy and coworkers proposed NiTi alloys as catalysts for the MOR in
acid media [33]. They found that NiTi alloys are stable in acid media due to the

Fig. 8.5 (a) Cyclic voltammogram of the MOR on C/Ni electrode at 50 mV s�1, and (b) effect of
the extended potential on the MOR. Scan rate: 50 mV s�1. Adapted with permission from Ref.
[26]. Copyright 2004 Elsevier
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passive oxyhydroxide layer formation. On this context, Chellasamy et al. synthe-
sized rhombohedral NiTiO3 nanostructure by sol gel method [34] with an average
particle size of 90 nm. They used NiTiO3 nanostructure mixed with activated carbon
to obtain the modified glassy carbon electrode for the electrochemical measurements
in 1 mol L�1 H2SO4 and 1 mol L�1 H2SO4 with methanol. A current density of
4.9 mA cm�2 was obtained when the test was performed at 60 �C while no activity
for the MOR was observed at room temperature.

The surface properties of NiTi nanostructure play a key role in the MOR. For
example, NiTi materials present a hydroxide/oxide film that grows onto the surface
of the material. This layer is composed by OH groups and Ni, Ti ions that act as
reactive sites for the methanol adsorption and subsequently its oxidation.

NiTi nanostructures were also evaluated in alkaline media by Hou and coworkers
[35]. They obtained NiTi nanotubes by electrochemical anodization of NiTi alloy
followed by thermal treatment. The surface properties of the NiTi nanotubes were
evaluated for the MOR in 1 mol L�1 of KOH. The non-thermally treated NiTi
nanotubes showed poor performance (1.26 mA cm�2) for the alcohol oxidation
while the thermally treated NiTi displayed a peak current density of 8.52 mA cm�2

due to the methanol oxidation. The latter was attributed to changes in Ni ions that
modify the binding energy of Ti species. The authors also conducted measurements
at different temperatures and found an enhancement for the MOR when temperature
was increased.

The enhancement of MOR in the electrodes has been discussed considering two
points of view. First, higher temperatures can change the surface properties of the
electrode that may result in the presence of more hydroxide/oxide groups. On the
other hand, the methanol oxidation reaction follows the Arrhenius relationship as is
expressed by Eq. (8.6) [36]:

k ¼ Ae Ea=RTð Þ ð8:6Þ
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Fig. 8.6 Effect of methanol concentration at Ni/C electrode: (a) variation of the peak current
density value, and (b) variation of the peak potential value. Adapted from ref. [26]. Copyright 2004
Elsevier
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where k is the rate constant, A is a constant, Ea the activation energy (kJ mol�1), R
the universal gas constant (8.314 � 10�3 kJ mol�1 K�1), and T the temperature in
Kelvin.

It is well known that the oxidation state of Ni plays a key role in the MOR. Hou
et al. studied the electrocatalytic performance of NiTiO nanotubes for the reaction
[35]. They treated NiTiO under hydrogen atmosphere at different temperatures and
time of reaction. Figure 8.7 shows the XPS spectra of Ti 2p and Ni 2p. The materials
were labeled as A, B, and C for NiTi alloy, NiTiO NTS, and treated NiTiO NTS,
respectively. As can be seen, the signal due to Ti0 disappears at the NiTiO NTS
sample, which suggests a phase transformation. Meanwhile, it is observed that when
the NiTi alloy is treated under H2 atmosphere, an NiO phase emerges, indicating that
Ni3+ is reduced to Ni2+. This reaction produced a positive displacement of the Ti-2p
binding energy, due to the oxygen vacancies. Regarding the MOR, the authors found
that NiTiO NTs treated at 500 �C for 2 h delivers the highest current density.
Furthermore, it has been observed that the second or third element in the compound
might improve the stability of Ni-based electrodes. For example, the effect of the
electrodeposited Ni onto TiO2 nanotubes has been investigated [37]. Ni/TiO2 has
demonstrated higher stability (170 mA cm�1 for 30 min) than flat Ni electrode
(around 1 mA cm�1 during 30 min).

The high current density from the MOR in Ni-based materials has been attributed
to Ni2+ and Ni3+ species. It has been observed that Ni-based materials might be
improved by incorporating chemical elements with low oxidation potentials that
assist the Ni2+/Ni3+ redox reaction [38]. Yi and coworkers found that Sn enhanced
the MOR on Ni/Ti electrodes [38]. The enhanced catalytic activity of this material
has been explained by the well-known bifunctional mechanism, where Sn promotes
the adsorption of OH� at low potentials that facilitates the formation of the NiOOH
active sites. Sn electrons also modify the Ni d-band vacancies [39].

Another promising bimetallic catalyst for the MOR is Ni–Cr. Yingying and
coworkers synthesized Ni–Cr by thermal decomposition at temperatures in the

Fig. 8.7 XPS spectra of the NiTiO electrode. (a) Ti 2p spectra; (b) Ni 2p spectra; for Ni–Ti alloy
(labeled as A), NiTiO before annealing (labeled as B), and NiTiO after annealing at 500 �C for 2 h
(labeled as C). Copyright 2016 Elsevier [35]
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range of 500–900 �C [40]. They reported that at temperatures below to 800 �C a
bimetallic Ni–Cr is obtained while at higher temperatures a phase transformation
occurs and the NiCr2O4 alloy is obtained. The Ni–Cr sample calcined at 700 �C
showed the better performance for the MOR in alkaline media, with current densities
close to 12 mA cm�2 at 0.7 V vs SCE. The authors attributed the differences in
current density from the methanol oxidation to the particles size. They found that at
500, 600, and 700 �C particle sizes of 28.9, 31.4, and 38.5 nm were obtained,
respectively; meanwhile at temperatures higher than 800 �C, the alloys showed a
particle size in the range of 200 nm. High temperatures normally result in larger
crystal sizes [40]. On the other hand, the analysis of the peak current density in the
forward (Jf) and backward scans (Jb), revealed that these materials are efficient in the
removal of reaction products and intermediates from the catalytic surface due to the
presence of Cr.

NiOx and MnOx nanocomposites on glassy carbon (i.e., GC/MnOx/NiOx) were
tested for the MOR [41]. It was found that these anodes possess an excellent catalytic
activity for the reaction. However, in order to promote a higher catalytic activity,
NiOx must be placed on top of the MnOx surface, and not the other way around (i.e.,
GC/MnOx/NiOx) (Fig. 8.8). The enhanced electroactivity of GC/MnOx/NiOx for the
MOR was ascribed to the improvement of the adsorbability of MeOH on the MnOx

surface.
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8.2.3 Effect of Method of Synthesis

Since thermal treatments result in larger crystal sizes, different methods of synthesis
have been proposed to obtain Ni–Cr in nanoscale range. Cheng et al. developed an
NiCr binary alloy by using the cathode plasma electrolytic deposition and obtained a
crystal size of 30–50 nm [42]. Moreover, Ni–Cr has been successfully developed by
radio frequency magnetron sputtering process [43].

The authors obtained a tetragonal structure of Ni–Cr alloy with a thin film of
25 nm. Another easy and cost-effective method to fabricate Ni–Cr alloy films is
electrodeposition. Tharamani’s group [44] developed Ni–Cr thin films and evaluated
their performance for the MOR in acid media. From XRD measurements, they
calculated the crystallite size of the coatings around 7.2 nm. The electrochemical
test revealed that Ni–Cr has higher catalytic activity for the MOR in acid media with
currents of 4 mA in 1 mol L�1 of MetOH +0.5 mol L�1 H2SO4 at a scan rate of
25 mV s�1 and temperature of 29 �C. They attributed the better performance of the
Ni–Cr to the smaller crystal size that correlated with the results obtained by
Yingying and coworkers [40]. The Ni–Cr structure not only showed high perfor-
mance for the MOR but it also prensented a higher corrosion resistance in 1 mol L�1

MetOH +0.5 mol L�1 H2SO4.

8.2.4 Methanol Oxidation Reaction on Other Non-Noble
Metal-Based Catalysts

In the literature, other non-precious metal oxides such as porous Cu/PPy/SnOx,
SnO2/m-ZSM-5, Co3O4/NiO core–shell nanowire array, hydrated iridium oxides,
and transition metal carbides (TMCs) have been reported as viable nanocatalysts for
the MOR. Asghari and coworkers have studied hierarchical nanostructured tin-
oxide-decorated polypyrrole on nanoporous copper (porous Cu/PPy/SnOx) prepared
by the galvanostatic method [45]. This anode material showed good catalytic activity
for the MOR in acidic media when compared to smooth Cu/PPy/SnOx and porous
Cu/PPy (Fig. 8.9).

This improved performance was attributed to the presence of SnOx which
increases surface area of the electrode material, and has the ability to promote the
adsorption and oxidation of reaction intermediates such as CO, while allowing the
dehydrogenation of the alcohol according to the following equations:

CH3OH ! HCOð Þads þ 3Hþ þ 3e� ð8:7Þ
HCOð ÞadsþadsSnX4 OHð Þ2�2 ! CO2 þ SnX2�

4 þ H2Oþ Hþ þ e� ð8:8Þ
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2H2O
2 ! 2 OHð Þads þ 2Hþ þ 2e� ð8:9Þ

2 OHð Þads þ SnX4 OHð Þ2�2 ! SnX4 OHð Þ2�2 ð8:10Þ

Shi et al. [46] worked on nanocomposites of tin oxide nanocrystals (3 nm)
homogenously decorated on the surface of mesoporous zeolite (SnO2/m-ZSM-5)
synthesized by hydrothermal method. It was shown that this material exhibits high
electroactivity for the MOR, comparable to that of Pt/C. It was also shown that this
catalyst material was stable (Fig. 8.10a). The performance of this electrocatalyst was
related to the excellent tolerance of CO poisoning, holding from the synergistic
interaction between SnO2 and m-ZS M-5 (Fig. 8.10b). Elsewhere, Co3O4/NiO core–
shell nanowire array (with mesoporous nanowire core and branched nanoflake shell)
was reported by Wu’s group [47].

This material was obtained by combined hydrothermal and electrodeposition
methods. It displays excellent electrocatalytic activity towards the MOR compared
to its single Co3O4 nanowire array. The electroactivity of Co3O4/NiO was due to the
synergy between the core and the shell structures, which allowed fast kinetics and
lowered the overpotential (Fig. 8.11).

Works regarding the MOR using Ir as electrocatalyst have been reported previ-
ously. The catalytic activity of Ir for the MOR is considerably lower than that of Pt,
Pd, or even Rh [48], even though the mechanism of the MOR on Ir is the same as that
on Pt [49]. Consequently, beside those preliminary works, no other relevant reports
have been carried out on Ir metal as anode catalyst. Rather, hydrated iridium oxide
has been studied, showing appreciable activity for the reaction. It has been reported

Fig. 8.9 Cyclic voltammograms (tenth scan) of (a) bare Cu and Cu/SnOx, and (b) Cu/PPy
electrodes in an acidic solution of methanol in the absence and presence of SnOx nanoparticles
synthesized at 4.00 mA cm�2, and the scan rate is 100 mV s�1. Copyright 2016 Elsevier [45]
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that the active Ir oxygenated species promotes the MOR, and it is stable with respect
to temperature and pH changes within DMFC operating conditions (Fig. 8.12)
[50, 51]. However, an activation process is necessary because of the presence of
metallic Ir within the surface. The activation process consists of cycling the electrode
in the electrolyte support (H2SO4), generating active sites. As reported by Conway
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Fig. 8.10 (a) Current vs. cycling time of the SnO2/m-ZSM-5 nanocomposite for methanol oxida-
tion at a constant scan rate of 0.05 V s�1, and (b) CO stripping curves of the samples in 0.5 mol L�1

NaOH solution at 20 �C. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry [46]

Fig. 8.11 TEM images of (a, b) Co3O4 nanowire (SAED pattern in inset) and (c, d) Co3O4/NiO
core/shell nanowire (SAED pattern in inset). Copyright 2013 Elsevier [47]
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and Mozota, in the initial stage the oxide thickness almost linearly increases with the
number of cycles [52].

Attention was also paid to TMCs as promising electrocatalysts that could replace
noble metals. It displays good mechanical and chemical stability and good corrosion
resistance under reaction conditions. TMCs also show several advantages over their
single metal counterparts in terms of catalytic activity, selectivity, and resistance to
poisoning. TMCs, specially tungsten carbide, have been found to be good catalysts
for a number of reactions which used to be catalyzed by noble metals [53]. It can be
produced having different phases such as tungsten mono-carbide (WC), tungsten
semi-carbide (W2C), and cubic tungsten carbide (WC1-X). Among them, WC is
known to be the most stable [53, 54]. It was found that tungsten carbide performs
like noble metals for some electrochemical reactions such as hydrogen, Co, and
alcohols oxidation, as well as the oxygen reduction reaction. Tungsten carbides have
been widely applied in electrochemical systems, including electrocatalyst for
low-temperature fuel cells, for example, as anodes for the MOR where the
electrocatalytic activity observed on pure WC was rather low [55]. Chen et al.
have studied molybdenum carbides [56]. The product selectivity on the carbide-
modified Mo (110) surface was 63%, with the remaining methanol (37%) dissoci-
ating to produce CO and H2.

Comparative studies of methanol oxidation reaction on carbide-modified V(110)
and Ti(0001) have been performed [57]. TPD and HREELS techniques showed that
C/V (110) and C/Ti (0001) surfaces may produce the methoxy intermediate followed
by its decomposition to CH4 gas, reactions that take place at 465 and 333 K,
respectively.
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8.3 Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR) on Non-noble
Metals

Over the past few decades, ethanol has been extensively studied as fuel for direct
ethanol fuel cells (DEFC), due to its high mass energy density (8.01 kWh kg�1) and
because is environmentally friendly if produced from biomass [23, 58, 59]. The EOR
has been performed on Pt-based electrodes; however, nowadays there are still
relevant issues to be solved in order to make DEFCs suitable candidates for the
generation of electric energy. First, Pt is a scarce and expensive metal. Second, it has
been demonstrated that Pt-based electrocatalysts are poisoned by CO species gen-
erated from the EOR, decreasing the number of active sites available to carry out the
adsorption and oxidation of ethanol and reaction intermediates.

8.3.1 Nickel-Based Anodes

In order to overcome the issues related to Pt-based electrocatalysts, non-noble metals
have been proposed as electrocatalyst for the EOR. The oxidation of low molecular
alcohols on metal oxides has been proposed by Fleischmann et al. [20] and after that
numerous studies have been reported, aiming to generate knowledge on the reaction
mechanism of the EOR on such oxides.

In 1994, Motheo and coworkers evaluated the EOR on Ni electrodes in
0.1 mol L�1 KOH without and with 0.1 mol L�1 ethanol [60]. The authors
observed that Ni electrode showed a peak current of 2.1 mA close to 0.9 V due
to the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox pair. Meanwhile, the first cycle of the EOR on Ni
electrode showed a current of 3.13 mA at 1.14 V. The authors stated that the
increase in current and the shift in the peak potential was due to two reactions that
occur at overlapping potentials: the oxidation of ethanol and the formation of
NiOOH species [61]. On the one hand, the already formed oxide film adsorbs
ethanol, being subsequently oxidized to higher valence species. On the other, the
EOR may be enhanced by the formation of superoxides on the Ni electrode.

This phenomenon was investigated by conducting studies of Ni electrodeposition
at Cu foil coated with Pd in the presence of various alcohols by Neuróhr’s group
[62]. They electrodeposited Ni in methanol, ethanol, and glycerol in the potential
range of 1.0 to �1.5 V vs SCE. In the case of methanol, they observed a shift in the
anodic peak current density, from 0.25 to 0.6 V vs SCE when the CV is conducted at
the range of �1 to 1 and � 1.5 to 1 V vs SCE, respectively. Furthermore, Jae et al.
studied the electrodeposition of Ni oxide at graphite substrates by using a mixture of
water–ethanol 50:50 (V/V) as electrolyte [63]. They found that ethanol plays a key
role in the process because of a change in the dielectric constant is observed that
results in a better adhesion of Ni onto the substrate.

A complete study of Ni-based electrodes in KOH solution was published by
Jao-Woo and coworkers by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
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measurements at different potentials [63]. At potential of 0.24 and 0.28 V, the
equivalent electronic circuit was composed of 2 resistive elements namely Rs, R1

due to the solution resistance and the polarization resistance, respectively. Mean-
while, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 represented the outer and inner pores of the film, the
kinetics of the oxidation process, the absorbed intermediated species, and the
diffusion of the intermediated species, respectively. At low potentials
(0.24–0.28 V), the involved mechanism was the reaction and transformation of
NiOOH. Moreover, studies were conducted at potentials from 0.32 to 0.42 V. It is
worth mentioning that the R1 value had a significant change at 0.37 V (660.2 Ω) and
then it became larger at 0.38 V (1666.3 Ω). The author suggested that a passive layer
is formed at this point. The EOR follows the same mechanism proposed above for
the MOR at Ni-based electrodes (see Eq. (8.5)), where ethanol is absorbed at NiOOH
species that is oxidized to form acetaldehyde and finally oxidized to acetic acid
[63, 64].

On the other hand, the EIS studies for EOR were conducted in 1 mol L�1

KOH + 0.2 mol L�1 ethanol in the potential range from 0.26 to 0.48 V vs Ag/AgCl.
Herein, Rs, R1 and R2 represent the solution resistance and the polarization resis-
tances, respectively. While, Q1 and Q2 are due to the diffusion and adsorption of
intermediates, respectively. At 0.3 V, the value of polarization resistance was
11448.0 Ω and at 0.35 V a drastic drop was observed (4527.0 Ω) probably due to
the start of the EOR at the Ni electrode, in good agreement with other studies
reported elsewhere [60].

The byproducts from the EOR at Ni electrodes have been investigated by using in
situ infrared spectra (FTIR) [61]. It has been seen that the onset potential for the EOR
occurs at 1.37 V vs RHE. Afterwards, a signal is observed at 1550 and 1415 cm�1

due the presence of symmetric and asymmetric vibrations bands characteristic of
acetate ions [15], and this perturbation increases with the applied potential. Also, a
consumption of the OH� species is observed, with an alteration between 2500 and
3000 cm�1 [9].

This latter information confirms that at high potentials the OH� species have been
consumed by two possible mechanisms: (a) to form fresh Ni(OH)2 species that was
further oxidized to NiOOH, and (b) to oxidize ethanol to acetic acid. It is important
to note that no peaks related to CO and CO2 (perturbations normally located at
1840 cm�1 and 2345 cm�1 [9]) have been detected, suggesting that the mechanism
of the EOR at Ni electrodes in alkaline media is:

CH3CH2OHþ 4OH� ! CH3COOHþ 3H2Oþ 4e� ð8:11Þ

8.3.2 Iridium-Based Anodes

Another cheap catalyst materials for the EOR was developed by Cao et al. based on
the use of Iridium (Ir) [65], starting from the observations by Fujiwara’s group
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[66]. The authors reported that the peak current of the EOR in the positive scan on
the Ir/C catalyst was lower compared to Pt/C. Nevertheless, the onset potential of the
reaction on Ir/C was more negative than that of Pt/C (Fig. 8.13).

In the negative scan, the current value is also lower on Ir/C than that on
Pt/C. Meanwhile, using Ir3Sn/C and Pt3Sn/C cases, two oxidation peaks were
observed. Although the peak current at Ir3Sn/C catalyst in the high potential region
was lower than that of Pt3Sn/C catalyst, in the low potential region the oxidation
peak on Ir3Sn/C catalyst appeared at more negative onset potential, indicating a
superior electrocatalytic activity towards the EOR (Fig. 8.14). In such potential
range, which correlates with single-cell operation conditions, Lamy’s group reported
the presence of acetaldehyde, acetic acid, and CO2 on Ir electrodes [67], which is in
agreement with the results for Pt electrodes [68].

Fig. 8.13 Cyclic voltammograms of ethanol oxidation on Ir/C (solid line), Pt/C (dashed line),
Ir3Sn/C (dotted line), and Pt3Sn/C (dashed-dotted line) catalysts in 0.5 mol L�1 H2SO4 with
1 mol L�1 ethanol at room temperature with a scan rate of 50 mV s�1. (a) Ir/C and Pt/C; (b)
Ir3Sn/C and Pt3Sn/C. Copyright 2007 Elsevier [65]

Fig. 8.14 Linear sweep
voltammograms of ethanol
oxidation of Ir/C (solid line),
Pt/C (dashed line), Ir3Sn/C
(dotted line), and Pt3Sn/C
(dashed-dotted line)
catalysts in 0.5 M H2SO4

with 1 mol L�1 ethanol at
room temperature with a
scan rate of 10 mV s�1.
Copyright 2007
Elsevier [65]
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It was found that on Ir electrode, acetaldehyde could be formed at low potentials,
where the surface was partially covered by COads and Hads. The addition of Sn as
cocatalyst resulted in a significant improvement of catalytic activity at the Ir-based
electrode. Cao et al. found that Ir–Sn has comparable catalytic activity to that of Pt–
Sn. Ir–Sn was also susceptible to poisoning. Du et al. [69] also showed that the
Ir71Sn29/C catalyst has high catalytic activity for the EOR due to the formation of
acetic acid at low potentials (0.07 V vs Ag/AgCl) without breaking of the C–C bond.
They studied different Ir/Sn ratio, all showing larger lattice parameters than pure Ir
nanoparticles. The authors also noticed that the lattice parameter and mass current
density of the EOR increased with increasing amount of Sn alloyed with Ir
(Fig. 8.15).

Among the various Ir–Sn catalysts, Ir–Sn/C (71:29) and (82:18) showed the
larger lattice parameter and higher catalytic activity. The high performance was
explained by the electronic back donation from Sn to Ir in the Ir–Sn alloy phase,
which changed the electronic structure of Ir, allowing for the weakening of the Ir–
CO bond and therefore improving the catalytic performance of the carbon-supported
IrSn alloys. The authors explained the correlation between the Ir–Sn/C heteroge-
neous structure and the high catalytic activity for the EOR from several character-
ization techniques, including DFT calculations and electrochemical
measurements [69].

Their findings involved that: (1) the Ir71Sn29/C catalyst consists of a core–shell-
like structure with an Ir core-rich, Ir–Sn alloy shell-rich, and the presence of SnO2 on
the surface, indicating an Ir/Ir–Sn/SnO2 heterogeneous structure with a maximum
metallic Sn content alloyed with Ir of around 20%; (2) both the Ir–Sn alloy and SnO2

on the surface are important to promote the EOR. DFT calculations modeling
(Fig. 8.16) showed that the presence of Sn, either through a pure Sn surface or Sn
in the Ir–Sn alloy, destabilizes the reaction intermediates which become unstable on

Fig. 8.15 (a) Current density vs time measurements of Ir/C, Ir46Sn54/C, Ir55Sn45/C, Ir71Sn29/C, and
Ir82Sn18/C at 0.10 V in 0.5 mol L�1 of H2SO4/ 0.5 M of ethanol electrolyte, and (b) plot of current
density vs time activity vs strain (aIr-Sn-aIr)/aIr(%). Specifically, aIr_Sn is denoted as the lattice
constant of each electrocatalyst, while aIr represents the lattice constant of homemade carbon-
supported Ir nanoparticles. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society [69]
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Fig. 8.16 (a) Surface cluster models used in the current work for modeling ethanol dehydrogena-
tion. Gray spheres represent Ir atoms, brown spheres represent Sn atoms, and red spheres represent
O atoms. Ir(111), Ir–Sn(111), Sn(100), and SnO2(110) surfaces are shown, and (b) calculated
energies for adsorption of ethanol and reaction (H removal). Note that for Sn, CH2CH2OH and
CH3CHOH have similar reaction energies. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society [69]
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the surface. On the other hand, both Ir and SnO2 display reaction energies that are
reasonably exothermic, with the dehydrogenation reaction over SnO2 being highly
exothermic.

8.3.3 Cobalt-Based Anodes

Cobalt was used as electrocatalyst for the EOR by Barakat and coworkers [70]. It
was found that Co alone has a low electrocatalytic activity, but when doped with
cadmium its performance increased. It was found that Cd was the key component in
the catalyst that adsorbed/desorbed and oxidized the COads species [70].

Meanwhile, Co acts as other cocatalysts, enhancing the electrocatalytic reaction
through synergetic effect which involves reducing the bond energy of the interme-
diates formed on the surface of the active sites. Comparing the CVs of the Cd–Co
and Pt catalysts (Fig. 8.17), it was found that the former performed better as it has
lower onset potential, as well as a higher peak current density. Barakat strongly
suggested that the research on this bimetallic catalyst was performed more thor-
oughly, since the cost for the transition metal catalysts is much lower than Pt and Pd
itself, thus making it one low-cost catalyst for the EOR. Cobalt was also used in three
metallic alloys with Ni and Fe to form Ni–Fe–Co, that were synthesized starting with
the condensation polymerization of phenol-hydrazones, substituted phenols, and

Fig. 8.17 Cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1 and 25 �C for the introduced
electrocatalyst, Pt/C (40%) and pristine cobalt nanoparticles in 1 mol L�1 KOH and in the presence
of 1 mol L�1 ethanol. The arrow points to the oxidation peak of ethanol in the reverse scanning.
Copyright 2013 Elsevier [70]
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formaldehyde [71]. The resulting resin is reacted with a mixture of Ni, Fe, and Co
salts followed by reduction and pyrolysis in a H2 atmosphere at 360 �C. The alloys
were tested for the oxidation of alcohols such as ethanol, methanol, ethylene glycol,
and glycerol. Good electroactivity was observed for the EOR in alkaline media using
these catalysts.

Although Pt is known to have good activity for the EOR in alkaline media, the
preponderance of partial oxidation to acetaldehyde and acetate [72, 73] stops the
reaction with only four electrons transferred, out of 12 that theoretically should be
exchanged (Eq. (8.12)). This limitation of the Pt-based catalyst can be considered as
one of the reasons alternative catalysts are being developed.

CH3CH2OHþ 5NaOH ! CH3COONa þ 4Naþ 4e� þ 4H2Oþ 2CO2 ð8:12Þ

A company called ACTA has recently reported a good catalytic activity for the
EOR, with complete oxidation of the alcohol to CO2 or carbonate, by using Ni–Fe–
Co catalysts. These anode materials showed small nanoparticles deposited in a
matrix of hydrazone-based polymer, and have the trade name of HYPERMEC
[74–77]. During the studies of the EOR at this catalyst, no acetate was detected.
Acetaldehyde was observed as an intermediate of the EOR, and further oxidized to
carbonate [74, 75]. Probably, the relevance of the performance of HYPERMEC is
the complete oxidation of ethanol to CO2.

Moreover, the peak current density of the EOR at this catalyst was higher than
that obtained on Pt catalysts. Also, the performance of HYPERMEC catalysts in a
commercial anion exchange membrane was high, showing stability during the test
(less than 10% performance degradation over 1800 h at 25 mW cm�2) [75]. One of
the reasons of the good performance of HYPERMEC catalysts for the EOR was the
lack of CO poisoning as shown by DRIFT analysis. The spectra indicated that CO
readily desorbs from HYPERMEC [75], in contrast to the negative effect of CO on
Pt-based catalysts. Mechanistic studies of the EOR on HYPERMEC catalysts have
not been reported to date, to the best of our knowledge.

8.4 Ethylene Glycol Oxidation (EGOR) in Alkaline Media

As an attractive source of energy, ethylene glycol has a good potential for fuel cell
applications due to its high reactivity in electrooxidation, inflammability, low
toxicity, and high boiling point that enables easy handling and storage [78]. Another
advantage of using ethylene glycol as the fuel in alcohol fuel cells is that its
theoretical energy density is close to that of methanol and ethanol (5.2, 6.1 and
8.6 kWh kg�1 for ethylene glycol, methanol, and ethanol, respectively) [79]. Fur-
thermore, studies have shown that ethylene glycol can be directly produced from the
catalytic conversion of biomass-related cellulose [80]. Some studies have been
performed in order to use noble metal-free catalyst as anodes for the EGOR.
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8.4.1 HYPERMEC (Fe–Co–Ni/C)

As mentioned above, HYPERMEC has been tested as anode catalyst for the oxida-
tion of different alcohols, especially for its high performance during the EOR. Abe
et al. [81] studied the electrooxidation of ethylene glycol in a fuel cell composed of
LaSr3Fe3O10 (7) electrolyte and of HYPERMEC (Fe–Co–Ni/C) anode material, and
its performance compared to those of Pt/C, PtRu/C, and Pd/C. The direct ethylene
glycol solid alkaline inorganic fuel cell using Pt/C anode and LaSr3Fe3O10 electro-
lyte delivered the highest output power density of 32 mW cm�2 at a current density
of 80 mA cm�2, while the Fe–Co–Ni/C anode generated an output power density of
27 mW cm�2 at a current density of 90 mA cm�2. As it was presented, the Fe–Co–
Ni/C anode material provided a performance comparable to that of Pt/C.

8.5 Conclusions

Non-noble metal electrocatalysts have shown good physicochemical and electro-
chemical characteristics that make them suitable to be used in fuel cell technologies
for electrical energy generation. The use of these electrocatalysts not only can
improve the overall efficiency of the fuel cell but also reduce its cost. Nowadays,
significant efforts have been made for the development of highly active
electrocatalysts. However, it is necessary to solve some issues related to corrosion,
stability, and electroactivity. We are convinced that in the future the non-precious
materials will play a key role for the development and improvement of sustainable
technologies that have a positive effect in daily life and in the reduction of pollution.
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